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ABSTRACT
In the first and second part of the first chapter
an attempt is made to indicate to the reader the
weakness and the scantiness of the Meccan pre-Islamic
poetry. In the first pages of the thesis the most
authentic collections of Arabic poetry compiled during
the 'Abbasid period are reviewed, and it is noted that
Meccan poetry is almost absent from these.
The second part is a close examination of some of
Ibn Sallam's remarks on the Meccan poetry and its poets.
The third section deals with the poems said to describe
the incidents of the Elephant and the wars of al-Fijar,
two historical events in which the Meccan people were
involved. A brief historical summary of the wars of
al-Fijar is given together with references to the main
works which contain a vast amount of information on
the subject. In addition we have analysed the poems
and discussed their authenticity. The last section of
the first chapter is a summary and a critical study of
the lives and the poetry of two Meccan poets whose
poetry and actions played a vital role during the
early period of Islam.
The second chapter is divided into four sections
and each section is itself subdivided. The first
section is concerned with the inhabitants of Yathrib.
Here we have tried to shed some light on the original
home of both the Arabs and the Jews and their position
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in Yathrib before the rise of Islam. The second
section discusses the lives of those Medinan poets
included by IbnSallam whom he considered the master
of their art. A summary of their lives and a critical
study of their poetry has been appended. In the third
section we have reviewed the tribal feuds of Yathrib,
discussed the causes of these feuds, critically
examined some of the historical accounts describing
the warfare between al-Aws and al-Khazraj. The fourth
section is a translation of an account included in the
Kitab al-Aghanl, concerning the battle of Bu4ath with
the intention of giving a historical background of
that battle and further to show the historical value
of that poetry by comparing these two sources. The
last two parts in this section are an investigation
of the Medinan pre-Islamic poetry describing war,
battle-scenes and the instruments of war used in the
fighting between al-Aws and al-Khazraj. There is a
separate discussion of verses describing war, swords,
spears, coats of mail, helmets, javelins, armies,
squadrons, striking, stabbing, retreat and poetic
exaggeration. In addition we have noted the vivid
expressions and the images used by the poets. At the
end of the last part we have attempted to examine the
poetic expressions and how they were related to the
poets and how the poets derived them from their
environment. We have also attempted to determine the
extent to which war had influenced the poetic talents
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of the Awsite and the Khazrajite poets who apparently
too have direct experience of fighting. Ve have
analysed four of their poems all of which refer
to the battle of Bu4ath.
The last chapter is devoted to a consideration
of the development of martial poetry in Mecca and
Medina after the rise of Islam. Before dealing with
the poetry describing the battle of Badr and Uhud we
have given an outline of the momentous events which
took place in both Mecca and Medina. Here we have
demonstrated how the events of this earliest stage of
Islam might have encouraged others, years later, to
fabricate such poetry.
At the end of this last chapter we have indicated
the extent of the influence of Islam on the poetic
talents of Ka'b b. Malik, a pre-Islamic poet who a
few years later became an ardent Muslim.
Finally at the end of this thesis we append lists
containing the total of the extant verses ascribed to
4Abd Allah b. az-Ziba4ra, Dirar b. al-Khattab, 4Abd1 • • • '
Allah b. Rawaha and Abu Qays b. al-Aslat. None of the
poetry of these poets has been collected into a DTwan
and is still only to be found scattered in various
sources."'" In addition we give the name of the main
sources where these ascribed verses are found, together
with the occasion on which the verses were recited.
l) Recently Hasan M. ba-Jaouda has published a book
containing considerable number of poems or fragment
of verses attributed to Abu Qays b. al-Aslat.
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TRANSLITERATION
The system of transliteration used in this thesis
is that recommended by the Department of Arabic and
Islamic Studies of the University of Edinburgh.
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During the century preceding the rise of Islam the
nomadic Arabs and some of the settled people of Arabia
were constantly feuding with one another. Vars which
were waged in various parts of the Arabian peninsula
inspired the poets and gave them free scope to display
their poetic talents. This can be seen in the surviv¬
ing verses describing war, battle-scenes and the
instruments of war used in fighting-subjects which
form the greater part of pre-Islamic Arabic literature.
But, in spite of the large number of extant verses and
the great variety of Arabian pre-Islainic martial poetry,
there has been little serious study of this poetry. As
far as we know only one thesis has been written on the
subject by Dr. 'A, El-Gindl.
He starts his work by indicating the effect of the
desert environment in inciting men to war upon each
other. Then he briefly defines the phrase Ayyam al-
♦ Arab and notes how the Arabs called battles by the
name of the places in which they took place. Further¬
more, he gives the name of references containing
information about the Ayyam and points out the customs
of the Arabs during fighting and during the preparation
for raids.
The first chapter is a statistical and analytical
approach to the subject in its widest sense. Therefore,
he not only includes "poems referring to the Ayyam al-
4 Arab, but also those praising some warrior without
reference to a particular battle and even those which
depict an imaginary fight." He claims to have
consulted 5»0&0 lines of poetry supposed to have been
composed by 150 poets, few of whom lived as late as the
rise of Islam. Furthermore, El-Gindl paid much
attention to explaining why so much of the extant
poetry is restricted to such a small range of subjects,
such as boasting of the deeds of a tribe, or an
individual, or lampooning an enemy, or rebuking the
poet's rival who belonged to the same tribe, or
justifying defeat or flight from a battlefield, or to
threatening their opponents, or lamenting kinsmen
killed in battles, or praising the courage of warriors
and their achievements in battle, or stirring up
feelings against some action the tribe was taking such
as the acceptance of blood money. The last chapter is
an analytical study of the manner of thought, emotion,
imagination and the diction used by the poets which he
concludes with general remarks on martial poetry.
It is an exhaustive study and certainly it is
useful for those who aim to study the development of
martial poetry. But it must be understood that we need
more detailed studies of pre-Islamic martial poetry in
order to fill the gap found as a result of the lack of
study on the subject.
For instance, a comprehensive investigation of the
development of the martial poetry of individual tribes
with close examination of the evolution of its poetry
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during different periods of time has yet to be pro¬
duced. Many of the inter-tribal feuds are supposed
to have been waged over a long period. We assume,
therefore, that their martial poetry must have develop¬
ed considerably during such feuds as the war of al-
Basus, even if it only lasted half the historian's
estimation of forty years. Other long-lasting feuds
such as the War of Dahis and al-Ghabra' produced a
considerable number of verses including those recited
by the great poet 'Antara b. Shaddad of lAbs. Perhaps
we could most usefully base our study of this subject
by investigating the development of the martial poetry
of two rival tribes to show to what extent their poetry
evolved. Here we suggest that a study of all the
martial poetry of pre-Islamic Arabs such as Dr. El-
Gindx has attempted tends to be a close examination of
individual verses which should be in our opinion
related as far as possible to the recorded historical
events of the time. In his conclusion Dr. El-Gindx
shows that he considers the martial poetry of the pre-
Islamic Arabs to be excellent documentary evidence of
their social life. Although this may be true, in
most or many cases, it cannot serve as a basis for
further studies on the subject since the author
himself admits in the introduction to his thesis that
he has not discussed the authenticity of the poetry he
has included. We believe therefore, that a critical
study of the history and the poetry recording these
events must be given priority since Ibn Sallam, the
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most prominent of the 'Abbasid critics has stressed
this point and declares that "Members of various tribes
fabricated poetry which they ascribed to their earliest
poets, in order to boast of the past glorious deeds of
their tribes."^
In attempt to make our study on the martial poetry
of Mecca and Medina before and after Islam as compre¬
hensive as possible, we have consulted a large number
of references, referring to the events under consider¬
ation. It is interesting to note that most of the
poets whose verses were examined are said to have taken
part in the events they have described. Accordingly we
can draw more confidently on the information they have
transmitted than on that of the historians who wrote
their books centuries after the events occurred. We
frequently discuss the authenticity of poems basing
our approach on an analysis of the historical information,
the subject matter and stylistic peculiarity of the
poet concerned. Occasionally we question the
authenticity of some Meccan pre-Islamic verses, but we
have not discussed the authenticity of the pre-Islamic
martial poetry of Yathrib because no doubt has ever been
expressed about its authenticity. It is also of very
high quality and it was transmitted by scholars whose
integrity has never been questioned. Furthermore, this
poetry was compiled into Diwans already in the earliest
1) Tabaqat, 40 <
days of the 'Abbasid period and poems and fragments of
it often appear in the most authentic collections of
Arabic poetry.
We have also paid much attention to the poetic
expressions and images of each poem which we have been
listing separately according to type and we have
attempted to relate the images and expressions to the
events described in the poems.
Concerning the Islamic period we have reviewed the
events which took place in both Mecca and Medina, in
order to demonstrate how those events could be respons¬
ible for the fabrication of poetry by later generations.
We have also consulted most of the available works
which have critically examined the Sira poetry.
On the other hand the extent of the Islamic
influence on the poetry apparently recited by Ka'b b.
Malik during the Prophet's life has been examined.
-6-
Chapter One
(l) MECCAN POETRY DURING PRE-ISLAMIC TIMES.
During pre-Islamic times Meccan poetry was very
weak. One can easily establish this fact when one
studies the references in Arabic sources to the people
of Mecca and their poets.
Most of the early works written during the 'Abbasid
period dealing with poetry did not contain or even
mention a single poem by any poet of Mecca, and this is
a useful starting point for our investigation of the
poetry of Mecca before and after Islam.
Al-Mufaddal (d 178/79^ A.D.) and al-Asma'I (d 216/
831 A.D.) were experts on poetry but when they composed
their collections of poetry both neglected the poets of
Mecca. The reason for this is not clear; probably they
thought that these poets were not firmly rooted in
poetry and that their poetic ability was insufficient,
unlike those whose names were included. We observe
that neither al-Mufaddal nor al-Asma'i restricted them-
• • •
selves to one period only, but included many poems of
different poets before and after Islam. Ibn Qutayba
(d 276/889 A.D. ) includes in his Kitab ash-Shi* r wa' sla¬
shu 'jjra' two hundred and six poets from the Jahillyya
period until his own time, but does not refer to even
one poet of Mecca. This omission increases our doubts
about the value of the poetry of Mecca as a whole and
at the same time gives rise to many questions which
must be taken into consideration in our study of the
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poetry of Mecca, especially when we consider what he
says in his introduction to the book;
"My main concern was with the famous poets with
whom most men of literature are acquainted, and
who are recognised as reliable sources in the
study of Lexicography, Syntax, Quran and Tradition.
As for the poets whose names are obscure, who are
rarely mentioned and whose poetry is not in
demand and known only to a few select individuals
I have mentioned very few of them because I only
know a few of them and I have no information about
that few and I knew that you have no need for me
to mention to you names for which I cannot give
you information, date, genealogy, anecdote or a
verse which is regarded as excellent or unusual."^
Abu Tammam (d 231/845 A.D.) formed his book
al-Hamasa of ten different sections of poetry, each one
including many short poems complete in themselves, or
excerpts from longer ones. Most of the poets whose
names are mentioned were living during Jahiliyya times
or in the early Islamic period. Al-Buhturl (d 284/
897 A.D.) composed his Hainasa following Abu Tammam's
method and his book contains one hundred and seventy
four small sections including many short poems by a
great number of poets, starting from pre-Islamic times
until the early 'Abbasid period. Both Abu Tammam and
1) 1Q.,Shi'r, 1,3-4
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al-Buhturl likewise disregard the poets of Mecca and
do not include their names among the many poets quoted,
'except for four lines which Abu Tamrnam attributes to
al-Harith b. Hisham, dealing with his escape from the
battlefield of Badr, and two short poems attributed by
al-Buhturl to Dirar b. al-Khattab one of which is
• • • •
supposed to have been composed before Islam, while the
other is reported to have been recited concerning the
siege of Medina (5/626). More details about these two
poems are given by Abu'1-Faraj.^ Al-Buhturi also
attributes another short poem to al-4 Abbas b, 4Abd
al-Muttalib (^7) dealing with the dispute which took
place between Quraysh and Banu Hashim and Banu •1-
Muttalib over their protection of the prophet. This
neglect on the part of distinguished poets must be
regarded as another evidence of the weakness of the
poetry of Mecca. Also Abu Zayd Muhammad b. Abl'l-
Khattab al-Qurashl (d 170/786) in his book Jamharat
Ash'ar al-4Arab does the same. His book includes
forty-nine odes, every one attributed to a different
poet, but he does not mention even one poet from Mecca
while he mentions seven of the Medinan poets.
Here we would like to quote some lines from what
he says in his introduction to the book simply to show
that his omission was intentional.
"The book deals with the Arabic poetry during the
Jahiliyya period and Islam. It includes those poets
l) Aghani. VII,28 and XVII,109
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in whose spoken language the Qur'an descended and
from whose words the Arab language itself is derived.
From their poems evidences were given to explain the
meaning of the Qur'an and the obscure traditions of
the Prophet. To these poets wisdom and eloquence
in literature were attributed."
Abu ' l-Faraj"*" (d 356/966) and Ibn 4 Abd al-Barr^
(d 463/1070) include in their works some names of the
poets of Mecca, and give more details about their
lives, including a few poems, but most of the poetry-
included was Islamic, transmitted from the Sxra.
Ibn Sallam (d 231/845) refers to the following
names as the most skilled poets of Mecca,













Abu Talib b. 'Abd al-Muttalib.
• 9 •
Az-Zubayr b. 4Abd al-Muttalib.
Abu Sufyan b. al-Harith.
Musafir b. Abx 4Amr b. Umayya.
Dirar b. al-Khattab (al-Fihrx)
Abu 'Azza al-Jumahiyy ( 4 Ainr b. 4 Abd Allah).
4Abd Allah b. Hudhafa as-Sahmx (al-Mumazzaq)
Hubayra b. Abx Wahb b. 4 Ainr b. 'A'idh b. 4 Imran
3
b. Malchzum.
Aghanx. XIV, 11., VI, 154., I, 30., XIV, 130..XIX, 80.
Istx4 ab. I, 115 ., 355 ., II, 549., 687., 782.
Tabaqat, 195.
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The poems as a whole that Ibn Sallam quotes and
attributes to the poets of Mecca are very limited. He
does not indicate more than a few lines of most of them
and deals also with the events which took place after
the appearance of Islam.
Even then he is satisfied in two cases by
mentioning their names only (according to Cairo printed
edition); for the events that happened before Islam, he
adduces one poem. He claims that this poem was composed
by 4Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra on the occasion of the
battle which took place between Kinana and Thaqxf
before Islam. I will give more details about the
authenticity of this poem later.
Also Ibn Sallam1 attributes the following lines
to the poet Dirar b. al-Khattab. The lines are as• • •
follows:-
May God reward Umm Ghaylan and her women well,
for their coming, not wearing their ornaments,
with dishevelled hair.
They warded death off, when it was near at hand.
And when I was vulnerable to their revenge.
I unsheathed my sword and wielded its blade,
what could I protect, if I cannot protect myself, (l)
Ibn Sallam claims these lines were said by Dirar
l) Tabaqat, 210 *
(l) The numbers in brackets in the margin after each
translation of a poem or a verse of poetry
indicate the appropriate section of the Arabic text
at the end of this thesis.
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during the Jahiliyya. Here there is an arguable
meaning for the word Jahiliyya. I would take it to
mean that Dirar composed these lines before he became
Muslim, because the whole story of Abu Uzayhir which
Ibn Sallam has referred to, was included by Ibn Hisham
amongst the events which took place after Islam.^
However Ibn Hisham adds two lines to the version given
by Ibn Sallam.
Daws called (for war) and its ravines flowed with
honour,
The streams (of people) flocking from every side
flowed into it.
And 'Amr, may God bestow his blessing on him.
He was not slack, but he did his best untiringly. (2)
Ibn Hisham rightly says that this happened after
the battle of Badr. Our evidence for this is that
five apparently genuine lines attributed to Hassan
Ibn Thabit, who tried to take advantage of this event,
show that Abu Uzayhir's killing took place after the
battle of Badr.
The story of Abti Uzayhir was included in the DJwan
2
of Hassan. However the attempt at vengeance made by
Daws against the poet Dirar and his companions must
have taken place afterwards.
1) IH,I, 410.
2) H. Hirschfeld, Dlwan Hassan, pp. 107-109.
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Ibn Sallam himself states that Dirar and his
companions went through the land of Daws and engaged
with them, and the reason given is the killing of Abu
Uzayhir by Hi sham b. al-Walld b. al-Mughxra.
When Hassan knew that Abu Uzayhir was slain while
he was staying at Dhu *1-Majaz, one of the Arab Markets
he addressed two poems, one to the tribe of Daws and
2
the other to Abu Sufyan, simply to inflame the people'
anger and to bring shame on Abu Sufyan, for the
murder of his father-in-law and for his surrender and
mistrust. Hassan is attempting only to cause a quarrel
between the clans of Quraysh.
Here is what Hassan says to Abu Sufyan:-
The people on both sides of Dhu'1-Majaz awoke one
morning,
But Ibn Harb's neighbour in al-Mughammas did not.
Hisham b. al-Walid has covered you with his garments
wear them out, new ones will come to you later.
He has fulfilled his desire and he became great,
But you were utterly of no avail.
If the shaylchs at Badr had been present,
their sandals would have been moistened with
blood newly shed.
The humiliated donkey did not protect his sacred
possession, also Hind did not ward off her
father's shame. (3)
1) Tabaqat, 209'
2) DTjmn, ed.H, 82,85., Munammaq, 238, 2 k"}*
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(2) IBN SALLAM AND THE POETRY OF MECCA.
According to Ibn Sallam, during pre-Islamic times
Mecca was not one of the famous centres in poetry among
the Arab villages in the peninsula of Arabia. The
reason as he puts it is as follows
"The main thing which increased poetry was the war
which took place among the tribes, such as the war
between the tribes of al-Aws and al-Khazraj.
Moreover it was recited during the military assault
between two groups. The main reason which decreased
the poetry of Quraysh was the non-existence of such
circumstances."^
Ibn Sallam is right to say so and in my opinion,
anyone who goes through the history of Mecca can
easily support his idea.
Now let us rapidly review the position of the
society of Mecca only from the time of the abortive
attack on Mecca by Abraha (570) until the appearance
of Islam. In the time when all Arabs of the desert
and also some Arab towns were fighting each other,
the people of Mecca were living in peace without any
fear.
The reason behind this was that for the Arabs
themselves who lived near or far from Mecca the Ka'ba
was a sacred place and it was impossible for it to be
violated by them. They were even ready to face any
1) Tabaqat, 217 '
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power which tried to harm or cause any kind of
violence to Mecca.
When Abraha prepared an expedition against Mecca
his main object was to destroy the Ka'ba and make the
Arabs go to his new temple in the south for pilgrimage
instead of Mecca, but this had agitated the feeling of
the Arabs and inflamed their rage against him.
Ibn Ishaq mentions that when the Arabs heard that
Abraha was going to demolish their holy place, they
decided that it was their duty to fight him and protect
the Ka'ba from any violation. A noble of one of the
ruling families in the Yemen called Dhu Nafr summoned
his tribe and asked help from other tribes who would
like to follow him to fight Abraha and stop him from
attacking the Ka'ba. When the battle took place Dhu
Nafr and his followers were defeated and he himself
was taken prisoner, but this was not the last attempt
to prevent Abraha. When he reached the land of
Khath'am he was opposed by Nufayl b. Habxb al-
Khath'ami, and his tribes Shahran and Nahis engaged in
battle with Abraha, but he too was defeated and
imprisoned .
The expedition ended in failure and the army was
destroyed by a flock of birds as referred to in the
2
Qur'an. From this event we understand that the Arabs
were not ready during that time to commit any injury
1) 1H, I, 45.
2) Sura, CV, al-FIlor The Elephant.
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or violation against Mecca and also they did not like
any other power to do so.
The situation in Mecca seems to be different from
that of the rest of Arabia. The people there were
engaged in the life of commerce and paid no attention
to any fighting or outbreak of hostility. Also they
realized that Mecca's resources were very poor and they
should act vigorously to solve this problem by
establishing the atmosphere of peace which alone could
establish a guarantee of prosperity.
The best example of this is the Hilf al-Fudul* *
(Confederation of the virtuous) which was formed after
the war of the Fijar (transgression). Ibn Ishaq refers
to the main object of this confederation. He says
"Some clans called for a pact in the house of 'Abd
Allah b. Jud'an and they entered into an agreement.
Their purpose (in this convention) was to help unjustly
treated people of Mecca or those who entered it. They
would stand against any iniquitous person who tried to
commit any iniquity.""*"
As-Suhayll attributes the following lines to az-
Zubayr b. 4Abd al-Muttalib dealing with this confeder¬
ation s -
We have taken an oath to join in alliance with them,
though we are members of one family.
We shall call it al-Fudul, if we join it,




All those around Mecca know that we are people who
never tolerate injustice,
but protect whoever seeks our protection. (k)
Quraysh also took another step towards ensuring
their caravans1 safety. W.M. Watt mentions that
Quraysh surmounted this problem by using a large
number of nomads in the service of their caravans as
guides, escorts and so on. Also he mentions that
Quraysh were ready to pay any chief for their caravans'
security through his territory and other supplies, even
that they gave some tribal chiefs an allocation of
2
shares in the caravans of Mecca.
Another factor which may deserve to be stressed is
that according to al-Mus'ab az-Zubayri "Quraysh
strengthened the peaceful state in their society when
nobles of some clans built their relationship with the
3
others by marriage from different tribes."
From all the above we may conclude that Mecca
during these years was not a land of antagonisms or
quarrels, and this fact certainly influenced its poetry
to weakness.
Now if we consider the situation during pre-Islamic
times, we absolutely agree that poetry was kept close
to the sword. In every military assault or battle
1) Rawd, II, 73 . , Muriamrnaq, 219.
2) Muhammad at Mecca, pp 10-11.
3) Nasab. ppl4-l6, 18, 98-99, 123, 126, 229, 302*
Jart, Mecca and Tamxm, VIII, 1965 »
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poets were boasting of themselves, their ancestors and
the tribes as a whole. Also they pictured their men's
courage, their firmness when they faced their enemies
and what they had previously achieved. If their tribes
obtained victory over their enemy their description
usually is about how many chiefs were slain or captured
in the battlefield, but if their opponents overcame
them they try to account for their defeat. Also they
weep for their men who were killed in the battle,
promise full revenge for them and threaten another
battle. For the tribal poet was in fact, as remarked
by Lyall, "a defence to the honour of them all, a
weapon to ward off insult from their good name and a
means of perpetuating their glorious deeds and of
establishing their fame for ever."^
If we study the poetry attributed to pre-Islamic
times or even the early period of Islam, any poem
dealing with a quarrel or antagonism is mixed with
boasting, satire, elegy and after that comes the main
purpose, the description of the war.
During that time Arab poets were the spokes men
of their tribes and the tribe itself gave their poets
a vital role in peace or war. It was believed among
all the Arab tribes that the effectiveness and the
power of poetry was not less than that of the sword.
At the same time it was in fact war which agitated the
feeling of the poets and nourished their talents with
l) Translation of Ancient Arabian Poetry, XVII <
ll
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many poems and any one who goes carefully through the
pre-Islamic poetry can observe this fact; the examples
in the history of Arabic literature are very numerous.
Ibn Sallam himself when he speaks about the poet
al-Muhalhil says, "His calamity in his brother Kulayb
made him compose long verses and he was the first poet
to mention battle in poetry.""'"
Ibn Rashlq also said that he was the first poet
to make poems long.^ As far as we know the motive for
that was the war which took place between Bakr and
Taghlib after the murder of his brother Kulayb by
Jassas b. Murra and all the poems found now attributed
to him deal with the events of this war.
Also 'Antara b. Shaddad al-'Absi and several other
poets have pictured the events of the war which broke
out between 'Abs and Dhubyan. 'Antara's famous poem
belongs to the final stages of the war. He was
depicting stirring battle scenes, promising more attacks
upon his enemies and boasting of his courage in what he
had done in this war, while Zuhayr b. Abx SUlma '1-
Muzani in his Mu'allaqa took another point of view. He
celebrated the action of the day of al-Ghadlr when two
nobles of Dhubyan brought the conclusion of peace for
this war which lasted for forty years according to
3
later authorities. If we consider the Jahiliyya
1) Tabaqat, 33.
2) 'Umda, I, 87.
3) Naqa'id, II, 83-IO8.
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poetry which has reached us we realize that most of it
deals with battles which took place among the Arab
tribes. Some of the Mu'allaqat deal also with wars in
which the poet's tribe took part."*" Indeed it is very
true that poetry during this time was inseparable from
the wars and the poets themselves found the battlefield
a congenial atmosphere.
From the above we may understand that poetry
increased by war, and it was war which inspired the
poet's muse with many poems. The best illustration of
this is the example of Medina and Mecca. In Medina
poetry was thriving and many poets became famous and
well known not only among their own people but among
other Arabs, and most of the poems attributed to them
were dealing with quarrels and hostilities that broke
out between Aws and Khazraj. The poetry itself took
advantages of this and the wars inspired the poets
with many verses picturing these events, in the light of
which we can imagine now what was going on at that
time, when Uhayha b. Julah, Abu Qays b. al-Aslat,
Qays b. al-Khatim and others were sustaining their
tribe al-Aws with their tongues and swords and
propagating their point of view, while Malik b.'Ajlan,
Hassan b. Thabit, 'Abd Allah b. Rawaha, Ka4b b. Malik
and others were supporting their tribe al-Khazraj.
l) See Mu' allaqa, 'Amr b. Kult'huni and al-Harith b.
Hilliza.
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The society of Mecca itself provides an example,
for when it lost its unity after the appearance of
Islam and its people divided among themselves, the
poetry exploited this position, and Quraysh considered
poetry as one of their arms which could be used against
the Prophet and his companions.
Among the early Arab critics Ibn Sallam is the
first to give details of Meccan poetry. Unfortunately
in his investigation he makes some assertions about
Meccan poets which are not supported by any examples
and his details are often confused and ambiguous.
In general Ibn Sallam offers proof of the weakness
of Meccan poetry. At the same time he regards most of
the names included as well known in poetry during the
Jahiliyya period. Here is what he says regarding Abu
Sufyan b. al-Harith:-
"Abu Sufyan composed poetry in the Jahiliyya
period, but most of it has gone and that which has
reached us is little. We do not regard as poetry
the poetry related by Ibn Ishaq as being by him
and others. It would be better for them not to
have written any poetry than that this poetry
should be by them."^
As far as we know the above statement seems to be
completely unfounded. When we return to the
authoritative references which mention poems attributed
to the poets of Mecca, we observe in general that the
l) Tabaqat, 206 *
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poetry ascribed to Abu Sufyan b. al-Harith, or that
which is imputed to him is very limited. Furthermore
none of these works include a single poem supposed to
have been said by Abu Sufyan before Islam.
It seems hard to imagine that all the poetry
allegedly written by him during pre-Islamic times has
been lost, while we discover a few verses by his
contemporary poets.^ Among the early authors who quote
the poetry of Mecca, Ibn Hisham is the most copious
source, including most of the poems ascribed to the
poets of Mecca. He adduces three poems only by Abu
2
Sufyan composed furthermore after the appearance of
Islam. It is a fact, however, that most of the poetry
included by Ibn Hisham is Islamic, but he sometimes
relates some lines of poetry composed before Islam.
For example, he quotes one line from a poem attributed
to the poet Dirar b. al-Khattab on the day of 'Ukaz,
in his explanation of the word Allat. He mentions
3
that this line is extracted from lines said by Dirar.
In any case, I would suggest that Ibn Sallam's
statement, "Abu Sufyan composed poetry in the period of
1) For example see the following books, Munammaq, 44,
231, 248, 427, 429, 430., Hadhf, 37, 53, 66, 88, 94.,
Nasab, 264, 300, 317, 386, 408, 433Tabaqat,
pp 196-198.? Aghanx, VI, 154., Vll, 28., XIX, 80.^
Bayan, I, 102., B., Hamasa,29., Rawd, II, 73, 87.,
Sha., Hamasa, 16., 4l.
2) 1H, II, 212, 272, 401.
3) 1H, I, 47 •
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Jahiliyya", could have another possible meaning, namely
"before he became a Muslim", since in the beginning of
Islam and for nearly eight years, Abu Sufyan was known
for his enemity and hostility to the Muslims. He
participated in the battle of Badr, sustained Quraysh
in its struggle against the Prophet and his followers
and he satirized him, and all that kind of poetry did
not come to us but is omitted by the Muslim authorities
who state only the poetry which did not defame the
Prophet personally. We know this only from the lines
attributed to Hassan in reply to Abu Sufyan.1
All that we can be certain about is that Muslim
authors have dropped some of his poetry, but this
need only consist of poetry defaming the Prophet
personally, since these authors have quoted poems
composed by the Qurayshite poets who encouraged their
people with poetry, took part in battles against the
adherents of the Islamic faith and who did not believe
in Islam before the conquest of Mecca. Of course there
is no need to suspect the authenticity of all these
verses.
In cases like that of the poet Hubayra b. Abl Wahb,
we can probably say that Muslim authorities ignored his
poetry because of his attitude of hostility or simply
because he died an unbeliever, but it is impossible to
say this of a person who not only became a good Muslim,
1) PIwan. ed.H, 2, 85, 91 •
but was regarded later as one of the favourite people
of the Prophet. His loyalty on becoming a real Muslim
was admitted without question from his earliest days
of accepting Islam. The best example of this is his
steadfastness in the battle of Hunayn.
Finally the last point which I would like to deal
with is this: Those who might think that the
compilations of pre-Islamic Meccan poetry have been
lost or who might exaggerate what Ibn Sallam says
about certain poets having composed much poetry, have
simply not considered the question in the light of the
earliest poems of Mecca which have survived. Even if
it is argued that the years of quarrels and fighting
which certainly passed in the peninsula of Arabia had
brought great damage to poetry as a whole, by causing
the death of many poets and those who had memorized
their verse, this can hardly apply to Mecca. As we
have mentioned before, Mecca was a land of peace, and
nearly all Qurayshite poets included by Ibn Sallam
were born during these years of peace. In that
atmosphere it is difficult to say that Meccan pre-
Islamic poetry would have been lost. However, we agree
in general that most of the Jahiliyya poetry and even
some of the early poetry of Islam had not survived as
the result of wars and also because poetry was submitted
to memory, transmitted from generation to generation
by oral tradition until it was recorded in written
form during the 'Abbasid period. Certainly all this
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did not help all poetry to survive. Otherwise it is
a fact that Mecca lost its unity after Islam and the
outbreak of fighting which took place aftei" the
emigration of the Prophet to Medina, but most poets of
Quraysh became Muslim with the exception of Abu 4Azza3l*-
Jumahiyywho was slain by the order of the Prophet, and
Hubayra b. Abi Wahb who died an infidel.
Furthermore, most of the poets concerned lived for
years after the death of the Prophet, took part in
battles against the people of ar-Ridda (apostasy) and
participated in the early battles of the Futuh (conquests).
If those poets really had composed poems before Islam,
the Muslim authorities would have included some of
their poems amongst their collections of poetry of the
Jahillyya and early Islam.
The conclusion which I have to reach is as followss-
It is beyond any doubt that most of the poets whose
names are included by Ibn Sallam became generally
known during the events which followed subsequently to
the appearance of Islam, when the dispute flared up
between Mecca and Medina. All poems claimed as
having been said by the poets of Mecca, and having
been obliterated under the elements of oblivion and
dissipation are merely a few and this cannot affect
the fact of the weakness of Meccan poetry at this
period.
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(3) POETRY DEALING WITH EVENTS WHICH TOOK
PLACE IN MECCA BEFORE ISLAM.
Before we start our investigation of the poetry
attributed to the event of the Elephant, and the wars
of al-Fijar, I would like to make this remark. Most of
the poetry included by Ibn Ishaq and others concerning
events which took place in the society of Mecca during
Jahiliyya times did not rest on any fact, and most of
it was added later by the narrators or the forgers who
supplied them. Without any prejudice it is very
difficult indeed to imagine that shallow phrases like
these were composed during pre-Islamic times, when the
poetry was very rich not only in language, but also in
similes and metaphors which the poets usually rely on
to show their skills, Also the verses which are
alleged to have been said seem to be inconsistent with
the value of the genuine poetry as a whole and the
eloquence known during that time."'"
I shall not go too deeply into this question,
but I shall consider only those poets who took part in
the battles which took place between Mecca and Medina
after the appearance of Islam, and those whom Ibn Sallam
included among the famous poets of Mecca.
(a.) The abortive attack by Abraha on Mecca.
In his account of the abortive attack by Abraha,
Ibn Ishaq quotes a short poem which he attributes to
l) For example see, 1H, I, 126- 28.
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4Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra. It is only five lines but
it is not difficult to judge its authenticity, because
Ibn az-Ziba'ra was a great figure among Meccan poets
1 2
and he was as Ibn Sallara and Ibn 'Abd al-Barr
mention the greatest one among Quraysh and there is no
one to equal him in poetry.
The poem goes like this:-
Withdraw from the Vale of Mecca,
From times immemorial, its sanctuary has.not
been violated.
It was sanctified even before "Sirius" had been
created, no mighty man has ever attacked it.
Ask the commander of the (Abyssinian) army what
he had seen in it.
And those who knew what happened will tell those
who are ignorant.
Sixty thousand did not return home.
And their sick did not recover after the return.
'Ad and Jurhum were there before them,
3
and Allah above his servants always maintained it?
In the poem as a whole we find that the poet seems
to be in pressing need of poetic license and to include
Islamic references, and this seems to be work of one of
the narrators or the forgers whose knowledge of poetry
is very poor.
1) Tabaqat, 196 »
2) Isti'ab, I, 355.
3) 1H, I, 57 •
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For example we need only to consider this lines-
Sixty thousand did not return home,
And their sick did not recover after the return.
1) The expression Sittuna Alfan is trite and the kind
of expression which could not possibly be the work
of a famed poet like Ibn az-Ziba'ra. Also when we
look at the event itself, we do not find one
historian mentioning the number of Abraha's army.
2) He uses arda-hum instead of ila ardi-him. This' ♦ •
irregularity is not the work of any reliable poet.
3) In the second hemistich, in the phrase of Walam
Ya'ish we see another anomaly; he uses Mafa'ilun
instead of Mutafa'ilun. Some authors observed
this irregularity and tried to cover it by dropping
the letter V and adding instead Bal"*" but we cannot
imagine that a distinguished poet like Ibn az-Ziba'ra
could make use of irregular words in clumsy phrases
like this.
Ibn Ishaq attributes the two following lines to
Talib b. Abx Talib dealing as he claims with the event
of the Elephant, but Ibn Hisham denies this attribution
and he mentions the whole poem among the poems which are
supposed to have been said at Badr. Also Ibn Hisham
assumes that Talib composed this poem to praise the
Prophet and also to weeplthe dead of Quraysh at Badr.
l) Bidaya, II, 175.
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Itnow you not what happened in the war of Dahis,
And Abu Yalcsum's army when it filled the pass.
But for the help of Allah and nothing else,
You would have been unable to save yourselves. (6)
(b) Poeins attributed to the wars of al-Fijar
(Transgression).
1 2




and Abu '1-Faraj give more details. They all mention
that this war took place 26 years before the appearance
of Is1am.
The instigator of this war was an ally of Iiarb b.
Umayya named al-Barrad b. Qays b. Rafi4 from the clan
of Banu Damra b. Bakr b. 4Abd Manat b. Kinana. He
attacked a caravan and slew its guide 4Urwa ar-Rahhal
b. 4Utba b. Ja'far b. Kilab.
This event led to the days of al-Fi.jar, so called
because the outbreak of fighting took place in the
holy months during which fighting was prohibited, which
were fought between Quraysh and their allies Kinana on
one side and I-Iawazin on the other.
According to Muslim authorities this war lasted
for four years and in the beginning Quraysh made the
utmost efforts within their ability to reach a
1) 4 Iqd, VI, 103 (HI, 368)
2) Munamniaq, pp 185-217., Muhabbar, pp 169-171.
3) Aghanx. XIX, 73.
For further information about this war see IH, I, 184
B., Ansab, 100., EI, arts, FIDJXr and HAWAZIN.
compromise to settle this crisis with Hawazin, to bring
peace and prevent war.
Quraysh told Hawazin that they were ready to lay
down al-Barrad for them to kill him for his sin but
Hawazin refused to accept this offer.
Our study will consider the poetry attributed to
the days of Shamta and 'Ukaz only, because the fighting
was more serious on these days.
Our main purpose is to study Meccan poets and
their poetry but unfortunately all books which contain
an account of this war do not quote more than two
Meccan poems, both of them dealing with the day of
'Ukaz, when Quraysh obtained a decisive victory over
Hawazin. One is attributed to Dirar b. al-Khattab
• • •
and the other to 'Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra.
"THE DAY OF SHAMTA"
The first real clash between Quraysh, Kinana and
Hawazin was on this day. According to Muslim author¬
ities, on the day of Shamta the victory in the
beginning was shared by turns among the belligerents,
but at the end of the day Hawazin obtained their
victory over Kinana. Now probably we can get an idea
about what was going on when we consider the poem of
Khidash b. Zuhayr, which pictured the scene of the
battle on that day."'" In the beginning we must say
that there is no doubt at all about the authenticity of
this poem. The style of the phrases is strong and rich
l) Tabaqat, 121., Aghanx, XIX, 78.
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in the similes of Jahiliyya poetry and we may also
emphasize that the whole manner of expressions which
the poet has chosen is suitable for the main purpose,
even that he speaks with frank and true feeling,
touched with a deep emotion which we can accept from
a good poet. He does not describe his enemy as being
cowardly but the poet narrates what has happened in
truly poetic language. He relates their standing in
the battlefield and their courage.
Consider for example his saying:-
We fought the brave ones and they fought us,
It was as if leopards were fighting lions.
This is the kind of poetry that should attract
the feeling of others and obtain their admiration.
When we look at his vocabulary we absolutely
appreciate his well-chosen words, because there is no
weakness or irregular phrase, and also every word
seems to be related to the subject and fitted in the
correct context.
Khidash himself was a great poet. Ibn Sallam
puts him in the fifth category among the pre-Islamic
poets and he mentions that Abu 4Amr b. al-'Ala' is
reported to have said that Khidash was a poet of
intuition and that his poetic essence was deeper than
that of Labid, but people refused to accept this and
they acknowledged Labxd as more advanced."'"
l) Tabaqat, 119 •
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Ibn Qutayba quotes this saying of Abu 'Amr b. al-
4 Ala* but he adds also that Labxd was a man of qualities.'''
Now let us analyze some lines from this poem.
We urged on against them, horses preoccupied,
Frowning, enveloped in dust, finding their way
easily. (7)
Among the Arab tribes the horses were one of the
most important tools in any battle and the poet
describes the response of their horses and their
submission of that day (consider his expression Quda)
Also Khidash makes us imagine the condition in
the battle when he points out that even their horses
suffered that day (consider the phrase Sah imat anli 1 ayh im )
After that he shows us the preparation of the two
sides and gave us an imaginative picture of what they
had done during the night before the battle.
We spent the night making emblems and so did they.
And we said "Let us attack the people over there in
the morning."
They came like a cloud raining (spears) and so did
we (so fast that) it was as though some one had
kindled tinder in a forest. (8)
The brave men of the two parties were spending
their night, putting on distinguishing marks in order
that their enemies might know them (consider the word
as-Sima)
1) 1Q., Shi4 r, II, 627.
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In the second line consider his effective simile
comparing the armies to heavy rain-clouds and also his
use of the word Baridan (rainy) to imply the
numerousness of their arrow-s . When we look at the
<?-ppt-e ci^Cl • ,
second hemistich we re-s-pe-ct his saying that the
violence in the battle was like a burning forest.
In the following lines
They said "By your life do not run away",
and we said, "We are not running away, and nobody
can resist us."
We fought the brave ones and they fought us,
it was as if leopards were fighting lions." (9)
The poet speaks in true Arabic style when he
describes the insistence of the two sides on fighting
and indicates their determination on death or victory.
Consider in the last line his interesting simile -
the men of Kinana were like leopards, and the men of
Hawazin like tigers. But what does he mean? Certainly
he means all of them were courageous and so were their
enemie s.
Finally the poet boasts of his people and
celebrates their victory when they finally overcome
Quraysh and Kinana.
He also mentions that many people have been killed
like she-goats and that the rest of them escaped.
They retreated and we struck their heads
For they violated peace in the holy months.
From above we left the vale of Shamta,
• 7
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with its streams looking like goats gushing blood.
I have not seen any people like them in their defeat
and dispersal,
Or groups of kinsmen who defend themselves as we do.(lO)
THE DAY OF 'UKAZ
•
The defeat of Quraysh and Kinana on the day of
Shamta and al-'Abla'did not drive them into despair,
but redoubled their determination to obtain victory
and to wash away the disgrace which had come upon them.
According to a statement said to be derived from Abu
'Ubayda, on the day of ' Ulcaz Quraysh supplied its own
men and their allies from Banu Kinana - with plenty of
arms. Furthermore, he points out that Quraysh's
preparation on that day was consolidated by their
resolution to triumph over their enemies. In the
account given by Abu'1-Faraj dealing with the battle of
'Ukaz he attributes one poem to Dirar b. al-Khattab b.
# r • • •
Mirdas al-FihrT, one of the famous Meccan poets. It
goes like this:-
Have you ever asked others about us,
nobody will confirm the news but those who know well.
The eve of 'Ukaz when Hawazin was armed to the teeth.
When Sulaym came brandishing their spears,
on every lean horse.
We went to meet them on lean horses,
with a numerous army which made a raging clamour.
When we met, we gave them a taste of tawny spears
that showered upon them from every direction.
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Sulaym did not stand it and flew away,
Banu 'Amir ran away and dispersed.
Thaqlf sought refuge in their Lat (idol).
Returning disappointed and defeated.
Al—'Axis fought part of the day,
then withdrew in defeat like cattle,
only DUhman kept their ground,
Even when calamity overtook them."*" (ll)
According to Ibn Sallam Dirar took part on that
- 2
day and he was a chief of his clan Banu Muharib.
In general the poem seems to be genuine and there
is no reason to make us suspect its authenticity.
The poet draws a picture in poetry of how his people
took vengeance upon their enemies. This triumph
impressed his feeling and the poet sings the happiness
of his people who had suffered defeat twice before.
In the poem as a whole the poet expresses his delight
with realistic poetic language, and does not
exaggerate in his description of what Quraysh and
Kinana had achieved, like some others when they
have acquired a decisive victory over their enemy.
Also he does not extol his people with heroisms
and glorifications of legends but he pictures their
standing in the battlefield and describes how they
faced death when they fought desperately until they
1) Aghan1, XIX, 80 '
2) Tabaqat, 212 »
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ended the battle triumphantly. Even when the poet
speaks about his enemies he does not belittle their
condition but he describes even their standard of
combat.
For example in the following lines consider his
remarks about the attitude of his enemies from Banu
Nasr and Banu DUhman when they challenged Quraysh and
Kinana and fought them bravely.
Al-'Ans fought part of the day, y
Then withdrew in defeat like cattle.
Only DUhman kept their ground,
even when calamity overtook them.
According to Abu '1-Faraj, when Quraysh and Kinana
attacked Qays from every side, Qays escaped leaving
Banu Nasr and Banu DUhman, and those two clans did
not fly from the beginning like the others but they
faced them with courage until Quraysh and Kinana beat
them.
The poet himself indicates this point when he says:-
When we met, we gave them a taste,
of tawny spears that showered upon them from every
direction.
Sulaym did not stand it and flew away,
Banu 'Amir ran away and dispersed.
Thaqlf sought refuge in their Lat
Returning disappointed and defeated.
One final example needed to demonstrate the genuine
poetic style is this metaphor Tawallat ma'as-Sadiri
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It is good not only because the poet draws it from
the life of their society but also because he describes
his enemies in a trueJahiliyya style, meaning that
Quraysh had driven the clan of al~4Ans from the
battlefield like a herd of cattle.
Ibn Sallam attributes the following lines to
4Abd Allah b. az-Ziba4ra. He claims that Ibn az-
Ziba'ra composed these verses in praise of Banu ?.l-
Mughlra b. 4Abd Allah al-Makhzumiyyxn, for their
standing the test of the war of al-Fijar.
Praised be those whom the sister of Banu Sahm
gave birth to.
Hisham and Abu 4Abd Manaf who is the vanquisher
of his adversary.
And the warrior of the two spears, who combined
both strength and firmness.
These two protect and this one attacks from
close quarters.
If I swear by God's House (theKa'ba), I never
swear falsely.
There are no men in the passes of Syria and ar-Radm.
More righteous than Banu Rayta or more judicious
in forbearance.
It is they who on the day of 4Ukaz prevented the
people from being defeated. (12)
In the beginning we need to point out that there
are slight differences between the versions of this
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poem given by Ibn Sallam, Abu'1-Faraj and al-Qall.
The versions given by Abu'1-Faraj and al-Qall are
closer to one another than to that of Ibn Sallam.
Abu'1-Faraj adds two lines to the version given by
Ibn Sallam, while al-Qalx adds an extra two verses to
Abu'1-Faraj.
Lines added by Abu'1-Faraj:-
Unrivalled lions that will never tolerate an
injustice .
They have grown up since they were born, of noble
descent. (13)
Lines added by al-Qali:-
He speaks little in conference, but speaks wisely.
With a body of men dark (with arms),
With helmets splendid like Sirius. (i^)
In general pre-Islarnic poets did not concern
themselves too much with praise of individuals, because
the responsibility the poet was to deal with the tribe
as a whole or sometimes with his clan only, but not
with special persons even if those persons had attained
considerable achievements.
This practice became familiar after the appearance
of Islam for some reason especially among those tribes
who had treasured traditions from the past or those who
were known in the beginning by their enmity to Islam.
We must therefore take every precaution when
dealing with any poem alleged to have been composed in
order to boast of ancestors only or also to glorify
the history of the tribe. Moreover we need a careful
study for all these poems concerning personalities,
because most of the events were embellished later by
some fabricated verses.
Abu'1-Faraj makes this point when he quotes the
following report.*'"
"Muhammad b. 4Abd al-'Azlz b. Abi Nahshal mentioned
that his father said: when X went to see Abu Bakr
4Abd ar-Rahman b. al-Harith b. Hisham asking him
a favour, he said to me, "0 my uncle, I will offer
you four thousand dirhams if you claim that you
have heard Hassan reciting to the Prophet these
four lines of poetry." I said, "May God preserve me,
that I should tell lies concerning the Prophet of
Allah: but if you wish I could say that I heard
4 A'isha reciting them."
Abu Bakr refused to accept that and he insisted
that I shouJd say, "I heard Hassan reciting them
in the presence of the Prophet." Then neither of
us met the demand of the other and we did not
speak to each other for some times. Afterwards
Abu Bakr sent for me and said "Compose some lines
in praise of Hisham b. al-Mughira and the sons of
Umayya. I asked him the names that he would like
l) Aghani, I .>30.
to praise and he did so. Then he asked me to
attribute the lines to my father. Also he told
me that I should make them dealing with the day
of 'Ukaz. When I composed the liness-
Praised be those whom the sister of Banu Sahm
gave birth to.
Hishain and Abu 4 Abd Manaf who is the vanquisher
of his adversary.
And the warrior of the two spears who combined
both strength and firmness.
I came to him and I said, "These were composed by
my father." Abu Bakr said, "No, say that they were
composed by Ibn az-Ziba'ra." The outcome of that
is that the lines are still found in the author's
book attributed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra.
This attempt is probably being made by Abu Bakr to
recover the reputation of his ancestors which was
completely lost at Badr, when his grandfather al-Harith
b. Hisham escaped from the battlefield leaving his
brother Abu Jahl behind him dead. Abu Bakr realized
that this event disfigured the history of his clan as
a whole, and his hope was to rescue it and to expunge
what he regarded as a stigma on his ancestors' history.
This hypothesis only makes us believe Abu' 1-Faraj ' s
story the more, and also reminds us of the need for a
careful study of all poems of this kind for whose
creation there is a historical motive. On going
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through this poetry one notices that the forgers
concentrate almost exclusively on Ibn az-Ziba'ra. In
my opinion this is not only because Ibn az-Ziba'ra was
the greatest poet of Mecca before and after Islam, but
also because his attitude towards Banu Qusayy was known
before Islam and the forgers were attempting to take
advantage of this. Ibn Sallam refers to what is
supposed to be the cause of the differences between
Ibn az-Ziba'ra and Banu Qusayy. He says that Ibn
az-Ziba'ra was accused of saying the following lines
in slander of Banu Qusayy which were found written on
the door of the Dar-an-Nadwa.
Banu Qusayy were kept away from glory by legends
of the past,
And seeking commissions like brokers.
And eating meat without mixing it with anything else,
and saying, "Camels are going for trade, Camels are
coming from the trade. (15)
Moreover Ibn Sallam states that Quraysh did not
allow any clan to satirize others and also that they
punished anyone trying to do so. When the people's
opinion agreed upon Ibn az-Ziba'ra as the culprit and
they disapproved what had been said, Banu Qusayy asked
Banu Sahin to give them Ibn az-Ziba'ra to punish him in
their own way. When Banu Sahm questioned Banu Qusayy
l) Tabaqat, pp 196-96.> Munammaq, pp 426-31.
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about their decisions they answered that his tongue
must be cut out. Banu Sahm reminded them that they
would do the same to anyone of Banu Qusayy who
slandered them. During that time the poet az-Zubayr
b. 1Abd al-Muttalib was absent in Yemen and Banu Qusayy
were afraid that the same fate might befall him. Then
they decided to release him, and some people tried to
instigate Ibn az-Ziba'ra against his clan because of
this incident. They said to him your people did not
protect you when they were able to do so. His answer
was : -
Truly my people have not committed a sin,
And if they have become reconciled with their
brothers, I do not blame them.
Those who disseminate hate among people would
like us to hold swords, in our hands unsheathed
never to put them back in the scabbard. (l6)
These lines attributed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra seem to
be genuine and there is no reason to reject them, but
the forgers exploited this event for their own purposes
and Ibn az-Ziba'ra became one of their victims. Ibn
Rashxq refers to the story of Ibn az-Ziba'ra and Banu
Qusayy but with some misconstruction in his narrative.
This in itself is not very important, but the point
which draws our attention is that two lines more are
added to Ibn Sallam's narrative. The lines which
Ibn Rashxq attributed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra go like this.-*-
1) 'Umda, I 9 65.
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Truly my people have not committed a sin,
And if they have become reconciled with their
brothers, I do not blame them.
Those who disseminate hate among people would like
us to hold swords.
In our hands unsheathed never to put them back in
the scabbard.
Qusayy are people of honour and glory,
They are people of great deeds that no one could
achieve previously.
On the days of 'Ukaz they protected our women,
In the same way as the noble protect the base
and humble. (17)
It is more likely that the lines were not composed
by one hand and the gap between the two lines does not
need any exertion to realize. In the first two lines
the style is quite different. The vocabulary is
poetic and every word sounds genuine; moreover we
fully appreciate the poet's true sentiment. But the
expressions in the other two lines is not only banal,
but also we miss the poetic gift which characterises
the fix-st two lines with their chasteness of phrase
and poetical wording. Consider for example the phrase
Wa-Ahlu FR'alin La Yurami) Qadimuha and how the forger
seeks to emphasise of the past history of the clan.
There is no doubt that he is trying to harmonize
his fabricated lines with what the story teller said
about Qusayy and his sons. In the last line the words
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are paltry and even the meaning of the lines is
artificial and tasteless. Finally one example which
we need to mention here only to show how much
propaganda the narrators had weaved about the history
of Barm Qusayy. At-Tabarx relates that a drought
year befell Quraysh, and then Hashim b. 1Abd Manaf b.
Qusayy went to Palestine and bought some flour. When
he returned to Mecca, he ordered the flour to be made
into bread. Then he slaughtered a Camel and soaked
the bread with it, and after that be fed his people
This artificial story which is included only to glorify
the ancestors of the Prophet among Quraysh and the
Arabs is also illustrated by as-Suhaylx with some
lines attributed to 'Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra in
2
praise of Hashim b. 'Abd Manaf b. Qusayy.
Quraysh was like an egg that was split open.
The best part of the yolk belongs to 'Abd Manaf.
Whose poor share with their rich.
And who are most hospitable to guests,
Ready to give when others are not,
who say welcome to guests.
'Amr glory be to him used to sop bread for his people,
the people of Mecca, in the year of drought. (18)
These verses are being made to suit the narrative,
1) Tabarx, 1-3, 1088.
2) Rawd, II, 84.
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but they are absolutely false, not only because their
style is completely vulgar and typical of an unskilled
hand, but also because there are some reasons which
not only make us reject their attribution to 'Abd
Allah b. az-Ziba'ra but also their authenticity in
general.
1) Ibn Hisham includes the last line, but he does not
indicate that it was composed by Ibn az-Ziba'ra.
He attributes to one of the poets of Quraysh, or
one of the Arabs."'" On the otherhand Mu'arrij as-
2
SadusI ascribes the line to one of Khuza'a.
2) Furthermore a number of authors indicate that
these lines were composed by Matrud b. Ka'b al-
3
Khuza'i in lament for 'Abd al-Muttalib b. Hashim.
• •
3) al-Qalx refers to these lines, but uses them to
illustrate another fabricated story concerning
the Prophet and Abu Bakr and this story redoubles
4
our doubts. Further al-'Adawi mentions different
narrative to that included by al-Qali concerning
5
the Prophet and a group of Quraysh.
4) This poem which is attributed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra
has the same opening line as another one ascribed
to Hassan b. Thabit.^
1) 1H, I, 136 .
2) Hadhf, 3.
3) B. Ansab, 63., M., Amall, IV, 178 . , Tabarl, 1-3,1088.
4) Q., Amall, I, 246.
5) Ms of the Dlwan of Hassan b. Thabit, 163'
6) PIwan, ed>'Arafat, poem no. 143.
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Finally, comparing these fabricated lines with
another poem ascribed to 'Arar b. al-Itnaba (Arabic
text no.19) one of the pre-Islamic Medinan poets,
we may suggest that the forger who imputed these
lines to Ibn az-Ziba'ra would have seen Ibn al-
Itnaba's poem. Accordingly we may think that the
forger tried unsuccessfully to imitate Ibn al-
Itnaba's verses, but that his attempt failed because
of his incapability of composing poetry.
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(4) THE POETS OF MECCA; SUMMARY OF THE LIFE
AND CRITICAL STUDY OF THE POETRY OF
(a) ' AbcL Allah b. az-Ziba'ra b. pays b. 'Ad'xym
b. Sa'd b. Sahm.
Unfortunately, we have no certain information about
his early life. The earliest event which has been
recorded is his quarrel with Banu Qusayy. Both Ibn
1 _ 2
Sallam and Ibn Habxb relate this story, but Ibn
Habxb includes more poetry than Ibn Sallam.
As-Suhaylx retells the same story briefly. He
mentions that Ibn az-Ziba'ra had composed much poetry
on this occasion which is included by Ibn Ishaq in the
3
Sxra on the authority of Yunus.
Ibn Hisham incorporates much of Ibn Ishaq1s Sxra
in his own work, but does not mention the poetry which
is supposed to have been recited by Ibn az-Ziba'ra,
probably because Ibn Hisham thought it was suspect
and accordingly did not include it in his Sxra.
After the appearance of Islam, Ibn az-Ziba'ra was
one of the most active persons in attacking Islam and
its adherents in words and actions. His attitude
4
angered the Muslim poets. Both Hassan b. Thabit
5




3) Rawd, II, 86-7.
4) Dxwan, ed. 'Arafat, poem no.5 lines 15-17.>180, lines9-ll»
5) IH, II, l6l; Dxwan, 277.
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In the early period of Islam it was reported that
4Abd Allah had an argument with the Prophet. Some
Qur'anic verses were sent down answering Ibn az-
Ziba'ra's arguments."'" However, al-Waqidx points out
that before the battle of Uhud, the Quraysh sent four
of their poets to the Arabs around Mecca, asking them
2
to stand against the Prophet. 4Abd Allah was one of
these poets, and we shall give details later, under
the battle of Uhud, of one of the poems ascribed to
him regarding the victory achieved by the Quraysh on
that occasion. According to the information given by
al-Waqidx, Ibn az-Ziba'ra took part in the battle of
Uhud. Among the Muslims killed during the battle,
al-Waqidx gives the name of an Ansarx killed by Ibn
az-Ziba'ra (4Abd Allah b. Salama b. Malik).
If we consider the poem ascribed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra
concerning the Muslims who were killed in the battle
of Uhud, (IH, II, l4l) there is a passage supporting
al-Waqidx's statement, but the authenticity of this
poem in particular has been questioned by the
authorities of Ibn Hisham. The line containing this
possible reference is as follows:-
So leave this on one side; but has the story of
my people,
and it is a well-known story, reached the mother
of Malik.
_ (20)
1) IH, I, 359, al-Kashshaf, II, 53.
2) Magliazx, I, 201 »
3) Maghazx, I, 302. See also Ibn Sa'd, III (part 2),37»
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When the Quraysh accepted Islam after the conquest
of Mecca (8/629), Ibn az-Ziba'ra escaped to Najran
with another poet, Hubayra b, Abi Wahb, According to
Sa'Id b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Hassan b. Thabit, Hassan• • 7 •
addressed one single line to Ibn az-Ziba'ra, urging
him to come back and place his trust in the Prophet.^"
In regard to this, we may suppose that Ibn az-
Ziba'ra was in fact an enemy of Islam and that his
critical attitude made him first flee to Najran instead
of becoming a Muslim with the rest of the Quraysh.
Let us now consider some lines which are supposed
to have been said by Ibn az-Ziba'ra after accepting
Islam; in these, he expressed his regret to the
Prophet and apologized for what he had done before.
Here let us listen only to the opening line of one of
his poems which seems to be genuine (iH, II, 419).
0 apostle of God, my tongue is mending
The mischief I did when I was futile. (21)
However, after he had accepted Islam, Ibn az-
Ziba'ra's life was obscure. There is no certain
information about his activities, his death, etc.
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr"*" includes the statement that Ibn az-
Ziba'ra took part in some of the battles which occurred
after the conquest of Mecca, but neither Ibn 'Abd al-
Barr nor anyone else who recorded Islamic history gives
1) IH, II, 418. In the Dxwan of Hassan and many other
works it is found with two more verses scolding Ibn
az-Ziba'ra, poem no. 140 (ed 'A), CXL11 (ed H) ,
2) 1st1'ab, I, 355-
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any other information about Ibn az-Ziba'ra except for
the fact that he came to Medina during the Caliphate
of 'Umar b. al-Khat t ab .
• 0
His Poetry
It has been stated by many authorities that Ibn
2
az-Ziba'ra was the poet of the Quraysh.
Ibn 4Abd al-Barr says that az-Zubayr (b. Bakkar)
does not support this opinion. Az-Zubayr (continues
Ibn 4Abd al-Barr) said, "According to Qurayshx
narrators Ibn az-Ziba'ra was the best poet among the
Quraysh during the time of Jahiliyya, but in comparing
his poetry which has reached us with that of Dirar b.
al-Khattab, Dirar for me shows greater ability in
composing poetry, and he also made fewer errors than
Ibn az-Ziba4 ral "
Therefore it is more acceptable to assume that Ibn
az-Ziba'ra was well-known as a poet in the period
before Islam. But in comparing the poetical ability
of 4Abd Allah and Dirar, it is rather difficult to• 7
give any further details.
At the present time, all we have are a few short
poems or fragments of verses by each one of them.
Furthermore, all the verses regarded as being composed
by 4Abd Allah before the rise of Islam which have not
1) Tabaqat, 203»
2) Hadhi-. , 84. Nasab, 402 . Tabaqat, 195. Aghanx, XV, 179 •
3) Isti'ab. I, 355.
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been questioned deal only with his quarrel with Banu
Qusayy. So all these verses supposed to have been
said by Ibn az-Ziba'ra are praise poems.
Because of the restricted nature of the material,
we are not able to make any decision or to investigate
further. Regarding the authenticity of the existing
poetry which is claimed to have been spoken by Ibn az-
Ziba'ra before the rise of Islam, we have discussed
previously how far his quarrel with Banu Qusayy was
exploited by the narrators or the forgers who added
some verses to those of Ibti az-Ziba'ra, but among
these poems there are some verses which seem to be
genuine. These verses which we think might have been
composed b> Ibn az-Ziba'ra are included by Islamic
critics such as Ibn Sallam or persons regarded as
learned men of poetry. There is no real cause for
doubt concerning these verses included by the authors
mentioned below.
Ibn 1-Iabxb has related the story of Ibn az-Ziba'ra's
quarrel with Banu Qusayy. He picked out two lines
which caused the quarrel, and also two poems ascribed
to 'Abd Allah. One is in praise of al-'As" b.Wa'il b.
Hashim b. Su'ayd b. Sahin and the clan of Banu Sahm.
The other is in praise of Banu Qusayy. Furthermore,
2
al-Mus'ab az-Zubayrl attributes another poem to Ibn
1) Munammaq, 427, 429, 430.
2) Nasab, 408.
az-Ziba'ra in praise of al-'Asi b. Wa'il."*" Ibn Habib
ascribes a further two lines to 'Abd Allah which are
supposed to have been composed during the quarrel of
2 &
Banu 'Abd Manaf ( al-Mut ay^ybun, al-Ahlaf).
Finally, on various occasions we have seen one line
of poetry ascribed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra, and we may assume
that these lines were recited in the period of Jahiliyya
and formed a part of longer poems.^
In the early period of Islam, the Quraysh
vigorously refused to adopt the new religion, and
accordingly they quarrelled among themselves. The
Prophet's emigration to Medina (622) was the starting-
point of a new struggle, and the end of the state of
peace between him and his opponents from the
polytheists of the Quraysh. The victory achieved by
the Prophet on the battlefield of Badr was peremptory;
the Quraysh, on the other side, were humiliated and
lost the tremendous respect they had built up before.
At that crucial time in their history, poetry became
an urgent need for their cause, and therefore the
Quraysh encouraged every one of its non-experienced
poets to contribute.
l) He was a noble man among the Quraysh, and it was
reported that 'Uinar b. al-Khattab said, "He
protected me from the anger of the people of Quraysh
on my first visit to the Ka*ba after accepting
Islam" (Hadhf , 87, Nasab, ^09, and Ishtiqaq, 126).
2 ) Munamniaq , kk .
3) See the list of verses ascribed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra •
Ibn az-Ziba'ra was one of these poets, but we have
no doubt that most of the poetry spoken by him during
that period has been lost. Our evidence is based on
the following arguments.
At the time of the rise of Islam, Ibn az-Ziba'ra
and Dirar b. al-Khattab were the best-known poets in• * *
Mecca. They resisted Islam until the last battle
which put an end to the resistance of the Quraysh.
Both of them not only challenged Islam, but were
hostile to each Muslim convert. Before the conquest
of Mecca, Ibn az-Ziba'ra composed four lines of poetry
i
especially to castigate Kha'hjid b. al-Wa1 id and 'Uthman
b. Talha b. Abi Talha who accepted Islam."'"
• • • •
Muslim authors, moreover, mention that Ibn az-
Ziba'ra was very aggressive to the Prophet and his
2
followers in words and actions. As we have already
remarked, we may assume that Muslim narrators would
not have included that kind of poetry.
A good example of this occurs when Ibn Hisham
comments on a poem attributed to al-Aswad b. al-
Muttalib, who laments his three sons killed on the
• • 7
battlefield of Badr. He says, "This poem is one of
the most famous of the Quraysh poems and we have
omitted from Ibn Ishaq's recital some which are even
3
more famous than this poem."
1) IH, II, 278.r; Munammaq, 335*3 Nasab, 251.
2) IS, II (Part l), 102.9 MaghazI, II, 848.3
Isti'ab, I, 355-3 Aghani, XIV, 12., Mu' talif, 132.
3) IH, I, 648.
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Tliis provides some evidence that Muslim authors
deliberately omitted most of the Meccan poetry which
attacked personally the Prophet and his followers or
that which showed any kind of sympathy with the Quraysh
during their quarrel with Medina. For example, on the
battle of Uhud, which the Quraysh won, there are only
three poems ascribed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra, and, further,
the authenticity of one of these poems has not been
confirmed by the authorities of Ibn Hisham.
Therefore, how can one imagine that one of the
ardent and most experienced poets of Mecca who, with
his people, had suffered defeat at Badr, composed
only two poems to celebrate the triumph achieved by
his people?
However, there is another possibility which might
explain why Meccan poetry in general was very scanty.
In fact, most of the famed poets of Mecca converted,
in the end, to Islam. Therefore, it is sensible to
imagine that the poets themselves tried to obliterate
their critical past, including poetry which remained
in the memories of a large number of people. Abu'1-
Faraj mentions that when Ibn az-Ziba'ra and Dinar went
to Medina, they met Hassan b. Tbabit. Ibn az-Ziba'ra
said to him, "Your poetry is acceptable to Islam, but
ours is not, and we would like to listen to yours and
let you listen to us.""*"
Perhaps this statement is of great interest because
l) AghanI, IV, 5. Tabaqat, 203 a
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it emphasized that Ibn az-Ziba'ra had composed poetry
during the outbreak of fighting between Mecca and
Medina, and that he felt hesitant to recite it later
simply because it was against Islarn. Accordingly, we
may suppose that it was natural for the narrators to
exclude this poetry.
On the other hand, one may ask about the poetry
which Ibn az-Ziba'ra composed during the fighting
between the Prophet and the Quraysh, and which has
been transmitted even though it is hostile towards
Islam and certain Muslim people.
This is very rare indeed, however; Ibn Hisham,
for example, includes ten poems and two single lines.
This is nearly all the poetry which is claimed to
have been composed by Ibn az-Ziba'ra during that
period. Nevertheless, the authenticity of four of
these poems had been questioned by the authorities of
Ibn Hisham.
In spite of what has been said, we find in
different works some scattered information which also
makes us believe that a great deal of Ibn az-Ziba'ra's
poetry in general has been lost for ever. Ibn 'Abd
al-Barr includes three poems ascribed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra.
He says that, when 'Abd Allah accepted Islam, he
composed much poetry (Ash'ar Kathxra; ) in praise of
the Prophet in an attempt to make up for what he had
done before accepting Islam."1' This poetry which is
!) IstI'ab, I, 355-6.
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supposed. to have been composed by Ibn az-Ziba'ra has
not been recorded.
Ibn Sallarn, Ibn Hi sham and Ibn al-Athxr^ included
two poems, only from those which were mentioned by
Ibn 4Abd al-Barr, but one of these poems included, by
all the authors has been suspected by the authorities
of Ibn Hisham.
Ibn Hisham, moreover, attributes the following
line to Ibn az-Ziba'ra:-
Very generous in feeding the guest, great fighters
in the battle, powerful protectors and great in
forbearance. (22)
He says this line forms part of a poem by Ibn az-
Ziba'ra.
To return to the reference works which contain the
poetry ascribed to the poets of Quraysh in general or
3
those concerned only with news of the people of Quraysh,
we have not seen these lines which are reported to have
been said by Ibn az-Ziba'ra. Thus we must assume that
they have not survived.
Ibn Habxb, however, in his account of the story of
Abu Uzayhir, attributes one line to Ibn az-Ziba'ra
1) Tabaqat, 202; Sxra, II, 419; Usd, III, 160.
2) Sxra, I, 312.
3) These are the names of the books:- Hadhf- ,
Nasab, IB, Jamhara, and Munammaq.
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directed to Biisr b. Sufyan al'&tiamxri. He says,
"This is one of his poems.""'" (Wahiya Qasldatun FT
Shi'rihl) But, up to now, this is the only line of
this poem known to us.
The Authenticity of his Poetry during the Islamic Period.
Most of Ibn az-Ziba'ra's Islamic poetry is to be
found in Ibn Hisham's SIra. Among ten poems ascribed
to Ibn az-Ziba'ra in the Slra,Ibn Hisham and his
authorities have already doubted four (I, 593., II, IS,
l4l, kl9).
Looking at the first poem suspected by Ibn Hisham,
we find that it is not difficult to observe that it
shows signs of forgery in both its subject-matter and
its expressions. The poem is claimed to have been
composed in answer to a poem imputed to Abu Bakr.
As far as we know, the first to impute this poem
to Abu Bakr was Ibn Ishaq, but Ibn Ishaq has stated
frankly that his knowledge of poetry was very poor.
Ibn Sallam declares that Ibn Ishaq was one of those
who had corrupted poetry and that he used to excuse
himself by saying, "I know nothing about poetry. It
2
is brought to me and I transmit it." As-Suhayll
confirms Ibn Hisham's doubts, and adds that, according
to the authority of 'Urwa, 'A'isha is reported to have




composed a single line of poetry in Islamic times."^
The second poem is imputed to Ibn az-Ziba'ra by
Ibn Ishaq. Ibn Hisham says that this attribution is
wrongly made. He ascribes these lines to al-A'sha b.
Zurara b. an-Nabbash, but he seems not to be certain of
this. According to the information given by Mu'arrij
b. 'Amr as-Sadusl, this poem was composed by Abu 'Azza
2
al-Jumahiyy, one of the Meccan poets.
Considering what has been said, it is more
reasonable to suppose that this poem was spoken by
Abu 'Azza. This is a possibility, because Abu 'Azza
had taken part in the battle of Badr. So it is normal
that one of the poets of the polytheist of Quraysh
would bewail the chiefs of Mecca. There is also the
fact that Abu 'Azza was one of the Quraysh prisoners
after the defeat of Badr. Furthermore, he asked the
Prophet to spare him because he was a poor man with a
large family. In return, Abu 'Azza would never stand
against the Prophet. There is nothing in this poem to
disprove this attribution. In it the poet mourns the
noble men of Quraysh who were killed on the battlefield,
yet does not ask for revenge or make any attack against
the Prophet or his followers. Later, however, Abu
'Azza broke his word. Before the battle of Uhud he
went out to Banu Kinana, calling them to fight the
1) Rawd, V, 71.
2) Hadhf, 85-
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Prophet. He was later captured and put to death.
Elsewhere, al-Mus'ab az-Zubayrx attributes different
lines to al-A* sha concerning the same occasion."'"
Taking the third poem, we cannot suppose that Ibn
az-Ziba'ra, who is regarded by Ibn Sallarn as the best
Meccan poet, recited this poem, simply because of the
artificial style and weakness of phraseology which
distinguish most of its lines.
Finally, considering the last poem which Ibn
Hisham's authorities find suspect: two versions of
this poem are extant, one by Ibn Sallam, who includes
2
eight lines only, and the second by Ibn Hishain, who
3
adds an extra six lines.
To take Ibn Sallam's version, if Ibn Hisham had
cast no suspicion upon the authenticity of this poem,
it would have been extremely difficult to have any
doubt about these eight lines.
In general, any reader of these lines will note
the following points.
The costruction of this poem is excellent. If we
c
consider the phrasing of these eight lines, none of
its expression can be adequately replaced by another.
Further, there is no discord between the recorded
words, but all of thern support each other. It shows
1) Nasab, 403, see also Diwan al-A'sha Maymun
(Part 2), 2?2, and Hu'talif, 21.
2) Tabaqat, 202.
3) Sxra, II, 419.
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the experience that we may expect of a poet. Otherwise,
it has a familiar metre (Kamil) which had been used by
the early poets in pre-Islamic times and the early
period of Islam. Nevertheless, we must admit that
some of Ibn az-Ziba'ra's poems about which we have
doubts have exactly the same metre. It could be taken
as evidence that most of the poems imputed to Ibn az-
Ziba'ra have been composed by the same hand.
Considering the extra verses added to the version
given by Ibn Hisham, we find them particularly
interesting because it is extremely difficult to
imagine that a man such as Ibn az-Ziba'ra, who was
known for his hostility to Islam, could ever have
written these verses (which are full of Islamic
expressions) immediately after conversion to Islam.
In fact this poem, as is noted by P. Minganti, has
little in common with the ideas and emotions usually
found in Ibn az-Ziba'ra's poetry.""
Let us consider next that part of his poetry which
has not been questioned by Ibn Hisham's authorities,
taking, in particular, one poem ascribed to Ibn az-
Ziba'ra on the siege of Medina. However one goes
through the lines of this poem, it must be admitted
that many of Ibn Hisham's decisions as to the
authenticity of the poetry included in his Sira were
2u i tLO b U"UTM S L-|
rather arbitrary. This poem/shows the characteristics
l) Rivista Degli Studi Oriental!, art., 38, 1963,
P. 323.
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of the forger which do not _ne e d -anyexertion to real-f-ze .
The forger not only used Islamic phrases (such as
al-Ahzab for the attacking army, or al-Medxna instead
of Yathrib): he also composed poems similar to this
which he imputed to Hassan b. Thabit. Ivalld ^Arafat,
in his thesis, has discussed these two poems."'" He
gives more varied evidence to show how it is most
likely that these two poems which are imputed to
Ibn az-Ziba'ra and Hassan, were in fact composed by
one author.
Among the rest of his poems there are four short
poerns, each consisting of four lines. Because of
their shortness, it is rather difficult to judge
them or to make any further investigations. But, in
fact, there is no reason to suspect the authenticity
2
of any of these four poems.
1) An introduction to the study of the authenticity of
the poems ascribed to Hassan b. Thabit, and on
the same subject see an article by the same author
in the BSOAS, XXV111, 3, 1965, p. 477.
2) IH, II, 166, 278, 325, 419.
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(b) Dirar b. al-Khattab al-FihrxN ' • • •
Dirar b. al-Khattab b. Mirdas. from the clan of
• • * 7
Banu Muharib b. Fihr, was the chief of his clan
• 7
during the Fijar war/
As-Suhaylx, however, states that his father was in
fact the chief of Banu Muharib during the event of al-
Fxjar.
In one poem which was composed by Dirar, he himself
indicates that he had participated in the battle of
'Ukaz. However, more details about this poem are given
under the battle of al-Fijar.
On the other hand, there is another event which
took place before the rise of Islam, and in which
Dirar is reported to have been involved. AbuJl-Faraj
gives details about this event/ He attributes two
short poems to Dirar b. al-Khattab, one poem being
directed to Khalid b. 'Ubayd Allah from the clan of
Banu ?1-Harith b. 'Abd Manat.
The other is directed to Banu Lu'ayy, stirring
them up to take revenge and to refuse to take blood
money. The latter poem is included in al-Buhturx's
Hamasa. He adds two extra lines to the version given
by Abu^l-Faraj. The lines which al-Buhturx includes
5
are as follows:-
1) Tabaqat, 212.^ Hunarmnaq, 200 .Muhabbar, 170.
Istx'ab, II, 748.
2) Rawd, IV, 30.
3) Aghanx, VII, 28.
4) For further information, see al Munammaq, pp.246-48»
5) B., Hamasa, 29.
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See that the two sons of Lu'ayy are on the point
of making- peace,
And their sons are (prepared to) take any path
(to a solution).
0 two sons of Lu'ayy, people of honour and renown,
and adherence, (to honour) refuse disgrace.
The misery of oppression is what you have gathered,
And those who protect their people (by requiting
evil) with evil are left alone.
If you do not take vengeance for your brother,
You will be utterly crushed. (Exact meaning of
this hemistich unclear.)
Is not the neighbour always (protected) among you,
So that you are angry when his honour or wealth
is attacked. (23)
Dirar was regarded as one of the knights of the
tribe of Quraysh."'' Ibn Sallam mentions that Dinar
generally used to live out of Mecca. He had chosen
a group of people, from the allies of Quraysh and the
deserters of Kinana, to raid others and to plunder
their properties.^
However, after the appearance of Islam, Dinar
1) Munaminaq, 529-^ 1st!1 ab, II, yk8.^ Ishtiqaq, 103*?
IH., Jamhara, I, 179 »
2) Tabaqat, 209 <
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concentrated his activity on attacking Islam and its
followers. Vigorously, he played a great part during
the quarrel between Mecca and Medina. Dinar and Ibn
az-Ziba'ra were in fact the most enthusiastic and
consistent defenders of the cause of Quraysh. During
the years of the quarrel with Medina, both of them
were involved in polemics with almost all the poets of
Medina. Because of the poet's reaction and the
arrogant mood which was expressed by all Meccan poets,
the Qur'an attacked them and singled out the Meccan
poets by saying "The misguided follow the poets.In
the battle in which Dirar had taken part against the
adherents of Islam, his heroism is likely to be certain.
Two examples, however, are available to be taken into
considerat ion.
One is at the battle of Uhud, when Dirar is
• 7 •
reported to have said "I had killed eleven of the
2
Ansar on the battlefield of Ubud." This number might
be exaggerated, but al-tfaqidx and al-Baladhurx mention
3
five names of the Ansar killed by Dinar. Furthermore,
al-Waqidx says he asked Ibn Jarlr (at-Tabarx) about
the statement in which it is supposed that Dirar had
killed ten of the Ansar. In his answer, Ibn Jarxr gave
1) Sura (ash-shu4 ara' ) , verses 221-27. The majority of
commentators explain these verses as referring to
these poets. 1 llmda, I, 31.,') ' Iqd, VI, l'+5.j Tabarx
(Tafsxr ) , XIX, 72-3., Zamalchsharx al- Kashshaf. II. 13 5 •
2) Istx'ab, II, 749..} Maghazx, I, 282-3 .) Isaba, II, 533.
3) Maghazx, I, 281.,) B. , Ansab, I, 328-30.
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an account of three persons killed by Dirar."^" If we
consider the apparently genuine lines which Ibn Habxb
2
attributed to Dirar at the battle of Uhud, we may
support the authenticity of the statement which is
given by both al-Waqidi and al-Baladhuri which
indicates that Dirar had killed a number of the enemy.
The lines containing this possible reference are as
follows:-
A.S-Sahab (the name of his sword) was not blunt when
I saw Ghassan in the heat of the battle of Uhud.
♦
I left them at the side of the valley, a great
number of slain men thrown down, killed, though
they did not compensate (for our dead)
0 Mayya.
If you had seen them, with our horsemen preventing
them and the swords taking them by twos and ones,
You would be sure that Banu Fihr and their brothers
were (true) knights at the valley on the day of
fear. (24)
The second example is that, during the siege of
Medina (8/629), Dirar with other heroes of Quraysh,
3
leaped into the trench asking for single combat.
Muslim authors, however, indicate that Dinar was
1) Maghaz1, I, 282.
2) Munammaq, 521-22.
3) IH., II, 224.:, Maghaz1, II, 471.-; Munammaq, 521-22.
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extremely fanatical (Muta'assib) in his support of
Quraysh. This account seems to be adorned with all
sorts of fictitious details.
For example, it was supposed that Dirar had composed
a poem after the defeat of Quraysh at the battle of
Badr. In this poem, Dirar claimed to have attributed
the Muslim victory to the minority of Quraysh on the
Muslim side who took part in the battle."'' Furthermore,
it was reported that Dinar vowed never to kill a
2
Qurashx at any confrontation with Muslims.
During the combat of Uhud, Dirar is stated to have
hit 'Umar b. al-Khattab with his sword and to have
• •
3
said to him "Flee, Ibn al-Khattab." This account7 00
might also be doubted because it absolutely contradicts
the reaction of the Quraysh before and after the battle.
Al-Waqidx, however, includes a similar statement
supposed to have been made later by Khalid b. al-
Walxd, who had settled in Syria. He says "I saw
'Umar b. al-Khattab escaping from the battlefield of
k
Uhud, but I xgnored hxm."
Dirar was converted after the conquest of Mecca.
Ibn 4Abd al-Barr attributes one poem to Dinar on this
occasion. According to Ibn 4Abd al-Barr, the motive
which aroused Dinar and made him compose this poem was
1) IH., II, 13-14.
2) Tabaqat, 211.
3) Tabaqat, 211.; III., I, 415 .; Maghazx, I, 282.
4) Maghazx, I, 237.
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a statement supposed to have been made by Sa'd b.
^Ubada, who was one of the Prophet's commanders at the
battle. When Sa'd passed Abu Sufyan (ibn Harp. ), he
said:-
To-day is a day of slaughter,
To-day what was prohibited is lawful,
To-day God has humbled Quraysh.
W'hen the Prophet passed Abu Sufyan, Abu Sufyan
told him what he had heard from Sa'd. 'Uthman (ibn
'Affan) and 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Awf said to the Prophet
that it was to be feared that Sa'd would resort to
violence. The Prophet ordered one of his followers
to go and take the banner from Sa'd and to give it to
his son Qays.
Dirar is stated to have immediately recited his
poem after hearing Sa'd's statement. The poem goes
like this:-
0 Prophet of guidance, the tribe of Quraysh has
taken refuge in you, and you are the best refuge.
When the wide earth became narrow for them, and
the God of Heaven became their enemy,
And the ring of the saddle-cloth is thrown over
(i.e. when the critical moment comes) for the
people and matters come to a pitch,
Sa'd wishes to snap the people of al-Hujun and
al-BathaI• • 7
A Khazrajite who, if he could, would from anger
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afflict us with the vulture and the dog
(i.e. they would eat our dead bodies).
With a rancorous breast, not interested in anything
except shedding blood and enslaving women,
Blazing with zeal against the valleys, with Hind
causing to perforin evil actions,
When he calls for the humiliation of the tribe of
Quraysh and Ibn Harb with that for a witness,
If he plunges the banner into battle and cries,
0 defenders of the banner, people of the banner,
Let Quraysh be in the valleys, low-quality truffles
of the valley-bottom (a traditional expression
for something humiliated) in the hands of women,
So prevent him, he is the lion of lions in the
forest lapping up blood,
He is determined, wishing for us an (evil)matter,
in silence like the deadly snake."'" (25)
Let us begin by considering this account, which is
first included by al-Waqidx and later by Ibn 4Abd al-
Barr on the authority of Yahya b. Sa'Id al-Umawi.
At the beginning one must admit that all the
information given about Sa'd b.6Ubada in particular is
rather confused. Because of his attitude towards the
Khilafa, one may assume that Muslim authors in general
give brief and muddled descriptions of Sa'd. Under
l) Isti4ab. II, 748, 592.
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these circumstances, one cannot, perhaps, find any¬
thing more precise about Sa'd's life and activities.
However, the general view among Muslim authors who
have considered this event is as follows. Sa'd had
taken part in that battle, and he was, moreover, one
of the Prophet's commanders. The doubt among the
authorities is about the statement which is ascribed
to Sa'd. Ibn Ishaq is perhaps the first and the only
one who expresses his doubts about Sa'd's statement
when he says (IH, II, 406 ) that, "..some traditionists





If we leave this account and consider the poem which is
ascribed to Dirar, the implication of Ibn Ishaq that
this account is false is fully justified.
The poem contains a number of proverbs,"'" and these
are particularly interesting because their use makes
it seem likely that a good poet like Dirar, whose
poetical gifts appear to have been esteemed by many
2
authors, would not have composed this poem which has
shown its own proof of the incapability of its author.
It is quite clear that Dinar and the rest of the
Quraysh were suddenly thrown off their balance by the
takeover of Mecca by the Prophet, and accordingly one
1) See lines 3 and 11.
2) Pasab, 448.; IS, VII, 336.; Isti'ab, II, 748.,
Ishtiqaq , 103 • o Rawd, IV, 30 . Kh, B. , Tarlkh, I, 200.y
IH., Jamhra, I, 179.? Isaba, II, 533.
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might anticipate a very simple style, but the thing
which cannot be accepted is that someone like Dirar,
who had composed poetry before the appearance of Islam,
should make his poem consist of a simple narrative and,
further, include imitative elements at a very crucial
time. We may infer more than this if we consider the
sentiments expressed in the first two lines, because
they go against the reactions of Dinar who was regarded,
before the conquest of Mecca, as one of the most active
enemies of Islam and its followers in his poetry and
actions. Otherwise, if these two lines were composed
by Dirar a considerable time after his conversion to
Islam, one might imagine this to be possible, but it
is more likely that Dinar composed the lines
immediately after the Prophet's order to his army to
enter Mecca. At that time the reaction of the Quraysh
was, in fact, rather hostile, because some of them
waged war against the Prophet's army while others
refused to accept Islam in the beginning, or fled out
of Mecca.
On the other hand, the Islamic expression in the
second line is quite clear. Moreover, another proof
appears in the second hemistich of the seventh line.
The existence in this line of criticism of Hind,
however, emphasizes that it was only later generations,
in the first century of Islam, who probably introduced
these ideas, following the civil war which flared up
between 4 AIT and Mu'awiya.
The expression of this poem, furthermore, clearly
-70-
shows that the intention of the author was not to seek
to dispose the Prophet favourably towards the Quraysh.
Indeed, he was attacking Sa4d personally, and further,
he was defaming the reputation of his tribe al-Khazraj
in general.
The fact which must be admitted is that phrases
like "blood-shedding" and "murderous" would never have
pleased the Prophet when applied to any of his
followers.
Nevertheless, when we turn to one of Ibn Hisham's
statements, we find that when Ka'b b. Zuhayr recited
his famous poem (Banat Su'ad) in praise of the Prophet
and the Muhajirun of Quraysh, the Prophet asked him
also to praise the Ansar. How, accordingly, can one
reconcile such attitudes as these, which are supposed
to have occurred within a period of a few months?
Finally, Ibn Kathlr attributes this poem to a
woman on the authority of al-Hafiz b. •Asakir."'"
Dinar's activities during the time of the
first Khalifa and during part of the reign
of the second.
In one article in the EI, the writer says, "It is
not known if Dinar perished in the battle of Yamama
(12-633) or whether he survived and went to settle in
Syria."
We may presume that this statement is due to a
l) Bidaya, IV, 295.
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confused remark made by Ibn Sa4d, who first indicated
that Dirar was killed in the battle of al-Yamama.
«
In another statement, however, Ibn Sa'd mentions that
Dirar had taken part in battles in Syria and died
2
there.
Let us consider whether Dirar was killed at the
battle of al-Yamama. According to reliable information
3
given by a number of authors, Dirar had taken part in
a number of battles in both Iraq and Syria. In fact,
we may presume two probabilities as regards the
person who was killed at the battle of al-Yamama.
The first one is Zayd b. al-Khattab, the brother of
the second Khalifa 'Umar, or Dirar b. al-Azwar b.
Mirdas who is also reported to have been killed at the
4
same battle, but it is quite certain that Dirar b.
al-Khattab had participated in certain battles which
took place years after the battle of al-Yamama.
At-Tabari, however, mentions that Dirar was one of
• • 7 7 0
IChalid b. al-Walid's commanders during the siege of
5
al-Illra. After the siege of al-Hira, at-Tabari
points out that Dinar was one of Khalid's emirs who
£
were responsible for the protection of the harbours.
1) IS, V, 336.
2) IS, VII, 128.
3) Tabaqat, 211. > IH, I, 4l5.?Kh.B., Tarlkh, I, 200.
4) 1stl4 ab, I, 326.
5) Tarlkh, I-IV, 2039 (ill, 36o).
6) Tarlkh, I-IV, 2052 (ill, 369).
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Dirar, however, was in Khalid's army when it moved
from Iraq to Syria. According to at-Tabari, 'Utayba b.
an-Nahas replaced Dirar in the ports."'"
It seems that the main battle in which Dirar took
part in Syria was the battle of al-Yarmuk (13/634).
Ibri al-Athir, however, seems to be mistaken. He
indicates that Dirar was killed at the battle of al-
2
Yarmuk, but according to Ibn al-Athir himself and
at-Tabari, Dirar had returned to Iraq when the second
Khalifa ordered the army which had gone to Syria to
return to Iraq. At that time, Dirar was reported to
have taken part in the last day of the battle of al-
O
Qadisiyya (l4/635). Furthermore, it was stated that
Dirar had seized the distinguished flag of the Furs at
that battle (Dirafsh Kabiyan). Accordingly, he was
4
given thirty thousand in return.
Dirar, however, took part in the siege of al-Mada'in
K
in the year 16/637> but the most important activity in
which he played a part that year was the conquest of
Masabdhan. when 'Umar b. al-Khattab ordered his7 • •
commander in Iraq (Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas) to send an army
to occupy Masabdhan under the leadership of Dirar b.
al-Khattab.^ At the beginning of the year 17/638,
1) Tarikh, I-IV, 2116 (ill, 4ll).
2) Ath., Kamil, II, 37^.
3) Tabari, I-V, 2332 (ill, 56l).
4) Tabari, I-V, 2337 (ill, 564)., Ath., Kamil, II, 395 '
5) Tabari, I-V, 2431 (IV, 8). 9 Ath., Kamil, II, 409.
6) Tabari, I-V, 2478 (IV, 37). 9 Ath., Kamil, II, 412.
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Sa4d b. Abx Waqqas left al-Mada'in for the new
settlement of al-Kufa. Sa4d, however, asked Dirar,
who had been appointed as the emir of Masabdhan, to
come to settle in al-Kufa.
Dirar accepted, and that is probably the last
indication we have about Dirar's activities in Iraq.
Al-Ivhatxb al-Baghdadx further states that Dirar
was present at the conquest of al-Mada' in, and went after
that to settle in Syria.
Ibn Habxb and Ibn al-Athxr both indicated that, at• 7
the beginning of the year l8/639» Dirar was one of a
number of people accused of taking wine in Syria, and




As we mentioned above, many of the early Arab
writers extolled the poetical ability of Dirar, but it
is not true to say that his recorded poems are on a
level with those of any of his contemporaries in Medina.
Looking at a few recorded verses which may have
been composed by Dirar in the pre-Islamic period or in
the early days of Islam, we see that all these are
written in a simple style common among the poets of
Mecca.
So far as we know, neither Ibn az-Ziba'ra nor
Dirar, who were considered the best poets of Mecca,
1) Kh.B,, Tarxkh, I, 200.
2) Munammaq, 498. j Ath., Kamil, II, 434.
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produced the standard of poetry which would place them
in the same category with other poets of their own
period.
Al-Mus4ab az-Zubayrx, however, includes a statement
which is not yet supported by any satisfactory example.
He says "It is told on the authority of Rabah b.
al-Mughtarif b. Hajwan b. ' Ainr, who said that they
were travelling, and while he was chanting a group of
people, among them 4 Abd ar-Rahman b. 4 Awf and 'Uniar b.
al-Khattab, passed 4Abd ar-Rahman, and asked him what
was going on. 4Abd ar-Rahman answered, 'We want to
pass the time and to shorten the journey.' 'Umar said,
'Then recite the poetry of Dirar b. al-Khat t ab. ' "
The last line of this statement not only supposes
that Dirar was a well-known poet, but also gives an
impression that he had composed a lot of poetry which
was held in high esteem by his contemporaries. More¬
over, this assumption implies that 4Umar asked 4Abd
1) Nasab, 448. Al-Yazidi, in his book al-Amali
(lOO-lOl), includes the same statement, but he
says that 4Umar asked 4Abd ar-Rahman to recite
the poem of Qays b. al-Khatxm:-
Do you know the traces of 'Urnra (my beloved which
are pale on the sand like the gold lines in the
skin,
Deserted and uninhabited now, the place is unfit
for a rider to halt at.
(Dxwan poem No. 4).
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ar-Rahinan to recite poetry which is supposed to have
been composed by Dirar before the rise of Islam, for
it is impossible to imagine that 'Umar meant the poetry
composed by Dirar during the outbreak of fighting
between Mecca and Medina.
Obviously, without an account of Dinar's poetry,
one cannot claim that his views are definitely accurate,
since all the arguments that we may put forward are, in
fact, based on personal deduction or on scattered
fragments which are included by some of the early
authors.
For example, many of the reliable sources confirm
that Dirar took part in the battle of 'Ukaz. On this
occasion, one poem only is ascribed to Dirar, and, we
have already said, we have no doubt about the
authenticity of this poem.
We may, moreover, presume that Dirar, who was
capable of composing poetry at that time, might have
composed others about the same occasion, but these
lines have not survived.
However, among the surviving verses which are
attributed to Dirar, al-Buhturx includes one of these• 7 •
verses in which Dirar shows his ability to write
poetry in the pre-Islamic period. This does not mean
that we are supporting the previous account, but simply
that we wish to make it clear that Dirar composed lines
or verses of poetry, as did many of the Arabs in the
past .
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Ibn Sallam, however, gives another example,"'" which
implies that, in his early life, Dirar lived in the
manner of those who are called, in the history of
Arabic literature, Sa'alik al-'Arab - they were
brigands and outlaws, but excellent poets.
However, up to the present time, none of the
references which we have attributes a single poem to
Dirar on the subject of this way of life, which may
show how far this account is veritable or, at least,
shed light on the lost poetry which, it is claimed,
was composed by Dirar.
The conclusion which may be reached is as follows:
There has been much exaggeration about the poets of
Mecca and their status before the appearance of Islam.
It must be understood that Meccan poets generally
became known after the events which took place
following the rise of Islam. At that time, the Quraysh
were involved in wars, and their cause had an urgent
need for poetry. The Quraysh accordingly encouraged
those who had been able to recite verses in the past,
and there is no doubt that some of these poets
experienced years of warfare.
If we examine the poetry which is supposed to have
been composed by Dirar during the Islamic period,
there is no doubt that most of these verses are
forgeries, because of the subject-matter and the style,
and the manner in which they seem to have come into
use years after the events described.
l) Tabaqat, 209.
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At the same time, it must be admitted that most of
the poetry composed by Dinar during the outbreak of
fighting between Mecca and Medina has not been recorded,
simply because these verses vigorously attacked Islam
and challenged its followers, and Muslim authors
intentionally ignored that kind of poetry."*"
However, the greatest number of verses ascribed to
Dirar are to be found in Ibn Hisham's Sira, which•
includes nine poems or fragments of poetry and a single
, . 2
line .
The authenticity of three of these poems has been
questioned by scholars of poetry. When we look at
the verses which have not been questioned by Ibn Hisham's
authorities, it is clear that some of these have been
forged.
We have already discussed one of these verses and
we shall examine the one dealing with Badr during our
study on the poetical talent of Ka'b b. Malik. But
it should be pointed out that our views are casting
suspicion on the poem ascribed to the day of Badr.
(IH, II, 13) and expressing confidence in the one
which was directed to Umin-Ghaylan (IH, I, 4l4).
Among the rest, however, there are three verses
which appear to be genuine (IH, I, 450; II, 144 and
145). The style in these verses is very strong,
1) IH, I, 648; II, 32. 3 Rawd, V, 73-4
2) IH, I, 47, 4l4, 450-51; II, 13, 27, 139, 144,
145, 163 and 254.
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unlike many Meccan verses which employ hackneyed
phrases. The first one consists of two lines only.
In it Dirar rejoices, in fluent language, at his
capture of one of the Ansar, and expresses regret
for the escape of the other. These lines are as
follows:-
I captured Sa'd and took hiin by force,
It would have satisfied my desire, if* I had
captured Mundhir.
If I had caught him, his blood would have been
shed unavenged,
For he was worthy to be insulted and killed
with impunity. (26)
The other verses are ascribed to the day of Uhud.
In them, Dinar throws light on the battle. However,
more details will be given when we coine to deal with
the combat of Uhud.
The last one is attributed to the siege of Medina,
but it seems to have been forged, by reason of the
weakness of its phrases, which are completely different
from the other verses mentioned above.
Finally, before we conclude our remarks on the
poetry of Dinar, it would be advisable to point out
a fact which has been admitted by two prominent
scholars in the field of poetry, who give their opinion
on the style which characterizes Meccan poetry and on
how the style caused great difficulty among the early
-79-
critics.
Ibn Sallam frankly states that extra lines were
added to the poem ascribed to Abu Talib b. 4Abd al-
Muttalib, which he composed when he feared that the
populace of the Arabs would overpower him and his
family for their protection of the Prophet.
Ibn Sallam, however, says that neither he nor al
Asma'l knew the lines which were composed by Abu
Talib, or those which were added later.
The reason which Ibn Sallam gives is that "The




(l) THE INHABITANTS OF YATHRIB.
(a) The Arabs.
According to the sources, the tribes of al-Aws and
al-Khazraj immigrated to Yathrib from South Arabia,
and the reason for their emigration from their homes
is given as the bursting of the darn of Ma' rib.
The Qur'an mentions the bursting of the dam, but
2
no date is given. P.K. Hittx refers to the final
catastrophe alluded to in the Qur'an; he says, "It
must have taken place after 542 and before 570•"
HittT's approximate date is based on Yaqut's
information. He mentions this event and puts it
approximately in the period of Abyssinian rule
(525-575).k
According to an inscription discovered by Glaser,
one breach took place during the rule of Abraha, but
this was repaired. Glaser also indicates that another
cleft appeared in the dam, and, once more, reparation
work averted the disaster, but the final calamity must
5
have taken place not long afterwards.
1) IH, I, 13., Aghanl, XIX, 94. EI arts,
al-Aws and al-Khazraj, Ath♦, Kamil, I, 491.
DTwan, Hassan (MS), 4.
2) Sura 34, verses 15-16.
3) History of the Arabs, 64.
4) Buidan, Ma'rib.
5) EI, art., Ma'rib.
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When the tribes of al-Aws and al-Khazraj came to
Yathrib, they found a number of Jewish tribes settled
there. The most powerful of these were Banu Qurayza,
an-Nadir and Qaynuqa'. Both al-Aws and al-Khazraj
established a new home in Yathrib. However, in the
beginning their position was weaker than that of the
Jews, who were holding the power rather than a few
Arab clans who had settled there before but who seem
to have been in a subordinate position.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to be definite
about the relationship between the Arabs of this
earlier period and the Jews, because the information
which is given by some authors is somewhat confused.
The dominant position later passed from the Jews
to the Arabs. According to Muslim authorities, this
happened in the time of Malik b. al4 Ajlan who became
independent with outside help, either from the
Ghassanids in Syria or from the Yemenites. Again it
is hard to estimate the kind of help which was
supposed to have been received, because there are
clashes of view among the historians concerning this
event. Al-Ya4qubi, for example, mentions that Malik
went to Yemen after he had slain Fityawn, the prince of
the Jewish family, and then he received help from one
of the Yemen kings;1 while Abu'1-Faraj and some others
state that Malik went to the Ghassanids in Syria and
1) Ya'qubi, I, 231.
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was assisted by Abu Jubayla, who came to Yathrib and
killed many of the Jews, thus placing the Khazraj in
a good position so that they became the real authority
in the region."'"
Irrespective of what has been said, it is possible
that Malik received help from kinsmen either in Yemen
or in Syria which enabled him to assert his power,
because both the Ghassanids in Syria and the tribes of
al-Aws and al-Khazraj had immigrated from Yemen.
Moreover, it is obvious that during pre-Islamic times
tribalism ('asabiyya) always kept the members of each
tribe close to each other, and their tradition was to
support kinsmen who asked for help. So there is no
conclusive evidence to make us reject the idea that
Malik received outside support, but what are unlikely
to be true are these artificial stories which the
narrators included concerning Malik's success. The
story of Malik and Fityawn, which is recorded as the
main cause of the out-break of hostilities between
the Khazraj and the Jews, is absolutely false. Fityawn
is alleged to have been killed by Malik only because
he wanted to avoid his sister having to spend her
first night as a bride with Fityawn, who used to force
every girl to do so.
In the legendary history of Tasm and Jadis we find
l) Aghani, XIX, 96.Ath., Kamil, I, ^93.
Diwan, Hassan (ed.'A), 14. SamhudI, 178.
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the same story. The king- of Tasm, to whom the name
'Amliq is attributed, also used to force every woman
from Jadis to spend her first night as a bride with him,
and fox' this he was also slain by the brother of one
bride in a fashion similar to the story told against
the Jews of Yathrib."''
P. Krenkow says that the fact "...that Fityawn's
name is fictitious is apparent; it is nothing but
the Greek word jgOITWN". He maintains that the Khazraj
were able to assert their domination not only by
outside help, but also by increasing, their numbers,
while they became masters of certain At am (strongholds)
2
which strengthened their position.
W.M. Watt supports the theory that it was Malik
who secured the independence of his people, but says,
"... it is difficult, however, to estimate accurately
the extent of his success. All that we can be certain
about is that some of the Khazraj became independent.
It is probable, however, that nearly all the Khazraj
and many of the Aws became independent and doubtless
3
acquired strongholds"•
The poetry dealing with this subject is, however,
very scanty. There is one poem and one fragment, but
they provide us with little information. Hassan Ibn
1) Diwan al-A'Sha, 74-82. Buidan, Jadis, Tabari,
11,371. Muruj, II, 114. SamhudI, I, 183, Khjzana,
II, 225.
2) EI, art., al-Khazraj.
3) Muhammad at Medina, 193.
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Thabit, in the first place,"1" does not support the
conclusion reached by the historians. He declares in
one of his poems that his people had replaced the
Jewish domination in Medina by defeating them when
their warriors made an unexpected attack upon the Jews
near the mountain of Sirar. These are the words of
Has san:-
We came to them with our equipment
On our white war-loving camels;
Beside them we led war-horses
Covered with thick leather.
When we halted on the sides of Sirar
And made fast the saddles with twisted ropes
They were scared by the speed of the horses
And the sudden attack from the rear.
They fled swiftly in terror
As we came on them like lions of the jungle
On our long, carefully tended mares
Which were not out of condition from long stabling.
Dark bays, spirited,
Strongly jointed like arrows,
Carrying horsemen accustomed to fighting warriors
And to smiting down brave foes;
l) H. Hirschfeld, in his edition of the Diwan of Hassan,
says this poem was ascribed to the poet's son •Abd
ar-Hahman (27), but he does not give any further
details. Ibn Hisham, on the other hand, confirms
the authenticity of this poem (ll, 557) and
attributes a different one to Hassan's son (II, 554).
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Kitigs when (others) behaved as tyrants in the land,
Never retreating but always advancing.
We came back with their leading men
And their women and children also were divided
among the victors.
We inherited their houses when they had gone
And remained there as owners."'" (27)
Abu'1-Faraj, on the other hand, attributes to the
Jewish poetess Sara al-QUraziyya the following lines,
which are claimed to have been said as a lament for
2
the Jews of Banu Qurayza who were slain by Abu Jubayla.
They go like this:-
Woe to me from a people in the Vale of Hurud, who
were of no use to themselves, who were wiped
out by the wind.
Old men from Qurayza destroyed by the swords and
spears of the Khazrajites.
We have been overtaken by a calamity, a calamity
of a heavy burden,
That would make pure water taste bitter.
If they had thought things carefully,
They would have been protected by a dark heavily
armed (force )• (28)
1) Translated by A. Guillaume, STra. 626.
Piwan, 12 (ed.H), 37^ (B), 57('A).
2) Aghanl, XIX, 96.
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Whatever we may say or suggest on the basis of
these lines, it is not possible to discover a definite
indication of the occasion, or even the motive, which
led to them. The poem is very short, and we believe
that some of it is missing, no matter whether it was
composed by the poetess herself or somebody else. The
important thing is, perhaps, that both the previous
poem and this fragment show that the Jews were suddenly
attacked, but not in the way which is related by the
narrators. Whatever light these verses may shed, it
must be admitted that sometimes we cannot be decisively
sure about the verses quoted by the narrators. Even
if these verses are forgeries, they are early forgeries
and thus might have given us some useful information,
but they often seem rather confusing and indeterminate.
In cases like this, it is impossible to say with
any certainty whether they are true or false. Further¬
more, some of the informants who quote the poems are
also very muddled. For example, Yaqut mentions three
of these lines, and makes a comment saying that Hurud
is a valley in Medina at Uhud. But he says that Abu
Jubayla was one of the Yemeni kings who came to Yathrib
and killed many of the Jews of Yathrib at Hurud, and
gives, as the reason for that, the story of Fityawn's
oppressive treatment of the women of Yathrib.
l) Buidan, II, 2t|2.
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( b ) The Jews.
There has been much contradiction in the accounts
recorded by the Muslim scholars concerning the original
home of the Jews of Yathrib. The majority of the early
Arabs had believed that Banu 'n-Nadlr, Qurayza and
Bahdal were settled in Yathrib since the time of the
Jewish wars against the Romans."'"
On the other hand, a few of them reported that
BanQ 'n-Nadxr and Banu Qurayza were mainly two sections
of the Arab tribe of Judham who were converted to the
Jewish faith and settled on two mountains, one called
2
an-Nadir and the other Qurayza. Up to the present
time we have no definite evidence which may support
one view against the other. All we can say with
certainty is that there were many Arabs who embraced
Judaism among those who lived in Yathrib, and many
sources mention cases of intermarriage or conversion
of individual Arabs to Judaism, but these numbers
cannot have been so large as of those who were
3
originally Jews.
Al-Balcrx, for example, says that Banu Hishna b.
'Ukarima b. 4 Awf b. Jusham b. Wadm b. Humayin b. Dhuhl
b. Haniyy b. Baliyy had converted to Judaism. The reason
1) Dxwan, Hassan, ed. H. Hirschfeld, 28., MaghazT, I,
365; II, 501-2, 504 and 518., Samhudx, I, 159-65.,
Tabarx, 1-2, 647., Aghanx, XIX, 94.
2) Ya4qubx, II, p.40, 42.
3) IH, I, pp. 514-16; II, p.333., Maghazx, I, 376.,
Tabaqat, 238, 244 and 247., M., Mu'jam, 231.,
B., Ansab, 283-6, 37ZU, Ishtiqaq, 436,445,447,461,467.
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given is that Banu Hishna killed some men of Banu ?,r-
Raba', one clan of the tribe of B&liyy.So they went to
Tayma', but the Jews there prevented them from enter¬
ing their stronghold unless they adopted the Jewish
faith."'" In spite of this, however, there are credible
reasons for believing that there were in fact immigrants
of Jewish origin in the oases of the Ilijaz and over a
considerable period these immigrants were strengthened
by Arab clans or families who converted to Judaism.
(l) There are so many passages in the Qur'an which
compare the actions of the Jews of Yathrib
unfavourably with the part played by Jews in the
past that we are necessarily led to believe that
a racial connection between these Jews and the Jews
of Yathrib is implied.
Indeed it is difficult to imagine that all these
Qur'anic verses were spoken to people who only
shared their predecessors1 faith and were not
intimately connected with them by race. Moreover,
if those people were only Arabs who had adopted
Judaism, why did the Qur'an call them Banu Isra'Tl,
2
while they were truly Arabs?
1) B. , Mu' .jam, I, 29.
2) Among the large number of Qur'anic passages,
regarding the Jews of Yathrib, only consider the
following verses: Sura II, verses 65,75» and 91;
Sura III, 181; Sura IV, 47.
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Furthermore, if there had been no Jewish stock
among the Judaised Arabs, it would be very difficult
to explain the origin of the considerable Jewish
proselytism among the Arabs of the Hijaz.
Looking at the names of the Jews of Yathrib, it
might be true that they employed Arabic names. But
in spite of this there are also some Jewish names
like Banu Za'ura, or persons whose names, or those
of their fathers, can be traced back to old Jewish
1
names.
In any case, it cannot be denied that, even if
Jewish by race, they might have adopted non-Jewish
names, calling themselves after the places in which
they settled.^
In respect to their own customs, it does seem
certain that the Jewish tribes of Yathrib had many
customs which were characteristic of the pagan
Arabs, but it must not be forgotten, as F^-f . Buhl
has rightly pointed out, that the Jews in Arabia
were very much influenced by their surroundings
and had assumed a character of their own.
Finally, F J-f . Buhl quotes a convincing argument
first adduced by Wellhausen, who says that the
Arabian Jews, by their language, their knowledge of
the Scriptures, their manner of life, their fondness
for malicious mockery, secret arts, poison, magic
IH, I, pp. 51^-16.
I. Wolfensohn, Tarilch al-Yahud Fx Bilad al-' Arab, 15.
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and cursing, and their fear of death, make an
unusual impression which cannot be explained simply
by the Judaising of pure Arabs."'"
(2) Looking at the poetry of that period, there is
unfortunately no conclusive evidence, but at least
there are a few lines which may be quoted to indicate
that there was Hebrew stock among the Jews of
Yathrib. A1-'Abbas b. Mirdas certainly believes
that Banu Sn-Nadlr were not Hebraised Arabs as al-
Ya'qubi says, but mainly Jews.
Here from one of his poems we quote the following
2
two lines:-
You have written satiric poems against the Kahinan
tribes of pure origin,
Though they have all the time been kind to you.
Regret what befell Banu Harun and remember their
deeds,
And how they helped you in time of starvation and
drought. (29)
Furthermore, the most famous poets of Medina,
3
Hassan b. Thabit and Qays b. al-Khatim, confirm the
EI, art., al-Madina.
IH, II, 202. PIwan, 40.
Diwan, Hassan, ed. H. Hirschfeld, 89. Dlwan, Qays
b. al-Khaflm, ed. Asad, 62, 83, 182 and 206.
As-Samhudi, on the other hand, ascribes two lines





statement of Abu'1-Paraj^ that Banu 'n-Nadlr and
2
Banu Qurayza were called Kahinan ("two priests").
I A. The Arab genealogists point out the Arab tribes
who had adopted the Jewish religion in Yemen, or
those who were Christianised in Syria, but they do
3
not mention the Jews of Yathrib as Hebraised Arabs.
B. During the outbreak of fighting which took
place between the Prophet Muhammad and the Jews of
Medina, no tribe among the Arabs supported them;
and that should be taken as another piece of
evidence, because if Banu 'n-Madir and Banu Qurayza
were two sections of the Arabs of Judham, why did
their tribe and their allies not stand with them
when they were exposed to danger? Further, there
was no existence of tribal links, such as were
familiar among the tribes, between Yathrib's Jews
and the tribes of Arabia. So when the Prophet
forced them to leave Medina we observe that Banu
Qaynuqa' went to Wad!'1-Qura and afterwards to
4
Adhra'at in Syria, while Banu 'n-badir went to
5
Khaybar and Syria. So we cannot imagine, if they
Aghani. XIX, 94., XXI, 92.
Josef Horovitz says that Kahin in this case is the
Arabic rendering of the Hewbrew "kohen", which means
"priest". IC., Vol.Ill, bo.2, Apr. 1929.
IH I, 27, 31-3 6.. ' Iqd. Ill, 308. ? Aghani. XIII, 123 • ?
flth., Kamil, I, 295, 300 and 309.? Ma'arif, 299.
Maghazi, I, 180.^ B. , Ansab, 309 *
IH, II, 191.
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were truly Arabs, that they would not seek or
receive their kinsfolk's protection. All these
points make us more inclined to regard many of
Yathrib's Jews as being of Hebrew stock. ;
Finally, the majority opinion among modern
scholars commonly suggests a Jewish origin for
these people."*"
Unfortunately, we are not able to pinpoint
accurately the time when the division broke out between
Yathrib's Jews.
None of the early Arab studies has dealt with this
subject. The only information which has been recorded
concerns the Quarrel which flared up between the Jews
of Yathrib and the tribes of al-Aws and al-Khazraj.
Furthermore, this information is based merely on
personal suppositions and deductions.
One fact which cannot be questioned is included by
3_s-Samhudi. He points out that the Jewish tribes of
Yathrib had fifty-nine atarn (strongholds). These
1) EI, arts, Al-Madxna, Tayma' an-Nadxr, Kainuka' and
Banu Kurayza.IC_. , art., " Judeo-Arabic Relations
in pre-Islamic Times", III, No.2 Apr. 1929.
W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Medina, 192
Abba Eban, History of the Jews, 131.
D.S. Margoliouth, The Relations between Arabs and
Israelites prior to the Rise of Islam, London 1924.
2) Samhudi, I, 165.
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atam raise some confusing questions. For example,
why were these large numbers built? Were they for
protection? If that is admitted, there is no doubt
that this implies they were threatened. On the other
hand, we are not able to estimate precisely what kind
of security was needed. Were they for protection
against internal hostility or an external threat? If
they were meant for both, why were these fortresses
formed only in Yathrib or places settled by the Jews?
These atam were not known in the other towns of Hijaz,
or in the peninsula of Arabia as a whole.
This suggests that these features might have been
due to cultural influence from Palestine.
However, their position at the beginning of Islam
is obviously different. According to the sources, the
day of Bu'ath marked the end of the fighting between
al-Aws and al-Khazraj, and that day provides an example
of the Jewish division.
The two Jewish tribes an-Nadir and Qurayza, who
were allied with al-Aws, took part in the fighting
against al-Khazraj who was also assisted by the Jewish
tribe of Banu Qaynuqa'
This point focuses our attention on the fact that
possibly warfare between Yathrib's Jews took place
before the quarrel of al-Aws and al-Khazraj. So it
seems obvious that their position had largely broken
l) Aghani, II, 169.>Maghazl, I, 3^9» 375; H» 506,
510-15. '> Ath. , Karail, I, 509-11.
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down, since they were not able to take advantage of the
opportunity which could have given them a dominant
position or at least enabled them to stand aside instead
of being involved in that war. Concerning this issue,
our information is based on the poetry and the Qur'an.
In the poem attributed to the Jewish poet ar-Rabl' b.
Abi'l-Huqayq, he strongly condemned his people for what
he regarded as their injudicious and indiscreet action
and for disregarding the opinions of their judicious
people, which brought great damage to their community.
Abu'1-Faraj reported that, during the fighting
between al-Aws and al-Khazraj, Banu 'n-Nadir and
Banu Qurayza were harsher in their treatment of Banu
Qaynuqa4 than the Arabs."'"
He said that that was the motive which inspired
ar-Rabi4 when he composed the following lines:-
I have grown sick and bed-ridden
Because of the liability and offence of my people.
By foolish judgment after discretion,
Wisdom was trifled with and not understood.
If my people had followed the wise,
They would not have been the victims of aggression
and would not have been wronged.
But my people followed those who were misled,
So that those who had shed blood were in difficulties.
The unwise prevailed over the opinion of the wise,
Things fell apart and nothing could be decided. (30)
l) Aghani, XXI, 92.
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In these lines the poet spoke with deep emotion,
not only about his disgust but also about what had
happened to his people who followed the advice of the
unwise. In poetical language, he reprimanded those
who did not lead their people in the right direction.
Furthermore, he felt ashamed, not only because his
people were involved in wars against each other but
also because those who committed the errors could not
put thern right .
If these lines of poetry do not give a sufficiently
clear picture of the circumstances of Yathrib's Jews
who fought and slew each other, we may quote two
Qur'anic verses included in Sura 2, which relate what
was regarded among the commentators on the Qur'an as
a comment on the part played by Bariu Isra'Il,
including Yathrib's Jews who were mentioned in the
last verse. As seen from the explanation of these
verses, the commentators also supported the information
recorded by Abu' 1-Faraj and others about the Jews of
Yathrib at the beginning of Islam.
According to at-Tabarx, Ibn 'Abbas said that these
verses were sent down to condemn Banu Qurayza, an-Nadlr
and Qaynuqa*, who were involved in wars among them¬
selves during the outbreak of fighting between al-Aws
and al-Khazraj.
More detail concerning the following verses may
be found in the commentary of at-Tabarl.
l) Tabarx, Tafslr, II, pp. 299-316.
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Sura II, No. 84-85.
And remember we took your covenant (to
this effect), shed no blood among you, nor
turn out your own people from your homes;
and this ye solemnly ratified, and to this ye
can bear witness.
After this it is ye, the same people, who
slay among yourselves and banish a part of you
from their homes, assist (their enemies) against
them, in guilt and rancour; and if they come
to you as captives, ye ransom them though it
was not lawful for you to banish them. Then
it is only a part of the Book that ye believe
in, and do you reject the rest?
But what is the reward for those among
you who behave like this, but disgrace in this
life? And 011 the day of Judgment they shall
be consigned to the most grievous penalty,
for God is not unmindful of what ye do.
l) 4Abd Allah Yusuf'AlT, The Holy Qur'an,
English translation.
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(2) THE POETS OF MEDINA:
SUMMARY OF THEIR LIVES AND CRITICAL
STUDY OF THEIR POETRY".
Without question, Meccan pre-Islaniic poetry is
rather feeble and of poor quality. It is a different
matter with the poetry of Medina.
We do not know any Meccan poets whose names are
worthy of record on grounds of poetic merit, unlike
those who are included by Ibn Sallam as the famous
poets of Medina. There are more Meccan poets mentioned
by him than Medinan poets, but, as seen from the
surviving poetry, none of the Meccan poets recorded a
single poem that would equal any composed by Medinan
poe t s .
At the beginning of Islam, poetry thrived in
Medina, and it was, as Ibn Sallam has stated, the
best-known urban centre of poetry.
We believe that the warfare which flared up among
the inhabitants of Medina produced this rich harvest
of poetry. Most of Medina's pre-Islamic poetry has
recorded these events, and nearly all poems discovered
have dealt with that subject.
If we can succeed in proving the authenticity of
this poetry, we shall be able to fill some of the gaps
found in the history of Medina. What we need is a
l) Tabaqat, 179 •
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careful study, examining closely the recorded poems
in order to distinguish between those written by the
authentic poets of the time and those which are spurious,
composed and added later.
Regarding this issue, it is obvious that any
study of the authenticity of the early poetry will be
based on historical grounds which cannot be denied or
questioned by any reliable sources. If the history
does not give any definite indication about the event,
then it would be useful to examine the language and
style used by ancient poets in order to see whether it
existed during that period.
However, our study will be restricted to the poems
dealing with the fighting in the days of Hatib and
Bu'ath, because the events relating to these poems
and the poets who wrote them are familiar to most of
the early writers who included the poems in their books.
Another reason for concentrating on these days is
that the wars of Hatib took place not long before
Islam, while the fighting of Bu'ath took place only
five years before the Prophet's immigration to Medina."'"
Furthermore, most of the poets had actually
participated in those days, and most of them accepted
Islam. So this might give us confidence in the
information included concerning them.
However, before we commence with our study of
l). IS, IV, Part 2, 95.? Samhudi, I, 218.
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Medinan war poems, we think it will be beneficial if
we give a summary of the known and accepted facts
about the poets of Medina.
Our investigation will be based on Ibn Sallam's
information, and that of others who laid the first
foundations of criticism of early Arab poetry.
Concerning this matter, we have observed that some of
Ibn Sallam's critical remarks about the poets of
Medina are comprehensive and realistic. But before
starting our study of the poets of Medina, it should
be noted that during the Jahiliyya period the
practice of poetical criticism had been extremely
simple. It was restricted to certain elements of
style, such as rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, simile,
metaphor, or power of expression.
The people of Medina were noted for this kind of
literary criticism. This may be illustrated by the
occasion at which they advised one of the earliest
great poets to correct the rhyme of a Qasxda.
According to Ibn Sallam, tlO-Mabigha of Banti
Dhubyan had composed a defective rhyme sequence. When
he came to Medina he was told about this error, but
did not pay any attention to what he was told until he
had heard one of their girl singers sing the following
lines composed by him:- <•




where bi 'l-yadi is made to rhyme with yuq'adu.
After hearing the girl singer, however, an-
Nabigha realized his mistake, and latex1 said of this:
"When I came to Ilijaz, my poetry was in a state of
immaturity, but when I left it (Medina) I was a more
skilful poet .
Ibn Sallam states that Medina had five master
poets. Tlxese were Hassan b. Thabit, Ka'b b. Malik,
and *Abd Allah Ibn Rawaha, belonging to the Khazraj
tribe, and Qa)fs b. al-Khatim and Abu Qa)^s b. al-Aslat,
belonging to the Aws tribe.
Here it would be profitable if we analysed
briefly some remarks made by Ibn Sallam. He says,
regarding Hassan b. Thabit, "He was the greatest poet,
and we know of no poet in Medina who can equal him.
He has written much good poetry, but more verses were
imputed to hiin than to anybody else; when the Quraysh
quarrelled among themselves and abused each other,
l) Tabaqat, 55. This defect is called al-iqwa'or
ikfa'-' - that is, two rhyming words do not fully
rhyme together. In the above lines, we see that
the rhyme in the first line is vowelled in the
kasra, while the second is vowelled in the damma.
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they attributed to him a great deal of poetry which
it is impossible to sift.""'"
The accuracy of Ibn Sallam's statement is proved
if one goes carefully through Hassan's Diwan; one
will not only appreciate Ibn Sallam's position, but
one will start questioning the authenticity of many
of the recorded poems.
According to Ilirsclifeld' s edition of the Diwan,
the Diwan contains 229 pieces. We may deduce that
less than forty poems seem to be pre-Islamic, while
the rest are Islamic. All reliable sources have
stated that Hassan actually lived sixty years before
Islam and about another sixty after the appearance of
2
Islam. How, then, can we explain the disproportion
between the output of the two periods? It cannot be
supposed that Hassan's poetical gift grew during the
period of Islam because it is certain that he was
also a well-known poet before Islam. Furthermore, we
cannot imagine that Hassan, who actually lived through
the furious years during the outbreak of fighting
between al-Aws and al-Khazraj, did not sustain his
tribe al-Khazraj with many poems.
Among the verses included in the Diwan, only
1) Tabaqat, 179 .
2) W.'Arafat considers this point by saying, "The
only likely conclusion that may be reached from
the scanty material which is available is that
Hassan probably was about 50 years of age when
the Prophet arrived in Medina", Diwan, 3.
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eight poems seem to deal with those long wars."*" Even
out of these eight poems, one is also ascribed by Ibn
2
al-Kalbx to the poet 'Urwa b. al-tfard.
Hassan seems to have been the most ardent poet
*
in defending Islam in his poetry, and it is presumably
for this reason that he has suffered most at the hands
of forgers.
In demonstration of this fact, we may consider
one example. Among the poems which described the
battle of Uhud, Ibn Ishaq lias attributed six poems to
Hassan: but Ibn Hisham, who is the commentator on
Ibn Ishaq's Sxra, regarded only three of them as
authentic, while the authenticity of two of them is
denied by the learned men of poetry. The last poem
is also attributed by Abu Zayd al-Ansari to the poet
Ka'b b. Malik
I shall not go deeply into this question, as many
works have been written on Hassan, but up to date there
is no exhaustive study concerned with any of the other
poets of Medina.
The best in depth study on the poetry of Hassan
is written by Dr. W. 'Arafat. In his criticism of the
poems of Hassan, he has given much evidence to indicate
to the reader that Hassan was undoubtedly the poet
1) Dxwan, pp. 2-3,^5, 51, 52, 53, 88.
2) Dxwan, p. 53, No. CXVIII.
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who suffered most from forgers trying to exploit
his enthusiasm for the cause of Islam for their own
1
purposes.
l) V. 'Arafat, An Introduction to the Study of the
Authenticity of the Poem ascribed to Hassan b.
Thabit: Ph.D., London University, 1953•
EI art., Hassan b. Thabit.
BSOAS art., Vol. XXI, Part 3, 1958, pp. 453-463,
BSOAS art^, Vol. XVII, Part 2, 1955, pp. 197-205,
XVII, Part 3, 1955, PP. 416-425,
XXI, 1958, pp. 15-30. XXIX, I,
1966, pp. 1-11.
XXIX, 2, 1966, pp.221-32,
XXVIII, 3, 1965, pp. 477-82,
XXX, 3, 1967 and XXXIII, 2, 1970.
IQ.. art., Vol. XIII, Part 13, 1969, PP. 70-8.




(a) Ka'b b. Malik Al-Ansarl.
It is expressly stated that Ka'b was a well-known
poet before the rise of Islam.'*' Ka'b himself related a
story about the second pledge of al-'Aqaba. This was
when al-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Muttalib mentioned his name
• #
to the Prophet, the Prophnt said, "Ka'b b. Malik ash-
Sha'ir (the poet)
This account is a useful starting point. As will
be seen below, of the poetry by Ka'b which has been
preserved, there is only a single poem which could
have been recited before Islam. Besides this fact we
may notice that his name was never mentioned during
the years of the quarrel between al-Aws and his tribe
of al-Khazraj. Furthermore Abu Zayd al-Qurashi
singled out seven of the poems of the poets of al-Aws
and al-Khazraj calling them Mudhahhabat alArab. All
these were composed before Islam, and are concerned
with the warfare between al-Aws and al-Khazraj. He
does not include Ka'b's name among these poets. All
that we have is some limited information which
demonstrates some of his Islamic attitudes.3
1) Khizana III, 22.
2) III, I, 440.
3 ) On his activities after his conversion to Islam
see Tabaqat, \ % 5 • j
Aghani, IV, 26., Maghazl. I, 235, 249, 260,
293, 335, 389., II, 447, 646, 802., Ill, 973, 996,
1049, 1075., IH, I, 435, 44o, 443, 445, 462, II,
83, 333, 531. 'B. Ansab 248. 271, 288, 531., IS, I
(part 2) 44., II, (p.l) 32, 115, 119,' 120., IV, (p.2)45.
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Concerning his poetical gifts Abu'1-Faraj gives
a general statement. He says, "Ka'b has deep roots and
a long history of composing poetry.
He means that Ka'b's family had a poetic tradition.
Regardless of what has been said by Abu'1-Faraj, our
aim is to estimate his poetical talents in the light
of what has survived and is authentic of his Islamic
poetry. Of Ka'b's Islamic poetry, three poems could
be taken as good examples. If we wish to examine the
genuineness of his poetic gifts and his style these
poems are likely to show the real standard.
It is clear that these poems have qualities which
inspire such confidence, that any reader would agree
that only a great poet could have written these verses.
The poems are well built and they have the spirit of
the desert which is characteristic of the style of
the famous poets. The language is poetic and quite
natural. The similies and metaphors are derived from
early Arab society as we may expect from a good poet.
Besides all this the poet gives ample evidence of an
innate poetical ability. These three interesting
specimens of Ka'b's poetry were written in response
to three different occasions. The first, which will
be discussed later, was composed after the battle of
Uhud (2 A. II.) and its opening line is:-
1) Aganx, IV, 27.
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By the life of your noble father, if you ask
who is seeking our help."'" (3l)
The second is ascribed to the siege of Medina (5 A.H.).
The opening line is:-
Inforin Quraysh that Sal4 and what lies between
p
al-'Urayd up to a£-Simad. (32)
The last one deals with the siege of at-Ta'if (8 A.H.)
and the opening line iss-
We attained every object from Tihama and Khaybar
o
and then we sheathed our swords. J (33)
These three poems prove that Ka'b is exceptionally
capable of defending Islam in his poetry. Ka'b's fame
is generally admitted and he is held in high esteem as
one of the greatest poets that the early Islamic period
has produced. What we are seeking to find is his
status as a poet before Islam.
Obviously it is impossible to form a clear picture
of Ka'b's ability before Islam, without an account of
his poetry, or at least some considerable information
about his life in his early years. So a positive
decision cannot be reached, nor can a full attempt be
made. But even so we think it is useful to compare the
1) IH, II, 158'
2) IH, II, 263.
3) IH, II, 479.
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general structure of one of his earliest poems with the
poetry composed during pre-Islamic times, if only to
show whether he was able to follow the common practices
employed by other poets of this period. For that
reason I would prefer to take the first poem as an
example, for this poem was composed after the battle
of Uhud only two years after the Prophet's migration
to Medina and seven years after the battle of Bu'ath.
So it is quite possible that an early poem like
this may help to meet the urgent need of reaching a
better insight into quality of Ka'b in his early
composition. Moreover, the poem contains 29 lines
and that gives us an opportunity to examine at length
the poet's style. In this poem Ka'b also gives free
range to his poetical gift in order to speak without
restraint. However, we shall only give a general
outline of the construction of this poem here and
more details will be given later under the battle of
Uhud.
The language of this poem conforms to the standard
phraseology of the early period. Among its vocabulary
there is not a single word which is not completely apt.
The poet does not record the events of the battle of
Uhud, but sings the glories of his people, speaking in
glowing terms of their generosity in general (l-8).
Next, with 13 imaginative lines, Ka'b describes wars,
regiments of men and the armaments which his people
used during battle. What arrests one's attention is
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his phrase which describes wars as darus (savaging)
'Adud (biting) and Hajun (mauling).
The poet deliberately includes these strong words
which emphasize the concept of violence, presumably
because he wanted to account for the Muslims' defeat
at Uhud (9-21).
In a few lines the poet boasts of the refinements
of his ancestors who taught them how to level a weapon
and how to give generously. Ka'b does not exaggerate
but he says this in deference to the pagan tradition
of the Arabs (22-25).
Finally the poet ends his poem in a lampoon on
Ibn az-Ziba'ra. He reproached him for being humble,
ignominious and ill-disposed towards the Prophet,
again according to the pre-Islamic tradition (26-29)
Considering the style, the technical mastery and the
early date of this and other genuine Islamic poetry
composed by Ka'b, it seems certain that he must have
composed poetry before the rise of Islam. The poems
of Ka'b are seldom discussed. Fr. Buhl said about
Ka'b's poems, "His poems have a somewhat nobler tone
than those of Hassan and show a real enthusiasm for
the religion of Muhammad besides a strong local
patriotism."
Taking the first part of this statement it is
difficult to say that Ka'b's tone is more noble than
l) EI. , art. Ka'b b. Malik.
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that of Hassan. As we mentioned before it is obvious
that many unedifying verses have been attributed to
Hassan but these cannot be taken as an evidence of
Hassan's tone, simply because most of these poems are
apocryphal.
It is certainly true that some of Ka'b's
phraseology is noble, but in general we cannot
acknowledge that it was more so than that of Hassan.
Further, if we review the actions of each one of the
Khazrajite poets, Hassan, Ka'b and ' Abd Allah b.
Rawaha, it is not possible to say that Ka'b showed a
greater enthusiasm for Islam thSLn Ibn Rawaha, who
took part in every battle and who lost his life in
the battlefield of Mu'ta (8 A.H.), while Ka'b however
did not participate in the battle of Badr, nor did he
take part in the expedition of Tabuk (9 A.H.) which
caused the Prophet after his return to order his
companion not to speak to Ka'b and another two persons.
They were ostracized until a Quranic verse came down
1
stressxng forgiveness.
Obviously Ka'b's ardour for Islam is admitted
in general. His constancy on the battlefield of Uhud
is one of many examples. So it is not equitable to
put him in the same category with Hassan, who in some
occasions showed weakness in his loyalty as he did
when he was accused among those who gossipped scandal
l) Sura IX No. 118 at-Tauba (Repentance)«
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about the Prophet's wife 'A*isha or when he composed
a poem attacking certain Muslim groups among those who
settled in Medina."'"
Concerning his local patriotism, this is a
certainty, but he was not fanatical about this, or not
to the extent which we find in Hassan
Unfortunately, there is no Diwan of Ka'b's poetry
that has been handed down to us. His poems have
recently been collected and compiled in the form of a
Diwan by Saml M. al-'Ani. The largest amount of Ka'b's
poems are to be found in Ibn Hisham. There are also
a number of books containing some fragments of his
2
biography and some of his verses.
As regards to these recorded poems, it is clear
that some of these verses are entirely worthy and
matchless, but many others are quite vulgar, while the
rest are worthless. Without exaggeration we may
suppose that the succession of sudden events did not
enable poets to refine their style. So it might be a
fact that among these commonplace verses there are a
few compiled by Ka'b when circumstances did not give
him the opportunity for improvement.
Otherwise, we fully agree that some of the
recorded poems which are supposed to have been composed
by Ka'b are completely spurious. However, it is
1) IH, II, 304., Diwan. CXL, p.62.
2) For example see Tabaqat, pp 183-85., M, Mu'jam, 229«,
Sha, Hamasa, 43., Aghani, IV, pp. 26-30.,
B, Hamasa, 37, 94, 114, 244.
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certain that Ka'b was among those who stood up for the
faith, and his poetry not only depicts the events, but
also contains ideas introduced by Islam. So Ka'b's
frequent references to the early battles of Islam give
us some valuable information.
His poems like those of other poets of Medina are
full of historical facts which are important for the
study of the early days of Islam. The genuine ones
among these poems really shed some light upon the
events which took place from the Prophet's arrival at
Medina until his death. If we make a comprehensive
study we shall gather some worthwhile information.
Let us first consider the work published by
Samx M. al-'Anx, who worked on this subject for an
M.A. at Cairo University. This work, so far the only
one of its kind, contains nearly all the poems
attributed to Ka'b. Ko doubt the author did his best
to collect the verses which were scattered in different
books. We appreciate also his large collection of
references to valuable sources.
Unfortunately the work has certain deficiencies.
Regrettably, the objections we have are as follows
The author does not discuss the authenticity of the
poems included in his edition. He does quote fragments
of Ibn Sallarn and Ibn an-Nadxm's statements about the
poetry included in Ibn Ishaq's Sxra. and comments that
he cannot deny the validity of these opinions; but he
adds that we need not exaggerate, or believe that all
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the poetry included in the Sira is counterfeited,
because Ka'b and his fellow-poets expressed through
their poetry the ideas of Islam and the feelings of
Muslim people. It is not surprising, he says, to find
among the poems an elegy for a great man like Hainza
or some others recording Badr, TJhud and the rest of
the battles of Islam.
We would agree with him if he confined himself to
these comments, but he goes on that there is no reason
for doubting the validity of any of Ka'b's poetry. In
other words, he maintains that not even a single poem
among those included in his book is doubtful.
Taking the first curious argument that our author
has put forward, he says that Ka'b1s poetry was not
against Quraysh and for that reason he has not seen
any justification for suspicion. Are we then to suppose
that only poetry attacking Quraysh is characteristic of
the forgers? This was in fact only one of several
indications of forgery. At this point we would like to
remind the author that before the conquest of Mecca,
Ka'b's attitude towards Quraysh was rather hostile and
this could have led to tampering with Ka'b's poetry by
some Qurayshite people to suit their own purposes.
We would have preferred it if Mr. Al-'AnT had
carefully examined many of the poems before including
them as the work of Ka'b. It would be useful if he for
example considered some of those poems which were
recited as dirges on the occasion of the murder of the
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third Caliph 'Uthman, or those which blamed the Ansar
and maintained that they should stand against the
Egyptian army.
Most of these poems appear in one book written in
the seventh century of the Hi jra. We may remark here
that these events caused great damage not only to the
unity of Muslim people, but also to Islamic poetry as
a whole. In respect of these poems attributed to Ka'b
we should remember that Ka'b was among those who tried
to protect the Caliph and it was reported that he did
not acknowledge 4A1X as Caliph. It was also related
that he and Hassan went to Damascus and they were met
2
by Mu'awiya who gave each of them one thousand Dinars.
It seems likely that the forgers sought to exploit
these known historical facts.
Besides that, Ibn ' Abd al-Barr has stated that
the Banu Umayya and their adherents added more lines
3
to Hassan's elegies on 'Uthman. So how can we accept
the authenticity of Ka'b's elegies on 'Uthman before
we study separately the inspiration for each single
poem? It is after all possible that Ka'b's support of
'Uthman was also exploited by those who took advantage
from every opportunity. However, we would not have to
argue about this if Mr. al-'Anx had made a critical
study of his sources, or if he at least discussed the
1) at-Tamhid Wa^-Bayan Fx Maqtal ash-Shahxd 'Uthman.
2) Aghanx. IV, 30.
3) Isti'ab, II, 479.
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historical background of these poems.
The second argument included by the author is
that Ibn Sallam in his Tabaqat does not question the
legitimacy of Ka'b's poetry, although he mentions that
some poetry attributed to Islamic poets could be
doubtful. Our reply to this is a simple one. No-
one before Mr. al-'Ani said that Ibn Sallam had
covered all the assumed poetry. In fact Ibn Sallam
was only the first one who looked at this poetry
critically and declared that such and such verses were
fabricated.
But we cannot expect that he had treated
critically every single one of the poems attributed
to the large number of poets included in his Tabaqat,
while he himself quoted a few lines only of each poet.
In other words it is not necessary that Ibn Sallam
had read or heard all the poems ascribed to that large
number of poets, even if he included the name of the
poets among those included in his book. Whether Ibn
Sallam made such an assumption about Ka'b's poetry or
not, we cannot express a firm opinion unless we make
an exhaustive investigation, examining the style of
the poet and the background of his poetry. Supposing
that Ibn Sallam assured us that certain of Ka'b's
poems are authentic; even so we cannot say that Ibn
Sallam proves the authenticity of each single poem
ascribed to Ka'b.
The last argument brought forward by Mr. al-'Anx
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is that Ka'b was a well-known poet among the early
poets of Islam, and that of all the poetry attributed
to Ka'b by Ibn Hisham in the Sira, Ibn Hisham makes no
observation as to its authenticity with the exception
of one only. It is true that Ibn Hisham implicity
affirms the authenticity of all poems attributed to
Ka'b except one, but he also states that four poems
among those included were ascribed by Ibn Ishaq to
Hassan or 4Abd Allah b. Rawaha, but that Abu Zayd al-
Ansarl indicated to Ibn Hisham, that these verses were• 7
composed by Ka'b. So our author has not contested
what has been said. He is satisfied with Abu Zayd's
assertion as regards Mo. 2l(p.206) and No.71 (P« 292),
All these are ascribed to Hassan by Ibn Ishaq and were
included in the Diwan of Hassan (No. CXLIV P.63 and No,
LXI P.36). However,in this case, it is clearly known
that no conclusive evidence can be adduced. But
whether in fact these poems were composed by Ka'b or
by Hassan, the author should not depend on the view of
Abu Zayd al-Ansari only. For Ibn Habib who included
these verses among Hassan's poems was the first one
who collected the poetry of Hassan, and probably had
seen the work of both Ibn Ishaq and Ibn Hisham.
No.48(P.252) and No.70 (P.29l) are attributed
by Ibn Ishaq to 4Abd Allah b. Rawaha. Mr. al-'Ani
does not give any circumstantial evidence, but he says
that Abu Zayd also ascribed them to Ka'b. Furthermore,
he adds that a few lines of each of these poems were
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attributed by some author to Ka'b and that this could
be taken as a proof.
Let us look again at his argument that Ibn Hisham
did not question any of Ka'b1s poems, on the basis of
which he assumes that none of the poems included in
his book are doubtful. In fact, Ibn Hisham implicitly
expresses some doubt when he makes a comment after one
poem attributed to Abu Usama Mu'awiya b. Zuhayr
concerning the battle of Badr. He says, "This is the
most authentic of the poems said by the people of Badr."
If Ibn Hisham was utterly sure about the
authenticity of all the included poems concerning the
battle of Badr which he or his authorities confirmed,
he would not have suggested such a comment. Indeed,
we would like to take into consideration the first
two of these poems confirmed by Ibn Hisham, merely to
show that not every poem validated by Ibn Hisham is
correct.
The first is claimed to be by Dirar b. al-Khattab.•* • • •
The opening line is:-
I wondered of the boasting of Aws when destruction
was hovering over them on the morrow, and fate
contains experience. (34)
At once anyone going through the lines of this
poem would be confident that it is utterly fabricated,
l) IH, II, 13.
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not only because the sentiments expressed go against
natural human reaction, but also because we have his¬
torical facts which conflict with the background of
this poem.
Looking at the life history of Dirar, no one can
imagine that Dirar, who was until the conquest of Mecca
one of the most prominent figures to persist in enmity
towards Islam and the Muslims, would compose a poem in
praise of the Prophet and his adherents among Quraysh,
especially in these gloomy days in the history of
Quraysh, who had not only suffered defeat at the battle
of Badr, but whose nobles had been killed by the people
praised in this poem.
In Ibn Ishaq's list of Qurayshites said to have
been killed on the occasion of Badr, there are 16
names of men supposed to have been killed either by
Hamza or 'AIT. This estimated number may have been
exaggerated, but since both the above mentioned had
played a vital role at Badr, it seems impossible that
a Qurashi poet would have extolled his opponents who
took part in the fighting and shared the responsibility
for the rout of Quraysh.
Again, when we look at the same list of the dead
of Quraysh we find that most of the dead were killed
by the hands of the migrants of Quraysh, who had
fought during the battle of Badr. It is hardly
credible to suppose that Dirar who had declared war
against Islam and attacked Muslims in his poetry would
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justify their defeat by extolling his enemies.
Another historical fact established by reliable
information in the Sira books, supported also by the
Qur'an, shows that animosity existed not only between
Quraysh and the Ansar (helpers), but between the
Quraysh on one side and the Prophet and his followers
in general on the other side. The reaction of the
women of Quraysh against the Muslims slain at the
battle of Uhud provides one of many examples of this.
The second poem is imputed to Ka'b as his reply
to Dirar's poem. The opening line is:-
I wondered of the power of God, and God is able
1 (35
to do what He wills, no one can overcome God.
This line oftiy^-pr^ves that it is impossible that
these weak phrases were written by the same hand which
wrote the three poems mentioned above. But it provides
an indication that it was written by the same hand which
wrote the last one. Furthermore, as seen from the whole
body of Ka'b's Islamic poems which cannot be questioned,
Ka'b never mentioned the word al-Aws or al-Khazraj.
Supposing that these words appeared in this poem only,
yet it cannot be thought that he would laud the Aws
tribe as a whole by mentioning it while he singled out
one clan only of his tribe of al-Khazraj for mention
(lines 5-6). If Ka'b also belongs to the same clan,
one may presume that he wanted to extol his clan only.
Finally, most of the lines of this poem give the
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reader the impression that Ka'b was among- those who
took part in the battle described. However, he, in
fact, did not participate at Badr. Moreover the last
four lines in particular, have shown the artificiality
of the forger who attempted to insert Quranic verses.
Let us next consider Nos. 6, 53 » 56 and 64. Mr. al-Anl
states that none of these poems are ascribed to Ka'b
only. In spite of all this he has declared that all
these included poems are Ka'b's verses. Taking the
first one, this is only mentioned by Ibn Hisham who
himself said, "This poem belongs to Ka'b or Ibn Rawaha"
(ill, II, 202). But it appeared to al-'Ani that it
was most likely said by Ka'b. His evidence is, that
the poem is characteristic of Ka'b's literary manner.
He means by this that it reproached Yathrib's Jews and
recorded what happened to their men. This seems to be
based upon a statement by Abu'l-Paraj, that Ka'b and
Hassan always condemned Quraysh for their defective
deeds while Ibn Rawaha attacked them for their
infidelity."'' But we cannot take that as a general
criterion before we make a reliable study, distinguishing
accurately the literary tendency of each one of the
poets of Medina. How can we accept what the author
says without explanation or close examination of the
relationship between the literary production of Ka'b
and Ibn Rawaha? For example among the Sira poetry
there are large numbers of poems imputed to Ka'b and
l) Aghani, IV, 29.
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Hassan, but only few poems by Ibn Rawaha. So any
work which has not taken into consideration these
facts, cannot be reliable. Of course we should
congratulate the author if he had made his decision
after exhaustive investigations proving that the
included poems were in fact compiled by Ka'b. Looking
at No.53s As can be seen from the author's references,
the poem is attributed to Ka'b by later sources. Ibn
'Abd Al-Barr does not confirm its authorship by Ka'b,
and his comment admits his doubt about the authenticity
of the poem in general."'" If the author had given
convincing reasons for his trust in some and his
rejection of others, we would have accepted this, but
no-one can justify what the author has done except
himself, in wishing to impute a large number of poems
to Ka'b. Concerning No. 56: Mr. al-Ani says that the
construction of the poem gives no indication as to
whether it was said by Ka'b or Hassan. It is attributed
to Ka'b by al-Baladhuri. But as far as we know Ka'b
in his reliable poetry has never used such phrases as
Wabina aqama da'a)(ma ' 1-Islam1, or Wabina ai(zza
nabiyyahU wawaliyyahU or hahnU ' l-KhiyarUinin al-
bariyyat1 Kulliha, in praise of his people al-Ansar.
In fact these kind of expressions became common only
among the later generation of the Ansar.
Looking at line 6, it is impossible to imagine
l) Isti'ab, II, 480.
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that Ka'b, who never before mentioned the warfare
between al-Aws and al-Khazraj, which also was
terminated by Islam, would have spoken about the past
in order to boast of his tribe al-Khazraj for what
they had achieved against al-Aws.
These features, which are alien to Ka'b1s previous
poetry, would in themselves arouse suspicion about the
authenticity of the poem in general. However, in the
Dxwan of Hassan there are nine lines extra to the
t
version given by al-Baladhurl.^
Finally the last poem is Ho.64. The statement
made by the author concerning the source of the poem
is in contradiction with what he said before. On page
166 the author states that this verse is included in
the Dxwan of Hassan, but is ascribed to Ka'b by all
the sources which have spoken about 'Uthman. In page
311, he says it only appeared in the book of Manaqib
A1 Abx Talib. As for its attribution to Hassan, it is• • »
not included in the Dxwan of Hassan which has been
e
edxted by H. Hxrshfield, or the new edition made by
W. 'Arafat.
The poem is of four lines only. But we doubt that
Ka'b would compose an elegy on the death of the Prophet
with paltriness of sense and weakness of phrases.
The style of these artificial lines is extremely
unpoetical, indeed absolutely prosaic. Consider for
l) Dxwan, (ed 'Arafat) poem no. 164.
*
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exaniple the first line:-
0 bewail the Prophet to the worlds, all of them,
especially the Muslim.
Obviously this line is not Ka'b who was utterly
capable of writing poetry, but is in fact a typical
Shi 4ite one.
(b) 4Abd Allah b. Kawaha b. Tha'laba was a distinguished
member of the clan of Banu 71-Harith, an important
branch of the tribe of Khazraj.
According to Ibn Sa4d, he was one of the few Arabs
during the pre-Islamic period who could write,"*" We
have no record of the early life of Ibn Rawaha in the
earliest major sources for the biographies of the early
poets, and neither Ibn Qutayba nor Abu'1-Faraj gives an
account of Ibn Rawaha.
Indeed, it is a matter of regret that we are
unable to give any real details about the poet's early
life. Ibn Sallam unfortunately records very little
about it. He mentions that he and Qays b. al-Khatim
engaged in a battle of words during the war between
their tribes and, in Ibn Sallam's opinion, 4Abd Allah
2
had no rival among the poets of Medina.
The poet himself expressed the same opinion of his
3
abilities in one of his surviving poems.
1) IS, III, Part 2, 70.
2) Tabaqat, 186.
3) Diwan Hassan (ed. 4 Arafat), I, 238. Q., Jamhara, 223*
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Fortunately, a few of his pre-Islamic poems have
been preserved. This gives us an insight into his
early activities and shows how Ibn Rawaha was able to
compose poetry in that period in defence of his tribe
and in reply to the challenge of Qays b. al-Khatlm.
There exist two poems and one fragment which are
supposed to have been spoken by 4Abd Allah in reply to
Qays.
This surviving poetry probably belongs to the
final stages of the warfare of Hatib and to the
decisive battle of Bu'ath, but it is not improbable
that it constitutes the whole of the poetry referred t
by Ibn Sal lain.
In this respect we may assume that most of the
poetry which Ibn Rawaha composed during the years of
tribal feuds has been lost. Our evidence is based on
a number of single lines which appear to have been
extracted from longer poems. For example, in the
131wan of Qays b. al-Khatxm there is a single line
attributed to 4Abd Allah in reply to Qays's poem No.l4
It seems that this is the opening line of a poem which
is otherwise unknown.
There is another single line ascribed to 4Abd
Allah on the subject of the battle of al-Hadiqa, in
which he refers to the wound which Qays received on
2
that day. The line, however, has the same rhyme and
1) Diwan, (ed. Kowalski ) 3k. (Asad) 187; in this
edition the poem is nt>. 15.
2) Ath., Kamil, I, 507.
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metre as the poem ascribed to the battle of Bu'ath.
Part of the poem, concerning the fighting known as the
war of the first Fijar, is probably still missing.
Ibri al-Athir attributes two lines to 4Abd Allah
which are supposed to have been composed in reply to a
poem ascribed to 4bbayd b. Nafidh al-Awsx in
celebration of the victory won by his tribe on the day
of al-Baqi4."*" These two lines which Ibn al-Athxr
ascribed to 4Abd Allah are among four lines elsewhere
attributed to Hassan which are also said to be directed
to 4Ubayd b. ftafidh,^
Information regarding his activities after the
3
rise of Islam will be found in the Islamic sources.
^Abd Allah embraced Islam before the Prophet's
emigration to Medina. On the occasion of the swearing
of the second pledge at al-4Aqaba, in approximately
1) Ath., Kamil, 505.
2) Diwan, I, (4A) 206; Barquql 343; (H) 35.
3) IH, I, 443, 458, 495, 587, 625, 642, 655, 6915
II, 51, 188, 218, 221, 269, 272, 305, 354, 356
373, 375, 379, 380, 384, 387, 388, 618, 621.
IS, II (Part l), 12, 42, 66, 88, 93, 94;
III (Part l), 32, (Part 2) 22, 79, 80, 83, 142.
Muhabbar, 119, 121, 123, 269, 271, 279, 287,
420-21. B.,
Ansab, 244, 252, 340, 378, 380, 473.
Tabarx, 1-3, 1317, 1334, 1356, 1368, 1460, 1472,
1527, 1589-90, 1595, 1610-16; 1-4, 1759-60, 1764.
Mafihazl. I, 5, 8, 67, 68, 114, 165, 317, 384;
II, 439-40, 459, 476, 566-67, 639, 690-91, 718,
735-6, 756-60, 762-4, 769, EI, art, 4Abd Allah b.
Rawaha.
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March 622, seventy-three men and two women gathered
there. These all belonged to the tribes of Khazraj
and Aws, and had already been converted to Islam.
They were met by the Prophet, who asked them to choose
twelve men to be the nuqabaJ (leaders) of their people.
Ibn ttawaha was among these twelve trustworthy men.
'Abd Allah was entirely sincere in his support of
Islam. For eight years he engaged in considerable
activity in both war and peace. It may be remarked
here that not only did he take part in every battle
and many of the expeditions of the early period of
Islam, but during the initial confrontation at the
battle of Badr (2/623), he was one of the Prophet's
three companions who first rose to meet the challenge
of 'Utba b. UabT'a when he began the battle in the
traditional manner. 'Utba stepped forward between his
brother Shayba and his son al-Walld, asking for single
combat. After the battle, the Prophet sent 'Abd Allah,
together with Zayd b. Harithq, to Medina to bring the
tidings of victory. During the Prophet's absence from
Medina in the so-called Badr al-Maw'id, 4/625» 'Abd
Allah remained behind as his deputy. During the siege
of Medina, 5/626, the Bariu Qurayza were suspected of
breaking their bonds of fealty, and the Prophet
accordingly sent 'Abd Allah, together with three
it
influential men of Medina, to find out whether the
report was true or not. In Ramadan 6/627, the Prophet
sent Ibn Rawaha, together with three others, to Khaybar
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to find out whether there was any foundation to the
report that Usayr b. Zarirri was preparing to attack
Medina. 4Abd Allah returned, and in Shawwal of the
saine year the Prophet sent an expedition of thirty men,
under the leadership of Ibn Rawaha, who succeeded in
killing Usayr b. Zarim. In the year 7/628 Khaybar was
conquered, and the Prophet appointed Ibn Rawaha to
assess its crop yield.
TheMu'ta expedition, 8/629, in which Ibn Rawaha
lost his life gives us a fine picture of his enthusiasm
for the Islamic faith and shows, moreover, how highly
the Prophet regarded him. He nominated him third in
rank to the commander of the army, and when the first
two commanders fell 4Abd Allah courageously fought on
until he was killed on the field of battle.
We may, perhaps, understand Ibn Rawaha1s self-
sacrifice for his religion when we consider the
following lines which he recited on the occasion of
Mu'ta.
Let us first listen to the words which he spoke
in reply to those of his fellow-Muslims who remained
behind in Medina and who expressed their wishes for
the army's safety.
*
But I ask the Merciful for forgiveness,
And a wide open wound ejecting foaming blood.
Or a deadly lance-stab from a bloodthirsty warrior,
With a javelin that will pierce bowels and liver.
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So that others will say when they pass my grave
May Allah guide him, a warrior in the service of God,
On his way to the battlefield, 4Abd Allah seems to
have determined to die as a martyr for the faith.
Zayd b. Arqam, who was an orphan in the protection
of Ibn Hawaha, is reported to have said, "When 4Abd
Allah went out to the expedition he took me with him.
I was riding on the back of his saddle and, as he
journeyed by night, I heard him reciting the following
verses""'" which he addressed to his camel.
When you have brought me and carried my gear,
A four-nights' journey from the swampy ground,
Then enjoy life and bear no blame
And may I never return to my people at home.
The Muslims have gone and left me
In syria where I wish to be.
And a near relative of mine in God,
Though no blood relation, has brought you back.
There I shall not care for fruit that depends on
Zayd b. Haritha and Ja'far b. Abx Talib, the first
two commanders of the army of Mu1ta, were killed on the
For he was rightly guided. (37)
rain
2Or palms whose roots are watered by man. (38)
1) IH, II, 376 ,
2) Translated by A. Guillaume, Sira, 533•
"• L'do »
battlefield.
'Abd Allah then took up the standard, but was
inwardly reluctant to obey his urgent wish to throw
himself into the heat of battle. So he had to put
pressure on himself, and addressed his soul as followss-
I swear, my soul, you shall come to the battle;
You shall fight or be made to fight.
Though men shout and scream aloud,
Why should you spurn Paradise?
Long have you been at ease.
You are nothing but a drop in a worn-out skin."'" (39)
He also said:-
0 soul, if you are not killed you will die.
This is the fate of death which you suffer.
You have been given what you hoped for,
If you do what those did you will have been guided
aright.^ (^0)
Finally, the battle of Mu'ta focuses a great deal
of attention on Ibn Hawaha's strong character. He was
3
reported to have stood firm when the expeditionary
force to Mu'ta spent two nights at Ma'an in Syria
debating what to do. They were in favour of writing




A. Guillaume, Sira, 53^.
A. Guillaume, Sira, 53^.
IH, II, 375.
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a large body of troops against their 3»000 men, 4Abd
Allah rejected this idea, and encouraged the men,
saying, "Men, what you dislike is that which you have
come out in search of, that is, martyrdom. We are
not fighting the enemy with numbers, or strength, or
the might of a multitude, but we are confronting
(T. fighting) them with this religion with which God
has honoured us. So come! Both prospects are fines
victory or martyrdom," The men said, "By God, Ibn
Hawaha is right."
So they went forward, and 4Abd Allah said,
concerning their holding back,
We urged on our horses from Aja and Far4
Their bellies gorged with the grass they had eaten.
We gave them as shoes the smooth hard ground,
Its surface smooth as leather.
They stayed two nights at Ma4an;
After their rest they were full of spirit.
We went forward, our horses given free rein,
The hot wind blowing in their nostrils,
I swear that we will come to Ma'ab
Though Arabs and Greeks be there.
We arranged their bridles and they came furiously,
Their dust arose in streamers
With an army whose helmets as their points appeared
Seemed to shine like stars
The woman who enjoys life our spears divorced.
She can remarry or remain a widow.^ (41)
l) Guillaume, Sira, 533•
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)li3 Islamic Poetry
Despite the fact that only a small portion of
Ibn Rawaha's poetry has been preserved (and there is
no question of its being- forged), it cannot be denied
that he was a skilful poet shortly before the rise of
I s 1 am .
After ttxe Prophet's emigration to Medina, Ibn
Rawaha, however, was one of three poets who were
regarded as ardent defenders of the Islamic faith.
This statement, which has been recorded in many
reliable sources, has never been questioned.1
The question which has remained unanswered was
first raised by Dr. W, 'Arafat, who asked why it was
that, although there is a large Diwan containing a
great many verses ascribed to Hassan b. Thabit, the
number of poems attributed to Ibn Rawaha can be
counted on one hand.
We may show the relevance of this point by giving
the following statistics from Ibn Hisham's Sira, in
which is to be found the largest amount of what is
supposed to be the earliest Islamic poetry, ascribed
to the Prophet's three poets, Hassan b. Thabit, Ka'b
b. Malik and 4Abd Allah b. Rawaha. These statistics,
however, \tfill refer to only the number of poems or
1) Tabaqat, 186. Istl'ab, I, 3^9- 'Abd Allah Ibn
Rawaha, 'Iqd, VI^ TJ5T
2) al-Adab al-'Arabi Fx Athar ad-Darisin, 62.
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fragments of verses which are claimed to have been
written by the poets concerning the battles of Badr
and Uhud and the siege of Medina, three turning-points
in early Islamic history.
The occasion Hassan Ka'b Ibn Rawaha
.. ■ ■ • •




The siege of Medina 6 5 0
Total 31 18 2
Besides the fact that Ibn Hisham, his authorities,
and modern scholars have questioned the authenticity of
a considerable number of these poems, or attributed
them to different poets, including those which were
ascribed to Ibn Rawaha, a wide gap still remains
between the number of poems attributed to Hassan and
Ka'b, and the number attributed to Ibn Rawaha.' i
However, no direct proof can be obtained that such a
small proportion of this poetry is by Ibn Rawaha
unless we first make a careful investigation based on
a critical study of all the poems or stories ascribed
to these three poets, in order to ascertain the facts
about them and to produce clear evidence establishing
the literary characteristics of the poets of Medina
who similarly served the religion and carried out their
duties towards the Islamic faith and its adherents.
Therefore, in an attempt to find a satisfactory
-Un¬
reason for the lack of literary works ascribed to Ibn
Hawaha, we must emphasize that, before making any study
of the recorded poetry, we should first examine closely
the stories which are given, because we believe that some
of the stories are not absolutely accurate and may have
been exaggerated or, perhaps, are based on guesswork.
This may be illustrated by two quotations. The
first is given by Abu'l-Faraj, who indicates that
during the quarrel between the poets of Mecca and
Medina "..both Hassan b. Thabit and Ka'b b. Malik
reproached the Quraysh for their wrongful deeds, while
Ibn Rawaha reproached them for their infidelity. The
most hurtful satires to them at that time were those
of Hassan and Ka'b, while the least severe were those
of Ibn Rawaha. But when the Quraysh were converted to
Islam and understood it, the most hurtful satires to
them were those of Ibn Rawaha.""'"
This statement is of great interest, because it is
reasonable to suppose that the Quraysh would have
attempted to wipe out not only the polemical poetry
which had been recited by their own poets or by those
of the Proxjhet during their confrontation with the new
religion, but probably all record of their impious
behaviour before their acceptance of Islam. Indeed,
this theory is quite plausible, but it should be noted
that we cannot, perhaps, take it as a competent basis
for critical study. The objections to this theory may
l) Aghanl. XV, 29.
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be illustrated by the following points
(1) Abu'1-Faraj includes in the Kitab al-Aghanl a
large number of poets, prefacing some of the
poems cited by accounts of the lives of their
authors, but does not give any further information
about Ibn Rawaha,
(2) All works of biography and history belonging to
the early 'Abbasid period, which appeared many
years before the work of Abu'1-Faraj, included
a very small amount of Ibn Rawaha's poetry.
(3) If we look at the earliest anthologies of Arabic
poetry which have been collected by al-Asma'i,
al-Mufaddal, Abu-Tammam and al-Buhturi, we observe
that none of these works contains any poem or
fragment of verse ascribed to 4Abd Allah, with
the exception of four lines included by al-Buhturi
dealing with the expedition to Mu'ta.
All these facts suggest that most of Ibn Rawaha's
poetry was lost long before it could be put down in
writing. This seems especially probable when we
observe that ' Abd Allah's death took place nearly half
a century before that of his colleagues, Hassan b,
Thabit (d."*") and Ka'b b. Malik (d.50/670). Accordingly
l) As for the year of Hassan's death, W. 'Arafat says
in his edition of the Diwan that sources have
variously suggested the year 4o/659» an earlier
date, or else 50/669 or 54/673. The year 40/659 oip
the period preceding that year is perhaps the most
likely date, because it is about this time that we
last hear of him as an old man.
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it seems probable that Abu'1-Faraj had never seen more
than a few lines of Ibn Rawaha1s poetry and that his
theory that it was particularly hurtful to the Quraysh
does not rest on any sound evidence. In the fifty
years which followed 1Abd Allah's death there came a
quick succession of crucial events: the Prophet's
death, the wars of apostasy, the battles of conquest
in parts of Persia and the Byzantine Empire, and the
civil wars. These events were not conducive to an
atmosphere suitable for the preservation of Ibn Rawah/f s
poetry, or, indeed, the literary works of that period
in general.
Ibn Sallam, however, seems to have reached this
same conclusion when he says:-"''
Poetry (he writes quoting the ultimate authority
of 'Umar b. al-Khattab for the first statement) was the
science of a people who had none better. Islam then
came (continues Ibn Sallam)and the Arabs were engaged
in other matter's to the neglect of poetry. They became
preoccupied with the invasion of Persia and Byzantium
and were distracted both from writing and from
transmitting poetry. When Islam spread, when the
conquests were accomplished and the Arabs had settled
down in the provinces, they returned to the learning
and transmission of poetry, only to find that they had
no records and no written books. That was, moreover,
1) Tabaqat, 22.
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when many Arabs had perished either by natural death
or in battle, so that a minimum amount of poetry was
preserved and a very great deal lost."*"
On the other hand, before ending this survey
regarding Abu'1-Faraj1s statement, I would like to
refer to another account which seems to be more reliable
2
than the previous one. Many sources indicate that
the Prophet asked 'Abd Allah to tell him how he
composed poetry. When 'Abd Allah answered that he
just had to put his mind to it,
t ^he Prophet asked him to compose immediately some verses
against the polytheists of Quraysh.
From the lines which are supposed to have been
recited on that occasion, perhaps only a few have
been preserved. This can be seen because the lines as
recorded do not fit together very well; and the main
object, moreover, was to satirize the Quraysh, whereas
only one line is addressed to them while the rest are
in praise of the Prophet and his family. However, this
line is particularly interesting because it entirely
contradicts Abu'1-Faraj1s statement. This line reads
Tell me, you whose price was cheap as that of a cloak,
When were you generals, when did Mudar come under
your rule. (^2)
1) This translation is given by Pr. W. 'Arafat, art.,
IQ, XIII (Part 13), 19691 an<l an his edition of
the Dlwan of Hassan, I, 27.
2) Tabaqat, 188. IS, III (Part 2), 81. Mu'talif, 126
'Urnda, I, 210.
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Finally, it is probably useful to refer to the
arguments which have been adduced by Ahmad ash-Shayib,
who discussed this point as follows:
1) Abu'1-Faraj gave a general description, since both
Hassan and Ka'b attacked the Quraysh for their
unbelief.
2) B'urtherinore, a great amount of poetry attacking the
Quraysh must have been lost, because what has
reached us from the poetry of Hassan and Ka'b is
only about the battles of Islam in general.
3) The Islamic expressions which are used by Hassan
and Ka'b were generally in praise of the faith of
Islam, the Prophet, the warriors who defended the
religion, and its martyrs. Ibn Rawaha used similar
expressions, but he also censured Judaism,
Christianity and, more particularly, the paganism
of the Quraysh.
The second illustration is given by Ibn Sa'd, who
states that Ibn Rawaha was travelling with the Prophet
(during the expedition of'Khaybar) when the latter asked
him to recite a poem to make the journey light. Ibn
Rawaha replied, "I have left off composing poetry like
l) Tarikh-ash-Shi'r as-Siyasx, 95.
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that."1
I find this remark surprising, however, since the
Qur'an gives the Muslim poets the right to defend their
religion against the polytheistic poets, who exploited
the fine sentiments they expressed in their poetry for
their own purposes.
Furthermore, according to the information given
2
by different authors, the Prophet personally asked
his poets to provide rejoinders to the attacks of the
polytheistic poets of the Quraysh. Ibn Sallam,
3
however, states that, when the effort made by 'Abd
Allah b. Rawaha and Ka'b b. Malik proved inadequate,
the Prophet not only invited Hassan b. Thabit to
contribute but he also asked him to learn about the
shameful acts of the Quraysh from Abu Bakr.
This statement is perhaps more acceptable, for
when Hassan addressed his cutting words to the poet
4
Abu Sufyan b. al-Harith, Abu Sufyan is reported to
5
have said, "These expressions were based on the
knowledge of Ibn Abx Quhafa."
1) IS, III (part 2), 81. Ibn Sa'd's statement is
reported to have been made during the expedition
of Khaybar. On this occasion, however, Ibn Ishaq
gives another version; he indicates that the
person of whom the Prophet made the request was
'Snir b. Sinan b. al-Alcwa' . IH, II, 328. See also
Maghazi, II, 638; Ath,, Kamil, II, 166.
2) *Iqd, VI, 140. Aghanx. XV, 29. »Umda. I, 31.
3) Tabaqat, 180.
4) Dxwan (ed.'A.), 398; (b) 159; (h) 91.
5) Isti'ab (Hassan b. Thabit), I, 125. Zahr, I, 31.
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Finally, as may be seen from the small amount of
poetry which was composed by Ibn fiawaha before and
after Islam and which, moreover, shows no sign of
having been forged or otherwise fabricated, we may end
this brief study as follows
Ibn Rawaha was a distinguished person among the
poets of al-Khazraj. Besides his innate poetical
talent and military activity, he had contributed to
the polemical poetry which recorded the final stages
of his tribe's warfare, but it is probably only a
small portion of that poetry which has come down to us.
After the rise of Islam, the people of Medina
were the second group of urban dwellers to adopt Islam.
When 'Abd Allah became a Muslim, he sincerely attempted
to put all the qualities which he possessed to the
service of his new faith.
Poetry was one of these qualities, but unfortun¬
ately, in the absence of most of these works, we
cannot make any final judgments on his poetry or
reach a conclusive verdict as to its quality.
(c) Sayfx b. 'Amir b. Jusham b. Wa'il, also known as
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat was one of the chief leaders of
his tribe al-Aws during the final stages of their
campaigns against the Khazraj. Unfortunately it is
extremely difficult to get a full picture of his life,
since the few recorded accounts are very muddled and
contradictory. Perhaps an analytical approach to the
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martial poetry of Yathrib will help to establish the
facts of his activities during the final stages of
the tribal feud of Yathrib which ended in the battle
of Bu'ath, five years before the Prophet's emigration
to Medina. Besides composing poetry in support of his
tribe, he also probably took part in many battles and
sometimes perhaps even commanded his kinsmen."'" It is
probably because of his brave words and deeds that the
2 3
Khazrajite poets Hassan b. Thabit and Kalb b. Malik
fiercely attacked him and reproached him, claiming
that Abu Qays had fled from the battle of al-Jisr
where his brother Abu 'Aqxl b. al-Aslat had been killed.
Furthermore his excellent poem which is included in the
Mufaddaliyat (Ho. LXXV) refers to the vital role he
played when he was the supreme commander of his tribe.
Details about the style of this poem, which appears to
be genuine, will be found below in the analysis of
Yathrib's martial poetry. Reference to the battle of
4
Bu'ath appears in two of his poems, but it seems that
he abandoned the supreme command during the battle to
Hudayr b. Siinak of the clan of Banu 4 Abd al-Ashhal,
because of his previous ill-fatedness which was
responsible for the rout of his kinsmen when he had been
5
in command.
1) Mufaddaliyat, 564; Aghanx, XV, l6l; Ath, Kamil,
5, k99, 506, 507.
2) Dxwan (ed. 'A) P. No. 115.
3) Ms of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawi) 184.
4) Ms of the Dxwan of Hassan ('Adawi) 184-5.
5 ) Agtianx, XV, 163 .
■» l40—
After the Prophet's emigration to Medina, Abu
Qays' life is obscure and the recorded accounts of his
life during that period in particular-, seem to have
been embellished later with fictitious details. For
example, Ibn Sa'd states among other authorities
(IV, p.P, 94) that Abu Qays was one of those seekers
after the purer religion known as a Hanlf, but this is
at variance with records of his previous activities
and is not supported by Ibn Qutayba (Ma* arif, 30) who
lists Arabs with the faith they had adopted before the
rise of Islam. Among the Yathrxbis he mentions the
name of Abu Qays Sirma b. Abx Anas and states that
Sirma was a Hanafi, became a Muslim and ascribed to him
lines of poetry supporting the Prophet and the Islamic
faith. He does not mention Abu Qays b. al-Aslat at all
and it would seem that the account given by Ibn Sa4d is
based upon a confusion of these two names. M 4Abdu
'Azzain has discussed (p.55) in his thesis'*" the
authenticity of the poems ascribed to the Hanxf poets
including those attributed to Abu Qays Sirma b. Abl
Anas .
1) A critical study of the poetry content of the
Sxra of Ibn Hisham. Ph.D., London, 1953.
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His Poetry.
According to Ibn Sallam (Tabaqat, I89) Abu Qays
was a proficient poet. His surviving verses which are
certainly not forgeries bear this out and support Ibn
Sallam's verdict. But it should be pointed out that
there are few verses ascribed to him, certainly not
enough to form a Dlwan which would place him among
the major poets of nomadic Arabia."'"
As we have already noted, records concerning the
attitude of Abu Qays towards Islam are confused and
ambiguous. Of more importance is, in particular, the
fact that Ibn Hisham ascribed two poems to him,
giving the impression that Abu Qays was a HanafI and
showed sympathy towards Islam. We will consider the
first poem included by Ibn Hishain (I, 283) in detail,
because it is the longest poem so far attributed to
Ibn al-Aslat.
The poem runs as follows
0 rider, when you meet Lu 'ayy Ibn Ghalib
Give him a message from me.
The tidings of a man who though far from you
Is distressed at what is between you, sad and worried,
1 have become the caravanserai of cares,
l) A list containing the number of verses ascribed to
Ibn al-Aslat, together with the main sources
including them appears at the end of this thesis.
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Because of them I cannot do what I should.
I learn that you are divided into camps,
One party kindles the fire of war, the others
provide the fuel.
I pray God to protect you from your evil act,
Your wicked quarrel and the insidious attack of
scorpions,
Defamatory reports and secret plots
Like pricking awls which never fail to pierce.
Remind them of God, first of all tilings,
And the sin of breaking the taboo or travel-
worn gazelles.
Say to them, and God will give his judgment
If you abandon war it will go far from you.
When you stir it up you raise an evil thing;
1Tis a monster devouring everything near and far,
It severs kinship and destroys people;
It cuts the flesh from the hump and the back.
You will give up the finest clothes of Yaman
Por a soldier's garb and coat of mail,
Musk and camphor for dust-coloured armour
With buttons like the eyes of a locust.
Beware of war! Do not let it cling to you;
A stagnant pool has a bitter draught.
War - it first seems fine to men
But afterwards they plainly recognize an old hag.
It scorches unsparingly the weak,
And aims death-dealing blows at the great.
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Know you not what happened in the war of Dahis?
Or the war of Hatib? Take a lesson from them!
• *
How many a noble chief it slew,
The generous host whose guest lacked naught,
A huge pile of ashes beneath his pots,
Praised by all, noble in character, his sword.
Drawn only in righteous cause;
'Tis as water poured out at random,
As of winds from all quarters scattered the clouds;
A truthful, knowledgeable man will tell you of its
battles
(For real knowledge is the result of experience).
So sell your spears to those who love war
And remember the account you must render,
For God is the best reckoner.
Man's Lord has chosen a religion;
So let none guard you but the Lord of heaven,
Raise up for you a Haiiifl religion.
You are our object; one is guided in travel by
height s,
You are a light and protection to this people,
You lead the way, not lacking virtues.
If men were valued, you would be a jewel,
The best of the vale is yours, in noble pride.
You preserve noble, ancient peoples
Whose genealogy shows no foreign blood;
You see the needy come to your houses
Wave after wave of starving wights.
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The people know that your leaders
Are ever the best people of the stations of Mina,
Best in counsel, loftiest in custom,
Most truthful amid the assemblies.
Rise and pray to your Lord and rub yourselves
Against the corners of this house between the
mountains.
He gave you a convincing test
On the day of Abu Yaksun, leader of the squadrons,
His cavalry was in the plains,
His infantry upon the passes of the hills.
When the help of the Lord of the throne reached you
His armies repulsed them, pelting them and covering
thein with dust;
Quickly they turned tail in flight
And none but a few returned to his people from the
army.
If you perish, we shall perish and the fairs by
which men live.
These are the words of a truthful man. (^3)
We will briefly consider the subject matter of
this poem and its style in general. In regard to the
subject matter it seems that it entirely contradicts
what has been stated by the earliest sources of the
history of Islam which say that because of the
l) Translation by A. Guillaume, Sxra, 128.
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influence of Ibn al-Aslat on his own clan, they did
not accept Islam before the end of the siege of Medina.
These are the words included by Ibn Hishain in his
edition of the Sxra (I, 437).
"Every house of the Ansar had men and women who were
Muslim except those of B. Urnayya b. Zayd and Khatma
and Wa'il and Waqif, the latter were Aws Allah and
of Aws b. Haritha... The reason was that Abu Qays b.
al-Aslat, whose name was Sayfx, was among them. He
was their poet and leader and they obeyed him and he
kept them back from Islam. Indeed he continued to do
so until the apostle migrated to Medina and Badr and
Uhud and Khandaq were over,^
-2
Another historical account given by al-Waqidx
relates that after the battle of Badr, the majority
of the clan of Abu Qays were not only unbelievers, but
even hostile to Islam and the Prophet, and the minority
among them who became Muslim concealed their conversion
because they feared persecution. Again, the estimated
number of the men of al-Aws who took part in the battle
of Badr which is well attested, was sixty one men,
none of whom were of the clan of Abu Qays, while the
estimated contingent of al-Khazraj was one hundred and
3
seventy men.
1) Translation by Guillaume, Sira, 201.
2) Maghazx, I, 172.
3) IH, I, 686. Tabarx, 1-3, 1357.
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Even during the battle of Uhud the difference was
still great, although there is no mention of numbers
for each single tribe, but among the list of those
kilied in the battle of Uhud, al-Waqidi'*' gives the
name of thirty eight Khazrajite dead and only twenty
from the Awsite side, none of whom were of the clan of
Abu Qays.
The style of this poem:-
The first point arousing suspicions as to the
authenticity of this poem is that a considerable
number of its lines are a simple record of events.
More than ten consist of references to the war of
Dahis, Hatib (16-21) and to the event of the Elephant
(30-3^+). On the other hand the emphasis on preaching
the religion of the Hanifiyya makes it unlikely that
this poem was composed by Ibn al-Aslat since we have
already pointed out that warfare of Yathrib, in which
the poet played a vital part, occupied his poetic mind
for years before and after the rise of Islam. In
addition there is no satisfactory reason for the
rejection of the statements of Islamic sources,
asserting the hostile attitude of Abu Qays who pre¬
vailed on his kinsmen to refrain from adopting Islam.
Therefore it is difficult to reconcile the differences
between the reports of the historians of the Islamic
period and many lines of this poem, especially those
l) MaghazT, I, 300.
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addressed to Quraysh urging them to stand by one another,
enjoining them to rebuild the religion of Hanxfiyya and
to follow the Islamic path (5-8, 21-24).
Leaving this point, if we consider lines 9-12 we
may notice that these lines are a mere imitation of
four of the lines in the Mu'allaqa of Zuhayr b. Abx
Sulma (lines 30-33). Further imitation appears even in
the lines describing war (13-15) which uses the same
images and meaning as found in lines ascribed to 'Amr
b. Ma'dx Karib"*" who is reported to have composed his
lines to describe the hardship of war in general.
Perhaps line 33 is of the most interest because
it is not only full of such common Qur'anic expressions
such as Nasr dhx 11-'Arsh and Jund al-Malxk, but is also
• *
an imitation of the Qur'anic verses speaking of the event
of the Elephant.
Finally we may note the structural weakness of this
poem in general in which there are irregularities of
grammar such as lines 21, j4 as well as downright
plagiarizations of expression used by other poets (l,
9, 12) the authenticity of whose poems is unquestioned.
When we compare the general standard of this poem
in particular with others ascribed to Ibn al-Aslat which
have no apparent sign of forgery, the gap is very wide.
Indeed, we are forced to completely reject the
attribution of this poem to Abu Qays, in spite of the
1) 'Iqd, I, 75., IQ, Shi'r, I, 333.
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fact that a great scholar like al-Jahiz not only
ascribed"1" some of these lines to Abu Qays (30-31,
33-34) but even comments that these are genuine lines
and that narrators had never questioned the authenticity
of these lines.
(d) Qays b. al-Khatxm b. 4Adiyy b. 4Amr b. Sawad, of
the clan of Banu Zafar b. ICa'b b. al-Khazraj, and AbTi
Qays b. al-Aslat were the most active poets in Medina
on the rise of Islam.
_ 2
Ibn al-Athxr seems to be mistaken in stating
that Qays, 4Amr b. al-Itnaba, Malik b. 'Ajlan and
Uhayha b. al-Julah went on the mission from al-Aws
and al-Khazraj in an attempt to settle the quarrel
between 4Abs and Dhubyan, for, according to Abu'1-
3
Faraj, Qays dxd not live xn the txme of Malik b.
'Ajlan, having been born years after him.
The sources give very little information about
his life, particularly in his early years. However,
the first poem in his Dxwan gives an account of the
revenge which he took for his father and grandfather,
although it is difficult to say when Qays actually
composed his poem, or even to give an accurate date
for this event. It is more reasonable to presume that
it took place before the battle of Bu'ath, because
1) Hayawan, VII, 59.
2) Ath., Kamil. I, 429.
3) Aghanx. II, 168.
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Qays's murder occurred a short time after the battle.
In the last line of this poem there is, however, a
reference to the battle of Bu'ath, but this cannot be
taken as proof because it seems that the last part of
this poem was borrowed from another poem composed by
Qays after that battle.
Abu'1-Faraj gives two accounts of Qays • s revenge/
one on the authority of al-Mufaddal and the other on
the authority of Ibn al-Kalbi, but both Brockelinann
and Kowalski believe that this event was later
2
embellished with all sorts of fictitious details.
Our most concrete information about the poet's
life concerns his activities during the final stages
of the warfare between his tribe al-Aws and that of
al-Khazraj, which he himself recorded in his poetry.
Qays seems to have dedicated himself to being the
representative of his whole tribe. He not only
celebrates the deeds of his tribe, but consoles it in
the days of its defeat, and he replies to the satires
directed against it. He was, of course, involved in
various quarrels with most of the poets of al-Khazraj
during that period. His most violent opponents were
the poets Hassan b. Thabit and 4Abd Allah b. Rawaha.• •
These poets castigate Qays personally, and often refer
1) Aghani. II, 159-62.
2) B. Arabic Translations ,j)ll4. and K. EI, art.,
Qays b. al-Khatim.
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to the defeats of his tribe."'" Qays is said to have
gone to Mecca with the deputation from al-Aws which
went there in an attempt to form an alliance with the
2 3
Quraysh against al-Khazraj. Poem l4 contains
references to this event, while elsewhere Hassan b.
4
Thabit refers to the same event in one of his poems
which he starts by mentioning Qays's sister Layla.
While Hassan addresses amorous lines to Qays*s sister,
Qays himself opens one of his poems by addressing
sentiments of love to a certain 'Ainra, but it is not
known if he meant 4Amra the former wife of Hassan, or
5
4Amra the sister of 4Abd Allah b. Uawaha.
Qays took part in the encounter of al-Hadiqa,^
on which occasion he was seriously wounded. That
event is referred to by 4Abd Allah b. Uawaha in
7
the following line:-
We wounded you on the days of Fijar, when you were
forbidden to drink water; whoever drank, it
was not you,^ (45)
l) Dlwan Hassan, (ed 'Arafat) Poem no.2, lines 17-22
Diwan Qays, (ed. Asad) Page 169.
Munammaq, 326-30. Aghani, II, 163.
Dlwan, (ed. Kowalski, Poem no.l4, but this poem is
under no. 15 in the Dlwan edited by al-Asad (p.l8l)
Dlwan, (ed. 4A) poem no.ll4, Aghani, II, 164.
Dlwan, Poem no.3.
Piwan. Poem no.4, line 21.
Ath., Kamil, I, 507.
The seriously wounded were not allowed to drink
water because it was thought they might die.
-151-
Qays did not take part in the decisive battle of
Bu'ath, something he admits himself in one of the
most genuine-seeming poems ascribed to him,"'" This
was perhaps because of the wound which he received in
the battle of al-Hadxqa.
On the rise of Islam, Qays was still alive, but
he was not converted. Many authors tell of different
meeting which took place between the Prophet and Qays,
in one of which, Ibn Sa'd states, the Prophet was very
desirous of Qays•s conversion to Islam; but he refused
because of the war which occupied his mind more than
2
anything else. T, Kowalski says, "Qays's meeting
3
with the Prophet is pure invention, 11 but does not
give any further reasons for this statement.
As a result of Qays's war activities, he was
murdered not long after the battle of Bu'ath, which




On different occasions it is clearly stated that
three famous poets expressed their admiration for Qays•
1) Piwan, Poem no.4, line 38.
2) IS., VIII, 237. See also Tabaqat, 162; M., Mu'jam
196; Aghanx, II, 163; Isti'ab (Hawwa'bint Yazxd;
Isaba (Hawwa'bint Yazxd).
3) EI, art., Qays b. al-KhatTm.
4) Aghanx, II, 162. M., Mu'jam, 196. Q., Amall, 2,273
Zahr., IV, 906.
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poetic ability. When we turn to the main sources in
the Arabic language, we see that many examples of Qays's
poetry have been quoted which may give us confidence
not only in his talent but also in his style, which
was appreciated by the early scholars."'" Ibn Sallam,
however, says "Some people prefer Qays's ability to
2
that of Hassan, but I do not agree."
First let us consider briefly this statement by
one of the most prominent critics of the past, in
order to discover whether this remark is purely
professional, or whether it is due to Hassan's
reputation which he built up after the rise of Islam,
when he became the master of early Islamic poetry.
In this attempt we shall examine some of the
lines ascribed to both Hassan and Qays. Of course,
all the examples that we will quote are from their
recorded poems which are supposed to have been
composed during the pre-Islamic period, which period
we assume Ibn Sallam meant, since Qays was murdered
not long before the Prophet's emigration to Medina.
Furthermore, every poem attributed to them is in the
pagan poetic tradition, such as starting the poem with
amatory lines and celebrating the deeds of the tribe.
J.) IQ.. Ma'anl. II, 891, 9^9, 978, 988, 1024, IO83,
1101, and 1117.
'Ask., Ma'anl, I, 170, 229, 276; II, 50, 51, 57,
70 and 119. Adab, 237, 390.
2) Tabaqat, 190.
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However, since most of the poetry ascribed to
each of these poets deals with the events which took
place during the outbreak of fighting between al-Aws
and al-Khazraj, and since both Hassan and Qays
represented their own tribe, let us turn to some of
their lines which describe war and the battlefield as
a whole. In thefollowing lines, Hassan speaks about
the war:-
When the udder of war is untied, and it bestows
death and blood generously upon the milkers,
And no one has any hope except for every admirable
and noble man,
Mighty of strength, glorious and generous,
We will be in front of the leaders to the battle,
When the weak coward does not advance."'" (^-6)
Here is what Qays says about the war:-
When those who milk (the udder of) war are unable
to do anything,
We can take it over like wolves of the forest.
We impregnate it (thewar) against its will, while
it rebels against us, with our swords, until
2
we humble its pride. (^7)
1) Diwan (ed *A) Poem no. 10, lines 25-26.
2) Diwan (ed A) Poein no.l, lines 16-17.
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In the above lines, both Hassan and Qays describe
war as a she-camel, an image very often used by the
pre-Islamic poets and even by the early poets of Islam.
The meaning is that when the udder of the she-camel is
squeezed it gives more milk, and so it is with war
which causes more bloodshed when it is stirred up.
Looking at the general expressions of each of
these poets, we see that Hassan adduces a banal idea
when he makes the combatants only advance when their
cowardly enemy hesitates. On the other hand, Qays not
only uses very strong phrases, but emphasizes that
the fighters obtain victory by force, making the
enemy surrender in the end.
In the following example, it is clear that Hassan,
who did not take part in battles, could not have
written a line like this one by Qays:-
In fierce war I am encharged with advancing a soul
whose preservation I do not wish."'" (48)
Perhaps we may understand this fact from Hassan himself
when he says:-
My tongue and my sword are both cutting, and my
2
tongue attains what the sword does not attain.
(49)
■^ ) Dlwari, Poem no, 1, line 11.
2) Dxwan, (ed 'A) Poem no.2, line 2.
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In the following lines, Hassan speaks about the
battalions:-
I am not (born) of a chaste mother if you are not
visited throughout your houses by a violent flame,
To which the noble man submits when he sees it, and
the dwellers flee from the fear of it.
The adolescent virgin turns grey from it, and the
foetus is miscarried from fear of it."'" (50)
But listen to what Qays says:-
We visited you with an army in full daylight,
leading a clamorous host to death.
Banu '1-Aws came like a hail-bearing cloud,
which the wind causes to flow, advancing and
sweeping everything away.
A numerous army, like an unexpected flood, which is
followed by a continuous downpour which makes
the high ground stream with water. (5l)
Looking at both Hassan's and Qays's description
of the battalion, we see that Hassan includes
expressions only based on exaggeration, while the
general meaning is rather common since it is widely
known that war leaves, behind a state of destruction and
a life of destitution. When we leave Hassan's lines to
1) Piwan (ed 'A) Poem no. 115, lines 3-5.
2) Diwan (ed a) Poem no.l4, lines 17-18.
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consider those of Qays, we see that Qays not only gives
the reader of his lines a moving picture of the
warriors, suitable, of course, for the main purpose,
but that his expressions are clearly related to the
subject-matter and every word seems to be correctly
suited to its context.
Finally, if anyone reads through the poetry
ascribed to both Hassan and Qays which describes the
warfare of al-Aws and al-Khazraj, it is quite clear
that he will easily recognise the differences between
Hassan's phraseology and that of Qays, and further, it
will be obvious to him that Hassan does not include any
of the stirring images used by Qays when he describes
action or arms.
For example, let us read Qays's description of the
action he took when he exacted his revenge on the man
who had killed his father:-
I wounded Ibn 'Abd al-Qays with the thrust of an
avenger,
A deep wound (which everyone could see) except for
the red blood which brightened it.
I made my hand do it confidently and I made its
wound flow so that standing before the man,
one could see through what was behind him."'" (52)
l) Piwan (edA.) Poem no.l, lines 7-8.
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Or when he describes the heads of al-Khazraj which
were cut off by the swords of al-Aws:-
When our detachments appeared following with the
dawn,
The heads of the Khazrajites were like colocynths
(i.e. scattered on the ground ). (53)
In the following line, let us read his description
of the arms. Hear what he says in description of the
lances and javelins during the combat
You see them being pulled out like buckets ( from
£
a well) whose rope pull tightly. (54)
or when he describes the broken spears on the battle¬
field : -
You see fragments of spears fall down,
Like palm branches in the hands of women who strip
them of their leaves. (55)
Or when he describes his coat of mail
A coat of double mail whose cuffs cover the ends of
my fingers,
The heads of whose nails are like the eyes of locusts
(56)
1) Diwan, Poem no.8, line 2.
2) DTwan (ed A) Poem no.3, line 9.
3) Diwan (ed A) Poem no.4, line 15.
4) Diwan (ed A) Poem no.4, line 11.
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Or when he says in description of the sword;-
With every flexible, cutting-edged, sharp (sword)
which goes deep when you brandish it.^" (57)
However, when we turn to Hassan's recorded poetry,
we see that he does not draw a picture like that drawn
by Qays, but in fact speaks in general, as in the
following lines
The passing of wars and their misfortune has left
to us swords and coats of mail and a multitudinous
army. ^ (58)
Or when he says:-
Do not be ignorant, 0 Qays, and desist, for the
utmost you can do is to be met, with Indian
swords.
A sword and spears in the hands of mighty ones,
when you see them 0 Ibn al-Khatlm you will
be stupefied."^ (59)
The conclusion which may be reached is as follows
Hassan neither speaks elaborately when describing




Diwan, Poem no.l4, line 22.
Diwan (ed i A) Poem no.k, line 20.
Diwan (ed 'A) Poem no.2, lines 17-18.
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those exhaustive details, such as Qays gives, regarding
the arms used in the fighting.
Furthermore, Hassan had no direct experience of
battle, and in this matter he seems to have relied on
his own poetic talent and on the accounts of those who
had taken part in the battle, whereas Qays based his
description on his own experiences, because he had
himself participated in battles.
It must be admitted that Qays occasionally
borrowed some of his general ideas from earlier poets,
but Hassan apparently felt deficient in this respect
and tried to fill the gap by imitating a great number
of expressions of earlier poets.
In addition to this, Qays completely surpassed
Hassan, and all his contemporaries in Medina, in his
descriptions of women. According to pagan custom,
Qays starts most of his poems with love poetry, and a
study of these lines in particular shows that he was
well versed in the art of the Ghazal and had a good
command of its technique. In general, his Ghazals
seem to have been moulded chiefly under the influence
of settled life which was established in the oases of
Hijaz at that time."1'
On the other hand, while descriptions of war and
women are the main subjects of Qays's Piwan, other
topics are frequently dealt with by Hassan when he
l) For example, see his Piwan poems no. 2, 3 and 5.
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extols himself, his ancestors and their hospitality,
or when he celebrates the delights of wine drinking,
or when he boasts of the Ghassanid princes whom he
visited, and so on; all of which are entirely
lacking in the odes of Qays.
His Dxwan.
At the present time, there are three different
editions of Qays's Dxwan. The earliest, issued in
*
191^, was edited by T. Kowalski. The other two
editions first appeared in 1962. One was published
in Baghdad, the editors being I. as-Samarrax and
A. Matlub, while the other was published in Cairo in
1962 and in Beirut in 1967, and was edited by N. al-
Asad.
We shall not give an exhaustive account of these
editions, as our main purpose is to study his poetry
as found in the original texts. In the first edition
published by Kowalski, who gives a considerable
number of references, reference is often nia.de to the
differences between the versions of Qays's poetry as
given by different authorities. He adds a preface
to the Dxwan in German together with a considerable
number of remarks, mostly quoted from Arabic sources.
Sometimes he refers to some of the historical facts
mentioned by the poet. He ends his edition by
collecting a number of scattered fragments attributed
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to Qays, calling them "plagiarised poetry (al-Manhul)
ascribed to Qays b. al-Khatim al-Awsl.
The word plagiarism is actually confusing, as it
is not clear whether he uses this phrase because these
poeins are ascribed to Qays as well as to other poets,
or because he thought that they had been fabricated.
It might be inferred from the phrase that he means
both, but it is in fact rather difficult to prove
whether these were composed by Qays, or were attributed
to him, since most of them are only fragments of verses
or single lines. It might perhaps be easy to identify
some of these lines, particularly some which were
certainly not composed by Qays but were in fact
extracted from poems attributed to other poets. Mr.
al-Asad points out some of these in his edition of
the Diwan,^
The second edition, published by as-Samarrai
and Matlub, is rather similar to Kowalski's edition.
• 7
In fact, it is regrettable that this new edition is of
no better standard than the one which appeared kS years
before, even though the editors are specialists in
their field.
They claim that they produced this edition because
the one which was printed in Europe was not available
and it was accordingly not easy for scholars to become
acquainted with Qays's poetry.
l) Diwan, p. 230, line no. 1; 232, 238-9.
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Although most of the genuine poems included in the
Dxwan are available elsewhere, we would agree with them
if they restricted their claim to these points alone;
but not only do they express their wish to publish a new
edition of the Dxwan in a very accurate manner, but they
maintain that they have achieved their objective.
If this were the case, one would expect that there
was nothing more to be done. It would, however, be
useful if they, for example, were to consider details
of the poet's life, the genuineness of his poetic
ability, the subjects which his poetry dealt with, the
manuscripts which contain that poetry, and how far his
poetry was known among the early scholars.
Another point which should have been discussed by
the editors is that there are in the preserved
manuscript a few poems containing lines ascribed to
various poets, especially in Nos. 11 and 22.
The third edition of the Dxwan - that published by
N. al-Asad - is, in fact, the best. One appreciates
the details which he gives about the manuscript, and the
collection of large numbers of references to valuable
sources which he gives for every poem. Mr. al-Asad, also
includes the meanings of many expressions or lines which
have also been given by other scholars. He sometimes
gives his own view on the readings given by different
authors, or on a number of lines included in the Dxwan
which are also ascribed to other poets. He gives
information about the occasion on which a certain verse
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was recited, the places and the clans referred to in
the poems and the poets mentioned by name, or from whom
a verse is quoted as an example or an explanation of
one of Qays1s phrases.
In addition, he sometimes refers to some lines
composed by certain poets which are similar in meaning
or use similar expressions to Qays's, some of which are
mentioned in many different works.
He adds some comments, at the end of his edition,
regarding a number of poems on which he quotes numerous
remarks from reliable sources on the warfare of al-Aws
and al-Khazraj, or the genuineness of some lines
included in the Diwan.
The first indirect reference to a collection of
Qays's poetry is made by al-Qalx, who remarks that he
had read the poetry of Qays b. al-Khatxm under Ibn
Durayd (d. 321/933 )«"^ The second reference is from
Ibn an-Nadxm, who says that among the collection of
Arabic poetry which has been compiled by as-Sukkarx
(d. 275/688) was the poetry of Qays b. al-Khatxm.^ A
3
later mention is made by al-Baghdadx, who comments after
one of Qays's poems that "This is the part included by









Al-Asad, however, rightly remarks that al-Baghdadl•s
statement does not definitely mean that the Diwan of
Qays, which al-Qall took with hirn to al-Andalus after
stud.yinglfcurider Ibn Durayd, is the same as the one
mentioned by al-Baghdadx.
On the other hand, it may be inferred from al-
Baghdadx*s statement that he himself had a copy of the
Diwan of Qays, in spite of the fact that he gives the
same reading which had been included before by al-Qalx.
However, we may assume that the version which al-Baghdadx
referred to was not the same as the original one which
is now in the Dxwan, because the arrangement of the
lines is different and there are, furthermore, two extra
lines added by al-Qalx."1"
This new edition of the Dxwan is based on an old
manuscript dated Rajab 419/1028 in the Topkapi Sarayi
Library in Constantinople, No. 2534, included as an
appendix to the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit. The name of
the writer of this manuscript has not been given, but
at the end of Hassan's poetry and before the beginning
of that of Qays, he says, "I transcribed it from a copy
2
which was read under al-'Adawx in the year 255/868."
However, no similar remark is made in Qays•s poetry to
indicate the writer's name, the copy from which he
transcribed this collection, or the year of writing.
The available evidence is as follows. Qays's
1) Q.t Amali, II, 177.
2) MS., p. 189.
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poetry is given as an appendix to that of Hassan, and
it has been written by the same hand, with the exception
of pages 49 and 50. These two pages seem to have been
written by a different hand, and may be more recent
than the previous pages. After these two pages, there
is in the manuscript copied by the Arab League (No.302)
from the original, a space of two pages before the
original writer of the manuscript takes over again.
On these two pages which seem to have different writing,
there are one poem and three fragments, but the real
difficulty is in regard to the last fraction of verse
in which there are only two lines followed by a space
of two pages. It is accordingly difficult to decide
whether this space was left for extra lines from the
last fragment, or because there are poems or fragments
which might have been omitted during the first writing
of the manuscript. Perhaps no answer can be found,
since all the available manuscripts are the same.
Looking at the manuscript, in the section on Hassan's
poetry we find a number of references to the poetry of
Qays. Furthermore, in the section on Qays's poetry,
2
al-'Adawi's name is mentioned several times, which
makes one feel confident that Qays*s poetry had also
been read in the year 255/868 under al-'Adawl; who
1) Pp. 45, 61, 150, 153, 155, 156.
2) MS., 7, 8, 11, 16, 21.
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explains the meaning of a number of phrases.
When we leave these facts and turn to the
%
earliest collections of Arabic poetry, we see that
Qays's poetry was appreciated by many of the early
writers, who sometimes included one of his poems or
fragments of his verses, or at least referred to a
number of lines from different poems which now appear
in the Dlwan.
In the Egyptian National Library in Cairo, there
are three manuscripts of Qays's PIwan. No. 612 Adab,
70 Adab (Sh) and 296 Taymuriyya. The earliest of
these (No.612) seems to be a late copy of the previous
one (4Adawi).
Kowalski refers to the manuscript (No. 612 ) , he
2
assumes that it was written after the year 1858. The
other two are more recent, and both were written in
the year 1320/1902. The earliest of the Egyptian
manuscripts has been transcribed from the original
(1Adawl), but each of the later copies seems to have
copied from the one which appeared before it.
1) Asina'iyyat, no. 68, pp. 226-9. T., Hainasa, I, 94,
and III, 104. B., Hamasa, 34, 42, 111, 112, 120,
122, 132, 147, 213 and 223. Munammaq, 228-9.
M., Mu'jam, 196. Tabaqat, 190-2. Hayawan, III, 21}
V, 60, 73, 162; VI, 139.
2) Diwan, XXXVI.
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The poems included in the original manuscript
which formed Qays•s Piwan seem to have been collected
by Ibn as-Sikkit. On the title page, however, we read
the poetry of Qays b. al-Khatxm from Ibn as-Sikkxt
and others.""'"
Twenty-five poems or fragments are included in
this manuscript, which contains fifty-three pages
clearly written in ordinary Naskh. All these poems
are supposed to have been composed by Qays, except for
2
two, one of which is ascribed to 4Abd Allah b. Rawaha,
3
while the second is attributed to Anas b. al-'Ala',
Both these poems are reported to have been uttered on
different occasions in reply to Qays.
Finally, in regard to the genuineness of Qays's
poetry, it is beyond any doubt that most of the recorded
poetry, especially the complete poems, is entirely
creditable and of high quality. Furthermore, his
poems contain references to the days known as the Ayyam
al-Aws wa '1-Khazraj. We think that some of these poems
must be taken as reliable sources of information on the
circumstances in Medina immediately before Islam. In
general, his Dxwan throws light on the warfare which
raged for many years between the two tribes. Most of





poet's lifetime and he had, moreover, participated in
some of these battles himself. So far, doubts have
been expressed about parts of two fragments, some lines
of which are ascribed by a number of authors to four
poets, Mr. al-Asad, however, gives details about this
in his edition of the Dlwan.^"
l) Piwan, 151-8.
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(3) THE FEUDS BETWEEN AL-AWS AND AL-KHAZRAJ.
(a) Internal Conditions in Yathrlb in the years
preceding the rise of Islam.
Before the rise of Islam internal conditions in
the society of Mecca were quiet and peaceful. The
entire city which was dominated by one tribe, the
Quraysh, had enjoyed the prosperity which was brought
by their caravans.
In contrast with Mecca, the bulk of the population
of Medina was divided into two Arab tribes; the Aws
and the Khazraj and three Jewish tribes, Banu Qurayza,
Banu 1n-Kadlr and Banu Qaynuqa'. A destructive feud
in this city had been raging for many years, first
between the Jews and the Arabs, and later between the
Arabs themselves. Thus the people of Yathrib in
general were living in a state of almost continuous
hostility.
As regards the approximate period during which
the Aws and the Khazraj might have fought with each
other, the narrators of Islamic history claim that
it was for over a hundred years.1 The existing records
of poetry refer particularly to the final stages of
this tribal quarrel.
However, because of the lack of information
regarding the earliest period of that conflict, it is
1) Ath' Kainil. I, 503; Samhudl, I, 215.
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difficult to form a clear picture, or to estimate
accurately when the feud flared up, and for how long
these tribes had been opposed to one another.
Traditionally it was claimed that the first recorded
fighting took place in the time of Malik b. 'Ajlan.
This quarrel was called the Wars of Sumayr1 and
according to Abu 11-Faraj^ this incident continued for
twenty years, but its events had been forgotten. But
from the feuds of Sumayr, Abu'1-Faraj gives the name
of only two incidents in which severe fighting had
3
been reported. The first of these took place in
4
as-Safina, a village which belonged to Banu 'Amr b.
'Awf. The Khazraj were commanded by Malik b. 'Ajlan,
but there is no mention of the Aws leader. The
combatants attacked one another bitterly and according
to the account, al-Aws asked Malik to appoint one of
the Khazraj to be an arbitrator between them. 'Amr b.
Imri '1-Qays was chosen, but he failed to bring about
peace when Malik refused to accept his offer and
insisted upon receiving full blood money for his allies'
victim. The demand of Malik led to another confront¬
ation in which a number of families were involved in
1) Sumayr is the real name of an Awsi, who was
supposed to have caused this trouble when he killed
an ally of Malik b. 'Ajlan, the leader of the
Khazraj who was the first among the Aws and the
Khazraj to gain his independence from the Jews.
2) Agani, II, 169.
3) Agani, II, 169, 176-7.
4) Buidan, Safin, III, 402 and MaghazT, I, 451 •
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ferocious fighting at a place called al-Fada, near the
strongholds of Banu Qaynuqa' According to Abu'1-Faraj,
Malik was supported by several clans of the Khazraj,
except Banu'1-Harith who refused to join him. Al-Aws
were assisted by Banu Qurayza and an-Nadlr and the
battle ended in favour of al-Aws.
The feuds of Sumayr, however, ended when Hassan
b. Thabit's grandfather made a compromise acceptable
to both parties."*"
The poets of that period do not give or record
any details about the feuds of Sumayr. The surviving
2
verses only mention the reason behind the dispute and
the opponents' demands. In a poem ascribed to Malik
b. 'Ajlan the poet asks Banu'1-Harith b. al-Khazraj and
Banu 'n-Najjar to stay, but this seems to have been
said after the event of as-Safxna, since Banu '1-Harith• • 7 •
had abandoned their support for Malik when the latter
refused to accept the compromise offered by their
chief. On the other hand Dirham b. Zayd al-AwsT
explains in one of his poems the view of his clan.
Although he does not specifically mention the details
of the war, he does throw some light on the incident.
1) Dlwan Hassan (ed. H) Poem no. VII, line 11, and
Ishtiqaq, 449. In one commentary it is said that
it was Hassan's father who had restored the peace.
AghanT II, and Dlwan Poem no. V, line 8.
2) Aghani, II, 167-8, M'Mu4 j am, 55, 256. Sha'Hamasa,
39, Q» Jamhara, 225. Dlwan Hassan, (ed.B) 278-81.
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From the following lines attributed to him, we
may reach the conclusion that a blood feud between the
rival tribes of Yathrib had existed even in the earliest
period.
In spite of Ibn 1Ajlan we prevented (anyone)
from harming us.
With sharpened swords (which glisten) like salt,
just polished.
We struck them until our swords had their way
with them
And they turned their backs, fleeing in slaughter.
The chiefs of al-Aws rebutted what Malik said,
With a blow like the loose lips of a broken-in
camel.^ (60)
l) In three editions of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit,
these lines are ascribed to him, (53H, 320B, 2^7 'A),
but according to Ibn ash-Shajarl (Hamasa 39) these
lines were composed by Dirham b. Zayd al-Awsx.
However, it is more reasonable to assume that these
lines were said by an Awsx, because it fits
conveniently into the story given about the quarrel
of Sumayr. Furthermore, both Hassan and Malik
belonged to the same tribe so it is unlikely that
Hassan would have attacked his own tribe.
W. 'Arafat, however, points out that one of the
MS on which his published edition is based,
attributed the first three lines to Hassan and the
rest to an Awsx as an answer to the first part.
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There are two poems ascribed to Dirham (Aghani,
II, 168) but both of them appear to have been composed
at the beginning of the conflict, since there is no
mention of fighting in the poems. Most probably the
narrators based theii" information on these poems when
they assumed that al-Aws and al-Khazraj quarrelled
among themselves when Sumayr b. Zayd al Awsi killed
an ally of Malik b. 1Ajlan the chief of the Khazraj.
In the surviving verses attributed to the later
poets of al-Aws and al-Khazraj who played a vital role
during the final tx'ibal feud, the Quarrel of Sumayr in
general is rarely mentioned.^ We have already stated
that in the incident of al-Fada, al-Aws achieved• 1
victory over al-Khazraj. Qays b. al-Khatxm, who did
not live in that period, singled out the place of al-
2
Fada in four different occasions. But only on two
of these occasions does the poet speak in any detail
about the war of al-Fada,
Perhaps Qays wants to emphasize that the supremacy
of power does not belong to the Khazraj alone as it was
proved in this battle that in spite of the fact that
al-Aws were smaller in number, they defeated al-Khazraj.
He also seeks to put Aws who shortly before the battle of
Bu'ath were in a depressed condition, at par with his
1) Di.wa.11 Qays b. al-Khatlm, poem no. 5.
Diwan Hassan, (ed. H) poern no, CCXVL .
2) Diwan, (ed. A) pages 61, 93» 127 and 1^7•
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rivals the Khazraj. With this in mind, he siezes this
opportunity to glorify the past heroic deeds of the
tribe of Aws.
It is important to study the poetry dealing with
the quarrel, since most of it was composed by the poets
taking part in the battle, some being recorded not long
after. This poetry provides us with some reliable
information about the circumstances in Yathrib during
the period which had preceded the rise of Islam.
Besides the value of its style and literary ideas this
poetry contains very rich material of a geographical"''
and historical character. Furthermore, we strongly
believe that many of the accounts given by the
historians concerning this feud have relied entirely
on this poetry, not only to establish the history of
the tribal feud of Yathrib, but also to define many of
its places.
2
If we look at poem Mo.10 which was composed by
Qays b. al-Khatlm, regarding the incident of al-Fada,
we find that neither Ibn al-Kalbi nor Abu '1-Faraj
give more details of the event than the information
provided by Qays in his poem. In a brief account both
3 4
Ibn al-Kalbi and Abu*1-Faraj point out that on the day
1) For example see B, Mu* j am, II, 637 (ar-Rubay1) and
III, 731 (fish-Shar'abl and Ratij. Buldan I, 670.
( Bu* ath) . arid II, 22 6 (Hadlqa).
2) PIwan,(ed, K) 25, (ed, A) 145• See also poem no.2
lines 9-13•
3) Dxwan of Hassan (ed 'A) 238.
4) Aghanl, II, 169.
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of al-Fada al-Aws and al-Khazraj were engaged in
continuous bloody fighting until darkness prevented
each side from further attacks. But at the end the
balance of victory was in favour of the Aws against al-
Khazraj .
This statement was based entirely on Qays1 poem
which probably had been said three centuries earlier.
Moreover, yays's poem provides us with the name of the
clans opposing him who participated in the battle.
From his poem which consists of 18 lines, we would like
to quote the following few lines, simply to show the
historical importance of this poetry.
1 2
Bauu 4Awf and their brother Tazxd drank cups
of death in al-Fada.
We met them with every experienced warrior,
Leading behind him a prepared throng. (61)
and
Killing struck Sa'ida Ibn Ka4b, and left
baboons in their gatherings.
3
Ambitions have been defeated in Tarif and
blacksmiths who fashion steel.^ (62)
1) In the Jamhara of Ibn Hazim, (353) the author
mentions that Banu 4Amr b. 4Awf b. al-Khazraj b.
Haritha, were divided into three clans, Salim,
Ghanm and 4 Anz.
2) Tazxd b. Jusham b. al-Khazraj (358)
3) Sa'ida and Tarxf, were two branches of Banu
Ka'b b. al-Khazraj (3^5)
4) Dxwan (ed K), poem no. 10. Lines 6-7 and 10-11.
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Ibn al-Athlr points out that between the wars of
Hatib and the wars of Sumayr, there was a period of
about a hundred years."*"
Perhaps it is rather difficult to accept this
assumption since the accounts given both by the poets
and the historians mention the names of the grand¬
fathers of the later Khazrajite poets 4Abd Allah b.
Rawaha and Hassan b. Thabit. The latter claims that
• •
during the conflict of Sumayr, his grandfather was the
2
one who brought the conclusion of peace. Furthermore
we find that al-4 Abbas b. 4 Ubada b. Madia, the grandson
of Malik b. 4Ajlan was killed in the battlefield of
3
Uhud. On the basis of this information, we can deduce• 1
that there cannot have been a period of long duration
between the wars of Sumayr and Hatib. This provides
another evidence of the falsity of the statement of
Ibn al-Athir.
Apart from the conflicting accounts regarding
this feud in general, it seems more probable that
the tribal feud between al-Aws and al-Khazraj broke
out only after their complete domination of Yathrib,
although it should be noted that most of the recorded
quarrels are not proper battles like the day of Bu4ath,
but merely skirmishes in which instead of the whole
1) Ath'Kamil. I, 503.
2) Maghazi, X, 303 > H. Jarnhara, 353 and Ishtiqaq, 458 ,
3) Aghani, XI, 162.
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tribe only a few families or individuals opposed one
another.
Abu *1-Faraj, however, gives two contradictory
accounts of this war. In the first place he, on the
authority of Anas b. Malik, reports"'" "One day the
Prophet was sitting in a gathering in which none other
than Kliazrajites were present. He asked one to recite
the poem of Qays b. al-Khatim.
Do you know the traces of 4 Antra (my beloved)
which are pale on the sand like the gold
lines in the skin,
Deserted and uninhabited now, the place is
unfit for a rider to halt at.^ &• (63)
Thereupon one of the Khazrajites started reciting
it; when he reached the verse
I fought them on the day of al-Hadxqa without
my armour.
The sword in my hand like a rolled up piece of
O
cloth in the hand of a playing child. &. (64)
The Prophet addressing the gathering asked "Did he
really fight like that?" On this Thabit b. Qays b.
Shammas replied that he did. He further remarked
"By him who sent you with the truth, he (Qays) came
1) Aghanx, II, 162.
2) Piwan, Poem no.4, line 1.
3) PIwan, Poem no. 4, line 21.
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out to us on the seventh day of his marriage dressed
only in an under garment and a yellow wrap and fought
with us in the manner he described in his poetry."
According to the second report given by Abu * 1-
Faraj on the authority of Mus'ab az-Zubayri "There
was no war between al-Aws and al-Khazraj except on the
day of Bu'ath on which the fighting was severe. On
the remaining days, however, the fighting was limited
to throwing stones and beating with staffs."
Abu '1-Faraj further quotes az-Zubayr b. Bakkar
as saying, I recited to Muhammad b. Fadala the verse
I fought them on the day of al-Hadxqa without
any armour,
The sword in my hand like a rolled-up piece of
cloth in the hand of a playing child.
On which he laughed and said "On that day they fought
only with palm-boughs and the tender branches of trees."
The last part of the statement of al-Mus'ab does
not seem tenable to us. In the first place it
contradicts the main sources which had recorded these
events. The poetry ascribed to the poets of that
period, for instance, provides enough evidence for this,
Qays b. al-Khatxm, one of these poets, and his Dxwan
provide the chief demonstration of this fact. Further¬
more, Qays himself played a prominent part during the
years of the quarrel, and he was murdered because of
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his activities in the battlefields.^
In the accounts of the historians there is one
fragment describing this event. Ibn al-Athlr in his
Kamil (I, 507) says "On the day of al-Hadiqa (first
Fijar) when Qays came back from his field he found
that his clan had gone out to fight. Without waiting
to arm himself properly, he rushed to join his clan
only with his sword. There he snowed the highest
bravery and achieved thereby great honour." In this
incident, however, Qays was seriously wounded and took
a long time to recover, being ordered not to take
water. Referring to this his opponent 1Abd Allah b.
Rawaha, says:-
We wounded you on the day of Fijar, when you
were forbidden to drink water, whoever drank,
it was not you.
In the battle of Bu'ath all of the tribes of
Medina, including these of the Jews, were involved
in ferocious fighting, but Qays admits that he did not
take part
I was absent from the day when my people
satisfied me,
And the day of Bu'ath was the day of victory. b«(63)
1) Aghani, II, l6j and Asma* %1-Mughtalxn Min al-Ashraf,
II, 274.
2) Diwan Poem no.4, Line, 'J8 .
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Perhaps there are no explanations for this except
that he was not able to participate, since he was
suffering from the wound which he received on the day
of al-Hadiqa. The second hemistich moreover gives the
impression that fighting was known among these tribes
before the battle of Bu'ath, but Qays admitted that
Bu'ath had ended the humiliation of al-Aws and finally
marked their decisive victory which brought utter
defeat upon al-Khazraj.
This passage, together with existing reliable
records of verses attributed to Hassan b. Thabit,
' Abd Allah b. Rawaha and Ka'b b. Malik from the
Khazrajite side and Abu Qays b. al Aslat, Qays b. al-
Khatlm and 'Ubayd b. Nafidh from the Awsite asserts
that a blood feud existed among the two rival tribes
of Yathrib years before the battle of Bu'ath, and that
bloodshed and destructive feuds had tormented the
population of Yathrib for many years.
The sources give accounts which merely suggest
that al-Aws and al-Khazraj attempted to impose
favourable conditions to limit the state of hostility.
Both of them, however, are reported to have accepted
the following principles during the long period of
quarrel.
l) It was forbidden, at any rate, to kill a man if
he was in his house or farm.
l) AghanI, II, 177; Dxwan Hassan (ed H) 22,(ed 'A) 239
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2) If combatants took refuge in their own farms they
should not be further pursued by their enemies."'"
3) If one side of the opponent tribes claimed to be
about to celebrate 'Umra (lesser pilgrimage) or
perform Hajj (pilgrimage) no one would, obstruct
2
them if they hang palm-branches on their houses.
k) The victorious side must be satisfied with the
defeat of the enemy, but he was not allowed to
finish off a wounded man or strip off his armour
etc .
In the recorded poetry, there are no definite
references to these principles, but there may be an
element of fact in these reports since it is creditable
to assume that both tribes were afraid of the
consequences of severe fighting which meant, in the
first place, the weakening of their position in the
region and secondly the possibility that the Jews,





Ath' ICamil I, 504.
Ath'Kami! I, 507.
Ath' Kaniil I, 511.
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(b) The motive of the warfare between al-Aws and
al-Khazraj♦
Among the pagan Arabs of the desert hostility
among themselves existed due to the following three
motives:-
1) The obligation to take revenge, a deep-rooted
habit among the nomads. In some cases it was
the beginning of a regular blood feud.
2) The plundering of the herds of cattle which
represented the wealth of a tribe.
j) The desire to humble and subdue other tribes in
order to give their own tribe pride, and build
for them a reputation as bold people. Motivated
by the human desire of showing power and strength,
they wished to establish their superiority and
demanded that they be treated with respect and
honour.
So far as the causes of the hostility in Yathrib
were concerned, these were due to the following factorsj-
If we consider the feud of Sumayr, perhaps the
first recorded figiiting, we find that the motives
behind this fight were the same as those mentioned
above.
The powerful leader of the Khazraj, Malik b. 4Ajlan
wanted to exact vengeance for one of his allies, who
had been killed by an Awsite called Sumayr b. Zayd.
In spite of the fact that the victim was only an ally,
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Malik demanded full blood money, while, according to
the pagan custom, the other side was liable to pay
only half of the Diya (blood-money). Malik's demands
for full blood-money was perhaps motivated by his
desire to increase his personal power in order to show
the strength of his tribe. Otherwise there seems no
justification for Malik's demand.
However, if the economic motive among the nomadic
tribes led in the past to the plundering of camels,
probably the settled tribes of al-Aws and al-Khazraj
the same economic factor led them to extend their
agricultural areas. It has traditionally been said
that both al-Aws and al-Khazraj were an agricultural
people in their first settlement in Yemen. When they
came to Yathrib they formed settled agricultural
communities. However, al-Aws seems to have occupied
the productive land which gave them more of an
economic advantage over their collateral tribe of al-
Khazraj . So it is possible to assume that al-Khazraj
did not accept this situation since it seems to be
certain that al-Khazraj had played a prominent part
during the early struggle between the Arabs and the
Jews, together with the fact that their numbers were
increasing. Obviously this motive was clear among
their later generations, and the desire of their chief
'Amr b. an~Nu'man of Bayada in particular was to improve
the position of his tribe at the expense of others.
Here is what Abu '1-Faraj says about 4Amr who is
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supposed to have said to his people of Bayada "4 Amir
has given to you a bad land as your home, half salt-
crust, half desert. By God, no water shall touch
my head until I have got for you the land of Banu
Qurayza and an-Nadir with the sweetest water and
most splendid palms.
Finally, unlike the nomadic tribes of the desert,
the tribes of al-Aws and al-Khazraj came to settle in
Yathrib at a time when it was already occupied by the
Jews. It seems that in the beginning both al-Aws and
al-Khazraj were in a subordinate position. The Arabs
reduced the domination of the Jews which was perhaps
done through the unity of the Arabs and the division
of the Jews. But when al-Aws and al-Khazraj quarreled
among themselves it was in the interest of the Jews
to exploit this occasion. We get this impression on
the basis of the following two accounts.
In the first one Abu '1-Faraj says "During the
battle of Bu'ath the Khazraj fled, then the Aws struck
among them and a cry went up, "Have mercy, Awsites, and
do not destroy your brothers, for their neighbour¬
hood is better than the neighbourhood of the foxes."
So the Aws stopped and they refrained from removing
the weapons of the fallen men after they had started a
blood-bath; only the Qurayza and an-Madlr removed the
weapons and armour."^
1) Aghanx, XV, l6l•
2) Aghanx, XV, 1644
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The word foxes, by which the Arabs designated
the Jews, indicates that Arabs might have realized
that the Jews of Yathrib, in an attempt to widen the
gap between them and to make favourable conditions for
themselves in the internal affairs of Yathrib, had
played a sinister part during their tribal feud.
On the other hand there was the possibility that the
Yathribx Jews were afraid of the coalition of the Arabs
as was obviously the case shortly after the Prophet's
emigration to Medina,
The second account is given by Ibn Ishaq who says^
"Shas b. Qays, who was an old man hardened in
unbelief and most bitter against the Muslims and
exceedingly envious of them, passed by a number of
the apostle^companions from Aws and Khazraj in a
meeting while they were talking together. When he
saw their amity and unity and their happy relations
in Islam after their enmity in pagan times, he was
filled with rage and said: 'The chiefs of B. Qayla in
this country having united there will be no firm
place for us with them.' So he gave orders to a
Jewish youth who was with them to go with them and
sit with them and mention the battle of Bu'ath and the
preceding events, and recite to them some of the poetry
composed by each side 11
1) IH, I, 555.
2) Translated by Guillaume, Sira, 26l.
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(4) MAKTIAL POETRY AMONG AL-AWS AND AL-KHAZRAJ;
AftB ITS HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE.
The long' tribal feud which flared between al-Aws
and al-Khazraj provided the poets of Medina with
almost unlimited scope and opportunity for displaying
their poetical talents.
But before we analyse some of the poems and
fragments of verses which deal with the feuds of
Hatib and the war of Bu'ath, perhaps it will be of
interest to show the historical value of this poetry.
Indeed the poets of Medina recorded a great deal
of information in their poetry concerning the history
of Yathrib during the period which had anteceded the
rise of Islam.
This poetry contains a permanent record of a
considerable number of events in which the poets tell
us the name of the feud and how it began, the clans
which were involved, the demands of the rival groups
and their chiefs who had commanded them, how the quarrel
ended and the result which had been achieved.
But, before starting our study of the martial
poetry of Yathrib, probably it will be useful to give
a background for the battle of Bu'ath in particular
and some of the events which had preceded it in general,
based on the commentary which is given by Abu ' 1-Faraj
on the authority of Ibn Ishaq and at-Tabari, with
additions from the reports of Ipn al-Kalbl.
A brief survey will follow based on the surviving
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poetry in order to examine the historical background
of this commentary and furthermore to show the
importance of this poetry as a source of historical
information,
(a) The Day of Bu'ath.
In their internal feuds the Aws had asked Qurayza
and an-Nadir for help. The Khazraj heard this and sent
a message to the Jews, "We have heard that the Aws have
asked you for help against us. We could ask the Arabs
for as many men as you have and more to help us. If
we beat you now you will be in a terrible position;
and if you win we shall not rest until we have got
revenge and you will be in a bad position, and you will
get trouble from us which you are free from at present.
So it is better for you if you leave us alone and not
interfere between us and our brothers." When they
heard that, they realized that it was right and sent a
reply to the Khazraj. "What you heard is true, al-Aws
did ask for our help, but we will never help them
against you," The Khazraj said to them, "If that is so,
send us some hostages who will be in our hands," so they
sent forty of their boys and al-Khazraj divided them
among their households. After some time lAmr b. an-
Nu'man al-Bayadi said to his people, Bayada "4 Amir has
given to you a bad land as your home, half salt-crust,
half desert. By God no washing shall touch my head
until I have made you dwell in the dwelling of Banu
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Qurayza and an-kadir with the sweetest water and most
splendid palms. Then he sent a message to them
"Either you leave your dwellings free for us to live
in, or we kill your hostages." They were just thinking
of leaving their dwellings when lCa4b b. Asad al-Qurazl
said to them "People, defend your homes and let him
kill the hostages. By God it only takes one night for
there to be born to you a boy like one of the hostages."
They all agreed on this and sent a message to 4Amr,
"We are not going to give up our houses, so you keep
the promise you made to us about the hostages." So
1 Amr b. an-Nu'inan and those of al-Khazraj who obeyed
him, attacked their hostages and killed them."*' But
4 Abd Allah b. Ubayy, a gentle chief, did not want to
and said, "This is treacherous and sinful and wrong.
I will not help you and neither will any men who obey
me." Among the hostages with him were Sulayman b.
Asad al-Qurazi the grandfather of the (Muslim theologist)
Muhammad b. Ka 4 b and he set him free; and other• 7
Khazraj set others free and these (freed hostages)
returned to their families. The Aws and theKhazraj
had a skirmish on the day of the murder of the hostages,
but it was not important. The Qurayza and an-Nadir now
l) In the Kamil of Ibn al-Athir, I, 509> this act is
called the second Fijar, one of the last reported
events among the feuds of Hatib.
gathered with Ka'b b. Asad, one of the Banu 'Amr b,
Qurayza, and agreed to support the Aws against the
Khazraj. Ka'b told the Aws of this. Then they decided
that each family of the Nabxt should stay with one
family of the Qurayza and an-Nadxr, so the Nabxt
lodged with them in their houses. They sent for the
Nabxt and asked them to come to them and promised them
that they would never give up, but fight with them to
the last man; so the Nabxt came to them and set up
with Qurayza and an-Nadxr in their homes. Then they
told the other Aws that they wanted to begin a war
and stand on their side against the Khazraj, and the
Aws agreed. Their assembly agreed and made thorough
and serious preparations for war, and some tribes
from the inhabitants of Medina joined them; among
them the Banu Tha'laba who belonged to Ghassan and the
Banu Za'ura who belonged to Ghassan. When the Khazraj
heard of this, they gathered and marched out, among
them 'Amr b. an-Nu'man of Bayada and 'Amr b. al-Jarnuh
of Salarna, and came to ' Abd Allah b. Ubayy and said to
him, "As you have heard the Aws and the Qurayza and
an-Nadxr are together and we intend to fight them. If
we defeat them not one of them will be protected by his
fortress or his place of refuge, until not one of them
is alive." When they had finished what they had to
say 'Abd Allah stood up to speak and said, "This is a
breaking of your word, by God I would not like a swarm
of locusts. I have learnt that they say that these
relation of ours are preventing us from living
will they prevent us from dying? By God I see a peopl
who will not stop until they have destroyed you all,
and I fear that if they fight you they will be given
the victory over you because you have wronged them,
so fight your relations as you used to fight them, and
if they turn their backs (in defeat) let them be, and
if they put you to flight and you enter the nearest
house they will leave you alone." Then 'Amr b. an-
Nu'raan said to hiin, "Your lungs have been blown up
(i.e. you have been frightened) Abu '1-Harith since
you heard of the alliance of al-Aws with Qurayza and
an-Nadir." 4Abd Allah replied. "I will never take
part in a fight with you, nor will any of my followers
Looking at you is like looking at a corpse carried by
four men and wrapped in a cloak." A few &hazrajites,
including 4Amr b. al-Jamuh al-Haram, joined 4Abd
Allah. The others agreed to make 4Amr b. an-Nu'raan
al-Bayad! their leader and entrusted the war to him.
It took the Aws and the Khazraj forty days to arm for
war and to send for their allies of the Beduin tribes.
The Khazraj sent for the Juhayna and the Ashja4.
Thabit b. Qays b. Sharnmas being the ambassador to the
Ashja4 and they answered their call and came. The
Aws sent for the Muzayna, and Hudayr al-Kata'ib of
4Abd al Ashhal went to Abu Qays b. al-Aslat and told
him to gather the Aws Allah ( = Aws Manat) and he did
so. Then Hudayr stood up leaning on his bow, wearing
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striped garment which revealed his genitals, and he
inspired them and commanded them to great seriousness
in their war and reminded them of what the Khazraj had
done to them, of the driving out of the Nat/It and the
humiliation of the Aws who had remained in Medina. He
made a long speech and every time he spoke of what the
Khazraj had done to them, and how they had mishandled
them, he became excited and warm, and his testicles
shrank into him till they disappeared, but when his
listeners replied in the way he wished his testicles
came down and returned to normal. The Aws Allah
promised him their help and support and expressed
seriousness in the war as he wished. Hisham (ibn
al-Kalbx) says the Aws assembled at that time in
front of Hudayr in a place called al-Hayat and
discussed what to do and then said, "If we defeat the
Khazraj, we will spare none of them and we will not
fight with them in the same way as we did before."
Then Hudayr said "You Aws, you have no other reason
for being called Aws except that you set right many
things and lie added in the Rajaz
Oh my people, you are being attacked by people
who have killed the best of you.
And who will soon completely destroy your dwelling,
(64)
Hisham continues, when they were together in al-
Hayat, they threw dates before them and began to eat,
Hudayr was sitting with them in a Burda, which he
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was completely wrapped in, (the only garment he was
wearing) not eating with them nor even reaching out
for a date, so full was he with anger and inner rage.
He said "Oh*my people, hoist Abu Qays b. al-Aslat's
flag" Abu Qays said, "I do not accept that because
everytime I have been your captain in war we have been
beaten, and we have had misfortune because of my
leadership. Then they looked at Hudayr, not eating
and pre-occupied with the war they were engaged in;
and his testicles appeared from out of his Burda, and
when he saw that they were lazy and feeble, his
testicles shrank together in rage and anger, but when
he found them serious and ready for war as he wished,
they went back to normal.
The Aws Allah promised to support him and help
him with enthusiasm, and the Muzayna came to the Aws
too. Then Hudayr and Abu 'Amir ar-Rahib b. Sayfi went
to Abu Qays b. al-Aslat and said, "The Muzayna have
come to us and a large number of the inhabitants of
Yathrib against whom the Khazraj cannot win. What do
you think? Should we kill them or spare them when we
win?" Abu 'Amir said "I wish by God there were
howling foxes in your place." Abu Qays said, "Kill
till they say 'Baza baza'"a word which asks for mercy
They argued about this point, but Hudayr swore he
would touch no wine until he had won and destroyed
Muzahim, Ibn Ubayy's fortress. The preparations and
armouring took two months, then they fought at Bu'ath.
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The Banu Haritha b. al-Harith held back from the Aws
• •
and sent a message to al-Khazraj saying, "We do not
want to fight you." (The Khazraj) sent to them saying;
"Send us some hostages who will be in our hands," and
they sent 12 men, one of whom was Khadij Abu Rafi' b.
Khadxj. Bu'ath was one of the possessions of the
Qurayza; there is a cornfield there called Qawra.
Because of the battle it is called Bu'ath al-Harb.
Both tribes came together and only nameless people
remained behind. They had never been altogether in
a battle before. When the Aws saw the Khazraj they
looked superior to them, and they said to Hudayr
"Oh Abu Usayd, prevent the people from fighting and
send for your allies of Muzayna who have not come."
But he threw down his bow and said "Am I to wait for
the Muzayna while the enemy looks at me and they are
seen by me? I would rather die." Then he attacked
and they attacked with him and they fought violently,
and the Aws fled when they felt the bite of weapons,
and they went up to Harrat Qawra near al-'Urayd which
is in the direction of the road to Najd. Hudayr came
down and the Khazraj called scornfully after them,
"Where are you running to?, Najd is a barren land."
When Hudayr heard them he pierced his hip with the
point of his spear, dismounted and shouted, "Alas
by God, I shall not move from this place until X have
been killed; if you want to desert me, you Awsites,
then do so." The Aws gathered round him and two youths
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of the 4Abd al-Ashhal came up to him, called Mahmud
and Labxd, the sons of Khalifa b. Tha4laba, who had
just got married; two strong men, and they began in
the Rajaz.
What sons of Kings you see in us in war,
when its mill turns with us and the people
prepare a place for us. (65)
Then they fought until they were killed. An arrow
came flying and hit 4Amr b. an-Nu'man, the head of
Khazraj, and killed him without anyone knowing who had
shot it. The Banu Qurayza maintained that one of
their men, Abu Lubaba, had killed him. While 4Abd
Allah b. Ubayy was riding up and down on his mule
near Bu'ath, to find out news of his people, 4Amr b.
an-Ru4man came into his view, being carried home
dead in his cloak by four men. He asked who the dead
man was and when he heard he said, "Taste the un-
wholesomeness of breaking the duty of relationship."
The Khazraj fled then and the Aws struck among them
and a cry went up, "Have mercy Awsites and do not
destroy your brothers for their neighbourhood is
better than the neighbourhood of foxes." So the Aws
stopped and they refrained from removing the weapons
of the fallen men after they had started a blood-bath;
only the Qurayza and an-Nadxr removed their weapons
and armour and the Aws carried Hudayr because of his
wounds and while they surrounded him they said in the
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Rajaz.
"An army whose adornment is its lord has no old
man nor young man who is feeble." (66)
But the Aws began to burn down the Khazraj1s
palms and dwellings. Then Sa'd b. Mu'adh al-AshhalT
went out and stood before the door of the Banu Sal2Lma,
and took them and their possessions under his
protection in thanks for their behaviour to him on
the day of ar-Ra41 when the Khazraj had beaten the Aws
on the day of Mu'abbis and Mudarris .
At that time Sa'd b. Mu'adh had been carried
wounded to 'Amr b. al-Jtlmuh al-Haram, who gave him his
life and protected him and his brother from the cutting
down and burning of their palm trees on the day of
ar-Ra'1 which was a bad one for the Aws; and Sa'd did
him the same service on the day of Bu'ath. Ka4b b.
Asad al-Qurazi swore to humiliate 4Abd Allah b. Ubayy
and cut his hair under Muzahim (4Abd Allah's fortress).
He called to him, "Come down, you enemy of God."
4Abd Allah said to him, "I swear to you by God that
I did not desert you." He made inquiries and found out
that it was true, so he let him go. The Aws decided to
destroy Muzahim, 4Abd Allah's castle, and Hudayr swore
to tear it down and he ordered them to go gently, so
l) Mu'abbis and Mudarris (= ar-Ra4l) an event among
the feuds of Hatib, see Ibn al-AthTr, X, 507.
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they only made one hole in the wall. The Jew Az-
Zubayr then spared Thabit b. Qays b. Shammas of the
Banu '1-Harith b. al-Khazraj, that is the good deed
for which Thabit repaid him after the coming of Islam
at the execution of the Banu Qurayza.^"
After the defeat Hudayr al-Kata'ib and Abu 'Amir
ar-Rahib went to Abu Qays b. al-Aslat and Hudayr
said to him "Abu Qays, if you think fit we will attack
the Khazraj fortress after fortress arid house after
farm, killing and destroying, sparing none." Abu
Qays said, "We do not want to do that." Hudayr got
angry and said, "You are called Aws for no other
reason than that you give away things; if the Khazraj
had beaten us, they would have left us nothing."
Then he turned back and ordered the Aws to return
to their homes. Hudayr was, at that time, seriously
wounded and Kulayb b. Sayfl b. 'Abd al-Ashhal took
him into his dwelling in the quarter of Banti Umayya
b. Yazxd, and in a few days he died there of his
wound. His grave is today at the quarter of Banu
Umayya b. Yazxd. But there was a blind Jew of the
Banu Qurayza that day in one of their fortresses, and
he said to his daughter, "Go up onto the fortress and
see how it is going." She went up and said, "I can
hear the noise rising up above Qawra and I can hear
l) Information regarding this event is given by IH,
II, 242-3, Maghazx. II, 518.
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shouts, 'Keep striking, you Khazxaj'." He said,
"Then things are going badly fox" the Aws." Then he
asked, "What can you hear?" She said, "I can hear
people shouting, 'attack you Aws', and others
shouting, 'attack, you Khazraj'." He said, "Now
the fight has become fierce." He waited a bit and
then said, "Go up and listen." She said, "I can hear
people saying, 'we are the Banu Sakhra, the people of
ar-Ra'l He said "That is the Banu 4Abd al-Ashhal,
by God, al-Aws are victorious." Then he jumped with
joy against the door and hit his head on the stone
lintel and fell dead.
Abu 4 Amir had sworn to plant his lance in the
foundations of Muzahim, the castle of 4Abd Allah b.
Ubayy; and a troop of the Aws marched out and
encircled the castle. But Abu 4 Amir had married
JamTla the daughter of Ibn Ubayy and she was the
mother of his son Hanzala al-GhasTl. 4 Abd Allah
• •
appeared up in his castle and said, "By God I was
not in favour of this war as you well know yourselves,
so leave me alone." But Abu 4Arnir replied, "By God,
I shall not leave until I have planted my flag in the
foundation of your stronghold." When Hanzala saw that,
he said to them, "My father loves me dearly, show me
to him and say, "If you do not turn back, we will throw
l) Hanzala was killed in the battlefield of Uhud,' • • •
According to al-Waqidx, I, JamTla was the
wife of Hanzala whom he married just before the• « u
battle of Uhud.
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his head down to you." They did this, and he stuck
his lance in the ground of the stronghold, because
of his oath, and then turned away from them. Qays b.
al-Khatlm alludes to this in his verse:-
We came to the stronghold around Muzahim in
the morning,
The projections of our helmets glittered like
stars.1 (67)
That day Abu Qays had captured Mukhallad b. as-
Samit as-Sa'idx the father of Maslama, some of his
men and of Muzayna and the Jews assembled and they
said, "Kill him," But he refused and set him free
and spoke the verse:-
I have taken Mukhallad prisoner and spared him,
The reward for my good deed is with God,
The Muzayna and the Jews of Qawra
And my people were there and I neutralized
their influence. (68)
Khufaf b. Nadba wrote a poem on the death of his
friend and comrade Hudayr al-Kata*ib
If the fates ever turned aside from a fearsome man
They would have feared Hudayr on the day he shut
up his fortress Waqim
1) Piwan, poem no.k, line 16.
2) Khufaf, known by his mother's name Nadba,
converted to Islam and took part in the conquest
of Mecca. Q'Shi'r. I, J00, on Khufaf's life with
fragments of his verses see AghanX, XVL, 139.
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He circled around it until night covered him,
And then entered a comfortable dwelling. (69)
Later he also said, mourning him:-
News came to me and I declared it a lie,
I was told my friend lay in the grave
Oh eye, weep for Hudayr's generosity,
Hudayr of the war troops and the metting
On many days when the heat of enthusiasm was great,
So that the soul's handles were torn off.
You withstood the heat wrapped in iron,
between Sal4 and al-A'ras
Now the day of the battle has put an end to you,
But left your clothes clean and unmarked. (70)
From the existing poetry a summary is given in
order to demonstrate the fact that historians have
based their information about the tribal feud of
Yathrib entirely on this poetry which might have
been composed three centuries before the recording
of these historical events.
Qays b. al-Khatlm in his poem no.9 not only
celebrates the decisive victory of his tribe and
their allies, but also defines the place in which the
fighting had taken place.
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And we put your throng to flight with a
detachment which caused the hard ground
and depression of Qawra to seem insignificent.
If a group of them decides to retire they return
as camels which have gone five days without
drinking, return to water yearning for
their spring-born foals.
On that day we left Bu'ath and Qawra and their
hyenas were satiated with them despite
their wishes. (71)
In addition to the above historical information,
he refers to the fallen men of his enemy who had been
killed in the battlefield of Bu'ath. This he does in
the last line of the above quotation.
As we have already stated the historians have
pointed out that during the combat of Bu'ath, the two
Jewish tribes Banu Qurayza and an-Nadlr took part in
the fighting beside al-Aws.
On two different occasions Qays b. al-Khatlm
tells us about this historical event when he says:-
Groups from al-Kahinan"'' and Malik,
And the altruistic Tha'laba, the clan of Ghalib.
Men who when called to death,
Hasten to it like unruly camels.
l) al-Kahinan and as-Sarxh, were two names of Banu• » »
Qurayza and an-Nadir.
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When they are roused by night they come to the
aid of one who calls upon them,
Like waves of heavy foamy rainfall."'" (72)
And he also sayss-
Whenever a people complained to us of oppression,
The Kahinan saddled their horses in our support
and came to us.
They forgot their hostages and the Banu 's-Sarxh
Consoled us with their presence and were
generous and noble. (73)
The Khazrajite poet 4Abd Allah b. Rawaha refers to
the same event when he acknowledges the assistance
given by Banu Qurayza against his tribe
You boasted of a gathering of men which visited
you in your dwelling,
Which advanced until they were repulsed by fingers,
They (Khazraj) threw the fortresses open and then
went up, searching on the suspicion that there
O
were surviving fugitives among Qurayza. J (7*0
1) Piwan, Poem no.4, lines 12-14.
2) Samhudi, I, 178
3) Diwan of Qays b. al-Khatlm (ed Asad) 201,
lines Ik - 15.
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Furthermore, Hassan b. Thabit attacked Banu* *
Qurayza and an-Nadir because of their support for Aws
in the battle of Bu'ath.
With the Kahinan whose ancestor is 4Abd al-4Asa
and the base ones, even if they regret it."*" (75)
Another reference to the fact that Banu Qurayza
supported al-Aws against al-Ithazraj in the battle of
Bu'ath is found in the verse ascribed to the Jewish
poet Ka4b b. Asad al-Qurazl. The poet says:-
Aws never lack a victorious canine tooth from us in
its battles in opposition to those who attack it.
We are not to be disregarded when the war-cry
is raised.
And we are not given coats of mail without men
worthy of them being found among us. (7*>)
Another incidental reference which is found in
the poetry is the statement of the historians that
during the war of Bu'ath, when al-Aws were on the verge
of being defeated and were in flight, their chief
Hudayr al-Kata'ib acted in such a manner that it kindled
enthusiasm among his tribe and finally brought the
triumph.
Referring to this event Abu Qays b. al-Aslat saysj-
1) Piwan, Poem no. CCXVS, line 19.
2) M, Mu4 ,j am, 232.
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It makes me happy with my people that my people
on the morning of Bu'ath when they turned
their backs and retreated.
Responded to the speech of the chief and
consented to it, and returned to the fight
which they had denied
And the men of forbearance among them returned
to their business, and the blind among them
became seeing.^ (77)
The reference to this historical event is given by
Qays b. al-Khatxm as well in the last line of his poem
No. 14 which says:-
When their chief called them to death, their
bands gather about them in throngs. (78)
As regards the historical information that 4Abd
Allah b. Ubayy did not take part in the battle of
Bu4ath, reference to this is found in the poetry of
two Awsite poets who reproach 4Abd Allah for not doing
so. Referring to this incident Abu Qays b. al-Aslat
in one of his poems says
If our horseman had caught you, 0 Abu Hubab,
The foraging wild beasts would not have left you.
With a heavily armed detachment whose helmets
gleam brightly, spread out like locusts.
l) Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit (4Adawi) MS, page 185,
lines 11, 12, 13.
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You would have followed Nu'man and 'Amr and his son
And would have remained above the ground with no
pillow under you."'' (79)
Similarly Qays b. al-Khatxm opens one of his poems
as follows:-
2
Ask the man *Abd Allah, when he fled, if he saw
what the fighting of our detachments was like
in war.
If he had stood firm, he would not have met his
friends thereafter, and would have met lions,
O
their rending and their defence. (80)
1) Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit, MS, page 184, lines 6,
7, 8.
2) According to verses ascribed to 'Ubayd b. Nafidh
al-Awsi (Kaini 1 of Ibn al-Athir, I, 498) 'Abd
Allah b, Ubayy was unable to fight and fled from
the battlefield of as-Saraf#where a quarrel had
taken place between 'Amr b. 'Awf, a branch of the
Aws tribe and Banu '1-Harith b. al-Khazraj. In the
Kami1 it is said (I, 497) that Hudayr b. Simak
commanded Banu 'Awf b. 'Amr while 'Abd Allah b.
Ubayy led Banu '1-Harith. However, on this incident
narrators give very conflicting reports. See
Dlwan Hassan, (ed 'A) I, 26., B. Mu'jam (as-Sarara)
III, 731, SamhudI, I, 205.
3) Dlwan, Poem no. 9.
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It is maintained that it took approximately forty
days to make all the preparations for the battle of
Bu'ath. Perhaps this estimate number of days is
inferred from the verse of Qays b. al-Khatxm who sayss-
Amongst us is the man who swore not to touch
drink for thirty nights,
Until he came upon you with his forces. (8l)
Referring to another historical event, i.e. that
the leader of the Khazraj 1Amr b. an-Nu'man was killed
in the battlefield of Bu'ath, Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
The chief of the people was left lying prone with
a wound which left gushing, flowing blood
under the arteries. (82)
In another occasion he says:-
But I was taken by surprise by a person of anger,
And on account of this I was visited from time
to time by a fixed sadness.
If you killed him, yet a sharp-toothed (sword)
a
has bitten 'Amr's head. (83)
The same incident has been referred to by Qays b.
al-Khatxm in two of his poems, in poem no. 4, line 24,
he saysi-
1) Dxwan, Poem no. 4, line 28.
2) Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawx) MS, 185» line 16,
3) IH, I, 556.
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Banu 'Awf obeyed their leader when he warned
them against peace,
And he was the first to be killed. (84)
«
And in poein No. 14, line 14 and 21 says:-
Their chief was left at the place of battle,
With an arrow in him so that you would think
him a flame. (85)
and
They lift up the head of the chief of their brothers,
Until they (the enemy) turn their backs and take
to flight. - (86)
To take other instances, the report that Hudayr
al-Kata'ib chief of Aws, swore that he would touch no
wine until he had won the battle of Bu'ath, is found
in the poetry of Qays b. al-Khatim who in poem No.4,
lines 34-35, sayss-
When we came down to al-Har th our leader said,• *
Wine is forbidden to us until we fight,
The noblest of us obeyed him,
We never left the battlefield until drink was
permitted. (87)
Another event, the reference to which is found in
the poetry, is that during the battle of Bu'ath Aws did
not strip the Khazrajite fallen enemies of their arms.
Qays b. al-Khatim, provides us with this information
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in his poem No. 14, line 23, when he saysi-
Banu Aws said, of their forbearance, go and do
not take booty of them. (88)
To take one more example, it is said that in the
war of Bu'ath the nomadic tribe of Muzayna had joined
the war against al-Khazraj. Perhaps Hassan the poet
was also referring to this event when he attacked
Muzayna, on more than one occasion."'" One of these
2
verses ascribed to Hassan runs as follows:-
0
Muzayna came from a far to help them, flee Muzayna,
you who are like draught-animals (hit, with
ropes on your buttocks)
Everything (is yours) but that you should be
mentioned for honour, or that you should attain
good repute, humiliation is your lot!
An unclean people (vile) in whose courtyards no
neighbour walks (i.e. because of their stinginess)
O
and who have no champion in battle. (89)
1) Diwan, (ed 'A) Poems no. 67, 68 and 69.
2) Diwan, (ed 'A) Poem no. 67.
3) In the Sharh Ash 'ar al-llamasa of at-Tibrizi (442)
the first line of this poem is attributed to Hassan's
father followed by an anecdote. "On the day of Bu'ath
Muzayna took Thabit b. al-Mundhir as prisoner. Muqarrin
Ghayidh, their captain, swore to release him only in
exchange for a black ram without horns. There are also
verses which Muqarrin is supposed to have addressed to his
wife. From this poem we extract the following two linesi-
Why have you not asked how I fought at Bu'ath, when
the Ghassan marched with sharp sword and lances.
And how I beat Thabit in a fight when a man needs
bold courage.
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The poet Ka'b b. Zuhayr of Muzayna, furthermore,
refers to the same occasion when he says:-
We attacked the Khazrajites in the morning
with sharpened swords, whose owners have
passed down their pedigree?"*" (90)
The final example of the historical importance of
of the poetry of this kind is the incident of Mu'abbis
and Mudarris mentioned by Abu '1-Faraj which has
already been referred to.
Of the incident of Mu'abbis and Mudarris, one among
2
the feuds of Hatib, Ibn al-Athir says;
"At two walls called Mu'abbis, behind which the Aws
were, and Mudarris, behind which were the Khazraj.
They fought for some days then Aws fled to their
houses and strongholds. It was a despicable escape,
the like of which had not happened before. An
armistice with the Khazraj was then agreed by 'Amr b.
'Awf and Aws Manat. Only 'Abd al-Ashhal and Zafar
and a few more of the Aws refused to join in and said,
we do not wish to agree until we have got revenge on
the Khazraj. But the Khazraj insulted and attacked
them so badly that they decided to leave Medina. Then
the Aws went to Mecca to form an alliance with the
Quraysh against al-Khazraj."
Among the poems ascribed to Qays b. al-Khatlm,
1) Sharh Ash'ar al-llamasa, 442.
2) Ath., Kamil, I, 507.
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poem no.15 which consists of twenty lines clearly
demonstrated what has been stated above. He belonged
to the clan of Zafar which was among the victims of
the feud of Mu'abbis and Mudarris. He took part in
the mission that went to Mecca to ask the support of
Quraysh.
Qays opens his poem as follows:-
The apparition of Layla Umm 4Amr approached,
And it would not have approached us except for
a purpose.
My companion said, when she got into the camel-
litter,
"Will you leave what you have gathered at the
break of dawn?"
So I said to her, "Leave me be; my wealth will
come and go when I have overcome them.
I am not the son of a chaste woman if you do
not see us fighting you as though we were
drinking wine (i.e. fighting is nothing to us)
And Quraysh will take on fighting them for us,
And it will be as though their fingers were
plucking unripe dates,
And they will exact every blood-vengeance on
behalf of Khazraj,
For the blameworthiness of the Kahinan and 'Amr. (9l)
He reproaches Banu 4Amr b. 4Awf who agreed to make
a truce with al-Khazraj and also Banu Qurayza and
-2 lo¬
an-Nadir who refused to support them*
Tell Banu Zafar of a messenger, for we will not be
humiliated in Yathrib for more than a month.
During this month we were deserted and our
associates let us down, and as-SarTh left us,' • • • *
though we were not few in numbers. (92)
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Of the tribal feuds of al-Aws and al-Khazraj, the
following table gives the names of events which are
included in the existing records of poetry.
THE NAME OF EVENTS THE MAIN SOURCES.
al-Fada
•
Dlwan of Qays b. al-
Khatim, (ed Asad) Poemsno.
2, 10.
as-Sarara Kamil of Ibn al-Athlr, I,
448.
ad-Darak Dlwan of Hassan b. Thabit
•
(ed 'Arafat) Poem no. 116,
II, Page 188, Dlwan Qays
b. al-Khatlm, Poem no. 8.
as-Su'ayda' Dlwan of Hassan, II, page
188.
ar-Ra'1 Aghanl, XV, 165
Hatib
• •
Dlwan of Qays, Poem no.4
al-Jisr = ar-Radm Diwan of Qays, Poem no.23*
Dlwan of Hassan, Poem no.
115.
ar-Rabi', or ar-Rubay' Dlwan of Qays, Poem no. 3*
Kamil of Ibn al-Athlr,
I, 504.
al-Fijar Kainll of Ibn al-Athlr,
I, 507.
Bu'ath Dlwan of Qays, Poemjno, 1,
4 and 9 •
Dlwan of Hassan, PoemSno.
i
115, 213.
MS of the Dlwan of Hassan
•
b. Thabit ('Adawi) pages
184-5.
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(b) Poetic Images Describing War and Its Armament.
During our study of the poetry of Mecca, we dis¬
cussed the validity of Ibn Sallain's statement which
clearly indicates that wars which had taken place
among the Arab tribes had increased the quantity of
their poetry.
In contrast to that of Medina, Meccan poetry
during pre-Is.lamic times was comparatively scanty and
feeble. This, according to Ibn Sallam, was the result
of the lack of feuds and hostility among the tribe
of Quraysh.
In the following pages, we shall endeavour to
show how the tribal feuds of Yathrib provided its poets
with wide scope to display their talents, and how this
quarrel which continued for so many years was responsible
for the composition of excellent verses by the poets.
The poets of Yathrib found a congenial atmosphere in
this warfare. They describe the scenes of the battle¬
field, and the hardship of war in general. Thus in the
recorded poetry we find mention not only of the weapons
used in battle but also of different scenes during the
battle. There are many verses describing the sword,
the spear, the coat of mail, the helmet, the javelin,
the army, the squadron, the striking, the stabbing, the
retreat, etc. These descriptions, however, were
derived from the poets' observation of everyday life.
It is also to be pointed out that images employed by
the poets of Yathrib were common among the previous
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poets of the Jahiliyya period in general. The poets
of al-Aws, in particular, gave exhaustive details
concerning war and the arms used in the fighting. This
is probably because both Abu Qays b. al-Aslat and Qays
b. al-Khatxm were enthusiastic upholders of their
tribal cause, and were also valiant and real fighters.
On the other hand, there is no doubt that the poets
mentioned above were more capable of composing poetry
than the Khazrajite poets 'Abd Allah b. Rawaha and
Ka'b b. Malik who, like their foe, had direct
experience of battle but whose poetic ability was
inadequate in comparison to their opponent's.^
In general, the poets of Yathrib describe war as
a crime against humanity, a crime which leaves behind
it a state of destruction and a life of vagrancy, a
crime causing horror in which the adolescent virgin
turns grey and the foetus is miscarried from fear. In
considering the images dealing with war, we notice
that Yathribl poets provide us with expressions which
had very often been used by Jahiliyya poets who
employed various similes for different aspects of war.
Fox- instance, the war being stirred up has been
compared to the she-camel which bestows milk. Using ->
this simile, Hassan b. Thabit says:-
l) See pagesC \ 5 3.— ^ ^ 0 ) for differences between the
verses of Hassan b. Thabit and Qays b. al-Khatlm
describing war and arms. In addition, see the
poems which will be dealt with later.(pp.
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¥hen the udder of war is untied,
And it bestows death and blood generously upon
the milkers. (93)
The meaning is that when the udder of the she-
camel is squeezed it gives more milk, and so it is with
war which causes more bloodshed when it is stirred up.
Similarly, when one side of the combatants forces
the enemy to give way because of the severity of the
fighting, this action is likened to the she-camel when
she rebels against the male. Qays b. al-Khatxm sayss-
We impregnate it (the war) against its will,
While it rebels against us, with our sword,
Until we humble its pride. (94)
4Abd Allah b. Rawaha, the Khazrajite poet,
addressing Qays b. al-Khatxm, compared the grievous
nature of war to a female animal weighted down in
pregnancy:-
If you had been among them when war was pregnant,
You would have been overcome and humiliated among
The men who rushed into battle were compared to
unruly camels, because it was traditionally believed
1) Diwan, (ed, 'A) Poem no. 10, line 27.
2) Dxwan, (ed, A) Poem no. 1, line 17.
3) Dxwan of Qays b. al-Khatlm, (ed, A) page 169.
them . 3 (95)
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that camels in this state were usually very fast and
strong. Thus Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
Men who, when called to death,
Hasten to it like unruly camels. (96)
The war which occurs over and over again was
compared to a ♦awan, i.e. a horse or a cow which has
just given birth to its young. Qays b. al-Khatxm sayss-
Why you did not have fortitude in a *awan
(protracted) war,
When we were fighting, and misfortune is hard
to bear.2 (97)
War being stirred up was compared to a fire being
# kindled. Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
I was a man who never stirred up war unjustly,
When they refused (to accept peace) I kindled it
O
on every side. (98)
When it finally flares up it is compared to a
heap of firewood being set alight. Qays b. al-KhatTm
says:-
Banu 11-Aws, when war is kindled,
Are like a fire which consumes the firewood.'* (99)
■"■) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no.4, line 13.
2) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no.4, line 32.
3) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no.4, line 7»
4) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no.l4, line 19.
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However, it is not only from animals and fire that
Yathrib poets have drawn their images of war. In some
cases they have turned to human beings as well. They
compare the declaration of war, for instance, to a
person who in time of danger takes every possible
precaution and gets himself ready for action. Qays
b. al-Khatxm speaks about himself when he sayss-
When I saw that war had become naked,
I put on the warrior's garment as well as my
usual attire."'' (100)
(What a warrior, when war tucks up its garment,
and foremost man (in fighting) the enemy am
I after that!(lOl)
Determination to end a war on favourable terms was
compared to a group of people who under any circumstances
are determined to clear away obstructions facing them,
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
Until the battle has ended and we are gathered
around our banner,
Never calling for the help of medley people.'' (102)
Occasionally, poets who had often kindled
enthusiasm among their tribes to stir up war have used
1) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no.k, line 10.
2) Dlwan, (ed, A) poem no.13, line 5.
3) MUF. poem no. LXXV, line 15.
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their poetical gifts to make an appeal for peace, in
order to spare the blood of their enemies. In this
regard Qays b. al-Khatlm says;-
I called on Barm 4Awf in order to prevent the
shedding of their blood,
And when they refused, I entered upon the war of
Hatib.
• •
I was a man who never stirred up war unjustly,
When they refused, I kindled it on every side.
I strove skilfully to ward off war, but I saw
that despite the warding off it did not
grow less imminent.
If there is no way of warding off the end of death,
Then I welcome it while I still have the chance,'*'
(103)
(c) Implements Of War Mentioned By The Poets of Yathrib,
The Sword (sayf)
In the Nihayat al-Arab of an-Nuwayri (VI, 202),
exhaustive information is given concerning the types
of sword and the expressions used by the Arabs
describing them in general. In that section an-Nuwayrl
gives the names of seven types of sword which were
supposed to be common among the Arabs.
If we turn, however, to the poetry dealing with
l) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no.4, lines 6-9.
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the tribal quarrel of al-Aws and al-Khazraj, we find
that the poets of Yathrib mentioned the following types
of sword:-
The Mashrafite Sword.
According to some authors,"'" the name Mashrafite is
derived either from the Masharif region, a number of
villages "close to the rural area in the Arabian
peninsula", or from the name of Mashraf, a sword-
2
maker of Thaqxf. Ibn Rashxq, on the other hand,
rejected this explanation, and said that this type of
sword was named Mashrafite simply because it was made
in Mashraf, a village in al-Yemen.
The Indian Sword.
An-Ruwayrx points out that this name was given
either because these swords were made from Indian iron
or because they were made in India.
Turning to the existing records of poetry dealing
with the feuds of Yathrib, we find that verses mention¬
ing swords are very numerous. On various occasions
Qays b. al-Khatxin alone devotes nineteen lines to the
sword in his Dxwan♦ Although, during the period of
hostility, the poets of Yathrib composed a considerable
number of verses describing the sword, we observe,
generally speaking, that the attractive images and
vivid expressions among the verses are very rare.
Among the lines which may attract one's attention
1) Khushanx, sharh, I, 1.58, II, 303. MUF, 106.
2) * Umda, II, 232.
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are the following examples. Dirham b. Zayd al-Awsl,
who seems to have spoken on behalf of his tribe al-Aws
in the earliest period of the hostility, says:-
The striking edges of the swords have been blunted,
The souls of the (enemy) champions have been
snatched by them.
When they gleam in (the warriors') hands,
They are like the flash of lightning which appears
and reveals itself. 1 (104)
Perhaps in these lines both the poetic images and
the general meaning are entirely suitable to the subject-
matter. The edges of their swords were jagged not
because they were made of inferior material but because
they had long been striking the heads of the champions
of the enemy. In the second line we appreciate the
poet's simile in which he compares the gleam of the
swords on the battlefield to the lightning flashing
across the sky.
In the following passage on the sword an amazing
and imaginative picture is conveyed by Qays b. al-
Khatim when he says:-
I fought them on the day of al-Hadxqa without any
armour,
The sword in my hand like a rolled-up piece of
cloth in the hand of a playing child.
l) Aghani, II, 168.
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With a sword, the sheen on whose blades is like
pieces of cloud or the horns of the Jundub
(a kind of locust)."'' (105)
In the first line, Qays may have imitated the
previous poet 'Amr b. Kulthuin, who gives the same simile
in his Hu'allaqa (line 47), but, nevertheless, the
poet's expressions are apt and genuine, since he wants
to demonstrate his skill on the battlefield by
comparing the sword in his hand to a rolled-up piece of
cloth in the hand of a child at play.
In martial poetry, in particular, exaggerations
are very often used by the poets, either because they
want to stress their deeds of glory or simply because
they intend to demoralise their enemies and to insult
them in general.
This can be seen in the first line quoted above,
where Qays emphasises that the fight on the day of al-
Hadxqa was nothing more than a game among inexperienced
children.
On the images of the second line, Qays compares
the glitter and lustre of the sword to pieces of cloud
which are pursued by the wind across a shiny desert sky.
He also likens the sheen of his delicate sword to the
horn of a grasshopper.
Occasionally a comparison was also made with the
human body, to indicate the sword's smoothness and to
1) 'Ask, Ma'ani, II, 57.
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stress its value. In this sense Qays compares the
smoothness of women's bellies to an Indian sword.
He says:-
Their bellies are like swords of India when they
are taken out of the scabbard. (106)
Finally, the action and effectiveness of a sword
were compared to those of a medicine. Qays also saysi-
When a soul is sick for hostility, I seek to treat
2 / v
it with the medicine of the sword-blade. (107)
The Spear (rumh)
In one of the many accounts concerning spears, Ibn
3
Rashlq gives the names of seven types of spear. In
addition to the six types of spear mentioned by an-
4
Nuwayri, he mentions numerous expressions and
adjectives which are supposed to have been used by the
earliest Arabs in description of spears and spearheads
in general.
Turning to the poetry dealing with the dispute of
al-Aws and al-Khazraj, we see that some of these
expressions and adjectives are common among the poets
of Yathrib, as the following quotations show. The word
muthaqqafa is an adjective often used by poets to
indicate that a spear has been straightened, or greased
1) Dlwan, (ed, A) poem no. 10, line 3.
2) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no. 1, line 12.
3) i Uinda, II, 230.
4) Nihayat al-Arab, VI, 214.
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and tempered with fire, thereby altering it in colour.
Hassan b. Thabit says:-
My mother and my aunt were a sacrifice for Banu ' n-
Najjar, on the morning when they came to you
with tawny, straightened (spears)."'" (108)
Mudharraba is another adjective used to describe
either a sword or a spearhead which is sharp and,
further, dipped in poison. Ka'b b. Malik says:-
With thirsty, sharpened and poisoned (spears) and
2
with every sword white (shining) like a pool.
(109)
The spear, which is solid and will not bend, is
called Mid'as, and the person who pierces the enemy
with lances is called Mid'as (pi. Mada'xs). In this
sense, Hassan b. Thabit says:-
Lions with cubs whose den is protected, piercing
O
with khattx spears in every battle. (110)
Among the expressions included by an-Nuwayrx is the
phrase ushri'at, meaning spears which point directly
towards the enemy. 'Ubayd b. Nafidh, one of the Awsite
poets, say s s-
1) Dxwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 244, line 1.
2) Ms. of the Dlwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawl), 184.
3) Dxwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 2, line 19.
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Setting off (in flight) rescued you from us after
the spears had been pointed at you."'' (ill)
Hassan b. Thabit uses the expression Nahuzzu ^1-
Qana to signify the state of commotion among the
combatants..
We shake the spears in the chests of the champions,
until we break their shafts. (112)
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat also uses the phrase Na'ir.
to show that in the battle of Bu'ath a spearhead passed
through the body of the Khazrajites' leader 'Amr b.
an-Nu'man of Rayada and pierced an artery, from which
the blood poured.
And I left your chief with a spear-thrust, gushing
O
from a penetrating spear. (113)
Finally, it should be pointed out that, among the
verses concerning spears and spearheads which are
ascribed to the poets of Yathrib, striking images are
very rare. We give the following examples of striking
images.
The fragments and broken pieces of spears left on
the battlefield are likened to pieces of palm branches
in the hands of women who strip them of their leaves
1) Ath, Kamil. I, 498.
2) Piwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 26, line 14.
3) Ms. of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawi), 184.
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for making mats. Qays b. al-KhatTm says:-
You see fragments of spears fall down,
Like palm branches in the hands of women who strip
them of their leaves,"'" (114)
The gleam of a spearhead, and its lethal effect,
were compared to a flame, Qays also says:-
Their chief was left at the place of battle,
With a spearhead in him, so that you would think
p
him a flame, (115)
The Coat of Mail (dir')
In their verses, Yathribx poets do not always
mention the coat of mail by its Arabic name (dir4), but
they frequently use an adjective to describe it, as the
following quotations show. Muda'afa, meaning the coat
of mail composed of double rings.
Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
A coat of double mail, whose cuffs cover the ends
of my fingers,
The heads of whose nails are like the eyes of
locusts,*' (ll6)
Mawduna, the word used for a woven double coat of mail.
According to Lyall "... that is, with two rings every-
1) Dxwan. (ed, A) poem no.4, line 15.
2) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no.l4, line 14.
3) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no.4, line 11,
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where in place of the one of which ordinary mail is
constructed, each pair secured to the next above, below
and on each side."^
Fadfada, which implies 'wide1. Abu Qays b. al-Aslat
says:-
I have prepared for the enemy a coat of double mail,
Wide and shining like a pool in a depression.^ (117)
Dilas = Dalas, i.e. a shining coat of mail. Abu Qays
b. al-Aslat says:-
With every coat of mail, wide as a pool, and horses
O
lean like wolves. (118)
Sabigha, According to Lane, "... that is, wide, or
ample, and long, or such that one drags it upon the
ground, or (that falls) against one's ankles, by reason
4
of length." Hassan says:-
A trailing (coat of mail) which pushes my sword-belt
away from me, which covers my fingers like a
pool in a depression. ^ (119)
Mufada, This means a wide or ample coat of mail which
covers the body and spreads over it.
1) Translation of the MUF, VII, note p,l6.
2) MUF, poem no. LXXV, line 6.
3 ) Ms. of the Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawx)
page 185, line l4.
4) Lane's Arabic-English Lexicon (Sabigha)
5) Diwan, (ed, 4A) poem no. 150» line 13.
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Zaghf, This is a coat of mail of the highest perfection
which is wide, smooth and long, or of thin, soft iron
chains, or of small rings. Ka'b b. Malik says:-
And a wide, long coat of mail whose nails ripple like
the rippling of a pond on rugged, hard ground.^"
(120)
In regard to the images expressed in the preceding
line, the comparison of a coat of mail to the surface of
a brook stirred by the wind is frequently used. It has
also been said that the nail-heads are like the eyes of
locusts.
Finally, the strength of combatants, and their
agility when wearing a coat of mail, have been likened
to unruly camels because of their strength, obstinacy
and fastness. 6Amr b. imri'l-Qays says
They walk, in their helmets and coats of mail,
as obstinate, swift camels walk. (l2l)
The Helmet (al-Bayda)
Among their military equipment the poets of Yathrib
sometimes refer to their helmets. In two different
verses both Hassan b. Thabit and Abu Qays b. al-Aslat
tried to foretell the consequences to a group of
combatants or an individual if he took part in military
activity. The helmet has been chosen as a symbol of
1) Ms. of the Dlwan of Hassan b. Thabit (1Adawl), page
184, line 3.
2) AghanT, II, 167., Q, Jamhara, 237.
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the object of attack on the one hand and to glorify the
deeds of battles on the other. Each poet seems to have
relied on his own imagination.
Perhaps Hassan who, according to many sources,
never took part in battle and who usually used well-
known, even hackneyed, expressions when describing war
and arms, on this occasion provides us with the line
which is most credible and comes fairly close to the
truth. He claims that a reddish-blackness which has
marked the cheeks of his tribe's warriors is the result
of their helmets. He says:-
You see us with reddish-black cheeks from our helmets,
whose asbad, (i.e. the implements of war) we put
on.1 (122)
But his opponent, Abu Qays b. al-Aslat, who was
himself one of the most active leaders of his tribe al-
Aws, gives us a pleasant image, adding exaggeration,
however, by claiming that his helmet has rubbed off the
hair of his head.
The top of the helmet has thinned out my hair,
I never had but a wink of sleep,^ (123)
Poetic images dealing with helmets are simple and
in general currency. Because of the helmet's protection
1) Piwan, (ed, iA) poem no. 26, line 20,
2) MUP, poem LXXV, line 4.
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of. the head and neck, it has been compared to a fortress,
a prominent feature of Yathrib's culture during that
period. Dirham b. Zayd al-Aws! says:-
The helmets are a fortress to theiri when they are
alarmed and coats of mail like clear water."'' (124)
The bright and shining helmet was likened either
to the stars or to a flash of lightning. Qays b. al-
Khatxm says:-
We came to the strongholds in Muzahim in the morning,
The projection of our helmets was like stars. (125)
and
We came to them, a big army whose helmets were shining
like lightning,
Revealing the anklets of their women who were running
away.^ (126)
The Javelin (al-Harba, pi. Hirab)
In spite of the scantiness of verses describing
javelins in the poetry of Yathrib, Qays b. al-Khatlm
twice gives us an excellent series of poetic imagery,
carefully completed with a final vivid image in
description of javelins during the actual fighting.
) Aghanx. II, 168.
2) Dlwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, line 16.
3) Dlwan, (ed. A) poem no. 4, line 26.
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In one of these series of images, Qays tells us
what will happen to a person when the javelin is pulled
out of his body.
As we said to the foremost warriors, "Stop advancing,
while the javelins are going to and fro.
When they are pulled out there follows in their
traces hot blood whose veins are flowing.""'' (127)
The fatal effect of the javelin when it hits its
victim and is pulled back and forth within the man's
body is compared to buckets being pulled out and down
from a well by a long and strongly-twisted rope.
We turn aside our javelins for those who call for
help until their shafts are broken (in the enemy).
You see them being pulled out like buckets (from a
well) whose rope pulls tightly. (128)
The Army and The Squadron.
In the poetry dealing with the quarrels of Yathrib,
poets occasionally used certain expressions to indicate
an army, either attacking or defending. The phrases
which appear in our collection are: katlba, jahfal,
faylag and khamis. Some scholars of the Islamic period
estimate the size of the force indicated by each of the
1) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no, 5> lines 24-5.
2) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 3> lines 7» 9.
3) Fiqh Allugha of ath-Tha'alibX, 329; Nihayat al-Arab,
VI, 189.
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above-mentioned words. According to their accounts,
katxba varied between four hundred and one thousand men,
Faylaq and jahfal are both assumed to have indicated
between one and four thousand men. The estimated number
of khamxs is said to be between four and twelve thousand
men.
Regardless of such explanations, it is impossible
to estimate definitely the number of fighting men in
each single tribe of Yathrib who might have fought
during that period. But it is extremely doubtful that
the number of men who were able to fight during the
yeax°s of tribal feuds reached the alleged estimated
number of either a faylaq or a khamxs. Even in the
battle of Bu'ath, when both al-Ax\rs and al-Khazraj were
supported by Jewish and nomadic tribes, these numbers
are not credible. It should be noted that after the
rise of Islam the Khazrajite and Awsite warriors, who
actually took part in the battle of Badr and Uhud, are
mentioned as only a few hundred."'" Accordingly, it is
fair to suppose that Yathrib poets had used these
expressions particularly in order to exaggerate their
deeds of glory. Perhaps this assumption is borne out
in the following quotations. Hassan b. Thabit, whose
tribe al-Kliazraj was utterly defeated in the battle of
Bu'ath, attempted to mitigate the defeat by stressing
the glorious deeds of the past.
1) IS, II, part I, 12, 27.
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How many of your chiefs have we killed, in a faylag,
whose destruction has been sought."'' (129)
The attitude of Hassan's rival Qays b. al-Khatxm
was probably the same.
We are people of war, it does not worry us; we lead
a khamis that is spread out like sand-grouse.2
(130)
Qays also mentions the word khamxs in order to
support his emphasis in the first part of the line on
the capability of his tribe of standing the test of war
in general.
On another occasion, Qays mentions the two express¬
ions khamxs and jahfal in a single line, which clearly
shows that Yathribx poets used these phrases only to
exaggerate the size and number of their forces.
O
We visited them openly with a five-fold army (khamxs
leading a huge clamorous army (jahfal) to death,^
(131)
In the martial poetry of Yathrib, the word katiba
(squadron), combined with expressions meaning or
implying the possession of numerous weapons, or strong,
1) Hiwan. (ed, 4A) poem no. 213, line 16.
2) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 23, line 6.
3) khamxs "is an army because it consists of five parts,
namely the van, the body, the right wing, the left
wing, and the rear." Lane's Arabic-English Lexicon.
4) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 14, line 16.
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mighty warriors, etc., appears frequently. The
following are examples
katibatun shahba'. a glazed or lustrous squadron, as an
allusion to the gleam of the steel. Qays b. al-Khatim
says:-
We came to them, a big army whose helmets were
shining like lightning,
Revealing the anklets of their women who were
1
running away.
katibatun mustanna, implying the briskness and strength
of its combatants in battle. Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says
We keep them away from us by an active (mustanna)
squadron of noblemen and protectors.^ (132)
katibatun mush'ila, describing wide deployment of an army,
katibatuu tahun, an indication of the toughness of an
army which crushes whatever it meets. Hassan b. Thabit
says:-
I am not (born) of a chaste mother if you are not
visited throughout your dwelling by a grinding
O
widespread (army) (mush4ilatun tahun). (133)
katibatun malmunia or mulamlama refers to the gathering
and concentration of warriors who hold their formation
in battle. In this same sense Qays b. al-Khatim says:-
1) Diwan, (ed, A), poem no. 4, line 26.
2) Lyall, MUF, I, poem no. LXXV, line 13.
3) Diwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 115» line J.
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And a gathered army (malmuma) like a rock in a
wadi-bed (safat al-MasIl) whose mill turns and
we turn with it. 1 (134)
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat also says:-
And they did not know until there appeared from our
dwellings
A gathered army (mulamlama) with spears and coat
ofmail.(135)
When the poets described an army, they emphasized
the large number of fightersa who do not fear the death
which they inflict upon the enemy.^ They also insisted
c
that there was no rabble present among their force,
but that all were high-ranking nobles^ with long
0
experience in the affairs of war.
While boasting about the exploits of their own
f
people, poets used to swear at and mock their foes,
or reproach them for their stupidity and imbecility,
for the lowness of their birth,*1 or for vainly
threatening their enemies with death and with slavery
for their women.1
Speaking about the results of action in battle,
poets frequently claimed that they had killed prominent
chiefs of the opposing tribe. Sometimes poets claimed
to have forced the enemy to remain in fear or to take
1) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no. 7» line 7.
2) Ms of the Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit (4Adawl) page
185, line 18.
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refuge in strongholds. As examples of each claim
mentioned above, we give extracts as follows.
Qays b. al-Khatim says:-
a) We met them with every experienced warrior
leading behind hirn a prepared throng."'" (136)
and
I advanced from the land of Hijaz with a throng
(of horsemen) which darkened the open space
like scattered sand-grouse. (137)
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
With a heavily-armed detachment whose helmets
gleam brightly, spread out like locusts. (138)
b) Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
We do not fear death, but inflict it upon our
enemies, giving measure for measure.^ (139)
c) Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
Until the battle has ended, and we are gathered
around our banner,
Never calling for the help of medley people. J (i4o)
1) Diwan (ed, A) poem no. 10, line 7«
2) Diwan (ed, A) poem no. 6, line 4.
3) Ms. of the Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawi), page
184, line 7«
4) Lyall, MUF, I, poem no. LXXV, line 12.
5) Lyall, MUF, I, poem no. LXXV, line 15.
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d) Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
We came upon you in the morning with it, (the
army) every horseman of noble mention, who
defends his family in order to be praised."'" (l4l)
And he also says:-
The nobles of Malik came upon them, their young
2
men hastening to terror (i.e. the battle). (l42)
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat also says:-
We keep them away from us by an active squadron
of noblemen and protectors,"^ (143)
e) Hassan b. Thabit says
Noble-nosed, long of arms, noble-expressioned in
the smiting of men wearing coat of mail, having
received wounds.^ (144)
and
With every young man with prominent knuckles,
tempered by lightning against champions
sprinkling blood and musk (i.e. because of
c:
his nobility his blood is like musk). (l45)
1) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 23, line 3.
2) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 3» line 18,
3) Lyall, MUF, I, poem no. LXXV, line 13.
4) Dxwan, (ed, 4A) poem no. 10, line 3&.
5) Dxwan, (ed, 4A) poem no. 4, line 26.
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f) Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
Did you reckon that fighting my people was like
eating bad dates and colocynth seeds?"*" (146)
Hassan, addressing Qays b. al-Khatxrn, sayss-
Al-Aws has tasted battle and has been driven back,
And you are with the womenfolk at every defeat.
Flirting with soft darlc-eyed maidens at the doors,
So adorn your beautiful eyes with kuhl. (147)
g) Qays b. al-Khatira says:-
I see that every time I do something the Banu'r-
Haq'a' (the sons of the stupid women) cause you
difficulty. (148)
h) Hassan says:-
A base mother has driven you away from glory,
And a fire-steel which, when you strike fire with
it, gives no flame(149)
4Abd Allah b. Kawaha also sayss-
You claimed that you killed kings of the Hijaz,
But we only killed slaves (i.e. we are kings,
IX
you are slaves ). (150)
1) Dxwaxi. (ed, A) poem no. 10, line 9.
2) Diwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 2, lines 20-21.
3) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 10, line 16.
^) Diwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 2, line 22.
5) Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit, (ed, 4A) poem no. 114,
line 19.
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i) Hassan b. Thabit says:-
Transrait a poem from me to the clan of an-Nabit
that will humble them.
They have taken an oath to us (i.e. they are our
By God, we will indeed kill you savagely when the
horsemen are put to flight.
Until you, al-Aws, call for escape, and humiliation
appears in your katlba.
You were slaves of ours whom we used as servants
for those who came to visit us; and slaves
are made weak,"'" (l5l)
Qays b. al-Khatim also says:-
We will not cease, as long as we live, killing
subordinates).




Every day we make a raid against al-Aws in which
O
we kill their lions (valiants). (153)
and
Have we not left the gatherings of mourners
4
bewailing their chieftains. (154)
l) Dlwan, (ed, 4A) poem no. 213, lines 7-10.
2) Diwan, (ed. A) poem no. 10, line 18.
3) Diwan, (ed. 'A) poem no. 26, line 19.
4) Diwan, (ed. 4A) poem no. 115> line 9.
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Ibn al-Khatxm also says:-
Our swords hit the nobles of Banu Malik b. al-
Agharr,
Leaving the sons of slaves and wood-gatherers. (155 )
k) Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
It pleased me to see them not leaving the innermost
recesses of their strongholds.
Never daring to get their camels into the pasture
except with someone to accompany them.
Had it not been for the summits of your strongholds
you know that well,
And keeping away from open tracts of land, you
would have shared the fate of the (captive)
women.
You could not keep us out of any place we wished,
As a refuge for you except for your own rooms. (156)
Poetic Images Describing The Army In General.
Yathribx poets used to speak extensively about their
army, and they seem to have developed a particular talent
for vivid military imagery. Here we shall refer to some
examples which do not appear in the poems that we will
deal with later.
An army on the move was described in a number of
1) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, line 27.
2) Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, lines 29-31.
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different similes, varying according to the particular
aspect emphasized. The way in which an unmounted army
spreads out over the landscape is compared to the first
and most deceiving mirage. Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
With an army of infantrymen like the first appearance
of a mirage, in front of it squadrons among whom
are men in coats of mail and men without mail.1
(157)
Hassan b. Thabit likens the action of people
fighting each other to a camel daubed with tar.
When we fight you on foot we are like camels, black
(with tar), fighting. (158)
The preceding image of Hassan inspired his rival
Qays b. al-Khat~m to describe the state of commotion
the moving to and fro of their squadron and its coherence
in action which he compares, in the violence and
destruction caused, to that of a grinding handmill and
a violent, mangy, tar-daubed camel.
And a gathered army like a rock in a wadi-bed whose
mill turns and we turn with it.
We advanced on them like scabby camels with tar
sticking to their flanks. (159)
1) Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit, Ms. ('Adawi) , page 185.
line 15.
2) Diwan, (ed, 4A) poem no. 115» line 17.
3) Diwan, (ed. A) poem no. 7> lines 7-8.
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Because of the speed and violence of their march¬
ing, warriors are said to be like camels driven to water
after five days and longing for their spring-born foals
from which they have been separated. Qays b. al-Khatim
says:-
If a group of them decides to retire, they return as
camels which have gone five days without drinking
return to water yearning for their spring-born
foals. 1 (160)
The humiliation of those who surrender or submit
to the demands of the enemy, or the army forced to leave
the heat of battle by the superior strength of their
opponents, or because they are inferior fighters, are
likened to male camels among female camels in milk.
Qays b. al-Khatim says:-
We forced you back with our swords so that you were
rendered more humble
Than your male camels among milk camels. (l6l)
The lack of resistance, and the superiority of a
victory, inspired Qays b. al-Khatim to compare the
victims who were slain in the battle to slaughtered
sheep.
1) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no. 9» line 4.
2) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, line 33.
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When you overcome them in battle they are like
sheep whom the drinkers slaughter."'" (l62)
Because of its great number, the army has been
likened to swarms of locusts and to sand-grouse. Qays
b. al-Khatim says:-
We are people of war, it does not worry us: We
lead a khamis that is spread out like sand-
grouse. (163)
The caniparison of the attacker to lions and
leopards is employed to demonstrate wildness, ferocity
and severity, both in attack and in courage. Hassan b.
Thabit says:-
A people of Najjar surrounds you like forest lions
who dwell in a lair.
The lion remains in it quietly, and he only makes a
O
quiet noise when he goes around it. (164)
In the same sense, Qays b. al-Khatim says:-
A band of al-Aws advanced, shaking their spears,
As lions walk in scattered rocky ground.^ (165)
and
When they have left their women for us, we are like
K
lions who have cubs in the thickets of BIsha.
(166)
1) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no. 2, line 10.
2) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 23j line 6.
3) Diwan, (ed,'A) poem no. 115, lines 14-15.
4) Diwan, (ed, A) page 227.
5) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 8, line 7.
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and
When you meet the merx of al-Aws you meet the
raiment of lions and the skins of leopards. (167)
The Flight.
Flight from the battlefield was regarded as a mark
of disgrace and a loss of self-respect; and every tribe,
clan or individual, especially those of high rank, did
their best to avoid flight.
When the poets described the heat of battle, in
particular one in which their warriors gained ground,
or had achieved some advantages against the adversary,
they used to emphasize the achievements of that action
by glorifying and boasting of the courage of their
fighting men who had stood their ground. In this sense,
Qays b. al-Khatxm Sciys:-
If we ran away, the worst we could do would be to
2
draw our faces or shoulders backwards,
Averting our cheeks, while the spears are fighting,
holding firmly to our places in the fray. (l68)
When the battle ended, the victors usually took
this opportunity to diminish the reputation of their
enemy by enumerating those rivals who had fled leaving
their dead behind them. Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
1) 13xwan, (ed, A) poem no. 15, line 10.
2) Either to prepare themselves for attacking or
warding off an attack.
3) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, lines 18-19.
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I wish Suwayd had seen those of you who were
dragged away dead,
And those who fled when they were driven like
herds of cattle.^ (169)
Exaggeration has often been used by poets
describing the way in which they had driven their
enemies from the field. For example, Abu C^ays b. al-
Aslat claimed that it was only the dust of the battle
which made the escape of his rival possible.
Malik barely escaped beneath the dust, yet the
The poets also attempted to belittle their foes and
lower their moral by saying that when they fled they
were in such a state of fear and panic that they
abandoned their equipment. 'Ubayd b. Nafidh al-Awsx saysi-
The kinsmen of Abu '1-Hubab were harmed by his
fleeing with his life on the day of as-Sarara.
He turned his back on that day and threw down his
coat of mail when someone said "Death has come
in search (of you) from behind.
Setting off (in flight) rescued you from us after
O
the spears had been pointed at you." (171)
1) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, line 36.
2) Ms. of the Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawl) page
soul's days are counted and enumerated
, x 2
(i.e. one cannot live for ever). (170)
185, line 17.
3) Ath., Kamil. I, 498.
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Thrusting with the Spear.
When speaking of thrusting with the spear, poets
used to stress that the blow hit the victim in the most
vulnerable spot.
Various descriptions are given to indicate the
manner and condition of the wound. Some describe it
as fatal blows which are vigorously directed at the
belly of the enemy,a or which make wounds causing an
artery to pour with blood.^
Others have insisted that they pierced the enemy
Q
with spears which passed through the body of the victim.
Sometimes it has been stated that the wound has a passage
through the body of the person who has been stabbed by
d
a man seeking revenge and making an angry assault.
Occasionally, poets claim that during the fighting
their combatants were able to inflict wounds upon their
adversaries such that the upper portion of their chests
0
was stained with blood. As examples of each claim
mentioned above, we give extracts as follows
a) Qays b. al-Khatxin says:-
The lions are not the kind to take their siesta
in the thicket, but lions of the forests who
wound in the stomach on (the day of) Dhu ' 1-
Jadr. 1 (172)
l) Piwan, (ed, A) page 231.
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Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
The chief of the people was left lying prone with
a wound which left gushing, flowing blood under
1
the arteries. (173)
Abu Qays also says:-
And I left your chief with a spear-thrust, gushing
from a penetrating spear. (174)
Qays b. al-Khatxm says:-
»
I wounded Ibn 4Abd al-Qays with the thrust of an
avenger,
A deep wound (which everyone could see) except for
the red blood which brightened it.
I made my hand do it confidently and I made its
wound flow. So that, standing before the man,
3
one could see through to what was behind him.
(175)
Hassan b. Thabit says:-
Aws b. Khalid escaped on the day of fear, gushing
with blood like red tassels of leather, with a
stained upper chest.^ (176)
Ms. of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawl) page
185, line 16.
Ms. of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit (4Adawx) page
184, line 9.
Dxwan, (ed, A) poem no. 1, lines 7-8.
Dxwan, (ed.4 A) poem no. 244, line 4.
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The Poetic Image of Thrusting.
The gush of blood caused by a wound is likened to
water as it pours from several holes at the base of a
freshly-dug well. Hassan b. Thabit says:-
With a smiting which (even) the jinn hearken to,
And a thrusting like the mouths of wells."'' (177)
The wound's width and its perilousness have been
compared to the innermost depths of a dark cave. Hassan
also says:-
If you escape from it, Juwayy, it is wide like the
bottom of a cave dark of depths. (178)
The image of a camel's lips has inspired Dirham b.
Zayd al-Awsi. He compares the parting of the flesh
caused by the blows to the slackness of a camel's lips.
The chiefs of al-Aws rebutted what Malik said with a
3
blow like the loose lips of a broken-m camel.
(179)
The Striking.
The mention of striking appears during a poet's
description of battle scenes.
The immediate consequences of a blow, poets
admitted, are terrible and frightening, but they
1) Diwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 153, line 15.
2) Diwan, ^ 2, cf 7 ^A ) poem no. .244, line 5.
3) Sha,, Hamasa, 39, line 3.
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emphasized that the main object of a blow is to ward
off unjust enemy action.
Poets describe the cruel consequences of a blow,
stating that it pierced the coat of mail and caused
much loss of life in which heads were split and pieces
of hands and legs were severed and scattered over the
battlefield.
'Urwa b. al-Ward, or Hassan b. Thabit, describes
the blows at the battle of ad-Darak when he sayss-
May my mother be a ransom for 4Awf, all of them,
And Banu '1-Abyad on the day of ad-Darak.
They prevented a wrong being inflicted on me with
a blow which penetrated under the edges of the
mail-coats, rending.
And fingers whose ends were cut off,
And hocks cut like small trees."'" (180)
Poetic Images of Striking.
The heads which were struck off and thrown to the
ground are compared to a colocynth plant which drops its
bitter fruits around itself. Qays b. al-lvhatlm says:-
tfhen our detachment appeared following with the dawn,
The heads of the Khazrajites were like colocynths
(i.e. scattered on the ground.) (l8l)
1) Piwan (ed, Barquqi) page 296.
2) Diwan (ed, a) poem no. 8, line 2.
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The striking and severing of the victims' heads
has been compared to the action of cutting down branches
of trees with a bill-hook. Ibri al-Khatlm says:-
Between ash-Shar4abx and Ratij there is a smiting,
like a bill-book lopping a sayyal tree."^ (182)
The victims falling down to the ground when they are
struck are likened to felled palms. Ibn al-Khatxm saysi-
They have lost ninety of their chiefs, like palm
trees felled by a south wind, (183)
Poetic Exaggeration.
Poetry was regarded as the archives (Pi.wan) of the
Arabs, simply because it records their wars, illustrates
their habits and customs, and gives a faithful picture
of the tribal life of nomadic Arabia.
Among the nomadic Arabs it was traditionally
believed that the glorious deeds of a tribe were these
3
recorded battles.
When the accounts of these events which had long
been maintained as an oral tradition were written down
in the 'Abbasid period, it was poetry which provided the
Muslim scholars with the most considerable and remarkable
accounts. But poets who had celebrated these events seem
to have exaggerated the achievements of their kinsmen in
1) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no. 6, line 5.
2) Piwan, poem no. 2, line 12.
3) Tabaqat, 39-40.
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battles in which, they were engaged.
Exaggeration, therefore, is one factor which
characterised martial poetry in general.
Turning to the martial poetry of Yathrib, we observe
that poets exaggerated in the estimation of the numbers
of their own warriors who had taken part in battle,
in emphasising the loss of life among the defeated
enemy,'3 the bluntness of the once-sharp swords, their
Q
bloodiness and so on at the end of the battle, the
d
resistance with which the advancing enemy had been met,
the confusion and the disintegration of an overwhelmed
army and the reactions of its warriors to the misfortune
0
befalling them, the state of the women whose menfolk
f
had been killed in battle, and the scourge and
devastation of warfare in general.®
As examples of each claim mentioned above, we give
extracts as follows:-
a) Qays Ibn al-Khatxm says:-
If you threw colocynth on the top of our helmets,
It would not roll off our closely-packed helmets
And he also says:-
I advanced from the land of Hijaz with a throng
(of horsemen),







1) Piwan, (ed, A) poem no. 4, line 17.
2) Diwan, (ed, A) poem no. 6, line 9.
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and
When a great army came from Banu 'Amr, on
account of which the rough ground and the
hills shook. 1 (186)
b) Qays Ibn al-Khatlm sayss-
You see the black volcanic ground turning red,
And every hill and piece of hard ground is
running with it (blood). (I87)
and
And the swords of al-Aws and the edge of their
blades only left a few scattered (survivors)
of you."^ (188)
c) Qays b. al-Khatlm says:-
When we unsheath our swords they are white, when
we meet our enemy,
But when we put them back in the scabbards they
4 / v
are red with their blades worn out. (189)
Hassan Ibn Thabit also sayss-
When we are angry, with our swords, we make
skulls their scabbards. 5 (190)
1) Diwan, poem no. 17, line 4.
2) Diwan, poem no. 6, line 7«
3) Diwan, poem no. 10, line 17.
4) Diwan, poem no. 4, line 23•
5) 'Ask, Ma'anl. II, 51.
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d) * Abd Allah b. Rawaha says:-
You boasted of a gathering of men which visited you
In your dwelling, which advanced until they were
repulsed by (your)fingers.^ (l9l)
e) The Khazrajite poet, Anas b. al-'Ala' addressing
his rival Qays b. al-Khatxm, sayss-
We came upon them in the morning in the battle
with a raid, and after that Qays became confused.
Biting the ends of his fingers whenever a horseman
of ours appeared, seeking battle in order to
come to (someone's) aid. (192)
f) Abu Qays b. al-Aslat says:-
On every side there were slain men of yours to
whom the wild beasts came and fed.
Your women left bereaved ones after that, and
exchanged constraint for eye-paint.
Between women in mourning and between women
weeping in grief for the killing of a faithful
one who has been slain. (193)
g) *Abd Allah b. Rawaha saysi-
We do not desire blood-revenge from the allies,
For we have had our revenge on the leaders and
the led.
1) Dxwan of Qays b. al-Khatxm, (ed, A) page 201
2) Dxwan of Qays b. al-Khatxm, (ed, A) page 221.
3) The Ms. of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawi)
Page 184.
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And your women in every dwelling-place were
scratching their wrists and their cheeks.
We have left Jahjaba humiliated,
And 'Awf sitting in their gatherings.
And we have taken the clan of Abu Umayya by force,
And we have made Aws Allah to follow Thamud.^ (194)
Finally, we end this survey of the poetic images
concerning war and arms by analysing briefly four poems
ascribed to Abu Qays b. al-Aslat and Qays b. al-Khatlm
from the Aws tribe, and 'Abd Allah b. Hawaha and Ka'b b.
Malik from the Khazraj tribe. In this analysis we have
tried to show the poetic ability of each poet by
examining closely the style and similes of the poems
included.
It should be noted that the poets mentioned had
direct experience of the tribal feuds and were highly
esteemed for the services they had rendered by defend¬
ing the cause of their tribes through their poetry.
The Awsite Poets
A. Abu Qays b. al-Aslat
The poet Abu Qays b. al-Aslat, whose tribe al-Aws
had suffered defeat on several occasions when he was in
command, spoke in the following lines about the hard¬
ship of war:-
l) Q. , Jainhara, 224.
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She spoke, and she was not fair in her foul
utterance,
Enough of it, it has all reached my hearing.
Disowned me (hit him) when you perceived me,
For war is an ogre full of pains.
Whosoever tastes war, will find it bitter,
And it will confine him in a rugged place.
The top of the helmet has thinned out my hair,
I never had but a wink of sleep.
I strive for the good of the mass of Banu Malik,
Everybody strives for his own good.
I have prepared for the enemies a coat of double
mail,
Wide and shining like a pool in a depression.
I push it away from me with (the sheath of) an
Indian sword,
Sharp and shining like pure salt.
Hard, cutting, incisive of edge,
And a tawny, solid, convex shield.
The armour of a death-defying man,
Cautious of Time, unflagging, uncomplaining.
Firmness and strength are better than
Trickery, weakness and indolence.
The sand-grouse is not like the little sand-grouse,
And the herded folk among men are not like the
herdsman.
-2$k-
Ve do not fear death, but inflict it upon our
enemie s,
Giving measure for measure.
We keep them away from us by an active squadron
(katiba),
Well provided with noblemen ('Aranln) and protectors.
We are like lions protecting cubs,
Roaring in forest and winding valleys.
Until the battle has ended, and we are gathered
around our banner,
Never calling for the help of medley people.
Did you not ask the horsemen, when they departed,
When I hurried and when I slowed down?
How I spent money on thern - though it is most
treasured by others,
And how I answered the call (for war, or help).
I strike the crests of men's helmets on the day
of clamour,
With the sword which I was not backward in using.
I cross the desolate expanse where people fear
destruction, on a white she-camel which runs
eagerly.
A she-camel, strong as a male which has its unique
way of running,
Its gear padded with felt of Hira and saddle-cloths.
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21. It keeps on running, need not be struck, reliable,
never faltering.
22. The edges of its saddle-padding flutter,
As though blown by a violent, tempestuous north
wind.
23. I decorate its saddle with an embroidered rug,
From Hira woven of divers colours, or made of
• 7
patches sewn together.
24. With it I go about my business,
Indeed the brave man is subject to treacherous
Fate. (195)
In general, the poet appears to be describing his
own experience when he describes the preparation for war,
the weapons which had been used in the fighting, the
squadron and its men taking part in the battle. In his
description of war (2-3) Abu Qays uses an imaginative
simile when he describes war as a Ghul. Even in the
third line the poet uses an uncommon image, comparing war
to a bitter taste.
In the second hemistich of the third line another
imaginative metaphor is given, to demonstrate the human
burden of war. The poet likened the hardships suffered
by those involved in war to a man forced to stay upon a
rugged place.
Lines 4-5.
In lines 4-5, Abu Qays speaks about his activity
during the period in which he led his tribe. In poetical
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phrases the poet tells us that his mind was fully
occupied by that warfare.
The exaggeration of the simile about the helmet
which has rubbed the hair off his head is congruous to
the subject-matter, since the poet wanted to demonstrate
that he actually played a vital part during this quarrel.
In the second hemistich of line four, Abu Qays did
not give rein to his imagination as much as he did in
the first part of the line, but he seems to be more
realistic in explaining his duty as a leader. Perhaps it
is true that responsibility like that which had been
assumed by Qays makes one react in the same manner as
expressed by the poet when he claims that because he was
in charge of that warfare he had never relaxed or enjoyed
any period of rest.
Lines 6-8.
From these lines regarding the equipment of war it
appears quite clear that Abu Qays does not give the
description of war and arms only from his poetic imagin¬
ation but rather that it is based mainly on his real
experiences. With regard to the similes and metaphors
used in this poem, it is quite apparent that Abu Qays
had drawn his images in the same manner as the previous
poets of the Jahiliyya period, but also extracted them
from his observation of the daily life of his own people.
For example, consider the comparison of the gloss of his
coat of mail to a pool in a clay bottom, or the gleam of
his sword to pure salt.
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In order to show that the poet was a man of real
experience, we may consider the expression wadiq hadduhu,
in which the poet gives the impression that his sword was
not only thirsting for the blood of his enemies but that
it would penetrate deeper when striking an enemy and
inflict deep wounds upon him.
In the second hemistich, the expression qarra'l
means solid, but the meaning here also is that his shield
was always able to strike against an enemy.
Lines 9-12,
Besides his ability as one of the greatest Awsite
poets, Abu Qays possessed other qualities which made him
a prominent leader among his tribe. Even after the rise
of Islam, when Medina became the main centre of the new
faith, his influence on his own clan kept them back from
accepting Islam, and that was continued until his death.
In addition to his leadership, the tribe of al-Aws had
acknowledged his military gifts, in spite of his mis¬
fortune during the period he was in command.
These lines seem to have reinforced this assumption,
because we notice that Abu Qays emphasizes that victory
over the enemy would be achieved not only by martial
courage and strength but also by being vigilant and
cautious of Time.
The expression hadhir is of great interest, because
it implies that one should make oneself ready to ward off
any sudden attack that might be launched by one's enemies.
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For a belligerent, both firmness and bravery are essen¬
tial factors, but for an experienced fighter these are
ineffective if they are tied up with weak will and
feeble-mindedness.
Lines 13-15»
In these lines, Abu Qays speaks about the active
detachment which repels the enemy attack. We fully
appreciate the vocabulary expressed in this poem in
general, and in these lines in particular. We also
notice that the poet's expressions are in accord with
the subject-matter and are fitting. Take, for instance,
the word *Aranln, which has been used in the sense of
superciliousness and honour.
In line l4, we admire his authentic imagery, which
he uses to compare the boldness of men taking part in
fighting to lions warding off an attack on their whelps.
In line 15 the phrase j uinma * i is apt to some extent,
since the poet wants to glorify his tribe's deeds and to
emphasize that al-Aws, during their dispute with al-
Khazraj, had never asked for the help of medley people.
Lines 16-18.
As a well-known leader who played a vital role during
his life, the poet points out some of the reasons which
made him capable of reaching that status. When the war
breaks out he is the first to face death and the last to
retreat.
In the battle, when attacking the enemy, he has
never hesitated or felt reluctant, but always hastens
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to meet death and to smite the crests of men's helmets
with his sword.
Regardless of the fact that goods were a most
treasured thing, in spite of his needs he made them
available to any one of his kinsfolk. He easily gave
them to those who were covetous arid very eager to obtain
them. He was always willing to help his tribesmen, and
when one of his kinsfolk asked for help he immediately
answered his call.
Lines 19-24.
The poet ends his poem by employing one of the most
genuine expressions used by the earliest poets describing
a she-camel.
The point which has to be noticed here is that, in
the past, among the nomadic Arabs, horses played the
vital part in their warfare, but neither al-Aws nor al-
Khazraj seem to have used them during the long period of
hostility in which each tribe vigorously opposed the
other.
This is probably because the quarrel between al-Aws
and al-Khazraj was an internal one, and, moreover, most
of their feuds were merely skirmishes between a few
families and individuals. Another factor is that, in
the society of Yathrib where land might have represented
the main wealth of individuals, horses in particular
were not attractive to settled people living in a
primitive society with very meagre and poor resources
like cultivation of land.
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Even in Islam, when the enmity between al-Aws and
al-Khazraj was removed lor ever and both of them faced
the external enemies who had to be fought outside their
borders, horses were rarely used on their side.
In the battle of Badr, where the first real
confrontation took place between Mecca and Medina, only
two horses were brought forward by the Muslims as
against one hundred horses in the army of the poly-
theists of Quraysh.
In the battle of Uhud, the Quraysh army included
two hundred horses as against two in the Islamic army.
Finally, it should be understood that in the poetry
ascribed to the poets of Yathrib, the description of
horses in general is very rare indeed.
B. Qays b. al-Khatlin
12. Praise to Allah, Lord of the Ka'ba, since Duhayy
had been crushed and been overcome.
13. The first of them (to escape) took the hard road,
Calling upon their cousins in grief.
14. Their chief was left at the place of battle,
With an arrow in him so that you would think
him a flame.
15. And the two sons of Haram and Thabit,
Their horses have been scattered and they have
perished.
16. We visited them openly with a five-fold army,
Leading a huge, clamorous army to death.
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17. Banu '1-Aws caine like a hail-bearing cloud,
Which the wind caused to pour (lit. milked)
as it advanced.
18. Noble, like a sudden flood, followed by a steady
downpour which makes the mountain slopes flow.
19. Banu 11-Aws when war is kindled,
Are like a fire which consumes the firewood.
20. Banu '1-Aws are a company of people who strike
truly and establish the binding of wounds
and scars (for the enemy),
21. They lift up the head of the chief of their
brothers,
Until they (the enemy) turn their backs and take
to flight.
22. With every flexible, cutting-edged, sharp (sword)
Which goes deep when you brandish it.
23. Banu '1-Aws said, of their forbearance, go and do
not take booty of them.
2k. Those in the rear lead those in front, as the
seller leads his cattle.
25. When their chief calls them to death, their bands
gather about them in throngs. (196)
At the beginning it must be pointed out that there
is an introduction in the Piwan of Qays which speaks of
the occasion on which the poem was recited. It claims
that Qays composed this poem in connection with a feud
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which had flared up between two branches of the Aws
tribe. This assumption, however, contradicts the poem
itself, because Qays not only boasts about the tribe
of al-Aws in general (lines 17, 19. 20) but refers to
some historic events which were supposed to have taken
place duidng the battle of Bu1ath (lines 14, 21, 23, 25)
On the other hand, in the Ms. of the Diwan of
Hassan b. Thabit ('Adawl, p. 155) it is mentioned that
Qays recited this poem especially to indicate that al-
Aws had desisted from taking the booty of al-lChazraj
after their defection in the battle of Bu'ath. A
fragment of a poem attacking Qays b. al-Khatxm in
particular is included in the Ms, of the Diwan of Hassan
following Qays* poem which now appears in the edition of
the Diwan of Qays edited by al-Asad. This fragment is
ascribed to the Khazrajite poet 'Abd Allah b. Rawaha as
his answer to Qays* poem. Ibn Rawaha1s fragment consists
of eight lines, and it has the same metre and rhyme as
the poem attributed to Qays, which also supports the
supposition that Qays composed his poem with reference
to the battle of Bu'ath.
Mr. al-Asad, in his published edition of the Diwan
of Qays (p.l7l), discusses this point and supports the
statement found in the Ms. of the Diwan of Hassan.
Qays begins his poem by amorously addressing his
beloved Hind. Because of this we have not taken the




As we have seen from the first line and some others
included in the Diwan, Qays occasionally refers to God.
This has no connection with fighting, but it seems that
the mention of God is either to praise Allah, the Creator,
1 2
and to ask for his help, or to strengthen an oath.
With regard to the first line mentioned above, Qays says
'al-Hamdu li-Lah' ('Praise to God'), simply because one
of the most hateful adversaries of Banu Duhayy was
entirely defeated. In addition to these lines which are
addressed to Banu Duhayy, Qays attacked them vigorously
3
on different occasions in his Diwan.
In order to show how the poet supplements his poem
with the most vivid style and excellent phrases which
have been drawn exclusively from his observations of
daily life, we may consider the expression Hazn at-TarTq,
which emphasizes that the enemy not only escaped from the
battlefield but fled in the direction of the difficult
terrain, choosing the high, rugged places in an attempt
to seek refuge and to make further attack or pursuit
more difficult.
Line s 16-18.
These lines clearly illustrate the points concerning
the authentic style of the poem mentioned above. In the
1) Diwan, (ed, Asad) pp. 105, 113, 155, 175, 206.
2) Diwan, pp. Ill and 206.
3) Diwan, 50, 6l and 71•
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beginning the poet stresses that they did not take their
foes in a surprise attack, but openly challenged them,
leading a huge army hastening to face death. The word
La jiba, which means 'noisy sound1, is probably used to
emphasize the commotion of this army, but it fits the
subject-matter and is used in the correct context.
The expressions included in line 17 and 18 seem to
have been carefully chosen to stress that the Awsite
fighters were not only very organised and well-armed,
but noble of birth and numerous. Let us take^ for instance,
the phrase 1Arida which originally means a collection of
rainy clouds. We have seen from this line that Qays
compared the gathering and marching of the combatants
with the gathering of rain clouds. The poet uses the
word Barida to g;ive us an image of the rushing and
thundering of the Awsite warriors as they make their way
to the battlefield, and the noise caused by them and their
armaments is compared to the hail-bearing cloud which
often accompanies thunder.
No word in these lines is in conflict with another,
Str 1 k W\
and line 18 in particular is full of unique' phrases which
describe the army in detail. Let us take, for example,
the first word, Ar'an, which has been used to signify
the greatness of the army. Because of its size, height
and permanence it was likened to a portion of a mountain.
It is also used to imply the strength and firmness of the
army. Occasionally it might be used to emphasize its
numerousness by the noise made by rain falling from it.
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The other expressions included in this line
demonstrate that the Awsite army was numerous and
widely spread over the battlefield. They also emphasize
that they had rushed on to the battlefield like a
torrent which engulfed whatever lay in its path (consider
the phrase al-Atiyy), and continuously fought the enemy
until the battle was ended (consider Sawb Mulithth),
Lines 19-20.
In these lines the poet boasts of the capability
of the men of his tribe who have proved themselves
valiant warriors and who, in spite of the vehemence of
war, were able to withstand the test of fighting and to
provide further evidence of their valour in the shape of
the scars and wounds inflicted on the enemy. The com¬
parison of war to fire is probably given to stress the
devastations of war.
Line 21.
A note is given in the front of this line in the
margin of the Ms. of the PIwan of Hassan b. Thabit. It
says that the man the poet has in mind was 'Amr b. an-
Nu'man of Bayada, the Khazrajite leader who was killed
by an arrow in the battle of Bu'ath.
Line 22.
Perhaps in this line the poet provides the most
vivid expressions for the sword. The first phrase is
Layn; it means 'flexible', and furthermore implies
that this sword was of high quality. It was not only
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extremely sharp ('Adb), but would penetrate deep into the
body of the man struck by it (Mad Daribatuhu and Rasaba).
In the Lis an al-*Arab (Rasab) it is pointed out that the
Prophet called his sword 1Rasub', meaning deep-thrusting,
while Khalid b. al-Walxd called his own sword 'Mirsaba'.
Lines 23-25 »
In line 23 there is an indication of an historical
event which supposed that al-Aws had refrained from
taking the booty of al-Khazraj after their defeat in
the battle of Bu'ath. The defeated troops driven off are
said to be like cattle in their submission, while their
responses to their rival are compared to a seller leading
cattle to the market (line 24).
Finally, in the Ms. of the Dxwan of Hassan b. Thabit,
there is another marginal note for the last line. It
points out that the person who had summoned them was
Hudayr b. Simak,
According to reliable sources, Hudayr was seriously
wounded in the battle and died a few days later.
The Khazra.jite Poets
A. 1Abd Allah b. Rawaha
During our brief discussion of the differences
between the martial poetry ascribed to Hassan b. Thabit
and Qays b. al-Khatxm, we noted that Hassan rarely uses
striking images of warfare.
On the other hand, because the extant poems ascribed
to the other Khazrajite poets, 'Abd Allah b. Rawaha and
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Ka'b b. Malik, are so few, it is probably impossible to
give any conclusive account of their military exploits.
Only two pre-Islamic poems ascribed to Ibn Rawaha
have been found, and, in spite of the fact that both
these poems deal with the tribal feuds of Yathrib,
neither of them gives us an elaborate description of
the instruments of war which might shed light on Ibn
Rawaha1s military ability. To illustrate this point we
extract the following lines from one of the two recorded
poems, which is supposed to have been composed concern¬
ing the battle of Bu'ath.
1. Even though other people's reputations may have
been altered.
You find us generous therein and noble in our
sword-blades.
2. We defend our reputations with our hereditary
wealth,
(Given) to those who have no (glorious past), or
those who are in need and ask for their due.
3. How many a blind man has our forbearance led to
the right path,
And how many a mischievous enemy have we set
straight, after he had been obstinate.
4. And how many a constricted battlefield, in whose
midst you see death,
Have we advanced to like unruly camels.
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5. With silent men, over whose skin you see armour,
and shining helmets like the colour of the stars.
6. And they are bold beneath their coats of mail, like
lions, when the swords are unsheathed they strike.
7. On every day of battle, their strongholds, together
with endurance, are their noble cutting swords.
8. You boasted of a gatiiering of men which visited
you in your dwellings,
Which advanced until they were repulsed by fingers.
9. They (Khazraj) threw the fortresses open and then
went up, searching on the suspicion that there
were surviving fugitives among Qurayza. (197)
To some extent it is probably credible that Ibn
Rawaha deliberately attempted to play down the total
rout of his tribe by boasting of the generosity and
hospitality of his kinsmen in being kind and protective
to those who had no glorious tribal past, and in their
forbearance towards trouble-makers and their capability
to exhaust them (lines 1-3)
Lines 4-6.
In the battle, when the atmosphere is bitter with
fear and panic, the word dank is used to describe the
fierceness of the fighting and to emphasize that what¬
ever happened the Khazraj would never be reluctant to
face the heat of battle, for when war breaks out they
hasten to death at full speed. The image of the unruly
camels is common among the Jahiliyya poets, and it is
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used here to symbolise and stress the strength of the
warriors and to describe the speed of the army as it
makes its way to the battlefield.
The word khurs is the plural of kharsa', and
according to the explanation of the Islamic sources it
was used to mean katlba. It was called kharsa', which is
•silent', by reason of the multitude of the coats of mail
without any clashing of arms.
The gleam of the instruments of war inspired the
poet to compare them with the stars (line 5). In the
battle itself, when swords are unsheathed and fighters
need courage, the Khazraj fight as vigorously as lions
warding off an attack (line 6).
Perhaps the defeated poet had no alternative but
to disseminate propaganda, which relied on exploiting
the glorious achievements of the past. A Good example
of this can be seen in lines 7-9> when the poet
emphasizes that when war breaks out and some people
prefer to take refuge in their strongholds, the
Khazrajites' favourite shelter is in their own fine,
sharp swords (line 7)*
Poetic exaggeration may sometimes lead to mis¬
representation of the facts. Probably the best example
of this can be seen in lines 8-9. Here the poet claims
that his tribe's forces have advanced until they are
repulsed by the very fingers of their enemy. But it
might be assumed that the poet is referring to a triumph
achieved before the defeat of Bu'ath, or perhaps he is
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describing their favourable position at Bu'ath at the
beginning of the fighting when Aws are put to flight.
B. Ka'b b. Malik
During our study on the poetry of Ka'b we have
remarked that, from his pre-Islamic poetry, only one
recorded poem has so far been ascribed to him. But, as
we have already noted, the poetical gift of Ka'b during
the earliest period of Islam is unquestionable.
The poem ascribed to Ka'b runs as follows
1. Ibn al-Aslat claimed that we did not avenge our
dead at Bu'ath and that we did not (kill) more
(than our opponents).
2. With thirsty, sharpened and poisoned (spears), and
with every sword, white (shining) like a pool.
3. And a wide, long coat of mail whose nails ripple
like the rippling of a pond on rugged, hard
ground.
4. And with thiclc-necked young men, raiders, whoever
meets them on the day of the disaster (battle)
is driven off (or: killed).
5. Have you forgotten your people, whose spears
blackened you (i.e. shamed you) after you had
gone grey, and you were not made a chief.
6. You saw Abu 'Aqil in the battle, and you turned
aside your horse from him to escape.
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7. You were niggardly of your life with him when he
had perished, and you left him on the hard
ground without a pillow (unburied). (198)
Ka'b b. Malik, whose tribe al-Khazraj suffered the
humiliation of defeat at the last confrontation with al-
Aws, starts his poem with an address to his rival Abu
Qays b. al-Aslat who celebrated the victory of his tribe
at the battle of Bu'ath.
Ka'b admits in the opening line that a number of his
kinsmen had been killed in the battle, but emphasizes
that blood revenge for those who fell had already been
taken in events which occurred before the combat of
Bu'ath.
Perhaps the word Nazdadi ('we exceed') is used to
describe the earliest triumphs of al-Khazraj over al-Aws.
Lines 2-3.
As we see from these lines, the poet describes the
instruments of war - in particular, spears, swords and
coats of mail. To emphasize the cruel consequences of
either a sword blow or the thrust of a spear, poets often
used the word mudharraba, which means sharp and, further,
steeped in poison, in order to inflict fatal blows.
The expression nawahil is probably used to indicate
that the spears are thirsty for the blood of the enemy.
In the third line the poet uses two words, mufada
and zaghaf, to explain that a coat of mail is wide and
well-shaped. Ka'b twice uses the image of the surface
of a pond to describe the glitter of a sword and the
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gloss of the mail's rings. A suggested explanation for
this is that we may assume that Ka'b draws these images
according to the geographical character of Yathrib,
since most of its land consists of either mountainous
or stony areas, in which pools of water are quite common.
Line 4.
In this line the poet describes the warriors by
stressing that they were bold, unbending, fighting men,
tough and eager to face the challenge of an enemy (Ghulb
ar-Riqab). The word mughawir originally means those who
made frequent raids against others, but it might be
used here to mean that they were fighters with direct
experience of warfare.
The expression Yawm al-l-cariha (the day of battle)
is often used to emphasize the vehemence of war and its
discomfort and hardship in general.
Lines 5-7•
Ka'b uses these lines to attack his adversary Abu
Qays b. al-Aslat who played a vital part in the final
stages of the tribal feuds of Yathrib.
On the other hand, the poet also attempted to
exploit the glorious deeds of the past when al-Khazraj
were victorious. Abu 'Aqil b. al-Aslat, the brother of
Abu Qays, was killed on the day of al-Jisr (Diwan Hassan,
poem no. 115), an event among the feuds of Hafib. Ka'b
the poet took this opportunity to claim that Abu Qays
had fled from the battle of al-Jisr, leaving his brother
dead behind him, and that had it not been for the speed
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of his horse he would have met the same end as his
brother. Ka1b further exploited the achievements of
that event by emphasizing that AbG Qays fled in fear
and panic, aiming to save his own life, while his
brother was left lying upon hard ground without any
covering of earth on his body.
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Chapter Three.
(l) THE WARS BETWEEM MECCA AND MEDINA IN THE
EARLY ISLAMIC PERIOD.
(a) Development of Martial Poetry in Mecca and Medina
in the Early Islamic Period.
In the previous chapters a summary has been given
of internal conditions in Mecca and Medina in the
twenty years or so preceding the rise of Islam. From
the time of the Hijra (622) a virtual state of war
existed between Mecca and Medina for about eight years.
The state of belligerency came to an end when the Prophet
occupied Mecca (8/629) and forced Quraysh to accept
Islam.
Islamic sources record"'" a vast collection of
information, detailing all expeditions and battles
which took place during the Prophet's stay in Medina.
In the following pages our object is to study the
development of martial poetry in Mecca and Medina
during the Prophet's life, mainly describing the
battles of Badr and Uhud. But before starting our study
we must point out that although a vast collection of
verses concerning the above-mentioned events is extant
the authenticity of a considerable number of these
poems has been questioned. This poetry first appeared
in the Sxra of Ibn Ishaq and was then transmitted to
many biographies of the Prophet, notably the Sxra
1) Maghazx, Passim III, Passim, Tabarx, 1-3, Passim, 1-4
1687-1837, IS, I, Passim., B, Ansab, 287-386,
Ath., Kamil, II, 79-232.
of Ibn Hisham.
Prominent scholars of the Abbasid period such as
Ibn Sallaxri (Tabacjat 8) and Ibn an-Madxm (Fihrist lh2)
questioned the poetical integrity of Ibn Ishaq and
violently attacked him because of the corruptions he
had added to the poetry. According to Ibn Sallam,
Ibn Ishaq himself declared that he knew nothing about
poetry and merely transmitted what was brought to him.
Furthermore, Ibn Hisham and his authorities quite often
expressed doubts about the authenticity of a large
number of poems transmitted from Ibn Ishaq1s Sxra and
included in his own edition of the Sxra. He frequently
questioned the authenticity of certain poems with such
a comment as "Most of the specialists in poetry rejected
it" or "Among the learned men of poetry, no one has any
knowledge of it (the poem)." On the other hand, Ibn
Hisham in commenting on a poem attributed to Abu Osama
Mu'awiya b. Zuhayr concerning the battle of Badr said,
"This is the most authentic of the poems said by the
people of Badr." This comment leads us to believe that
Ibn llisham was not entirely convinced of the authen¬
ticity of the majority of the poems referring to the
battle of Badr which he included in his work of the Slra.
Frequently Ibn Hisham even expressed doubts on Ibn
Ishaq's attribution of some verses and suggests another
author. Modern scholars have frequently discussed or
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cast doubts"'" on some of the poems included in the Slra
of Ibn Hisham. Perhaps most perspicacious are two
theses submitted to the University of London by Walxd
'Arafat and by Muhammad 'Abdu 'Azzam. Dr. 4 Arafat in
a close critical study of the poetry ascribed to Hassan
b. Thabit, attempts to distinguish between the genuine
and the spurious. His arguments are based on a full
investigation of the historical background of the poetry
or an exhaustive examination of the subject matter and
the style of the poems in general.
Dr. 'Azzam has also made a comprehensive critical
study of a large number of poems appearing in the Slra
of Ibn Hisham which is based on an examination of the
style of that poetry.
All criticism of the poetry of the Slra should
refer closely to the events which took place during
the early stages of Islam. With this in mind our study
of the early Islamic Martial Poetry of Mecca and Medina
will be based on an analytical approach to the
following fundamental factors.
l) The development of Meccan and Medinan martial
poetry during the pre-Islarnic period. Since most of
the poets concerned, either in Mecca or in Medina,
had played a vital role even before the rise of
l) For example see; Masadir ash-Shi'r al-Jahilx
wa-pTmatuha ' t-Tarl khiyya, .5 99 . » FT ' 1-Adab
al-Jahilx. pp. 131-6, 1J8, 152, 15^+., 'farTkh
ash-Shi'r as-Siyasx, 87. Guillaurne's Introduction to the
Translation of Ibn Ishaq's Sxrat Rasul Allah, XXV,
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Islam, a study of their lives and poetry is
included in the previous chapters. It is likely
that this pre-Islamic background will help us to
understand some of the poets' motives and may shed
light on some of their attitudes during the Islamic
period. Perhaps the most important factor in the
pre-Islamic background as we have already seen in
the previous chapter is the high technical standard
of the martial poetry of Yathrib attained as a
result of the continuous tribal feuds there.
In Mecca conditions were different and there was
no internal warfare although martial poetry did
exist. The appearance of Islam had a great impact
on Meccan society. In particular poetry was used
as a weapon against the Prophet and the tenets of
Islam.
In order to distinguish between the genuine and
the counterfeit verses we must also examine the
historical background of the poems in question. In
the earliest period after the rise of Islam there
were momentous changes in the societies of both
Mecca and Medina.
In Mecca the unity of the tribe of Quraysh was
broken when some of them adopted Islam against the
wishes of their own kinsmen. At the beginning this
led to the isolation of the minority group and to their
persecution by the majority of Quraysh. The increasing
hostility towards those who accepted Islam, and the
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refusal of leaders of the tribe of Quraysh to make any
compromise with them, left some clans with no
alternative but to support their persecuted kinsmen
even if they themselves objected to Islam. This was
probably the prevailing atmosphere during the Prophet's
time in Mecca.
The hostility of Quraysh forced the Prophet and
his followers to leave Mecca for Medina which gave
shelter to the refugees and also gave zealous support
to the religion of Islam.
On the other hand in Yathrib (later called Medina),
the longstanding enmity between the tribes of al-Aws and
al-Khazraj had declined somewhat by the time the Prophet
reached Medina. But in Mecca the period of peace and
prosperity probably came to an end as soon as the
Prophet and his companions started to attack the
caravans of Quraysh.
Both the Meccan and the Medinan communities thus
passed through a critical period, which was perhaps
conducive to the composition of poetry.
In Mecca for instance, Quraysh vigorously resisted
Islam for about two decades, using every possible effort
to defend their cause against the rising power of Islam,
until they were overpowered in the year 8/629. During
these years in which Quraysh had challenged Islam, poetry
was certainly used to put the Quraysh point of view on
the momentous events of that period. In order to
demonstrate this point we quote the following account
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given by Ibn Sallam (Tabaqat, 203). Dirar b. al-
Khattab and 4Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra came to Medina
• •
during the Caliphate of 'Uniar b. al-Khattab. They
went to Abu Ahmad b. Jahsh al-Asadi, who was a blind» l '
man, a composer of poetry and a place of resort where
people could meet. They said to him; "We came to you
in order to meet Hassan b. Thabit, because we would• '
like to listen to him and let him listen to us since
he has composed poetry both in the age of infidelity
and in the age of devotion to God." (Abu Ahmad) sent
to Hassan and when he came, he said to him, "Abu •1-
Walid, your brothers Ibn az-Ziba'ra and Dirar would be
delighted if you all competed in reciting poetry."
Hassan agreed to their request and said to them, "As
you like, start or let me start." They began reciting
to him until he started to boil with anger, (then they
left him) and took their female riding camel. Hassan
then went (to complain) to 'Umar and when he appeared
before him he quoted a line of poetry which Ibn Ju'duba
recited to me, but I have forgotten it. 'Umar asked him
about the matter, and when he was told he said, "Surely
by Allah they will not escape." 'Umar then sent men
after them to bring them back, and when they were back
'Umar asked Hassan to give his own recitation until he
was satisfied. Then they were given the option of
staying or departing.
This statement is of great importance, not only
because it indicates that poetry was used to good effect
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during the period of hostility between Mecca and Medina,
but also because we can see the extent to which this
poetry could inflame the feelings of those concerned.
The inflammatory effects of this poetry are said
to have induced the authorites to impose restrictions
on the recitation of poetry supposedly comjjosed during
the years of enmity between Mecca and Medina."'" With
the occupation of Mecca the Prophet put an end to the
resistance of the tribe of Quraysh. Poets either in
Mecca or Medina composed verses putting forward their
own opinions about events of the time. Of the poetry
assumed to have been recited to propagate the claims of
the rival parties, probably only a small portion was
recorded, consisting mainly of vei-ses said by the pro-
Muslim poets. But doubtless a great deal of the Meccan
poetry supposedly composed during the period of warfare
between Mecca and Medina had not survived. Several
factors appear to have induced the obliteration of
that poetry. We have already pointed out some of these
factors during our study of the poetry ascribed to Ibn
az-Ziba'ra, Dirar b. al-Khattab and Abu Sufyan b, al-
Harith. Here we give an example of a reference in
poetry which shows that a certain amount of the poetry
of Ibn az-Ziba'ra has been lost. On the occasion of
_ 2
Uhud, Ka'b b. Malik sharply attacked Ibn az-Ziba'ra
1) Aghan1, IV, 5.
2) Piwan (ed 'Xni) poem no. 6l, lines 26-29.
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because of some poetry he recited supposedly attacking
the Prophet and the religion of Islam. Turning to the
Islamic sources we find no mention of these verses
supposedly composed by Ibn az-Ziba'ra which caused Ka'b
to recite the biting words which he addressed to him.
Probably Ibn az-Ziba'ra was referring to his poetical
activities when he apologized to the Prophet and
expressed regret concerning his past criticism. He
opens one of his poems as followsi-
0 apostle of God, my tongue is mending,
The mischief I did when I was futile."^
In general Ibn Sallam (Tabaqat 22) points out that
only a small portion of the Arabic poetry has been
recorded, and a great deal of it has been lost. He
supports this statement as follows
"When Islam came the Arabs ignored poetry because
they were occupied in other matters such as the
Holy Wars with Faris and ar-Rum. But when they
turned to the transmission of poetry they found
no records or written books, and those who knew
the poetry or who recited it had died either by
natural death or in battles."
The leaders of the Umayyad dynasty were the
descendants of Abu Sufyan, the old enemy of Islam who
l) Tabaqat, 202.
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challenged the Prophet until he was forced to accept
Islam. Now they had become dominant and rebuilt the
self-respect and reputation which they had lost during
the Prophet's time. In this atmosphere in which leader¬
ship of the Islamic community had gradually been trans¬
ferred to the sons and grandsons of the old enemy of
Islam we may assume that the second and third gener¬
ations of Quraysh, after the death of the Prophet,
would have preferred to rid themselves of the stigma
of their ancestors' actions by misrepresenting the facts.
Assuming this to be so, we may explain the motive for
the fabrication of a large number of verses found in
the Sira attacking the Ansar, or others praising chiefs
of Quraysh killed in battles etc. These verses were
ascribed to poets who played a vital part in the years
of struggle between Mecca and Medina and the authenticity
of many of these verses has been questioned by Ibn
Hisham or his authorities. Perhaps the absence of
reliable records of the poetry supposed to have been
composed during the period of hostility encouraged
certain individuals of the next generation of the tribe
of Quraysh to deny the dishonour of their ancestors by
means of counterfeit poetry falsely ascribed to poets
of the time. Both Abu '1-Faraj (Aghani, 1,30) and
Ibn Sallam (Tabaqat 209) demonstrate this point and
relevant examples are given in their works. Another
important factor which probably led to the corruption
of the early Islamic poetry is the mutual hatred which
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developed between various sections of the Quraysh after
the murder of the Caliph 'Uthrnan. During the civil wars
the dispute became more serious and poetry was forged
and ascribed to pro-Islamic poets of the earliest
period of Islam to support one side or the other.
Regarding the poetical talent of Hassan b. Thabit, Ibn
Sallam (Tabaqat, 179) comments that because of the
quarrel which flared up among the tribe of Quraysh a
great deal of good poetry has been ascribed to Hassan
which it is impossible to disentangle from the genuine
works.
On the other hand, during the first century of
Islam the internal condition of Medina passed through
a period which can be divided into three stages. Here
we aim to outline the most important events of these
three stages.
In the first stage, the Prophet's arrival in the
city externalized the internal hostility and gradually
led to the decline of Meccan influence and power.
Medina therefore not only became the central power in
the Arabian peninsula, but its old inhabitants of
al-Aws and al-Khazraj were highly respected for the
services and the ardent support they gave to the
Prophet and the path of Islam. During the critical
years when the Prophet was constantly at war with
various opponents of the Islamic faith, al-Aws and
al-Khazraj were in fact the backbone of his army. The
Prophet's total victory at Badr was probably the
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turning point which gave both al-Aws and al-Khazraj,
now collectively known as al-Ansar (helpers), the good
reputation and high status which they enjoyed among
Muslims. For at an early date they had spontaneously
adopted the Islamic faith, voluntarily given refuge to
the Prophet and his Meccan followers after the Hijra
and humiliated his enemy the Quraysh more than once and
had achieved victory after victory. These events and
the records of thern show the high reputation which the
Ansar had gained in the earliest period of post-Hijra
I s 1 am.
In the second stage after the murder of the third
Caliph 1Uthman 35/655» Medina became less important as
a political centre of Islam and its inhabitants the
Ansar were treated with less respect. Their reputation
as defenders of Islam had already began to decline when
they were seen to be unable to give 'Uthman support
against the Egyptian and Iraqi rebels who were besieging
his house.
When the civil war broke out and sections of the
Quraysh were again set against each other the majority
of the Ansar, particularly the Prophet's companions,
remained neutral and were not involved. Mu'awiya who
won the struggle for power and established the Umayyad
dynasty in 4l/66l, successfully silenced all opposition
to his rule in both Mecca and Medina.
In the third stage the internal condition of Medina
was critical and the Ansar in particular treated with
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hostility. After Mu'awiya's death (60/679) his son
Yazld became his successor, but in Mecca and Medina
Yazid's rule was met by growing opposition. In the
year 63/682 Yazid sent a Syrian army which not only
violated the sanctuary of the city of Medina after the
battle of 81-Harra, but murdered a great number of its
population, including some of the Prophet's companions
who belonged to the Ansar, during a three day plundering
of the city. These two tragic events which took place
in Medina were probably exploited by forgers of poetry.
For example, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr is reported to have said
(Ath, Kamil, III, 151) that the Syrians added more lines
to the poem ascribed to Hassan (Diwan, poem no. 20) which
is supposed to have been composed as an elegy for 'Uthman.
However, Ibn al-Athxr (Usd, III, 3&3) points out that
among the lines added by the Syrians was line 3 which
allegedly aimed at inflaming the Syrians against 'All
and reinforcing their suspicions that he was responsible
for the murder of 'Uthman.
Perhaps similar alterations were made in particular
where lines of poetry referred to events which took
place during the first two centuries of Islam when the
true motives of certain sections of the Quraysh were
apparently a struggle for power. But study of the
historical background of those events may cast light
and distinguish between the poetry recited at the time
of an event and that which may have been fabricated and
added later.
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The later generation of the Ansar who had nothing
more to lose after the battle of al-Harra may have
exploited the past glorious deeds of their ancestors
which might have led to the fabrication of verses.
Walid 'Arafat in his thesis (lJ68) reaches this
conclusion and declares that a large number of verses
ascribed to Hassan and particularly those which
emphasized the glorious achievements of the Ansar
during the earliest post Hijra period of Islam were
in fact the work of later generations of the Ansar,"'"
3) Subject Matter and Style.
Ibn Hisham transmitted from Ibn Ishaq's Sira a
large number of poems which he included in his edition
of the Sira.
Among these poems there are a number ascribed to
poets who had composed poetry before the rise of Islam,
some of whose pre-Islamic verses are recorded.
A comparison and examination of the style of two
poems supposed to have been composed by one poet before
and after Islam, may shed light and help us to distinguish
between the spurious and genuine poetry.
But examination of the subject matter of a poem
will be inadequate unless we make an exhaustive study of
the poet's life.
l) On this point see by the same author the
introduction to the Diwan of Hassan b. Thabit
(P.28) and Arts, BSOAS XXIX, I and II, 1966.
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Examples of the stylistic examination of a poem
and its subject matter are illustrated above in our
study of the poetry and life of the poets 4Abd Allah b.
az-Ziba'ra, Dirar b. al-Khattab, Ka'b b. Malik and7 • • • 7
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat.
b) The Battle of Badr.
It was merely chance which stirred up the battle
of Badr and made it inevitable. In the second year of
the Hijra (624 A.D.) the Prophet set out from Medina with
over three hundred men, about eighty of whom were Meccan
emigrants and the rest from the Ansar, The intention
of the Prophet was to attack the QurayshI caravan which
was on its way back from Syria to Mecca. When Abu
Sufyan the leader of the caravan found out that the
Prophet was going to intercept it, he called for armed
aid from Mecca. A force consisting of about a thousand
well-armed and well-equipped men rushed from Mecca
until they reached the valley of Badr, about fifty miles
south-west of Medina.
The outcome was that Muslims won a total victory
over the polytheists of Quraysh. This success was a
turning point in the history of early Islam. This event
also marked the end of the humiliation of the Meccan
Muslims now in exile, who for ten years had suffered
all kinds of persecution at the hands of their own
kinsmen without putting up any defence. Against all
expectations they had accomplished a decisive victory
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over the same persecutors assisted by the zealous
support of the Medinan Ansar,
As regards Islam this battle also decided the
balance of power and turned it in favour of the
religion of Islam.
In Medina there was growing opposition to Islam
both from the Jews and among certain prominent Arabs.
This victory not only silenced them, but encouraged
many of the Medinan Arabs to abandon their resistance
and to accept Islam. This assumption may be made from
the fact that the number of warriors now increased to
more than double the number at Badr in the battle of
Uhud which took place just one year later. In
addition this victory assisted the Prophet in his
search for allies among the tribes surrounding Medina.
In Mecca, Quraysh, the true enemy of the Islamic
faith, whose aim was to crush and annihilate the
followers of Islam, besides losing the battle, lost
also their self-confidence and their reputation; but,
most important of all, many of their chiefs had been
killed or taken prisoner. That major blow considerably
weakened the position of Quraysh in the Arabian
peninsula, and their chances of success in regaining
their supremacy grew less and less.
Turning now to the martial poetry concerning the
battle of Badr, we start with verses describing the
catastrophe which befell Quraysh composed by their
poets or by those of their allies. Besides the
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historical importance of this poetry, the Qurayshite
verses in particular are infused with deep emotion
which probably reflects their reactions to the
tremendous calamity at Badr. The devastating blow
which came after a long period of peace and prosperity
seems to have excited the talents of their poets. Much
of the poetry was devoted to elegising those killed at
Badr and the expression of fear following the loss of
the Qurayshite chiefs. Poetry was also composed to
describe the complete Qurayshi defeat and to glorify
the courage of an individual or to explain a disgraceful
action supposed to have taken place during the fighting.
As we can see from the poetry which appears to be
genuine, the terrible disaster of Badr seemed to have
severely shocked Meccan citizens. When, for instance,
Shaddad b. al-Aswad returned from Badr to Mecca, his
wife congratulated him on being safe and well, and this
re-awakened his deep sorrow for his fellow tribesmen.
He accordingly recited a poem answering his wife and
mourning the prominent Qurayshites who had fallen in
the battle.^
Another example can be seen in the poem ascribed
to al-Aswad b. 4Abd al-Muttalib who himself had lost
• •
three of his sons, but in spite of his calamity
acceded to the demand of the Qurayshite leaders who
forbade all mourning for the fallen men for a time.
In this gloomy atmosphere al-Aswad is reported to have
1) IH, II, 29.
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heard a woman weeping at night (IH, I, 648) and as he
was blind he told his servant to go and see if mourning
had been permitted again. When he found out that it
was only a woman weeping over a camel she had lost he
said s-
Does she weep because a camel of hers has got lost,
And (does) sleeplessness prevent her from sleeping?
And she does not (really) weep for a young camel,
But good fortune fell short at Badr.
For Badr, the chiefs of Banu Husays and Makhzum and* • • J •
the clan of Abu '1-Walxd
And weep, if you must weep, for 'Aqxl, and weep
for Harith, the lion of lions.
Nay, some of them have men for chiefs who would not
be chiefs if not for the day of Badr. (199)
On the other hand the Muslim poet Hassan b. Thabit
seemed to be completely delighted at the Meccan defeat.
With obvious enjoyment Hassan gives his impression of
the manner in which Zam'a b. 4Abd al-Muttalib (Abu
Hakxma) was lying on the battlefield of Badr.
And they left the man Zam'a with his throat bleeding
with moist blood.
Lying on a noble forehead, covered with dust, with
2
the nostrils of his nose smeared with shame. (200)
1) IH, I, 648 Commenting on this Ibn Hisham says "Among
the poetry of yuraysh this is a widely known poem."
2) Piwan (ed, 'A) poem no. 204, lines 5-6.
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Pungent words like these appear frequently in
Hassan's poems when the poet addresses leading figures
among his Qurayshite opponents, and from the various
descriptions of Badr, it is quite apparent that after
the Muslim victory Hassan was given a free hand. When
Hassan knew that al-Harith b. Hisham had retreated
• •
leaving his brother Abu Jahl behind him among the dead,
he used this incident to reproach him for not defending
his brother, and for spurring on his horse, being more
concerned to save his own skin.
In return al-Harith tried to explain the motive
behind his escape. He claims that he had ceased
fighting only when his horse was foaming with blood
and when he realised that he could only avenge his
slain associates and relation on another day.
God knows, I did not leave off fighting them until
they covered my horse with red, foaming (blood)
And I smelled the scent of death from their side,
in a critical position when the horsemen had
not scattered
And I knew that if I fought alone, I would be killed,
and my death would not harm my enemies.
So I turned away from them (leaving) my loved ones
among them, desiring revenge for them on a day
of my choosing."'" (201)




Among the Heccan verses describing Badr, there are
two poeins (IH, II, 'jk, 37) ascribed to Abu Usarria Mu'awiya
b. Zuhayr who was an ally of Banu Makhzum. Both poetns
described the battle-scenes in which the poet took part.
In the first poem the poet devotes a large number of
lines (5-20) to boasting about his deeds, his courage
in the battlefield of Badr, and an account of the
incident when he passed Hubayra b. Abx Wahb, one of the
poets and knights of Quraysh as he was collapsing on
the field after his kinsmen had been put to flight. He
went up to him, freed him from his coat of mail and
carried him to safety. This poem was composed to
celebrate the help he gave on that particular occasion.
In the first four lines the poet describes how the
Quraysh were defeated and how they had retreated
leaving their chiefs on the ground behind them,
slaughtered like sacrifices. When he describes the
Muslims' advance and how they seized them, he says it
was like waves of an overwhelming flood.
When I saw that the people were in flight, taking
to their heels to run away
And that the chiefs of the people had been left
lying, as though their best men were sacrifices
to idols
And a throng of them met death, and we were made
to meet the fates on the day of Badr.
We turned away from the road and they overtook us
As though their number was the swelling of the sea.
(202)
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The instruments of war are also described. The
blades of swords are said to be like burning coal and
clear and pure as spring water.
With whetted swords like spears, their blades like
the fire of blazing embers.
And a curved shield of ox-hide and a strong bow
And a sword like a pond, over which 'Umayr had
busied himself for half a month with a polishing-
stone.
I sweep along in its sword-belt, and walk with the
gait of a lurking long lion. (203)
In the second poem the poet describes the calamity
which overtook them at Badr. Furthermore he tells how
he returned alone from the battle even though he was
surrounded by the enemy and in spite of his bleeding
wounds. The poet also gives a vivid description of his
actions on the occasion of Badr. He claims that his
foes were left on the battlefield, suffering from fatal
blows which he inflicted upon them during fighting.
How many an opponent have I overpowered, in pain
like a broken branch.
I came up to him with a blow, when the battle
was joined,
Which caused much blood to flow, and whose wound
murmured.
This was my doing on the day of Badr and before,
a careful man, not to be put upon. (204)
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On the other hand the victory which the Muslims
achieved at Badr gave their poets free scope to display
their talents.
Ka'b b. Malik who did not take part in the battle
of Badr describes how the Muslims stood firm in the
battle. At the same time he does not disparage the
courage of the enemy. But when he describes the manner
in which the adversaries opposed each other, he says
that they were like lions whose victims were without
hope of survival. Ka'b also expresses his pride at the
number of prominent Qurayshites who were killed at the
hands of their Muslim fellow tribesmen. Perhaps Ka'b
intentionally used the expression dusnahum which means
here 'we cut them down', in order to make clear the
extent of the humiliation which Quraysh had received
on that occasion.
They advanced and we advanced and we met like
lions in a battle in which there was no hope
for the wounded.
We struck them until the greater part of Lu'ayy
fell upon their faces.
And they turned their backs and we cut them down
with sharp swords, not caring whether they were
allies or pure-bred."*" (205)
Hassan b. Thabit in particular found in the
Qurayshite defeat a good opportunity for the composition
1) IH, II, 25.
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of verses. He celebrates the victory of Badr as he
had celebrated previous victories before Islam. A
number of verses boast about the courage of al-Aws and
al-Khazraj and emphasize their past deeds, while some
of the Qurayshite chiefs who were forced to flee are
reproached. In these verses Hassan also violently
1 _ 2
attacks al-Harith b. Hishain and Hakim b. Hizam both
• • •
of whom were forced to retreat from the battlefield of
Badr. He addresses one of the poems directly to
al-Harith (P. no. 149) and he reproaches him for
his desperate attempt to escape from the battle when
it was at its most furious. This, he maintains, was
a base action unworthy of a nobleman. Seeking to shame
him the poet says that no nobleman would have turned
his back in flight and left his brother lying dead in
the battlefield. This occasion appears to have
particularly inspired the poetical talent of Hassan
as he produces excellent expressions wonderfully apt
to the subject matter. Consider for example,
'awwalta ghayr mu'awwal1 meaning to try by every means
to find a way, or sa'at al-ah sab1, the time for
ancestral bragging, meaning the time when every warrior
taking part in battle can really show whether he is of
noble stock or not, or akhthamU shabikU al-anyab^ which
means a lion whose jagged canine teeth are locked
together, referring to the boldness of the Muslim
1) Dxwan (ed, 4A) poem no. 3» 1^9 »
2) Piwan (ed, 'A) poem no. 78.
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fighters and to the manner in which they used to
challenge their enemy, or his description of the mare
on which al-Harith supposedly escaped as Marata ^1-jira5
(rapid-footed) and Khafifat al-Aqrab1 (long in flank).
0 Harith, you have tried to find a way where there
was no way, at the time of battle and the time
to show your mettle.
When you rode a fleet-footed noble horse, swift-
footed, light-flanked.
While you left all fighting to the people behind you,
seeking deliverance when it was not the time to go.
Did you not feel pity for your brother when he
perished, killed instantly by spears, abandoned
to the plunderers.
Helpless by God, if you had been afflicted in a
like way, he would have come to your aid, like
a jagged-toothed lion. (206)
In the second poem (no.3) Hassan gives a free rein
to his imagination when he describes the mare which he
supposes enabled al-Harith to escape. He likened the
swiftness of that mare to a weighted bucket racing down
to the bottom of the well.
If you were to lie about what you told me and to
escape like al-Harith b. Hisham
(Who) left off defending his loved ones and escaped
by the head and bridle of his swift horse.
Smooth-haired, leaping in the dust like a forest
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wolf in the darkness of a cloud.
Leading the excellent thoroughbred horse in the
desert like a pulley with a rope and a weighted
(bucket).
With full thighs (for running) - and it sped away
with him, whilfi his loved ones perished evilly.
(207)
In his description of the Muslims* achievement
at Badr, he boasts of the courage of the warriors who
had taken part in the fighting and how they over¬
whelmed their enemy. When the poet describes their
action on that occasion, he says that they were like
hawks successfully swooping down their prey.
Every captive with fetters clamped on; a hawk
when he meets the squadron, a protector,
And those lying on the battlefield, who will
not respond to another challenge until the
heights of the mountains cease to exist. (208)
A point which has to be noted is that Islamic
influence on Hassan at that early stage was probably
limit -ed. Tribal solidarity is uppermost in his
celebration of the victory of Badr. The mention of
al-Aws and al-Khazraj and the neglect of the Meccan
emigrants who played a vital part in the battle, shows
that Hassan was not yet influenced by the preaching of
Islam which was actively attempting to replace tribal
solidarity with the communal fraternity. Hassan
boasts of how both sides of the valley of Badr were
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swarming with bold squadrons of al-Aws and al-Khazraj
who were experienced fighters who invariably inflicted
fatal blows on their enemy, who openly challenged their
opponents and never attacked by stealth, who stood
firmly in battle while others retreated and who smote
the greatest heroes among their rivals with piercing
swords, who were generous with blood-money in peace,
but who would always be ready to fight.
Halexin was saved on the day of Badr by his running,
like a colt who is one of the descendants of
al-A'waj.
He flung down his weapons and fled from it without
arms like a prudent man hasting on his horse.
When he saw Badr with its sides flowing with
squadrons of al-Aws and al-Khazraj.
Enduring, giving the (Pagan) heroes a drink of death
Advancing along the broad road (i.e. not lying in
ambush).
How many a glorious one was among them, mighty, a
hero when battle is at its climax.
And (how many) a chief who gives abundant (booty)
from his hand, a giver of heavy blood-money,
crowned.
An ornament of the gathering, used, on the day of
battle to smite heroes with every sharp sword.
Or every awesome, noble, strong man, or every man
trailing his sword-belt, bristling with arms."'" (2
^-) Diwan (ed, 4A) poem no. 78.
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Poetical Images Describing the Battle of Badr.
The heads of Qurayshite chiefs which had been cut
off and scattered over the battlefield of Badr were
compared to broken colocynths. Abu Usama Mu'awiya b.
Zuhayr says:-
When the chiefs of the people were left felled,
their heads like broken colocynths."'" (210)
The submission of a warrior who did not need to
force himself to fight his enemy and who rushed into
battle without reluctance or fear, and was ready to
face his enemy and death was compared to a camel
overfull with milk. A1 Mujadhdhar b. Dhiyad says:-
I kill the opponent with a sharp Mashrafx sword,
and yearn for death as a camel with overfull
udders yearns (to be milked). (21l)
The large number of warriors who spread out over
the battlefield were likened to the streaming of a
torrent. Hassan b. Thabit sayss-
When he saw Badr with its sides flowing with
O
squadrons of al-Aws and al-Khazraj. (212)
The passion for the beloved killed in battle which
consumed a mourner was described as the longing of a
1) IH, II, 37.
2) IH, I, 630.
3) Dxwan (ed, 'A) poem no. 78, line 3-
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she camel for her first-born. Shaddad b. al-Aswad sayss-
Therefore you would remain, out of passion for them,
Like the mother of a first-born wandering in search
for the object of her desire."'" (213)
In the fighting swords which strike fire from
steel were compared to lightning issuing from gathered
clouds. Hassan b. Thabit says:-
Swords which strike fire from steel, like lightning
under the covering of every cloud. (2l4)
The appearance of a horse jumping in the fighting
and the dust thus raised was described as that of a
wolf in a forest during a dark night. Hassan b. Thabit
s ay s s -
Smooth-haired, leaping in the dust like a forest
o
wolf in the darkness of cloud. (215)
The panic of a fighter escaping from the battle¬
field and the sudden rise in his body temperature as
a result of his confusion was likened to boiling gold.
Hassan b. Thabit says:-
And Ibn Hamra' al-'ijan, little Harith, his brains
were boiling (in fear) like molten gold.^ (216)
1) IH, II, 29.
2) DTwan (ed, 'a) poem no. 3> line 23.
3) Piwan (ed, 4 a) poem no. 78, line 9.
4) Piwan (ed, 4A) poem no. 3> line 13.
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The warrior who plunged into the heat of battle
without hesitation was described as being like a dog
sheltering himself from a cold wind. Abu Usama
Mu'awiya b. Zuhayr says:-
I plunge into the heat of the crowded battle, when
the dog is driven to shelter by the bitter cold.
(217)
(c) The Battle of Uhud.
The crushing defeat which the Qurayshites suffered
at Badr made the Mecoan Pagans throw all the energies
they possessed into preparing for the next round of
fighting with the Medinans. During the period of
preparation, the Quraysh attempted to propagate their
cause in pursuance of which four of their poets are
reported to have been sent to the tribes surrounding
Mecca to ask for their support against the Prophet and
his followers.^ Abu 1 Azza al-Jurnahl/^who was among the
prisoners of Badr and was released without payment of
ransom because he was a poor man with a large family,
went out to Kinana. He urged them to aid the Quraysh
saying:-
Listen, 0 sons of 'Abd Manat the steadfast,
You are bold combatants like your forefathers,
Do not promise me your help a year after,
Do not desert me (for) disappointment is not lawful, ^
1) IH, II, 38.
2) Maghazi, I, 200.
3) Tabaqat, 213.
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In the history of Arabian warfare, poetry was
frequently used by rivals as a weapon and each tribe
used to encourage individual poets to use their poetical
talents for the cause of the tribe. This urging by
Abu 'Azza was thus quite in accord with this tribal
custom of the Jahiliyya period.
After a year of extensive preparation Quraysh
marched from Mecca to Medina with an army consisting
of about three thousand men. In an attempt to stir up
the anger of their warriors and to prevent a flight
from the battlefield, some of their- chiefs were
accompanied by their women. The presence of women
also served as an incentive to show bravery. Before
the battle, Abu Sufyan, the commander in chief of the
Qurayshite army tried to inflame the courage of the
family of Banu 4Abd ad-Dar, the standard bearers of
Meccan army. He is reported to have urged them thus:
"Either you must defend our standard efficiently, or
(in case of your failure to do so) leave it to us,
and we will save you the trouble of guarding it."^"
When the news reached Medina that Abu Sufyan with
a large army was on his way to the Muslim city, the
Prophet consulted his companions in this matter, as a
result of which they decided that the Muslims must
challenge the enemy outside the town. Accordingly,
l) IH, II, 67., Maghazl, I, 220.
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the Prophet camped with seven hundred men on the foot
of Mount Uhud which dominates the city of Medina and is
situated at a distance of three miles to the north.
The Prophet who personally took charge of the dis¬
position of his force tried to incite and encourage some
of the brave warriors of his army. It is reported that
he brandished a sword and said, "Who will take it and
use it as it should be used?" Hereupon, many men
promised to do so."*" But in the end, Abu Dujana Simak b.
Kharasha was chosen from whom the Prophet demanded that
he should smite the enemy with it until it bent in his
hand.
The outcome of the battle was that at the beginn¬
ing the battle went well for the Muslims, but when the
Muslim archers left their post to join in the pursuit
and share in the booty, the Quraysh took advantage of
the situation. There was then severe hand to hand
fighting around the Prophet in which many of the
Muslims were either killed or put to flight.
Turning now to the poetry dealing with Uhud
we start with the Meccan verses composed to celebrate
the victory of Quraysh. The Meccan success in
avenging the bloodshed at Badr provided their poets
with the best opportunity to give vent to their
anger against their foes and further to make a reply
to the crushing defeat of Badr. Perhaps in the case
of Badr the Qurayshite poets were left with a limited
l) IH, II, 66., Tabarl, 1-3, 1397.
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scope for their poetry as a result of their total
defeat. But the battle of Uhud, in which they were
victorious, gave them a free hand to describe the
marching of the army, the general atmosphere of the
battlefield, the blows which the Qurayshite warriors
inflicted on their adversaries when they killed
leading figures from amongst the Muslims or when they
forced some of the Medinans to retreat from the battle¬
field. But it appears that most gratifying of all was
their success in obtaining revenge for the Meccans
killed at Badr, With obvious gratification at the
Qurayshite achievement at the battle of Uhud, Abu
Sufyan, the leading man of Mecca frankly pointed out
that if he had not avenged the blood of his kinsmen shed
at Badr, his heart would have been grieved and scarred.
The (grief) that was in my soul was consoled by
the fact that I killed every nobleman of
an-Najjar.
And of Hashim a noble, active man and Mus'ab,
who was not reluctant in battle.
And if I had not cured my soul with them, it would
have been grief in my heart and scars.
They went back and the Jalabib^ of them had
l) Polytheists of Quraysh were used to reproach
the Muslims by calling them al-Jalabib. For further
information about the word see A. Guillaume,
A Translation of Ibn Ishaq's Sirat Rasul Allah, 378•
and W. 'Arafat, A Critical Introduction to the Study
of the poems ascribed to Hassan b. Thabit, 146
Ph.D. London, 195^«
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spear-wounds flowing and sorrowful.
They were wounded by those who were not similar
to them in blood, and not like them in nature,^
(218)
Describing the marching of the Qurayshite army and
the assistance given to Quraysh by the tribe of Kinana,
Hubayra b. Abi Wahb, who during Badr, when Quraysh were
put to flight, was left collapsing on the battlefield
and was saved by one of his fellow poets, describes
how they brought to Medina an army yearning to meet
the enemy.
We led Kinana from the extremities of Tihama,
Across the width of the country as they had long
wished.
Kinana said, "Where are you taking us?" We said
"an-Nalchxl, so make for it and those who are
in it."2 (219)
In his description of the Meccan assault at the
battle of Uhud, he says they came like a cloud of hail
and successfully inflicted fatal blows on Banu 'n-Najjar
as a result of which fragments of their skulls were
left scattered over the battlefield like shells of
ostrich eggs, discarded, and cast aside, or were like
a wilted colocynth which had been uprooted by the




We, the horsemen on the day of the slope of Uhud
Ma'add feared and we said "We will go to their
aid"
They feared sword-blows and spear-thrusts, true
And cutting, which they had seen, although their
scattered forces had been brought together.
Then we went like a hail-bearing rain-cloud,
And the hain^ of the Banu 'n-Najjar arose to
bewail them.
In the battle their skulls were like fragments of
ostrich-egg shells, which they cast out of the
egg-hollow.
Or colocynths, tossed around by the wind,
On withered stems, which the uprooting winds
p
throw one to another. (220)
Addressing Hassan b. Thabit, 'Abd Allah b.
az-Ziba'ra celebrates the Meccan victory. He declares
that composition of poetry quenches one's thirst. This
probably is an indication of the pains which the
Meccans had suffered since their defeat at Badr, and
the state of satisfaction which came as a result of
their success at Uhud. In his boasting about the
1) It was believed that until vengeance had been taken
for the dead man, his spirit appeared above his
tomb in the shape of an owl (hama or Sada) crying
"IsqunT" ("Give me to drink") Nicholson, A literary
History of the Arabs, 9 •
2) IH, II, 130.
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Qurayshite achievements the poet emphasizes that the
Muslims who had perished in the battle were truly
the noble and brave men who during the fighting used
to hasten to the heat of battle without fear or
reluctance. Furthermore, Ibn az-Ziba'ra gives the
impression that the motive behind the Qurayshite
attack on Medina was mainly their desire to take
vengeance for the Meccan bloodshed at Badr. Finally,
the devastation of war is described as being like a
she-camel who when she kneels down destroys all that
is underneath her. The Muslims who had retreated are
said to be like young ostrich running up a hill.
Thus in the historical accounts concerning Uhud it is
pointed that when Muslims were put to flight some of
them took refuge on the mountain of Uhud."'"
Communicate a verse from me to Hassan, for the
composition of poetry heals the person who is thirsty.
How many skulls do you see on the slope, and
palms of hands cut off and feet.
And fair coats of mail stripped off from heroes
destroyed in the place of battle?
How many a noble chief did we kill, of glorious
ancestors, eager for battle, heroic.
Sincere in help, active and skilled, not weak
when the spears strike.
Ask al-Mihras who is dwelling in it, between
worthless fragments and heads like crows.
l) Tabar1, 1-3, 1408, IH, II, 86.
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Would that my Shaykhs (who were killed) at Badr
had witnessed the anguish of al-Khazraj caused
by the smiting of spears.
When its (sc. war's) chest touched (them) in
destruction and the killing grew hot among
4Abd al-Ashhal.
Then they ran swiftly thereupon, skipping like
young ostriches going up into the hills.
And we killed the difficult of their nobles,
and we set straight the bias of Badr, and it
became straightened.
I do not blame our side except in that, if we had
attacked again, we could have finished the job.
With swords of India, rising over their heads to
drink again after drinking deeply."'" (22l)
Dirar b. al-Khattab, who was regarded as one of
the knights among the Quraysh and had played a vital
role on the battlefield of Uhud which caused the
death of a number of victims, describes his own action
and the importance of the outcome of the battle.
Describing the violence of fighting on that occasion,
he declares that he had forced himself to be stead¬




When a detachment of Banu Ka'b came, and Khazrajites
with gleaming swords.
And they unsheathed Mashrafi and Indian swords,
And a banner flapping like an eagle's wing.
I said "A day for other days, and a battle which
will cause people to know about it in future
as long as the leaves move."
They are accustomed to having the scent of the
battle every day, and the spoils of those whom
they meet.
I forced myself to choose whatever fearsome thing
there might be, and was sure that glory is
lasting.
I forced my colt to plunge into their throng, and
it was moistened by flowing blood.
My colt and my coat of mail were coloured by the
spurting of veins, the sprinkling of wounds,
and blood."'" (222)
On the other hand Muslim poets in spite of their
misfortune found in the occurrences of Uhud an
occasion to display a polemical battle of words, with
the polytheist poets of Quraysh. In order to bear
this out, we will analyse some of the lines ascribed
to Ka'b b. Malik who was among the Muslims taking part
2
in the battle. In one of his poems which has the
1) IH, II, 145.
2) IH, II, 158.
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quality that we expect from a gifted poet like Ka'b,
the poet devotes a considerable number of its lines
to boasting of the glorious deeds of his tribe.
Indeed in this poem Ka'b shows his capability in
composing poetry and further brings out his ability,
by keeping up the composition of a Qasida with the
standard common among the great poets of the Jahiliyya
and the early period of Islam. In this poem Ka'b has
let his poetical talent speak freely. Although he
did not detail what had occurred on the incident of
Uhud, yet he provides us with excellent verses de¬
scribing the past deeds of his tribe (lines 1-8, 22-25)
gives the description of war and the arms they used
when fighting broke out (9-2l) and ends his poem with
burning words in which he addresses his Meccan rival
'Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra (26-29). When Ka'b describes
the march of their men and their rush into the heat of
battle, he says that it was like the flood of the
Euphrates destroying and sweeping away anything that
comes in its path. In his description of the state of
commotion among their fighting men, he says that when
our opponents looked at our squadrons, they immediately
gave up in total confusion.
And the flood of foot-soldiers, like the billows
of the Euphrates, advances reddish-black,
enormous, crushing.
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You see its colour to be like the colour of the
stars, surging, confounding the onlookers."*" (223)
To show the vehemence of war, Ka'b uses very strong
expressions and by using these expressions, the poet
perhaps aims at relieving the bad consequences of Uhud
which was a set-back for the Muslims. This might
explain his emphasis on the military capability of the
old inhabitants of Yathrib which had been acquired as
a result of previous continuous, devouring, biting
and distressing wars.
The severity of war which causes destruction and
blood-shed when it is stirred up is compared to a she-
camel being urged to yield milk.
How do we act when it (war) becomes contracted
(i.e. severe)
A continuous war, biting, chewing, gnashing.
Did we not tie up its udders until it gave
milk and became soft?^ (224)
In his description of the day of the battle Ka'b
emphasizes that it was a furious and terrifying day.
The heat of the battle had burned those who kindled
its blaze and kept away those who were base-born.
The heroes involved were intoxicated and fully
exhausted spending their time exchanging the cups of
death with their sharp-edged swords.
1) IH, II, 159.
2) IH, II, 160.
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A day of constant blazing, of violent fear,
roasting the lcindlers.
Long, violent in the heat of combat, its changing
fortunes keeping away the base.
You would think that its heroes in it were
drunk with delight, intoxicated.
Their right hands passing around cups of death
with the edge of their blades."'" (225)
Speaking about their presence at the battle of
Uhud, Ka'b says that they were the Prophet's heroes,
wearing their badges under the dusty cloud of the
battle. Their Dusri swords were in a perfect condition
and were saturated with blood because of their
continuous blows upon the enemies on occasions when
they detest being kept in their scabbard.
We witness as we were its champions, below the
cloud, and the emblazoned (warriors).
With dumb (swords) making a slight sound,
beautiful, well-watered (with blood) and
swords from Busra which dislike (to remain in)
their scabbards.
They do not become blunt and do not bend and do not
(wish to be) put back in their scabbards.
Like autumn lightning in the hand of the champions,
p
terrifying firmly-seated herds with their shadows.
_____ (226)
1) IH, II, 160.
2) IH, II, 133.
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In other verses ascribed to Ka4b the poet
describes various instruments of war, prepared to
defend the religion of Islam.
Every squadron will defend our religion (armed
with) sharpened and poisoned (swords) in
which the tops of helmets gleam.
And every noiseless (i.e. tightly-woven) coat
of mail among the armour like, when it is
put on, a pond full of water. (227)
In his explanation of the Muslim defeat at the
battle of Uhud, Ka'b emphasizes that the Medinan army
was smaller in number, while the Meccan force was
exceedingly numerous.
We came to a wave of the sea, among it AhabTsh
without armour and with covering (i.e. armour)
Three thousand, and we were choice men, three
hundred and four hundred at the most. (228)
In the early stages of the combat of Uhud, certain
individuals among the Muslim fighters successively
inflicted fatal blows upon the standard bearers of
Quraysh, who belonged to the clan of Banu 4Abd ad-Dar.
Nine of these Qurayshites are supposed to have been
killed while defending their standard. This incident
which was to the credit of the Muslim army, provided a
1) IH, II, 133 «
2) Tabaqat, 183 '
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good opportunity for Hassan b. Thabit to extol the
achievements of the Muslims. Traditionally among the
Arabs the standard symbolized the honour and dignity
of the entire army and its loss was considered as a
stigma of disgrace.
When you were present, there took charge of the
people a pure family of Banu Qusayy
Nine people bearing the standard, and Makhzuin
were j:>ut to flight among the common people
by the spears.
They did not take to flight until they were all
destroyed on the spot, all of them flowing
with blood.
With red blood, and it was in accordance with
their obligations that they stood their ground;
indeed the honourable man is honourable.
They stood their ground until they were made to
visit death, and the spears were shattered in
their che st s .
And Quraysh fled from us; they did not stand
their ground and their minds were distrought
by it (the battle)
Their noble standard-bearers could not endure;
only the stars (i.e. the prominent people)
could bear the banner."1" (22
l) Uiwan, (ed, 'A) poem no. 5, lines 18-24.
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Finally it should be pointed out that during the
pre-Islamic and the early Islamic period, women were some¬
times allowed to accompany the warriors into battle.
Their presence in the battlefield prompted the men to
fight with great zeal. They stirred them up by reciting
verses which gave added strength to their courage. The
women also gave valuable service by dressing the wounds
of their own injured men and by supplying drinking
water to the fighters and often they helped in inflict¬
ing the final death blow to their wounded foes. But
in few cases are women said to have taken part in the
actual fighting. For example, during the battle of
Uhud when the Muslims were put to flight, Nusayba bint
Ka'b firmly stood behind the Prophet and fought side by
side with the few men who were defending him. On this
occasion she is supposed to have received several wounds,^"
Furthermore, Ibn Ishaq in a statement given by Ibn
Hisham's Sira (II, 78) states that in the early stage
of the battle of Uhud "The Quraysh flag lay on the
ground until 4 Antra bint 'Alqarna ^1-Harithiyya took it
up and raised it aloft for Quraysh so that they gathered
around it." Hassan b. Thabit records this incident
and says:-
When 'Adal was led to us like young antelopes
of shirk with spots on their eyebrows.
We gave them fatal and crushing spear-thrusts,
and overpowered them with blows from every side.
l) Maghazx. I, 268., IH, II, 81.
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And if it were not for the standard of al-Harithiyya,
then they would have found themselves on sale
in the markets like live stock."'" (230)
Poetical Images Describing the Battle of Uhud.
The speed of the warriors who are fleeing from
the battlefield is described as like fast winds which
cause the clouds to pour rain, while those who firmly
stand the test of war and whose rear-guard retreats
slowly from the battlefield are described as lions
returning to their lairs, walking slowly because they
had spent all the day eating their prey. Ka'b b.
Malik says:-
And they went swiftly, hastening like clouds
which have shed their rain, whose water the
wind has caused to pour, dispersing.
And we went, and our rear-guard was slow, as
though we were lions at their meat in a
p
thicket, slow of gait. (23l)
The speed of a horse running with long paces has
been compared to a wild ass in the desert. Hubayra b.
AbT Wahb says:-
When he runs he is like a wild ass in the desert
which has been bitten and takes refuge with
ri
the asses which protect it. (232)
1) Dlwan, (ed, lA) poem no. 33» lines 1-3
2) Tabaqat, I83.
3) IH, II, 130.
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The fragments of a horseman's skull, split and
matted with blood are likened to a shepherd's cloak
made of odd pieces of fur. Dirar b. al-Khattab saysi-
And the fragments of the skull of a horseman,
the top of whose head had been stuck by a
J
sword, would be like a shepherd's fleece. (233)
The fluttering of the banner which had to be
displayed during fighting was likened to the wing of
an eagle. Dinar b. al-Khattab says:-
And they unsheathed Mashrafx and Indian swords,
2
and a banner flapping like an eagle's wing. (23*0
The piercing thrust has been described as like
the beams of the sun. Shaddad b. al-Aswad sayss-
I defend my friend and myself with a spear-thrust
O
like the rays of the sun. (235)
d) Islamic Influence on the Poets of the Prophet.
The Sira of Ibn Hisham contains the largest amount
of the so-called Islamic poetry. But as we have already
pointed out, doubts concerning a great deal of that
poetry have been expressed since the second century of
Islam. It is probably difficult, therefore, to show
accurately the extent of the Islamic influence on that
1) III, II, l45«
2) 111, II, 145*
3) IH, II, 75.
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poetry, unless we make a critical study of the exist¬
ing poetry, distinguishing between the genuine verses
composed by the Prophet's poets and ttie counterfeit
ones, composed later and put into the mouths of the
poets of the early Islamic period. Indeed it must be
admitted that any study of the Islamic elements in
that poetry which does not take into consideration
this point would be rather insufficient and unrewarding.
In an attempt to shed some light on this matter,
we shall confine ourselves to considering some lines
supposed to have been composed by Ka'b b. Malik and
recited on different occasions. It is significant to
note that all the verses that we are going to deal with
seem to be authentic; none of them show any sign of
being forged. The poet who apparently recited them
embraced Islam before the Prophet's arrival in Medina
and was regarded as an ardent follower of the Islamic
faith. As we may see from the following quotations,
Islamic influence on the poetical talent of Ka'b seem
to be limited to the borrowing of Quranic expressions.
Although in a few cases we find that Ka'b had used a
poetical concept according to the preaching of Islam,
yet the most striking factor is that Ka'b entirely
relied on the ideas reflecting the pre-Islamic culture
with its traditional ideology and the heritage of
ancient Arabia. Take for example Ka'b's description
of the man who took part in the event of Khaybar in
7 A.H. We have noted that Ka'b did not, for instance,
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boast of the warrior's submission in accepting the
preaching of the Prophet and for their sacrifices in
establishing the faith of Islam. Instead, his boasting
was about their long experience of fighting, their
strength, their intrepidity when striking their foes
and for their generosity and hospitality, all concepts
exceedingly common in the pre-Islamic poetry.
We descended upon Khaybar and its springs,
With every prominent-knuckled young man, well
able to defend himself.
Generous in aims, not feeble in strength, bold
in the face of his enemies in every encounter.
Great in the ashes of his cauldron in every winter,
A great striker with the blade of his Indian,
Mashrafl sword/ (236)
In the following quotation which is supposed to
have been composed in the second year of the Hijra,
Ka'b in the first line provides us with the Quranic
concept of laying stress on the criteria of true
2
worship. But, in the second line its quite clear that
Ka'b praises the Prophet not only as the messenger of
God, but as a man with glorious inheritance whose
ancestors were of pure origin.
1) IH, II, 3^9.
2) Sura, XVIII al-Kahf, verse 110.
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Verily we have served God, not hoping for other
than him,
In the hope of paradise, since its chief man
has come to us.
A Prophet who has a heritage of glory in his people,
And descents of truthfulness, whose origins have
purified them."'" (237)
Apart from these verses, let us consider the
scathing attack which Ka'b addresses to his rival
Ibn az-Ziba'ra, after the setback which the Muslims
received at Uhud. The lines run as follows:-
I asked about you, Ibn az-Ziba'ra, and I was
always informed among the people that you
were a half breed.
Foul, surrounded by a shameful action,
living in baseness time and again.
Pouring out lampoons against the Prophet of
the Lord, may God fight against you as a
coarse fellow and an accursed one.
You utter foul speech, then you hurl it at one
pure of raiment, God fearing and trusty. (238)
Looking at the above verses, we find that Ka'b
while attacking his adversary very often gives the
expressions as used by the Jahiliyya poets. This can
be seen in the phrases saying that Ibn az-Ziba'ra was
1) IH, II, 25.
2) IH, II, 161.
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ignoble (HajTn), wicked (La'Im) and a boorish man (jilf).
The Islamic elements on the other hand are apparent in
the third line where the poet uses the expression
Qatalak Allah. These seem to have been borrowed from
the Quranic phrase occurring in the Sura LXIII
Munaf'iqun, verse 4 which was revealed in connection
with the Hypocrites in Medina, possibly concerning
their mischief either during and after the battle of
Uhud, or during the expedition against Banu '1-Mustaliq
(5/626) .
The next quotation is extracted from a poem which
has all the signs of being genuine (IH, II, 263). The
poem, dealing with the siege of Medina 5/626, consists
of 24 lines, out of which only 2 lines contain some
Islamic elements. They are as follows
When the warners said to us "Get ready" we
relied upon the Lord of the servants.
and
That we may establish your religion, 0 God,
Indeed we are in your hand, so lead us on the
paths of true guidance. (239)
In the second hemistich of the first line the
poet's expressions are frequently used in the Quran,
in verses which were revealed both in the Meccan and the
Medinan period. The first part of the second line is
probably a mere imitation of a phrase occurring in
the Surat as-Saff (LXI, verse 9) which apparently was
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revealed shortly after the battle of Uhud, fought in
Shawwal 3/624,
The second part of the same line contains another
imitation of two Quranic verses included xn the
Meccan Surat Ghafir (XL, verses 29, 38)
The final quotation is an extract from an
apparently genuine poem (IH, II, 478) composed on the
siege of at-Ta'if 8/630. This poem consists of 25
lines, seven of which contain Islamic concepts, or
q /
some of the expressions used by the Quran (lines 13-18,
23) .
These are the lines containing the Islamic elementss-
Their chief the Prophet, and he was firm, pure of
heart, patient and abstemious.
Rightly guided, wise and knowlegeable, magnanimous,
never light-headed or frivolous.
We obey our Prophet and obey our Lord, He is the
Merciful who was compassionate to us.
So if you propose peace-making to us we will
accept and will make of you a help and a
resource.
And if you refuse we will fight you and endure,
and our position will not be shaky and weak.
We will fight as long as we last until you are
brought to Islam in submission, seeking refuge.(240)
and
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For God and Islam until the faith is established
in justice and pristine purity.
Taking into consideration the third line of the
above mentioned verses, we note that the expressions
in the second part of the line occur in many verses
in the Quran.
The rest are a mere adoption of verse 6l of
Sura VIII, Anfal ordering the Prophet to be ready for
any inclination towards peace with the opponents of
the Islamic faith. Furthermore, the concept given in
the last line is probably based on the same concept
J- 2
found in two Quranic verses asking the believers to
establish the religion of Islam and to fight in
defence of their faith and to make every possible
effort to ward off the oppression and hostility of its
enemies.
1) For example see Surat al-Baqara, II, verses 143,
207 and Surat A1 'Imran, verse 30.
2) Suras II, 193 and VIII, 72.
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(2 ) CONCLUSION.
As we have seen in the previous chapters, there
are great differences between the martial poetry of
Mecca and Yathrib. The Meccan martial poetry of the
quarter of century preceding the rise of Islam and
the first years of the Islamic period was scanty and
not of high quality. The situation in Yathrib was
completely different where the quality of the martial
poetry was much higher. To a great extent this was a
result of the feuds which continually flared up between
al-Aws and al-Khazraj.
Beside the historical importance of the martial
poetry which has been investigated, the YathribT
poetry in particular is very rich in geographical
detail and in providing us with a mass of information
about the history of Medina and its inhabitants, and
Yathrib's poetry in general has been of great use in
historical studies and an inspiration for later
literature.
The poetry itself realistically describes the Arab
manner of life and it faithfully records their feuds and
the glorious deeds of their tribes. Poets who usually
personally experienced the events they have recorded,
speak to us in a perfect well-integrated style
nourished with vivid expression which entirely reflects
their sincerest feelings. On the other hand the images,
similes and metaphors which they used are very simple.
After the appearance of Islam a great change
took place in both Mecca and Medina; poetry was used
as a vehicle of propaganda connected with the momentous
events of the time. Unfortunately, a great deal of
these poems, particularly the Meccan ones, were lost,
while most of the surviving verses included in the
biographies of the Pr'ophet seem to be the work of
later generations.
On the otherhand, the Islamic influence on that
poetry appears to be minimal, although it must be
admitted that we cannot speak authoritatively until
the extant material is exhaustively investigated to
enable us to distinguish between the genuine and the
spurious poetry. But, since our aim is to study the
development of the martial poetry in Mecca and Medina
before and after Islam, we have discussed this point
only briefly in considering the apparently genuine
verses ascribed to Ka'b b. Malik,
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APPENDIX 'A'
Sources for the poetry of
a) 4Abd Allah b. az-Ziba'ra
b) Dirar b. al-Khattab' • • •
c) 4Abd Allah b. Hawaha.
d) Abu Qays b. al-Aslat."'"
l) As noted previously there exist published Diwans
for the work of Hassan b. Thabit, Qays b. al-Khatlm
and Ka'b b. Malik. For this reason it has been
considered unnecessary to give the sources for
their poetry here.
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Sources for the Poetry of Ibn az-Ziba'ra
The following list contains the total of the
recorded verses in the early sources ascribed to
Ibn az-Ziba'ra or imputed to him.
The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
Lines supposed to have caused
the quarrel between Ibn az-
Ziba'ra and Banu Qusayy.
Lines apparently said when the
quarrel was settled between
Ibn az-Ziba'ra and Banu
Qusayy.
Lines in praise of Banu '1-
Mughlra b. 'Abd Allah al-
MakhzumiyyTn for their
standing the test of the war
of al-Fijar.
Tabaqat, 196.
Munamrnaq. 42 7. Ibn
Habib drops last line
mentioned by Ibn




I, 65. Ibn Rashiq
adds two lines more
to Ibn Sallam's
narrative.
Hadhf ,66. It seems
that Mu'arrij was the
first to include this
poem. Tabaqat, 200.
Nasab, 300. B., Ansab,
I, 4-3. Muhabbar, 457.
Dhayl, 196. Aghanl, I




The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Source s
Lines in praise of Banu 11-
Mughira.
Lines in praise of al-'Asx b.
Wa' il
Lines of Praise of al-'Asx b.
V\fa' il and the cJ an of JBanu Sahxn.
Lines in praise of Banu Qusayy.
Lines apparently said when the
dispute flared up between Banu
4Abd Manaf (al-Mutayyabun and
al-Ahlaf).• '
Lines in praise of Banu 'Abd
ad-Dar.
Lines in praise of Banu 'Abd
Manaf. It lias the same open¬
ing line as the last one.
Lines in praise of Khalaf b.
Wahb b. Hudhayfa b. Jumah.
Bayan, I, 102.
Nasab, 408.
Munamiriaq , 42 9.
Munammaq , 430.
Munammaq, 44.
Diwan of Hassan b.
Thabit, ed. H, 63,
201 B, 291 'A.
M S ('Adawl) 163.
Hawd, II, 84. Nahj,
III, 453. Azraqx, 68
'Aynx, IV, l40.
Aghanx, VI, 154.
Iladhf , 88 (includes
one line only). Nasab,
386. Az-Zubayrx also
includes one line, but
he does not mention
that it was composed
by Ibn az-Ziba'ra.
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The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
Lines on the account of the
abortive attack by Abraha.
In reply to Abu Bakr who
claimed to have composed a
poem concerning the raid of
'Ubayda b. al-Harith.
Lines mourning the chief of
the Quraysh who was slain
during the battle of Badr.
In this poem, Ibn az-Ziba'ra
sings of the victory won by
the Quraysh at the battle
of Uhud.
Lines attributed to the battle
of Uhud.
IH, I, 57, Bidaya,
II, 175.
IH, I, 593.
IH, II, 15. B.,Ansab.
I, 308.













The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
Lines describing the gladness
of the poet about the killing
of a number of Muslims, and
his regret that some of his
enemies had escaped.
Lines attributed to the siege
of Medina.
Lines directed to 'Uthman b.
Talha and Khalid b. al-Walld
• •
who embraced Islam before the
conquest of Mecca.
Lines in reply to Mawhab b.
Rayah, an ally of Danu Zuhra.
Lines composed by Ibn az-
Ziba'ra when he embraced









III, II, 419. PIwan
of Hassan, MS, 30
Maghazi, II, 847
Tabaqat, 202. Tabari,
III, 64. Q., AmaII,
II, 213. Iati'ab, I,
355. Ath., Kamil, II,
190. Usd, III, 160.
Isaba, II, 752; and
many other books.
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The Occasion on which the verse Source s
was recited.




I s 1 arn .
Lines supposed to have been said III, II, 419 • Tabaqat,
by Ibn az-Ziba'ra to express his 202. 1st 1 * ab, 1,356
regret for what he had done TayfGr, 53. tsd, III,
before accepting Islarn. 160. Isaba, II, 752
Bidaya, IV, 309.
Lines described as being by Suyutx, Sharh,, 195.
Ibn az-Ziba'ra. Ibn Manzur
•
in his book Li sari al * Arab
(ill, 443) includes these
lines, but he does not
mention that they were
composed by 'Abd Allah, al-
Jahiz on the other hand,
(Hayawan, IV, 15l) refers to
the first line, but ascribed
it to Shatim b. Khuwaylid al-
Fazarx.
A single line addressed to Munammaq. 231.
Busr b. Sufyan al-Ghamxrx.
A single line. IH, I, 312.
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The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
A single line in praise of Buhayr
( ' Abd Al 1 ah) b. Abl Rabi ' a .
A single line directed to the
Quraysh. It is most likely
that this line was composed by










Sources for the Poetry of Dirar b. al-Khattab.J • • •
The following list contains the total of the
recorded verses in the early sources attributed to
Dirar b. al-Khattab al-FihrT or ascribed to him.
The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Source s
Lines in the account of the
battle of 'Dkaz.
Lines directed to Khalid b.
'Ubayd Allah of the clan of
Banu '1-Harith b. 'Abd Manat
Lines addressed to Banu
Lu'ayy inciting them to
take revenge and to refuse
to take blood money.
AghanT, XIX, 80.
Ibn Hisham mentions
one line only, but
he says this line is
extracted from lines
composed by Dirar,




2 64. Both Ibn Ilablb
•
and al-Mus'ab az-
ZubayrT refer to the
first line only.
B., Hamasa, 2 9•
AghanT, VII, 28-29.
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The Occasion on which the verse Sources
was recited
Lines ascribed to Dirar b. al- AghanT, XIV, 130
Khattab on the authority of
Abu 'Ubayda,
These lines are, however For further infor-
supposed to have been rnation about these
composed after the killing of lines, see Diwan
Hassan (ed. 'Arafat)
410-411.
Rabx'a b. Mulcaddim, one of
Mudar's heroes who was reported
to have been killed on the day of
al-Kadxd.
On the other hand, these lines
are attributed to a number of
poets, but Abu '1-Faraj says,
on the authority of Abu Khalifa,
that Ibn Sallam is reported to
have ascribed them to 'Amr b.
Shaqxq of the clan of Banu
Fihr b. Malik.
Lines supposed to have been B,, Ansab, I, 40-4l.
composed by pirar in praise of
his clan Banu Muharib b. Fihr.
•
Lines directed to Hujayr and Nasab, 433-^.
llujr, Banu ' Abd b. Ma'xs b.
' Amir b. Lu'ayy.
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The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
Lines in praise of Zuhayr and
Hashim, Banu '1-Harith b. Asad' t
(b. 'Abd al'Uzza)
Lines supposed to have been
spoken by Dirar in praise of
Zuhayr b. al-Harith b. Asad.
There are different views
among the early Muslim
authors about the occasion on
which these two lines were
recited, and about the names
included by Dirar.
Lines claimed to have been

















'Arafat, I, 224, and
H, 78, (MS.147)






The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources.
Lines supposed to have been
composed by pirar lamenting
Abu Jahl, who was killed on the
battlefield of Badr.
Lines composed by pirar when the
tribe of Daws made an attempt to
kill Dirar and his companions in
revenge for the killing of Abu
Uzayhir ad-Dawsi, who was
killed by Hisham b. al-Walid.
Lines supposed to have been
composed by pirar in lament
for 'Uqba b. Aban, one of
the prisoners of Badr, who was
killed on the Prophet's command.
Single line ascribed to pirar,
on the same occasion as the
last one.
Lines attributed to Dirar, who• *
is reported to have spoken
these lines describing his
deeds with his sword (as-Sahab),










B., Ansab, I, 297.
B.. Ansab. I, 297
Munammaq, 521.
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The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources.
Lines attributed to Dirar in
reply to a poem supposed to
have been composed by Ka'b b.
Malik in lament for Hamza b.
4Abd al-Muttalib and the other
• •
Muslims who were killed on the
battlefield of Uhud.
Lines ascribed to Dirar in
description of the battle of
Uhud.
Lines attributed to Dirar,• 7
describing- the combat of Uhud.
Lines supposed to have been
spoken by pirar on the battle
of Uhud.
Abu 11-Faraj gives details
about these lines which are
ascribed to pirar on the siege
of Medina.
Lines ascribed to Dirar in the
0










The Occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
Lines ascribed to Dirar on the
conquest of Mecca.









Sources for the Poetry of Ibn Rawaha
The following list contains the total of the
recorded verses in the early sources ascribed to
4Abd Allah b. Rawaha or imputed to him.
The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Source s
According to the authority of
Ibn al-Kalbx, this poem was
spoken by Ibn Rawaha as a reply
to one of Qays b. al-Khatxm's
poems (No. 10, p. 145 (A), 25(k),
51(s), which are supposed to
have been composed by the
latter in celebration of the
victory won by his tribe on the
battle of al-Pada. This poem,
however, contains 23 lines, and
it has the same rhyme and metre
as the poem of Qays.
This fraction of verse consists
of 6 lines, and it is reported
that it was recited by Ibn
Rawaha as a reply to Qays b. al-
Khatxm, who is also reported to
have composed his poem (No.l4,
p.169(A), No.13, p.2 9(K), 57(S))
in praise of his tribe al-Aws who
Dxwan Hassan (ed.'A),
238, MS, 150-51.
Q,t Jarnhara, 223 •





The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
were disdainful of taking the
spoils when they achieved
victory on the battle of Bu'ath.
Ibn Rawaha's lines, however,
have the same rhyme and metre
as the poem of Qays.
This poem consists of 15 lines,
and it was apparently said by
Ibn Rawaha in reply to Qays b.
al-Khatxm's poem (No.4, p.26(a),
10(k), 3l(s)) in which Qays,
however, recorded the warfare
of Hatib and the decisive battle
• •
of Bu'ath.
Ibn al-Athxr attributes these
two lines to Ibn Rawaha as a
reply to a poem supposed to
have been spoken by 'Ubayd b.
Nafidh al-Awsx, but these lines
are also ascribed to Hassan b.
Thabit and are among four lines
included in his Dxwan, p. 206('A),
343(B), 35(H).











Ath,, Kamil, I, 506,
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The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
Single line apparently said by
Ibn Hawaha as a reply to Qays b.
al-Khatxm's poem (Dxwan, 181 (a),
32(K), 60(S)). This line is,
perhaps, the opening line of a
poem which has not yet been
discovered.
Single line addressed to Qays
b. al-Khatxm.
Shortly after the defeat of the
Quraysh on the battlefield of
Badr, it was related (IH, II,
654) that the Prophet's daughter
Zaynab had set out from Mecca
to rejoin her father in Medina.
Her brother-in-law accompanied
her publicly, and this event
aroused the anger of some of
the Quraysh. As a result she
was eventually detained for a
while.
Ibn Ishaq, however, ascribed
this poem to 4Abd Allah b.
Rawaha or to Abu Khaythama
(Akhu Banu Salim b. 'Awf).
Ibn Hisham, on the other hand,
confirms that it was composed
by Abu Khaythama,




Ath., Kamil, 1, 5 07.




The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
An elegy directed to Haniza b.
'Abd al-Muttalib, who was
killed on the field of Uhud. Ibn
Ishaq attributed this poem to
Ibn kawaha, but, on the authority
of Abu Zayd al-Ansari, Ibn Hisham
ascribes it to Ka'b b. Malik. On
the other hand, Ibn Manzur, in his
book Lisan al-'Arab, includes four
lines, commenting that Ibn Barl
said they were taken from a poem
included by an-Nahhas in his book
Tabaqat ash-Shua'ra'; this latter,
moreover, confirms that this
poem was composed by Ka'b.
Two lines apparently written by
Ibn Rawaha as an elegy for Nafi'
b. Budayl, who was killed at Bi'r
Ma'una 4/625.
Ibn Hisham says (ll,200) this
poem was written by Ka'b b.
Malik or by 'Abd Allah b. Hawaha
in reply to 'Abbas b. Mirdas, who
is reported to have composed a
















The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
This poem, addressed to Abu
Sufyan b. Harb, is reported to
have been spoken concerning' the
absence of the Quraysh from Badr
al-Maw'id 4/625.
Ibn Ishaq, however, ascribes it
to Ibn Rawaha, but Ibn Hisham
• 7
attributes these lines to Ka'b
b. Malik on the authority of Abu
Zayd al-Ansari.
These three lines of Rajaz are
supposed to have been recited
by ' Abd Allah b. Rawaha when
the Prophet asked him to stir
up the army on their way to
Khaybar, 7/628. Ibn Ishaq,
however, gives another version;
he indicates that the Prophet
asked 'Amir b. Sinan b. al-Alcwa'
to inspire the troops, so he
composed these lines in Rajaz.
IH, II, 210. In
the Ansab al-Ashraf
of al-Baladhuri
(340), he refers to
the opening line
only, but ascribes




IS, III (p.2), 81.
MaghazT, II, 639.




The occasion on which the verse Sources
was recited
In Dhu'l-Qi'da 7/628, the Prophet Tabaqat, 186.
Mecca to make the 'Urarat al-Qada/
and his followers went out to
in place of the 'Urara from which
IS, II (p.l), 88
Maghazi, II, 736
IH, II, 371.
year before. When the Prophet
entered Mecca on that occasion
the Quraysh had excluded them the Tabarx, 1-3,1595.
Mu'talif, 127.
Istibsar (MS),45.
camel and recited these lines
Ibn Hisham, on the other hand
Ibn liawaha held the halter of his Ath., Kamil, 11,174
♦Uyun, II, 149.
Isaba, II, 751.
attributes these lines to ' Ainmar Bidaya, IV, 227.
b. Yasir on the occasion of
Siffxn 37/657.
Mahmud Shakir, however, rejects
Ibn Hisham's remark, and he gives
details to explain why he believes
that Ibn Hisham was mistaken (Ibn
Sallam, 186)0
These lines are said to have been 1st!♦ab, I, 351.
composed by Ibn Hawaha when his Istibsar (MS), 167.
wife accused him of having
intercourse with his slave-girl.
When he denied his wife? s accusa¬
tion, she asked him to recite some
Qur'anic verses. Accordingly he
recited these lines, fuli of
-345-
The occasion on which the verse
was recited
Sources
Islamic expression, to make his
wife think that he was reciting
Qur'anic verses. Al-Qurtubi,
in his book al-Jami* Li-Ahkain
al~Qur'an (V,209), refers to
the same account, but includes
different lines of poetry.
Ibn Sallam and others point out
that these lines were recited
when the Prophet asked Ibn
Hawaha to compose extempore
some lines of poetry against the














The occasion on which the verse
was recited
Sources
These lines, in which Ibn Rawaha
hopes for martyrdom, were
apparently composed by him in
reply to his fellow-Muslims who
said "God be with you and protect
you and bring you back to us safe
and sound."
This poem was written in
description of the army at Mu'ta
and also considers what to do at
Ma'an in Syria.
It is reported that this line
was spoken by Ibn Rawaha after
the return of the Prophet, xvho
had walked out to see off the
army at Mu'ta.
IH, II, 374.






















The occasion on which the verse
was recited
Sources
These lines, in which ' Abd Allah
began by addressing his camel,
show how he was determined to
die in the service of the Islamic
faith.
These lines were apparently
composed by Ibn Hawaha,
addressing his soul, when he
was inwardly reluctant to obey
his urgent wish to throw himself










(llisa" ) . Lisan,
(Hisa'), Khala.
Sxhah, Hisa', Ba'l.
Ta.j . Hisa' , Ba'l.
Isaba, II, 749.
Khizana, II, 263.
Bid aya, IV, 2 43.
IH, II, 379.
Tabaqat, 189.
B. , Hamas a, 9 .





Usd, III, 58. Ath.,





The occasion on which the verse Sources
was recited
Most of the sources indicate that
Rajaz to Zayd b. Arqaru, who was
on their way to the battlefield
riding on the back of his saddle






o f Mu't a. Taj , ' Ainal
Al-Mubarrad, on the other hand
(lCainil, III, 217) , ascribes this
line to 'Ulnar b. Laja' , but in
the Khizanat al-Adab al-Baghdad!
(II, 263) says "I have seen in
the Nawadir of Ibn al-A'rab! an
urjuza containing 22 lines of
Rajaz, starting with this line."
Al-Baghdad! continues, "Ibn al-
A'rab! said that Bukayr b. 'Ubayd
ar-Raba'x recited these lines to
him. "
Al-Baghdad! comments that he does
not know about the period in which
ar-Raba'x lived, but assumes that
he lived after Ibn Rawaha for,
• 7
during the Jahiliyya period, a poem
in Rajaz consisted of only three to
four lines. The first man to make
the Rajaz long was al-Aghlab al-'Ijlx.
-349-
The occasion on which the verse
was recited
Source s
However, Ibn Qubayba, in the
Kitab ash-shi'r wa-shu'ara'(II,
95)i says that al-Aghlab died in
the battle of Nahawand 2l/64l.
According to as-SuhaylT, this
line was addressed to Malik b.
at-Tayhan, an ally of Banu 'Abd
al-Ashhal and one of the twelve
trustworthy men at the second
pledge of 'Aqaba.
A single line in praise of the
Prophet. Both al-Jahiz and
as-Suhayli include this line,
but do not indicate that it was
composed by Ibn Kawaha.
A single line attributed to
Ibn Rawaha.
A piece of Rajaz ascribed to
Ibn Rawaha.
These lines were said in rebuke




IV, 6. Isaba, II







These lines are also
ascribed to Hassan




The occasion on which the verse
was recited
Sources
Dxwan in poem no.89.
Furthermore both Ahu
'1-Faraj,(Aghanl, IV,
10) and Ibn al-Kalbx,
(Kitab al-Asnam, 44)
include these lines
and ascribe them to
Hassan.
These lines describing the
way in which the Prophet
worshiped were apparently




Sources for the Poetry of Abu Qays b. al-Aslat.
The following list contains the total of the
recorded verses in the early sources ascribed to
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat or imputed to him.
The occasion on which the verse was
recited.
Source s.
In the Kami1 of Ibn al-Athir (1,506)
the poem is said to have been
written about the war of llatib,
• •
In the Aghanx (XV,l6l) according
to a story said to be derived from
Ibn al-Kalbx, it is said to have
been composed with reference to the
later war which ended at Bu'ath.
C.J. Lyall referred to the
occasion in his translation of the






(J. , Jamhara, 234,
al-AshbTih, I, 136
Tabaqat, 189.
"Abu Qays is said to have absented
himself from his home for a long¬
time in the prosecution of the war¬
fare of Bu'ath and given up to it his
whole mind. When after many months
he knocked at his own door, it was
opened by his wife Kabsha. He put
out his hand to clasp her, but stie
repulsed him, the hardships of war















The occasion on which the verse was
recited.
Sources
that she did not recognise him.
He called her by name, and
when she heard his voice she knew
that it was her husband.
It is with this incident
that the poem opens.
The incident between Abu Qays
and his wife is also included in
the MS of the Diwan of llassan
(* Adawi., 166), but according to
the information given in the MS
(164-66) Ibn al-Kalbx is reported
to have said that this poem was
written on the day of Khatma,
which was brought about by the
killing of Abu Qays1s brother,
al-Husayn b. al-Aslat.
Ibn al-Athir (Kami1, I, 499)
called this event the war of
al-Husayn b. al-Aslat. Al-
Husayn is the name of one of
Abu Qays's brothers who had
quarrelled with a member of
the Khazraj from Banu Mazin
which led to the death of both.








Ath. , Kamil, I,
499.
-353-
The occasion on which the verse was Sources
recited.
brother had been killed by the men
of Banu Mazin in revenge for their
man killed by al-Husayn, the war
broke out and Abu Qays was the
chief of the Aws at this event in
which they were defeated by al-Khazraj.
Abu Qays wrote these lines for his
brother Wahuh, who had blamed him at
not winning a victory against al-
Khazraj on that occasion.
This account is also given in the
MS of the Dxwari of Hassan b. Thab.it
('Adawi, 168).
Ibn al-AthTr, on the other hand
mentions five lines of poetry which
he comments (FT Abyat), do not
constitute the whole poem supposed
to have been recited on this
occasion.
In the MS mentioned above there
is a line extra to the version
given by Ibn al-Athlr.
This poem was composed in rebuke Sifat Jazirat
at the tribe of Ghatafan, who claimed al-'Arab, 205.
to have prepared themselves for an Buldan (Rawdat* •
attack on the Khazraj. Layla).
-35^-
The occasion on which the verse was Source s
recited.
This poem was apparently written by IH, X, 58«
Abu Qays in description of the Hayawan, VII, 59
Abraha had brought with his army
incident of the Elephant which Bidaya, II, 175
Lisan (sharam).
during their abortive attack on
Mecca (570)
Ibn Hisham, however, says that
this poem was also ascribed to
Umayya b. Abi 9s-Salt.
al-Jahiz, on the other hand,
says "This poetry is an evidence
that God turned back the Elephant
from Mecca and then destroyed the
enemy by a flock of birds."
al-Baladhurx states that this B., Ansab, l4l
poem was composed by Abu Qays in Bayan, III, 67.
praise of Uhayha b. Sa'Id b.
al-1As b. Ummayya, who died after
the Prophet's emigration to Medina.
al-Jahiz quotes these two lines Bayan, 111,16-17.
in reply to those who said that,
during the period of the Jahiliyya,
the Arabs did not know of ambush
(kamln).
-355-
The occasion on which the verse was
recited.
Sources.
Two fragments of verse, each con¬
taining two lines, the first of
which Qays started by asking his
son to save money and to be generous
to the poor.
This single line was also addressed
to his son Qays, advising him to
be kind to the poor.
Ibn Sallam ascribes these three
lines to Abu Qays b. al-Aslat, but
they are included in one of Qays b.
al-Khatxm's poems (Piwan 181 (ed,A),
32(K), 6o(s).
The occasion is given as follows;
"al-Aws were over-powered by al-
Khazraj on the day of Mudarris and
Mu'abbis. They went therefore to
Mecca in an attempt to form an a.1 1 iance
with the Quraysh. Ibn al-Khatxm is
supposed to have composed this poem
about that occasion.
(Dxwan, 32 K., 179 A., 59 S.,







The occasion on which the verses
were recited.
Sources
The information given about this
poem is very confused. A number
of authors attribute it variously
to three different poets, Abu Qays
b. al-Aslat, Qays b. Rifa'a al-
waqifx from the clan of Banu
Waqif b. Imri' '1-Qays b. Malik b.
al-Aws (Marzubanx, Mu'jam, 197) and
Abu Qays b. Kifa'a, a Jewish poet
from Medina ( Ibn Sal lain, Tabaqat,
242 ) .
Abu '1-Faraj is perhaps the only
author who ascribes this poem to
Abu Qays b. al-Aslat. Thus, in tiie
Kitab at-Tanbxh al-Bakri (22), says
that the poem was not composed by
Qays b. Rif'a'a as mentioned by
al-Qalx but by Abu Qays b. Rifa'a
whose real name was Dithar.
These lines were written by Abu
Qays in description of his she-
camel .
Aghanx, IV, 167
Q., Amalx, I, 11
M. , Mu' ,jam. 197








1, (Waqal ) .
-357-
The occasion on which the verse
was recited
Sources
These lines are included by a number
of authors who show that these lines
are fatuous and are regarded as the
best of those describing a bashful
woman.
These lines were written in praise
of Banu 4Amr b. 4Awf for their
endurance in the war of Sumayr.
(Suiuayr was the name of an Awsi
from the clan of Banu 4Amr b. 4 Awf
who was said to have killed an
ally of Malik b. 4Ajlan, called
Ka'b ath-Tha4labi, the chief of
the tribe of Khazraj, over which
event war flared up for the first
time between the tribes of al-Aws
and al-Khazraj.
This poem consists of 19 lines; it
was composed with reference to the
battle of Bu4ath which marked the















The occasion on which the verse Sources
was recited.
This poem was composed by Abu Qays MS of the Dxwan
in celebration of the victory won of Hassan b
by his tribe al-Aws at Bu'ath. Thabit, ('Adawl)
184
During the battle of Bu'ath, Abu Aghan1. XV, 165.
Qays captured Mukhallad b. as-
Sainit as-sa'idx. Bis tribe and
•
their allies put pressure on him
to kill his prisoner, but he
refused to do so and later
released him, writing these two
lines on this event.
These two lines relate to the IH, I, 556.
killing of 'Amr b. an-Nu'man
al-Bayadx who was the chief
leader of al-Khazraj at the battle
of Bu'ath.
Ibn llisham says that these
two lines were taken from one
of his poems, but unfortunately
these are at present the only
lines known to us.
-359-
The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Source s
In the Aghani it is related that
this single line in description of
the Pleiades, was regarded as one
of the best on that subject.
A single line ascribed to Abu
Qays b. al-Aslat.
A single line attributed to Abu
Qays b. al-Aslat.
Abu Qays addressed these lines
to his brother Wahuh b. al-
• •
Aslat, who was later embraced
Islam and was among the Muslims
who took part during the siege
of Medina.
A single line ascribed to Abu
Qays b. al-Aslat.
This poem consists of 35 lines.
It was claimed that Abu Qays
had directed this poem to Quraysh
when they quarrelled among them¬
selves after the rise of Islam.
Ibn Kathxr ascribes this





















4 lines of this
poem (30, 31, 33,
34). He c omment s
that these lines
-360-
The occasion on which the verse
was recited.
Sources
says that as-Suhayli also
attributed this poem to Abu
Qays Sirraa b. Abi Anas an-
Naj ari.
It was supposed that Abu Qays
composed these lines concern¬
ing what he thought of Islam








Istibsar, MS, 129. »
Bidaya, III, 153.
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k 0 CL^ ! L^J J&,
-368-
<3 i,\jjj I ^9 -JO.JO fu (^J£ «lH d jjfc O Jjj ^ S ■■ «.*■»>» vJ^
(, 9^1 j (VYT u° <3*-*=^ iX1 LS^
ft
p. „ ■ l"3 .,9 ^ - >*A vj X9 ^ -l ^ l»J ..l ^ »S..- ^ i.iil \jJ ..yjgS
ft
>» Lfe^LI >- j—!? J ^—,*—»Jl
«
^>J ^ ^W«J ^ ^ —L.I wcv^ ^ ^ .1' "O >W I ^^ 1—Ah^IS
i* .-& >j jls |A_^JLL>» U?., .. >• ^ vJ ^-«jl>J ^ A—A ^ ■ £•
f *#VI o_Jl5 \^jj\ jlj>, L-*t, \^Lk_i
f n Jj-^J a,„.fr,.£ ■ ^ o L *J» J> V^J J-* >
rJjJ« J* 4 $ ^jcf—^3—aJI ^ gl j (J aJI .,1— vi , « y?4j «J—Sj
f—(—*>' VJ—-*> <u ^3 y .9 ^ -Jj) . i ■> ■ J 9 ^ ^
r J c^Uj OJ-±s^ )! J >l_J< j \^ ^
p .w 1.1 9 " p ' -fri * p & c I * l^g p -y-^ I «j| * Lwls
pj \ p_J I .^J LSj 1 a L—Sj p__& J S—; p -,frj • U_-jJ)
C 3l ^ j s \t ioj-i-J* <^1—M, cJ\5j
ft
p-Lj—H j—«—j t_/> j—»■ uy -J—; o * ■ ■' pJ ^u" •* '' •
fl aj—J'_} <U p-j-J—9.L3 <t_ b. -jj—S (>• cJj t ^
p- ^^ !sj I c I «J ( \ (J—<b y j a—j J—is—1 ^ J 4—j j j—1 \) —5jj
ft • ®
pi j j i_5^l—~»- p—ys>j -> dJL_& —IL>J p—^j—>-4?
^ ^ Oj : jfc-JLjJl ^ —j—I*
ft
fj-*—» o—"3 15—3—* fj—*r i> i_r lj—AJI c>aj >"<;.■■ »l? c<—^—-
-369
4J I ■>»
^ >i 1 il^Sil ^ ^ ifrlJp ^ ^ 6 ^al«5
• . •
^ JL—Jl J—fcl ^jn i iBm " J >» i 1| a..11 lj tllgl ^ my 1 (j i Jj
• * *
fj—«-* r1 J—^ ; •■ " "''-? r rfJ—»J' cs'^-i Aji <A ,J> (J JjLi
(as) : u«' -0—• Cm ij"W—J&
4.
4lI ^ jn B ,'» j> —fJ ft tClI f/~dj ^ O^i >* 1 ft
V; -J *^r * V*W» 5 ^ >jj f B ^ Jjf*—^ '*
-370-
(31 J :dJU o- I-VJUS" Jfc,
6 6
^ ■' *£ Li—P \ I . C» I jj ^ .Ill II I ■ " ^ ^ *-i iK.ft. . m> ^ J O . -P ^*J| |J
ft
^ 5 ^ ^^
« ft •
«»> \ . „.<y ., .ya.l I ^J ^ ■■< j »J ^ (Jju—^ laj I .» L. .,»n ^ L—wJwy—i> ^.—L< ^ ^ ^
ft
£ 33 j : Lwa--< 4-J,
ft
^ ■■ Sjj -m.il L * A >.^ v ^. t<*j 4.J—5 4—ALu ✓a .5
3 ^~J J • Lf—"J fc> 0J» ■* 'l"> '*>..! I <> -i-ft t-* J ^ I iiiJ' ^ JIj—AJJ
ft
^—5 Lfl—j 4-1—5 J ■ fil -ij ^ ^ *J C- jA^^Jp ^5 ^ J ^ ^ ^ ~>»&J W—X—P
^ ^ J • >»J-Ll—•^ 4 J^..,,^, 5.1 \ 6 JL-Jc l».4., ,c.J ,," ""i-Ll I* v *, B.. .1)
j. .^L-i 4—U ^y**4—I L t^k ^ jLi <s—Li^ 4JJl j—o^
l3t>) ' r«, ...1 I 1 ,J_£. u ■ .< ^ /a. 3 " ■ Hj
U^JUJ* Jl ,^1 C5_*J H\
£ ^ j 5 A—*~\)J o-i ftil'-u-*
ft • -
1 .4 „ .>'jS \ <w9 jJLj fy—'■* ^ 4^ ,.<? ,8,0 (J>—~JV . ^y-u-5J
* •
I -J ' ^ 1^ c 1.1 -wul x ^1 I >J .9 »i . 1 4—tj. .>%j 4J>_^.„*sft jj .«» (_^ ■■* 4... ,<i a js> j y
^ wi >.u'^ ^ \—P |^o 4JJ ^ 4 JLw**^ ^ ^ ^—<• ^ ^ ^ i ■■>•
f S'-fy j : '—*
» •
^1 ■ II xM »i *Q 4j au—y.v^o C.5'"" ^ ^
L5" ^ ^...,1., ft> ^ ^ \ ^11,. Xj i ^ ^ p.—a -/ ^ <tl—# \- wt*. »S
*
'j -3' ut" "-'* —-~~l' U°J^< it"1}-) j U-J—^
-371-
(Jji. jl\ J\r iS j J—^ "*j)
Mjj I (J-J
4-_L—<t> .3 " ^ *—' ^ 0 ' >
-*i\
V
4—!_**£ ^y '<LL-k J eu; I J fi>
.-*£> -L—5 . o.l ^ aLg> t
O ■!■ 8 ■* ■' u\
^ ^ 0~~° J". ■ A mJ
• « . «
J jl 4j >y 3. , ./? 5r
r> i ii 1 nji i.P / '■ , '. ij f"l-9
r>- j» u, J" '-r-
^—f-i c*_jl_5 jjlj




t—^^—s ^jj—t * ji
_B_y JU.LJa J lw I ^ lijj L~&
( 3"} | i ,/i -1 \ 4 Ji
ft
J>\
^ Xv^j U—wL»»^ ^







( VI J 5
fy—^ w » Jjju>J^ L.,1.1—>»
U ^ ✓> n U^j-
-ds- !*■< .L .I Oi-U l5"
O L., -Qy.,....,,.^mA <JL» .. r.>J Lu->^—9
ft *
1 ..fJ *U mi LxJon.J 1 ' L-0 (JT-^^ ^
ft ft
oM .a, 4 ' c\ \jL a—9
c
4U ■ 9 {J/Q rmi J ^ ^ \—S V «rf , >fc,l ^ »L~rf
jt r 1 " 9 < i " \ J \ si \o 4_ ^ w .» <U_^
J+C*A
ft
Ao p5U <«LcJ 1 J JI i3-^J C51-
u| ^ j 5^* 4—'J
-J72-
v / i J It ij-; iij—I (_y—& 4 .1,8 J a_o
*—i & \j *4j —I—' Osj L? ^
ur-oW (j1~^'->- WJ-* ijA-®'
-bLj»*j ill »J~o O* (J—-*3^ L_^J
i~>j\ i_*JI L/-Jj f *\.'—*L-J
| l| J | • >"' J - l. ^ ^ (_y-f-S ^(1
0—i-M ** ■'< ■ tftjS' 1 .a I Li L |
j» ^Ll < ' I—1 J 4-i^j mijs JO I
LT .
5U i3—*• \-r-B-s, JU)I\ y-^-jS
v;(j i)> eL-J^> f',J J^Ui,
!—*->• ^aj ^ ^ pS/i & *—«-& ..J ...I '—'j ,tkJ ^ -J
Vjl-Aj y\ 0,i ,g 3 yj J^l ^
1-^^ L—-£ J ^ Li .■,u ^jo •—3-> .J I III 11 iSj*!
Vjl >sJ\ (IJ-J\} XL^
V OX—* ju~.l-$ (j \J
l—'JUJ ^ ^—~a 6LaJ i ^—>-j L*a^
Jl 4.I lO al <
■J ^^.aj I Oji" >J L ^5ll o J,—«J 1 c*.J-
i—i LL>. o? /* W1-
5 \, .% ju—C- 4 .j ' ✓> | jL.<J ^ vJ^Jo
ftJ ^ |iw^J -jfK ,>»0 4 -,«;U, Jj*—'j \ Si ■•
1-^5 iji >».l^ L 1^.1 ^ f~mmmij 4^ I ~4 J J 1
ft
'—'^ 1 .1 J ^ p nj C- p, J «J L^, L Li
<-*! „u< 1. . ■■>»■ I 4 J4—> 4 .1.1 < p^L—4 L^w>
*» *.. .3^ ■*.! ^ ^.4.11 P Lx. ^.^Jfr




—«J ■/> w^, 4 .UL Uf c-l
0 4->^
* .
4 ml , toj vJj ^ 4.JU L ^ «fc j-~J *X^9
4 .aS ■>> jSkJ,■ 4. ,11 ^ f i.^J 9^
4 n{ ♦ J Ljb^L.jr < U)/,
• •
4 «\ dLLrJ^ i \—ol>.j\ jJaJLj
ft
Ljt J—*0 4 I 1.^.- ■•K.n.^L «^4 *i ,C» 'j
L&—| liJ ^ J- ■ wmfti IL^
M n' s r5^
|3i ^ t ^ 9 ^'j
^ ^ < Lu«JJ> ^ < t3>>—^




^j « ^ hL ftX; jl#J p;4 i L C-
\—«J 15 j
f—I^ L>^- •'
^ j i •>» . • J ■■• ^
,^5u vU(L.;»j jb_i.U4 cS^' ijr'j
ft •
p .1 .> L t Ljj, >. L-4 J LJ ^j)*j ^ *
-373-
)^jj\ * ■ j \ —"^-/u
*
' I -13 \ 2=L->_
c-«-l.-> 6^"—*'^ ^jU-cD C—<— I. g c







Lj—-^^0 £_£—- La _» LoJ\ (_fi-C-
C—^ A^c__»l C£- <uoj.\
Coi-^ f cAj,
(^^WVtC<Lr* ^ A.*3 * ^x,s' (V L*J
a^» -o^o—^, ^J<-o!>^ o




C.l*\J \ c^O, (_s _s_
<=*-.
•» i ■*





rv—-r-^^ -> _>^2J pj b f LA-3
<—iA jA* lCjy^ U. — A-^*-3
-iiiyj IJ^r"o^>
-37*1-
( *15 ) HpW cr c\ls
^ wW V■—%■*«•1$ 1—^J~^ZmJ .off L ■■/> , -■>• J \ >> fU ^ ^ \-^ ^ ctjLo.,.^
^ ' ^y\-Z I>; o'—-*•
^ J^ Lrf <—»^L>J ^ l5^" '"-*' ^ 1 .. J-3"" '-—'^>J ^ \*> ^ ^J, ■■>% lj
^j S . j ij^—t J —kJ I •i—* ■*•1—• fjj' J—^
f -I '*> -' .; jJ -i^a-t^JI J—-i-aJ' \j\ ^ —* ^kJ ^ ^ V utj £j} ^m*
^ Lj-| J 5 f* h kM ^ (_r*~* J^j
6
. ft
JL—^,j„ k ,< ^^>,. ..!.< I—.' ^ "*M1 L» 1,1 u,
I—ftlM ^ Jj. li ■? .mL j J—■** *^ ■ S I
( l| i i s 4_j^
^ i I «k ••! -i .■;,J ^ lo (_>u—^ ^ Ji ^0 L^*!^y-kJ ^ 1-—'^ ->J ^ ^ (3~^ l«?
l^J ' oL— J6,
^ <J i«< ^ A* »i» 1 ^ ^ -L* 'j* V lo Q i ' ^ lajb >L—S* o 1—-~KO (jft.,I wmJ
^ 5 0 ) :
(jj >. is 4 I a _l*.n jI J 11 J ^ >. ^ S/j-~Z jd , , ^ O——"L»J '"<-»■ I*
.k_aJ( 0° .J—<r?-3 I fclj I ,t yj <Jl LfJ
I') H -t.».^ 1—y,—o ^ <A—-*J ^ , ft1 Li ■ ) ^ ' 'J i'■
151) s f^-!a-iJ, i> -_re-9
c,,<J \ ^ ^ ^ >-J-Z <Li > \ ( jm A n V 1 L |-> & ^JJ
6
-js • 4, 1—>J I "*j—*i j^ **-
-375-
^ <0 4 .,<, ■ , ■.5 ..S^ ^..i.».< ^1 v.J-4——0 (3 i.Pj^
(51.)
Lfi>6\—<•>! VjJ _L_i ; LjJ J_sb '<UjlI= JLS ,jj I^__a_j=
l_ft>'^ U \—^JLL- y, \ oite yj—j \ „t q: .9 e<. 5i <■
(.53) >d «-i,
J ^->->» ^U- ✓X.l ^ ^——e (_£ L .1 ■*! li—S d-" mJ ..< »J V _>»I O ^ * '
(54) : \4—Jj
\„ 1^,M.J^ ^ -LJ< ^.1,-._>> ., <
^ 5 5 | • ^—«*■*' <s—
«> ».
|»--,-lr>^^ ^ \j£ >J ^ \... •/"■'^i.i i>» ^ ^ 0 ^ ^^ ^ >
\ 56) : I—<lJj
* ft
L-* «J L >. >J I ^jyjL—S' If .. .> .1,1 ..q 0L_S l^JLaj J.LW
( Si ) : I—a~A «-J,
^ ■
1 j 4 J'jj & U ^ J ^ P 4 .., S. ..i ■■■.■■ ( 70I—« ! vJ1 —
|^S%) ' uL— Jtt,
ft
\ fi» J j j y ^ j—« L~J La .Jj
. P 1 a .0 \ ^ V . .. M. vi'
(.5^1 = 1_<J JBj
■ > ■
( - J S,, jLL; L;U u~S L (>L >■ .* ^
ft » •




Si • 3 ") • \ /v—- o—
^ I
cL • ( 41*0 V—ix-* \ <J L?
C->W \^—„\^
((3 0 ) , ^ ^ _i3 * ^
V.A.*-9 ^ U* VJjK-u> UL_\ ^
\ _>A2-» \ © L
V




V^YA\ _^ji _>-i—«-3= \s-* ^J»_>-3 ^
\>^V —i ol <_JLA H—
( £> 5^") : <-«s_ —1 CuA*-* /%/- O-O—XA VL» \ —A
V>V/>^Vo <aA_> A \ <_i _^\ C.5 _yi,i Lf i
\j icA' U3 (_j—- LL3 \ „>_xX J
-377-
l 66| : 0*^3—^3 d>_». ^3 ^ rW \j;j ifl i >• ^ ^ ^ **-^to.>»^
L&ti_i ^ j—a L^.,1 .k 5 V 1 I ■■( •'..Q ^ , ,„. i 5
^ 6>~"J j • p.< ^ >>3 LH IJ"*-8
ft -
L^uS^^SJo L. ,-/iJ ■■ < ^ ^ -« ^ J |X>^ .. ~q l*>a ./>
[ 6$) : l>< LJ-if-5 X* Jljj
d~u- lo £""—^ ^ ^ p 4 4-J—& C»-JU—9 I J Lis®
V"«j i ,,, S* ^ .5 -1 J (J—i o^—3} (3J ^——5 ^ 4 ,4.1 c- 4 .'* , t J—a
mi : 4—* J—j ^ ola—>. Jtej
«.
... *
V ».9^ ^ ^■r' S* ■ >- J 4—L? O ^ ^ O ^
c f
—Ju <0 4-i ^ ^ ." d—1—>- yjiii JJt ^ -3 t ■>• 4_rf S-
^ 0 ) : UaJ J^
■!.* .1 >■ —sj 4-Jw J—£-9 ^ »• ^^—''
(_JXjl |^....<V; tj.j i g- L-9
<J"
ft »
j^H (_5j t <U—• ^ fci 5 ; -t_. J »J 1 j ly I -l_~* .■>,„ „£ {3~* 3
LTJ—_.*vi ji, f_j_ to X -4—___.>J ^ it-L^ I fr ^ 4 n.,; V l+u i ✓>
ft
^—; -i—; ^—! d—;l^£ 0 .'s ■ '■ } ur-s,3—'' ?y* ^—" 8 1 •
(II] • —L_>J> ^ u^-8 vJ^j
I—^5j^y .. J >■ I ^ -' . 3 ^ ^ ^ " *7' » ->- L. (Jj—>v>^5
L_J_cLJ 0_J=l tJ.itt .X.H _)jj <_aJa b_J lyiJajC ^3lj—iijL ^i>—it> I -j\
L—■o l^V; . L* (.—£y jjf- t_S J y—9j j»-—p-' •« dj J ^>-r^ LiLa—< ll-Sj—.
-378
^ | ; LaJ JUj,
i ^\ hjbj {yriyJ:SS\ 4,J a , J d-JL-oj ^ i c^jl
yS-\ .■•■V3 ..oJ ^ vj ^ -o >J ^ tj 1—!sJp <lJ ^ ^ O^oJ ^ p * ^ -1-rf i^""0 ^ ^
i ■■< ., J I P
^ it ^Ij" .«J 1 —J' ^J^I ^—o5 L^> (J^JJI ^^ ^ -l-o I^—P)—^ I -1 jj.
|^-|3) : L^J JlS,
I O Li-jfc I,.ll \ \jJ <0 J 4 i4illa..ow> p»t* o ^ -J^ L .S
( —
^ -"IS^ ^S I P |J 9 .</%.! ^ ..' j\. ^ »., C-I L< Li wtu^ (J^""" &^J ^ ^ . i»c-t
(^ " ^ t-j | S «—>-\)j C". oJJ* -Li—t Jkj
i_*_».l^JL lj , 8 *J J L^_>- J 8 .1 a..: (j fij\j £—*^K! f—iJ-^3
ft
I—-j\ fc 4_Ja—;j_i ^ ^—>- <JJ——o J a—"° p—1 —£L-a~
^ *~| 5 J ' ^ O* O^^ lJ lij
l^i—-,1 lj\ L)< } I <a_«Jl -i^ t *—fcj—>- (>_i j—II ^,. ; ft>L5JL
[*}(, J '. ij—-1—Ck Lr<-S—^ lJ^J
I—'_>•£» L-i_^_»Ji ^ o*-l L|_i.t>i_j_« ^ k~« u».j^8 p "J T ^
L_fJL&l ^ JL-I^I Xj r^1' O6 IJI.ljl^JL-; ^
hi)-L—.^1 ^ -s >-l Jlj»^
•
... *
\jjmmm, J \Jj ^ja , >. ^ \ P..i <J I -1 P Li • yS jj ^ V±^ay2 (J?J-** *±~Sy
^1 ^>J! ^ pL5 U 4JJ1 Jp J\ \y,l\
ft ft ft ft ft —-
l^a-l Js VfJs cL«-sJl l>-Jjl I_r »X [=—£->*^ p^I
! pa_ia_»JI ^ (_>—-9
-379-
.wa—P Wr-*^^ i i J.i p_&\—tj LJ
(19)
tUJ\ LJ l, ,.L s» LI di5,j\ jJJ
j j- UuJlJ (3 ^ ^ J ^ ^... .oJ L^ *£± .a.i ^ ,«..L L-»>. ^.L ~9
«
—t (i^—-9
^ ^0] : u-t LT*-9
«•
^^ 3—-^ j ■ 9 wj^ 4 u) ^.oJ ( 3' -
•JuS i~>j >JI ^ L_, SLl-5
«
\ f—tls Jj \jbj—.oJt I Jj J Vj L_ft - ^' (3-4 f ^ 3^>
( $\ ) : I a-3 JU_j
^L_5JL ^Sj\j 'i LJ tjrJ%J ^y-jT ^JJl 1;
(.SlJ . v-tJ ^ I 3"^ ^ cJ
^i i .-^< .4 {^*ji^ -i* J ^ L. ^ .i ^ jj-io-S ^ Jy.i ■P ^
[ ) ■ L-J <-4
>- <tj Jj I—a3 -L Lis. i_J j— 1-——n_»J jJ9 ^ I ^yls-c« UJ
u*-1 i—i .a C 4 Jj ■ jii J ^^_ uVJl "J '" * "
[ ) '• f^-"'2-iJI <>■ LT*-* «J&>
t * I t
J,< 0LS ^1—>> j^l ».n>n |»—£b L^-< ^ {-&y*£ y*j V ,u ■ Pi ./?'
1^5] s'—
L fj dJI ij P—a -L j *) »3
-3B0-
"}J- .1, I^J
) \ to J—0~>*J ^ t'*y4 J
^U) L*
*
l» ^-J ^ -J >- tj
1
JiAJI £LaLL_J ^ i^>~o ur-^1
o-J—>* p-b L>u*w->- ^ ^
(3«)
-fw>—*■» (j*.' ^ ur^> 1? J ■^i)
($-]) = l_iJ JL,
L .1 JL ti^>JI U.Lu_& IJj
6
j tl J\ =-j L
I 3 3 ) : 1—ixJ\ Jfc,
3J—° f—paLa—£■ (>• ij-J 2'V» o_JL
(, 3*) I '' i>< o1—~^
|S—^J J «wAC" ^*i *?^"~"' 1 ..->■•
'—«Lw I (3>-^
J—k> o-t^—« J> f-(J ..re-Jj —>■ 0
L-^jj j i3JJ 0 LI
L^.a. ..3 JL>
^ 'J
j ,. .o (i i ' *** I I f ') I
(91) ! |\; la,.-J I ^ JL_j













'"■ I ' '
-L>-J r L \
~5 LuJ'
>UJ
z) ^ [Tjl>>JI j dj-^3
i. c) ) !*—^ *i
-381-
ft e
J J** -j—i pis vj *<j j-i-k> <_y—; p-l;' w
^ s—» j*~xj {-rij aj 1 b_ijlj jj l5 |l_j jl l 0 \jj m!—>•
t ^3 j : cx/t ^ ^,1—«->■ j^9
^ —1 ^ v >j ^ i—\ (j-** 1—' ^ l« ^ 5" o—
^.^4] : p<-j:l-i*■!, o-i u-*-* j*2!
fr
l-£'l_l j1_j ^ l_il „l
Usj • 4—4j1m >x«... S> d^.?
\ <« •■' j l ■] . «.. .0 |*u^*..i -9 1 "-<.'> \j 4_>w^9 "v ilj) j*-f-.*■ -9 1
( ^ 6 ) : <_r*-s
^ »«j i <j 1 -o 1 >j ^ ^-s 4jj o^j i ^j ^ ^p -j-> j^4-"0 d ^
^ g-)| : 1—a-j 4-j,
v—cjs"a i i '■^..ft... ,/> ^ v-»*j^ l>.1 .-a !%..,. Sjj^£> ^^^ l—»^_>j ^ ml) >1. ■—
(<)%): \-jJ\ u-j,
—p j5 vt-i» j \yj ui uuiv>>jl ^ \*j^\
i g <5 ) : \—aJS 4_jj
11 ..* 1. -1^ >j ^ j-5 \-j juj \-5j j. ..>»... ji \*y3 ^ ^ lyl*mj' ^ v
(^\oo) 5 *—-*-*1
»
•»—*<j l>v*j i l-^.., »* ^ ^ . m j»"-i.. >.>.i-i.^ ^ ■ ■ >»< \jj^- i*~yj.>j i ^j l*-l^
^\t)\^ : l_^ j^
• * *
5 i kill j j 10 p_.a -a- —oj \ (j-s'i cs^
-382-
(\°a) t u<< „ ■ mi. ^ 9 yj t \sy
' \, . *» ju . p « >• cj&~ -i (j;—o d ' p u lj> *•">«..■■ -i >» i yl—>•
^ \ 03 j 5 f*—^ ^ a-*-9
j_5 \^j\ us uii v^>ji^oh e^_5,
t *
u—*j \,.,. ja../ jy^fr j 1 ^ 0-~-^ l... ^^ (^l>> i ^—9 i
t-7'<->' ^ (j? j/—' w*^ ^—5 ^—9 tola c-^oj ^ 4^ lp ^jp jij j v?
^\d*4j: -i—rij c* f—fcj-^
UA—la—jk >» -,j 6 \ 1 ,o S*J ^ ~£Lmj L-^-^ \ -f~ij Vtiu* UH .oJ . 1 -J 9 i j<3 » ^»i J^
^ 3 w,i.* ^ j „'j j-)—j—*j l::"'■■»—ui—5 ^ i^jl-5
^ \ o 5 j ; j>.i in -ki i ^ (_>—-9 j
uij"^ ^ ^1 i*m u9la fc.m.1 ^ ^ ijiiii hi* jj l—5^ \—^ ^ i nsl» iri- •l.ifcj ^ |> i fc «xl 111. >»j
c » ,
u* 1.11 >• j ^ ^ m- p ^ 11^ i n><i 1^ <1 ■■; l>jlig'> ^ \ i4»l ^ jj l3 ^a* . <w
'J[ \ 06 ) ilu,i <t_j
^ J) m a JI ij I j ^j t^j I. ^ ■ 1 .*' & U^j*—U 'f 'J ^ "■ O^^
^ \o"j j "—]>
"*}\j. 1 i;j cr-u »-■> - < ■■■
jiu ul_«-jl j ^3 ; ij-'jr-*
-383-
( I o83 •. -* \J ✓v- o \ A (J\_Jj3
^ si * C 1 V" ' ° i><—(JP-^ » ^ «•» ^ CX^s-*
( i o 1 ) i ^2ju u 5 L»->
"—>~*-^ ^ (}$*"*—* ( _Le& / '« ^ U < " J I » 1^*
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